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ABSTRACT

Since the latter part of the last century several areas in North 

Staffordshire have experienced occasional series of earth tremors which 

are known locally as "goths" or "bumps". In early 1975 a series of earth 

tremors, culminating in a large tremor on the 15th July, shook the Trent 

Vale-Hanford area in the south of Stoke-on-Trent where coal was being 

extracted. The occurrence of earth tremors in areas where coal was being 

mined suggested that the incidence of these earth tremors was associated 

with mining operations in the coalfield.

To establish the causes and mechanisms of earth tremor generation, 

a seismic network consisting of five vertical and two horizontal seismometers 

was installed in the Stoke area in order to locate the hypocentres of the 

seismic events. The monitoring of seismic activity was carried out for two 

years (between September 1975 and September 1977).

Dr. N. J. Kusznlr and Dr. G. K. Westbrook have studied the seismic 

activity in the Trent Vale-Hanford area,in the southern part of the North 

Staffordshire coalfield. In this thesis the seismic activity in the northern 

part of the coalfield is investigated.

During the seismic monitoring period, more than 300 seismic events 

were recorded and found to have occurred in the northern part of the coal

field. 98 of these were located. Only events recorded on four or five 

seismometers were located. They had local magnitude values, M^, ranging 

between 0.1 and 2.5. The cluster of these seismic events coincides with 

regions of active mine workings. The tremor hypocentres were found to 

cluster in five areas. In three of these areas (areas A, C and D) seismic 

activity occurred as a result.of the interaction between the stress field 

°f the current workings and the stress field associated with the old mine 

workings. In the other two areas (areas B and E) the seismic activity 

appeared to be associated with sliding movements along pre-existing faults
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due to the effects of mining operations. The depths of the tremor foci were 

concentrated between 1,000 m below O.D. and the surface, i.e. within the 

depth range of the active mine workings. The accuracy of the location was 

estimated to be of about 500 m In plan and less than that in depth.

First motion analysis of seismic events enabled the mechanisms of 

these events to be determined. Two types of seismic events with different 

first motions were observed in the coalfield. The first group of tremors 

showed both anaseismic and kataseismic first motions on seismometers, 

type of tremor is interpreted as occurring either as a result of sli ' g 

movements along pre-existing faults, or due to failure in shear of 

in pillars and ahead of the active faces. The second group of tremo p

duced kataseismic first motions on all seismometers. This type of 

is interpreted as having either an implosional source mechanism, and oc 

as a result of rock failures in compression (pressure bursts), or as h ‘ g 

a collapse source origin, and occurred mainly in goafs as a result of 

collapse and roof caving.
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CHAPTER 1

CASE HISTORIES OF MINING INDUCED SEISMICITY

1.1 Introduction

Mining Induced seismicity may be defined as "the incidence of seismic 

events caused by rock movements or failures resulting from changes in the 

state of stress in the rock near mine excavation brought about by the 

presence of those excavations". (Cook, 1976).

When an underground excavation is made the virgin state of stress in 

the ground is disturbed, which results in stress concentrations in the 

rocks surrounding the excavation. As the rock is subjected to pressures 

approaching its strength limit, minor displacements or failures occur within 

the rock mass which results in the emission of seismic pulses. If the 

stress exceeds the rock strength, the rock will fail. Sometimes the failure 

occurs suddenly and explosively with rocks being ejected violently from the 

face, roof and walls. The seismic waves generated from such failures can 

propagate to the surface and appear as earth tremors which can be felt by 

local Inhabitants. Many names have been used to describe the rock failures, 

such as rock bursts, bumps, bounces and quakes. However, the term rock 

burst Is mostly used.

The phenomenon of rock bursts has been associated with mines through

out the world. Some examples are discussed in this chapter. In many of 

these case histories, fatilities, injuries and loss of production have 

been reported as a result of rock bursts. Sometimes the tremors associated 

with the rock bursts caused damage to property on the surface as well as 

in the mines.
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1.2 Mining induced seismicity in the Witwatersrand gold mines,
_ _ ______ South Africa______ _________ ___________________________

Until 1908 it was generally considered that South Africa was seismi- 

cally quiet. However, in 1908, about twenty years after the beginning of 

gold mining in the Witwatersrand near Johannesburg, a series of local earth 

tremors around Witwatersrand occurred. Since that time, the rock bursts in 

Witwatersrand have constituted a serious problem in deep mining, often 

becoming hazards to life and property and also interrupting mining 

operations.

The geological succession of the gold field consists generally of 

alternating bands of argillaceous and arenaceous sediments. The gold bear~ 

ing reef dips southward at about 4o° . The mine working takes place at 

depths of between 2 and 3 km.

The occurrence of tremors in the immediate vicinity of Witwatersrand 

suggested that they might be connected with the mining operations in the 

area. Therefore in July 1910 a 200 kg Wiechert horizontal seismograph was

Installed at the Union Observatory, about 6.*» km north of the mining area,
s

in order to study these tremors.

From the seismograph records, Wood (1914) concluded that the origin of 

the Witwatersrand tremors was due to the slip of rock masses which had 

become unstable as a consequence of the extraction of large amounts of rock 

and water from comparatively shallow mines. He suggested that the slipping 

was probably more frequent near existing faults.

Cazalet (1920) analysed seismic records obtained from the Wiechert 

seismograph for the ten years from 1910 to 1919* He found a close correla- 

tion between the mining activities and the occurrence of tremors. Two 

distinctive features were noticed. The weekly distribution of tremors 

showed that their maximum incidence occurred during the working days, with 

a peak on Thursday, while the daily distribution showed a peak at blasting 

times.
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Finsen (1950) made a statistical analysis for 29,669 tremors recorded 

over a period from mid-1938 to 19*9. He confirmed the observations of 

Cazalet, Stokes and Gane concerning the occurrence of the maximum number 

of tremors during working days and with peaks during blasting times.

The relationship of the Witwatersrand tremors and mining was first 

clearly established by Gane et al. 0 9 * «  by means of five seismographs 

deployed on the surface around the mining area. They studied the tremors 

particularly to determine their hypocentres. The observations were made 

between March and August 1939. During this time 271 tremors were located.

They found that most of the tremors were located in areas mined within the 

last decade at an average depth of 1.6* km. The authors concluded that the 

tremors originated within mining areas. The energy released by t 

tremor was estimated to be of the order of 10 joules. Any suggest 

that the tremors were caused by minor incidents such as the fall of the 

rocks In the mines can be consequently rejected. Gane suggested that 

fracture and mass displacement on a much larger scale might be needed

liberate such an amount of energy.

An electronic seismic recording system was built for the purpose of 

studying the Witwatersrand tremors more precisely. Gane et al. (19*9) 

described in detail this equipment which consisted of six seismometers 

distributed in and around the mining areas. Gane et al. (1952) used six 

vertical electromagnetic seismographs placed over a single mine, and all 

within 0.5 km diameter, in order to accurately investigate the association 

between earth tremors and mining. In particular, they wished to determine 

whether or not the earth tremors could occur at considerable depths below 

the level of the mine. About 100 tremors were recorded and located between 

July and August 1950. They found that most of the tremor foci were con

centrated adjacent to and slightly above the working level. The foci had 

an average depth of about 2.3 km. Again, this indicated a dose relationship



between the tremors end the mine workings. Some tremors were located In 

the old workings, probably as a result of collapses taking place In the 

old workings as a consequence of mine stabilization.

Cook (1962) investigated the seismic activity, in particular to 

determine the energy released by the rock failures. The investigations 

were conducted in a longwall shaft which had a consistent history of rock 

bursts. Eight vertical and horizontal seismometers were installed at the 

end of holes drilled from the excavation into solid rock. Seismic veloci 

ties necessary for tremor locations were obtained by detonated explosions 

at known points along the face. Location of the foci was carrie 

graphically by using a string model. The accuracy of the locat 

checked by comparing the actual co-ordinates of the blasting shots and their 

computed co-ordinates. He claimed an accuracy of ± 5 m. During the monitor 

ing period from January to June 1961. a total of 187 tremors, each radiating 

energy in excess of 1.*t x 10"*J,were located. The largest tremors w 

recorded at Pretoria, about 61 km away. In the same region, and du g 

same period, only seven'rock bursts were reported. All the reporte 

bursts radiated energy in excess of 1 .k x 105 J. Cook, therefore, concluded 

that not all the events which radiated energy in excess of 1.4 x 10 J 

caused damage to the workings. Cook found that the majority of the foci 

were located close to the faces which were being worked, and that the pattern 

of seismicity followed the advancing face very closely. This was clear 

evidence for the association of tremors with mining operations, particularly 

to blasting. The daily distribution of the seismic events and energy release 

showed that an increase in the number of bursts and energy release occurred 

at blasting times. It was also noticed that there was a tendency for a 

series of small rock bursts to occur following a major one. Cook suggested 

that this may Indicate that a large burst redistributes the stresses in the 

mine, consequently causing other tremors.
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A statistical study of the rock bursts by Pretorius (1964) confirmed 

that most of the rock bursts occurred shortly after blasting.

-1.3 Mining induced seismicity in the U.S.A.

Since 1899, when coal mines were first opened in the Sunnyside area 

of Utah, rock bursts have occurred and have been a serious threat to life 

and property. In 1958 the U.S. Geological Survey commenced investigations 

In the mines to determine the relationship between geological features and 

coal mine rock bursts (Dunrud and Osterwald, 1965). The Sunnyside area is 

located along the Book Cliffs of the Northern Colorado Plateau, about ^0 km 

east of Price, Utah. The plateau is about 2 km above sea level. The depth 

of the mine workings extend up to about 0.76 km below the surface. The 

beds dip gently eastward and north-eastward at 5°-15° (Osterwald and Dunrud, 

1966). Two sets of steeply dipping faults trending approximately north- 

northwest and east-northeast occur In the area.

In 1962, a seismic network was installed to detect the seismic actlvity 

In the Book Cliffs Coalfield near Sunnyside. A violent and spontaneous 

release of coal and rock from faces, ribs and roofs was a common hazard 

(Dunrud and Osterwald, 1965; Osterwald and Dunrud, 1966). The network con

sisted of six seismometers. 50,000 tremors were recorded in the district 

between 1963 and 1966. Seasonal as well as daily patterns for tremor 

occurrence were noticed. Seasonal maxima occurred in November, December,

MaY ar>d June. They seemed to be related more to unknown natural causes 

than to mining. Daily maxima occurred every 5“9 days, and these appeared 

to be related to the rate of mining. Most of the large tremors occurred 

during the seasonal maxima when the dally tremor rate suddenly decreased. 

Some of the large tremors reached a magnitude of k on the Richter scale, 

ar|d their foci lay within a few hundred feet of the mining level. This 

Indicated that large amounts of energy were being released near the mining 

level. Many sources of large tremors were located near faults or fault
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intersections. Some of them were located near faults in unmined areas.

This may indicate spontaneous stress releases during local slippage along 

these faults, where the stress may be caused by mining activity or by 

tectonics or both. Therefore, the authors concluded that the danger from 

large tremor and mine stability problems are greater in areas near to faults 

than in other areas where no faults exist.

Barnes et al. (1969) noted that during 1967 more than 50,000 tremors 

were recorded by the seismic network near Sunnyside. 5^0 tremors were of 

sufficient magnitude to be accurately located. Again he found that most of 

the tremors were located near faults or fault intersections. The majority 

°f tremor epicentres were located within less than 5 km of the mine workings, 

while the depth of the tremor foci ranged between 0.3 ~ 3*0km below the 

level of the mine. It has also been noticed that in the southern part of 

the district (near Geneva mine), many of the large tremors occurred at 

greater depths than those at the northern part of the district. This may 

be due to one or two of the following reasons:

1. The Sunnyside' fault zone intersects a graben at the north 

edge of the Geneva mine.

2. The presence of a subsurface fault in the southern part 

of the mining area.

The unexpected high seismic activity in the Sunnyside district posed 

two questions:

1. Does the seismic activity occur at Sunnyside alone or does 

similar activity occur in other adjacent areas?

2. Is the seismic activity at Sunnyside due to mining or due

to the geological structure, particularly the faults present 

in the district?

To answer these questions, Osterwald et al. (1971) carried out two 

experlments to study the mining induced seismicity In two different areas,
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particularly in order to correlate them with the seismic activity at 

Sunnystde mines. The two areas are in the Gentry Mountains 60 km west of 

Sunnyside, and in the Little Park Wash, 2k km south of Sunnyside. During 

the experiments a seismic network consisting of six portable vertical 

seismometers was installed in the area to be studied. The monitoring was 

conducted for about two weeks in each area. In the Gentry Mountain area,

37 tremors were located. Most of the tremors were located within or near 

the mining area. Some tremors were located along the major north trending 

faults west of the mining area. These tremors probably result from release 

of stress concentrated along the faults. At Little Park Wash, 70 tremors 

were recorded. Most of the tremors were located in or near the southern 

part of the Geneva mine at a depth of about 900 m below the mining level and 

within 2.13 km laterally of the active mining area. No tremor was observed 

within or near a major west-northwest faulted zone. This zone is 6.*t km 

wide, and located at about 8 km to the south of the mining area.

Finally, Osterwald concluded that the seismic activity in the Sunnyside 

district is not unique in' the area. He also found that faults are sources 

of many earthquakes but are not the main causes of earth tremors. The main 

cause is the removal of large amounts of coal which caused stress concentra- 

tions in many parts of the mine. The stress concentrations may extend 

hundreds of metres below the mining level and laterally as far as 3 km away 

from the active mining areas.

Smith et al. (197*0 carried out a detailed micro-seismic survey for 

33 days in 1970 in the Geneva and Columbia mines. These mines are situated 

the northern part of the Sunnyside area. The aim of the survey was to 

determine the relationship between the submine tremors and the induced 

Mechanism produced by mining activity. The monitoring network consisted of 

three vertical fixed seismometers arranged in a tripartite array with a 

radlus of about 0.5 km. Another three portable vertical seismographs were
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distributed near the centre of the area in a triangular array with an 

average radius of about 5 km. Seismic activity averaged several hundred 

events per day with magnitudes between -0.5 to + 2.8. About 272 hypocentres 

were located, of which 85 were accurate. Most of the tremors were located 

beneath one area in which pillar and barrier removal was being conducted. 

Foci of the events were concentrated between 0.5 and 1.5 km below the active 

roining area. No definite evidence indicated the association of seismic 

activity with any surface or subsurface faults. The fault-plane solutions 

obtained from the first motion of P-waves suggested a possible relationship 

between the stress producing the submine tremors and those stresses which 

produced the thrust faulting and folding of the San Rafael Swell. This 

indicated that the maximum principal stress 0  ̂ was nearly horizontal. When 

tbe pillars and barriers were removed the minor and vertical principal 

stress was reduced further, while cr̂ remained constant. It is believed 

that this would cause the generation of earth tremors near the zones of

stress redistribution beneath the area of pillar removal and may account for
1

the concentrated seismic activity beneath the Geneva mine.

In the Somerset Coalmine, Colorado, coal mine bursts were a hazard. 

Osterwald et al. (1972) conducted an experiment in September 1969 to study 

the seismic activity in the mine, in particular to determine the effect of 

a nuclear explosion, which was going to be detonated 65 km NW of Somerset,

°n the occurrence of tremors in the mine. Seven portable vertical seismo- 

Qnaphs were deployed around the mine. There was also one fixed seismograph 

directly above the mine. The observation was continued for two weeks.

During this time the portable seismographs recorded 38 tremors, of which 

13 could be located. In the same period the fixed seismograph recorded 517 

tremors. Most of the tremors were located under the actively mined areas 

or beneath the Intersection of steeply dipping coal seams with several 

c'astlc dykes In the southern part of the mine. This was probably due to
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the unequal redistribution of stress in the intersection zones as a result 

of mining. This stress was released as tremors during the mining progress.

Osterwald found no changes in the total number of tremors occurring 

per day after the nuclear explosion. However, the maximum number of large 

tremors per day increased.

Hardy and Mowrey (1976) carried out micro-seismic studies associated 

with a longwall coal mining operation in Central Pennsylvania. In parti

cular, they hoped to locate zones of instability around mine workings.

Seven geophones were installed at the surface over the active panel. The 

observations were carried out for six months in 197^. During this period 

the longwall face advanced about Zkk m at 183 m below the surface. In the 

same period several hundred seismic events were recorded. Only seismic 

events recorded on five or more geophones were located. The micro-seismic 

events were located firstly by using an isotropic seismic velocity model.

It was found that the majority of events were located within 61 m ahead of 

the face. The same events were located again using an anisotropic seismic 

velocity model. In this case the events were clustered along the actual 

longwall face, most of them lying within ± 18 m of the face position. Most 

°f the foci were within a ± 30 m depth of the coal seam. Many of the 

seismic events generated in the vicinity of the coal seam were due to frac

turing of the immediate roof and crushing of the coal. Some events possibly 

occurred below the panel due to elastic rebound of the temporarily unloaded 

floor area. Micro-seismic activity also appeared In one of the tailgate 

Pillars. These pillars normally become highly stressed as the face passes 

ar,d in many mines are badly damaged.

A good correlation was noticed between’ the occurrence of micro-seismic 

events and actual underground mining activity. It was noticed that the 

frequency of events reduced dramatically during shift changes. The sub

sequent rapid increase in micro-seismic activity occurred about 20 minutes
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after the beginning of the next shift. A general increase in micro-seism 

activity associated with underground blasts was also observed.

c

1.fr Mining induced seismicity in the U.S.S.R.

In the U.S.S.R. the extraction of coal from great depths has been

carried out particularly In the Donets Coal Basin. The coal Is extracted 

from a depth exceeding 500 m from more than 100 mines. Some new mines are

now under construction at depths of 1200-1500 m.

In the 19^0's rock bursts were first encountered in the U.S.S.R. in

the Kizelovsk coalfield. After that they occurred in the Kuznetsk, Donets, 

Shurab, and Suchan coalfields. *»25 reported rock bursts occurred tn these 

fields from 19^3 to 1962 (Avershin and Petukhov, 196^)• ,n the Oon 

coalfield rock bursts were recorded between 19^6 to I960 (Mi 

In 1952 work was started in the U.S.S.R. to develop seismo-acoustic equip

ment and methods to study the coal seams during mining at great dep 

(Antsyferov, 1966). The object was to find reliable warning signs of 

imminent rock bursts and to find ways of combating them.

In the steep seams of the Donbass coalmine. It was noticed that a 

"sagging roof" occurred after 15-20 ¿»Y» «  "ormal production rates' Th6 

sagging Is preceded by a sharp Increase In the noise level with up to 60- 

100 pulses/hour or more, while the normal background level Is 5-20 pulses/ 

hour. Kagan and Lavrov (1366) carried out seismo-acoustic Investigations 

In the Vunkom pit (Central Donbass coalmine) using three geophones Installed 

at a depth of 2-3 m In the coal seam. They found that the seismic noises 

were located at a distance of up to 16 m ahead of the face. However, most 

of the seismic noises were located within 2-10 m of the face.

Long-term observation of the seismo-acoustic activities for seams 

prone to rock bursts showed that some sections of the seam have higher noise 

levels than others (Ivanov, 1966). This may suggest that the occurrence of 

rock bursts In worked coal seams can be characterized Into zones.
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Observations on the Andreevskii seam (the 596 m horizon) of the Yunkom pit 

were carried out for more than two years. The face advanced 600 m in this 

period, during which six high noise zones were observed having a total 

length of 197 m, and widths ranging from 8 to 47 m. More than 20 bursts 

were located within these noisy sections. A zone 47 m long was found con

fined to a fault. Similar phenomena were found on the 476 m horizon.

Zones 2-5 m long were found to be caused by periodic sagging of the roof 

rocks. The distances between these zones were about 12-15 m corresponding 

to the spacings of natural sags in the main roof. This observation suggests 

that the occurrence of anomalous noise in a periodic manner may be due to:

!• Changes in the properties of the coal or its strength 

due to structural change.

2. Change in pressure near the face.

This phenomenon is known in mining as "periodic weight" (Sinha et al., 

^972). It is caused by caving and sagging of the main roof which does not 

always take place with each unit of face advance.

Boiko (1966) carried out an experiment to find out the relationship 

between the distribution of normal stress and noise level in the abutment 

pressure zones. The experiment was carried out in a number of burst-prone 

seams In the Yunkom pit. Stress measurements In the vicinity of the coal 

face were carried out using an elastic pressure gauge in a borehole 8-10 m 

^eeP» in advance of the face. Simultaneously, measurements of the noise 

level in the corresponding part of the seam were recorded using a seismometer. 

The results of the pressure measurements and hourly noise level at different 

Positions of the face, were plotted together in Figure 1.4.1 to show the 

relationship between them. In all observations where a normal noise level 

Was observed in the coal seam, the maximum stress was at a depth of 3“6 m 

ahead of the face. This indicates that the redistribution of the stress in 

the rocks took place smoothly and without sudden jumps. However, a high
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noise level was observed corresponding to a sudden increase of the maximum 

stress at a depth of 1-2 m ahead of the face. This phenomenon represents a 

potential rock burst danger. The experiment showed that the noise level of 

the seam increases with rock pressure and that the position of the maximum 

stress in the seam varies with respect to the face position. This confirms 

Ivanov's observation concerning the zonal characteristics of the coal seam 

with respect to rock burst occurrences.

Since 1957 the seismo-acoustic research station of the Donets Economic 

Council has been engaged in measuring the noise level in seams worked out at 

the Yunkom pit (Ivanov and Parshikov, 1966). It has been found that the 

noise level in the dangerous seams being mined under or over previous work

ings Increases ten times as soon as the seam passes outside the protected 

r®gion. According to the safety regulations in the U.S.S.R. "the protective 

effect is lost when the face of an under-protected seam advances a distance 

®qual to twice the interseam distance toward the abandoned face of the pro

tective seam". However, further observations showed that as long as the 

face of the protecting seam was In advance of the protected seam face, the 

noise level remained normal. In 19^1 -1962 measurements were carried out in 

the Kamenka seam, which Is protected by the Mazur seam where a pillar of 30 m 

in length was left (Figure 1.4.2a). The interseam separation was 49.5 m.

The noise level rose from 0.1 pulses/hour to 10 pulses/hour when the working 

^ace in the Kamenka seam had passed 4 m below the pillar. Subsequent advance 

the face below the pillar made the noise level increase as follows: 18 

Pulses/hour after 10 m; 32 pulses/hour after 16 m; and 80 pulses/hour after 

9̂ ro, and it then fell to zero 4 m before the face emerged from the pillar 

2°ne. The lag and lead anomaly of the noise level, as the working face 

entered and emerged from the pillar zone, were probably due to the fact 

That the pillar was partially crushed at the ends. A similar observation 

was made during the working of the Derezovka and Andreevskii seams (Figure 

^•4.2b). The vertical interseam separation was 60 m. The Andreevskii 

Seam was protected by working in the Derezovka seam. The noise level of
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the Andreevskiiseam during mining was 2-5 pulses/hour, which was normal for 

this seam. When the working face of the Andreevskii seam passed outside the 

protective influence of the Derezovka seam, it coincided with a sudden 

increase in the noise level up to 300 pulses/hour. Two bursts of 200 and 

300 tons of coal occurred in the face at this time. It was also noticed 

that the face of the Andreevskii seam was 16 m in advance of the protective 

seam face when the increase in the noise level started.

In the Donbass coal field, the drilling of horizontal and rising 

boreholes has been found to be the most effective safety measure against 

rock bursts. Mirer (1966) determined the relief effect of a rising bore

hole by using seismo-acoustic methods in two seams In the Yunkom pit. The 

examined seams were the Bezymyannyi seam with a thickness of 0.7 ro an<̂  

Zolotarka seam which ranges from 0.41» to 0.65 m in thickness. During this 

experiment the face passed through four rise boreholes of 0.25"0.3 m in 

diameter and 30 m in length, and was there accompanied by a low seismo- 

acoustic activity level. It has been noticed that the noise level started 

to fall at a greater distance from the boreholes than that at which it 

began to rise. This may indicate that the maximum pressure rapidly shifted 

deeper into the solid coal as the face traversed the borehole. , Also, at 

the same time, in front of the boreholes, the face passed through a zone 

which had suffered disintegration.

The distance from the borehole to the point where the noise level 

started to fall was taken as the mean for the four boreholes, and was found 

to be equal to 3.38 m. In the same way, the mean distance from the bore- 

bole to the point where the noise started to rise was found to be

0.88 m. The sum of these two values represents the overall relief zone 

for a rising borehole in the Zolotarka seam, which is equal approximately 

to 4 m. The relief zone for the Bezymyannyi seam was found to be about 

2 This is because the ratio of the borehole diameter to the thickness 

of the Bezymyannyi seam was less than that in the Zolotarka seam.
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Petrosyants and Gorbachenko (1969) conducted an experiment using a 

seismo-acoustic method to determine the stability of the rocks above a mine 

working in the Fizkul1turnik mine. The experiment was 'carried out by trans- 

mittIng artificial pulses through the rocks between two boreholes. Two 

1*8 m deep boreholes were drilled in the roof of the mine working for this 

purpose. A vibration source was placed in one borehole and a receiver in 

the other. Both transducers were at the same level and were moved simult

aneously along the boreholes as wave amplitudes were measured, it has been 

found that low transmitted wave amplitudes coincided with fissure zones, 

while a sudden increase In the amplitude occurred when the transducers 

passed into solid rocks.

■— ■5-- jjininq induced seismicity in the Upper Silesian Coalfield, Poland

Earth tremors in Poland occur particularly in the Silesian region, 

where they are associated with the complex geological and tectonic structure 

°f the Upper Silesian coalfield. Some of the tremors have caused severe

damage on the surface, while rock bursts have occurred frequently and con-
\

stitute a considerable hazard in the coal mines of the region.

Two hypotheses have been suggested in attempting to explain the 

occurrence of earth tremors in the Upper Silesian mines.

The tremors are of tectonic origin caused by tectonic forces 

still active in the area.

2. The tremors are caused by mine workings, and are generated 

by the disturbance of the equilibrium strata pressure by 

mining operations.

Until 1898 it was believed that the tremors in the coal field were 

caused by the occurrence of rock bursts in the working mines or by the fall 

°f rock masses in old workings (Janczewski, 1955). However, in 1898 a 

strong tremor was felt over a large area and caused damage on the surface. 

nsPection of the mines in the vicinity of the area showed no evidence for
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the occurrence of a rock burst. Therefore, some investigators tried to 

explain the cause of the tremors by "terrestrial phenomena". From that 

time the origin of earth tremors in the coalfield has been a matter of 

debate. Many writers, especially in the first half of this century, 

supported the concept of a tectonic origin for the Silesian tremors. Some 

writers accepted both of the two theories, although they considered one of 

them as being the more important. At present most investigators believe

that the Silesian tremors are mainly caused by mining operations, although
\

they do not rule out that some may be of tectonic origin.

Investigators have chosen different approaches in order to determine 

the origin of the earth tremors in the region, and to support one of the 

two theories. From the literature of the Upper Silesian earth tremors, it 

can be inferred that three main approaches have been used.

(i) The determination of the depth of the tremor sources: 

Difficulties in determining the depth of the earth tremor foci have 

made the selection of the correct hypothesis from the above two hypotheses 

very difficult.» The occurrence of earth tremors at great depths would 

indicate tremors of tectonic origin while the occurrence of tremors at mine 

levels would suggest tremors of mining origin. Janczewski (1950) studied 

some of the tremors and rock bursts which occurred in the years 19^8 and 

W .  He calculated the depth of foci of some large tremors from macro- 

seismic and micro-seismic data. He found that the depths ranged between 

* and 10 km. Later he revised the calculated depths to between 5 and 12 km 

(Janczewski, 1956). He concluded that these tremors were natural earth

quakes with a shallow focus and considerable intensity. Some of these 

tremors were accompanied by strong or even violent rock bursts in the 

barest mines. He described one such tremor which occurred on the 6th 

September, 191*9 and was recorded as far away as Prague. At the same time, 

a severe rock burst occurred at a depth of about 1*00 m within the mine and
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was felt at the surface within an epicentral distance of a few kilometres. He 

commented that if the tremor focus had lain at the same position of the rock 

burst (400 m) then the vibration produced at the surface would have been 

far greater than that felt. Therefore, he concluded that the tremor was 

that of a natural earthquake occurring at a depth of several kilometres and 

that the rock burst occurred immediately after and as a result of the earth

quake. Wierzchowska (1962), however, advocated that the earth tremors in 

the coalfield were due to mining operations. She suggested that the large 

estimated depths found by Janczewski were due to an error in calculation 

arising from ambiguity and uncertainty in the interpretation of the seismo

grams. She suggested that if the rock bursts were triggered by tectonic 

earth tremors, then two seismic sources, superimposed on one another or 

occurring within a very short time interval, would exist on the seismograms. 

Examination of the recorded tremors showed no single case of this kind.

This she believed indicated that the seismic source was the rock burst 

itself.

Using rfour seismographs situated In a vertical line with one at the 

surface and the other three at different depths, Kulpinski (1966) hoped to 

determine the tremor hypocentres and rock burst foci more precisely. In a 

Period of more than one year in 1965 and part of 1966, 110 tremors were 

located. Kulpinski found that most of the tremors were clustered in the 

vicinity of the active mine workings.

(il) Calculation of the energy release :

Budryk (1955) propounded that the frequent occurrence of rock bursts 

in the area is due to both the presence of thick coal seams beneath massive 

sandstones and the triggering effect of natural earth tremors. He suggested 

tbat small natural tremors which have insufficient energy to cause damage 

at the surface, affect the weak parts in the underground mines causing a 

m°mentary concentration of stresses in the rocks which exceeds the elastic
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limit of the coal. Consequently a rock burst occurs which sometimes has 

catastrophic effects. Budryk reported that 10,000 tremors were recorded 

between 1930 and 19^1, a third of which were detected in the mines. He 

therefore suggested that not only were the large tremors, accompanied by 

rock bursts, of tectonic origin, but the small ones also.

Gibowicz (1963) analysed 160 tremors recorded between 19^8 and 1959 

at epicentral distances between 2 and 80 km. He computed the energy 

released and the magnitude of each tremor. He was able to determine the 

repetition frequency of the tremors; that is the frequency of occurrence 

the tremors in relation to the values of their magnitude or energy.

This follows the frequencymagnitude formula given by Richter (1958). The 

value of b was found to be equal to 0.9 which is in general agreement with 

that of other natural seismic regions of the world. It was also found that 

an average of about 155 tremors with magnitude, Ml , from 2 to 3.8 occurred 

annually in the region, while the average amount of seismic energy released 

per year was about 9.3 x 10^ J. The seismic energy released by an earth

quake represents only a few percent of the total amount of earthquake energy 
\

(it was found with underground nuclear explosions that the seismic energy 

radiated is only a few tenths of a percent of the total explosive energy). 

Gibowicz estimated that the total energy of the largest seismic event in
4 K

the coalfield had a value of about 10 J. Gibowicz concluded from the 

analysis of the energy and frequency of the tremors that local natural 

earth tremors were occurring in the area as well as those of mining origin.

Wierzchowska (1962) refuted this argument by suggesting that the 

elastic energy concentrated in the mine rock mass, as a result of mining 

operations, can be sufficiently large so as to cause these very large 

tremors. Znanski (1959) showed that the kinetic energy which could be 

liberated during a violent failure of the virgin coal surrounding the mine 

face could bring about a seismic event of magnitude equivalent to that of
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a tectonic earth tremor. He gave two examples of large rock bursts which 

occurred in the East and West German Potash mines. One of them was felt on 

the surface over an area 20 km in radius, and recorded at many distant 

European seismic stations, up to an epicentral distance of 2,000 km.

(lii) Statistical observations:

This approach was based on the comparison and analysis of seismograph 

data and the occurrence of phenomena accompanying rock bursts and tremors.

Neyman (1955) pointed out that earth tremors in the Silesian coalfield 

could be of tectonic natural origin, as well as due to mining operations.

He noticed that the most frequent and violent rock bursts always occurred 

when a new seam was first being mined. During the extraction of the next 

seam the rock bursts occurred less frequently and were smaller, due probably 

to the release of stress as a result of the extraction of the first seam. 

Neyman (1961») carried out statistical studies of the occurrence of earth 

tremors and rock bursts in the coalfield. He found that 11,528 tremors were 

recorded by the seismic stations between 1955 and I960. Only 915 of these 

were reported as rock bursts in the mines. The largest tremor released 

about 1010 j of seismic energy. The daily distribution of tremors and rock 

bursts showed that most of them occurred during working times, with a peak 

of incidence during blasting times. He also noticed that in the period 

between 1956 to 1963, 12 large tremors occurred immediately after blasting. 

These tremors were felt at the surface and recorded by many seismograph 

stations. He suggested that this indicated a close causal relationship 

between mining operations and the occurrence of tremors, since it was 

unlikely to be coincidental. At the same time, Neyman did not exclude the 

Possibility of the occurrence of the occasional natural tectonic tremors. 

These tectonic tremors may Initiate rock bursts, but only In the highly 

stressed rocks.
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Wierzchowska (1962) argued also that earth tremors In the coalfield 

are not of tectonic origin, but are due to mining operations. She also 

did not exclude the occurrence of a few natural earth tremors. She based 

her evidence on the macro-seismic and micro-seismic analysis of earth 

tremors and also on the observations of phenomena accompanying rock bursts 

and tremors in mines and their effects on the surface. Her synthesis of the 

ev,dence on which her conclusions were based are as follows.

1. The abrupt fall-off of earth tremor intensity with epicentral 

distance indicated that the earth tremors originated at little depths, and 

probably at the same level as the mine workings. Macro-seismic observations 

showed that the largest tremor was never felt at an epicentral distance

9reater than 10 km.

2. The occurrence of many tremors and rock bursts, some of them very 

âr9e, at the same time or shortly after blasting suggested that they were 

caused by mining operations.

3. The regions of occurrence of the largest tremors were also the

rcgions of the most powerful rock burst occurrence. Since the rock burst
\

intensity {$ directly proportional to the magnitude of the stresses con

centrated In the min ing strata as a result of mining operations; this suggests 

chat the coincidence of the seismic regions with those of rock bursts is 

evidence for the existence of a relationship between the intensity of the 

tremors and the magnitude of the concentrated stress in the mines of am

Siven region. Consequently, this indicates that the occurrence of tremors 

*s ^Ue to mining operations, otherwise their intensity in different regions 

w°uld not follow the Intensity of the rock bursts. However, this can be 

interpreted to suggest that the tremors and the rock bursts were of tectonic 

°rigln.

Tremor and rock burst occurrence in certain parts of the seam 

known to be rock burst-prone ceases with the cessation of mining activity
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*n that part of the mine. After mining operations start again, tremors 

and rock bursts recommence. This indicates that the tremors are of mining 

and not tectonic origin since if they were of tectonic origin they would 

not be affected by interruptions in mining operations.

5. The occurrence such as cracking noise, the snapping of coal from 

faces and floor heaves before the occurrence of a rock burst in the mine 

indicates that the stresses in the strata have reached a critical state.

This can be interpreted to suggest that the occurrence of the tremors and 

r°ck bursts were due to increasing stress in the mine and not due to 

tectonic origin.

6. It has been found that the intensity of tremors in the mine, 

Particularly In the vicinity of the rock bursts, was higher than that at 

the surface and other parts of the mine. This indicates that the tremors 

Were not of tectonic origin, because if they were of tectonic origin, 

Particularly if the tremor did not cause a rock burst, the tremor should 

be felt with the same intensity throughout the whole mine. Moreover, if 

fbe tremor initiates a rock burst, the tremor should be felt at least a 

few moments before the occurrence of the rock burst.

A summary of different opinions concerning the origin of earth tremors 

*n the Upper Silesian Coalfield has been presented above and it is possible 

to conclude that these tremors were most probably due to mining operations 

tn the coalfield.

■li-b. Mining induced seismicity in Britain

In British mines, major rock bursts have always been rare, and those 

fbat do occur usually occur In coal mines.

Davison (1924) studied mining induced earth tremors. He indicated that 

fbese tremors occurred entirely or partially due to mining operations. He 

9ave many examples about tremors frequently felt in mining districts, parti- 

Cularly in Cornwall, the South Wales Coalfield and around Manchester. He
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reported others felt near Sunderland and other places on the magnesian 

limestone of the Durham Coast. He mentioned that some of these tremors were 

accompanied by noise.

. . ir.i j where the coal seams are thick»In the South Staffordshire coalfield, where tne

the problem of rock bursts has been a serious feature In the mine, parti

cular,, In those at great depth (The South Staffordshire and Warwickshire 

institute of Mining Engineers. ,932-33). These bursts caused coa, to break 

out sudden,, from the faces and sides of the roadwa,s. crushing coa, pillars, 

crushing and throwing out supports and lifting the floor, 

bursts were "pressure bursts" as described by Phillips (19lllt-I>5> (see 

Section 3.2.1).

«ay 1930 a c« ,t te e was established to Investigate and determine 

the factors which caused lock bursts In the South Staffordshire. Warwickshire 

and Cannock Coalfields. It was found that the most Important fa 

Ing the occurrence of rock bursts in the South Staffordshire coalf 

the depth, geology and the mode of mining (The South Staffordshire and 

Warwickshire Institute of Mining Engineers, 1932-33, W « - « ) -  Thick coa 

seams had been worked successful,, in South Staffordshire at shallow depth 

with few rock bursts and roof control problems. At greater depths (about 

730 m), however, the rock bursts became very serious. As a consequence of 

the great depths and coal thickness, a large amount of compressiona, strain 

energy „as created which was the main reason for pressure bursts. It could

i , ..... .-hick seams without proper supports havealso be that the working of these thicK sec s, K

i j . rr.pi«;pauently, large masses of strata may haveled to irregular settlement. Consequent y, a

.. . rnck hursts. The committee also indicatedsuddenly broken and appeared as roc

that the coa, seam was softer than the roof and the floor, hence the coa, 

seam would be the first to yield under pressure. However, since the seams 

are composed of Interbedded soft and hard coal, violent rock bursts can 

occur (within harder coal). The committee found that most of the rock bursts
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occurred during the driving of headings, particularly when two roadways 

aPproached each other. It was noticed that the number of rock bursts 

increased with increases in the rate of excavation. Also, when the extrac

tion approached a fault the rock bursts became more frequent and violent.

The committee gave many examples of the occurrence of rock bursts and tremors 

in the South Staffordshire thick coal seams.

At Hickleton colliery, near Doncaster, a series of rock bursts occurred 

in October 1964 when face 324 of the Parkgate seam was passing under a coal 

pillar left in the overlying Barnsley seam (Shepherd and Kellet, 1973)* At 

that time the face had advanced 338 m. The seam lies at a depth of 900 m.

The face advanced a further 165 m before another series of rock bursts took 

place. The third series of rock bursts occurred during the working of a 

COal Pillar 5.5 m wide left between this panel and another old panel (panel 

822). These rock bursts caused large amounts of coal to blow out from the 

face, and displaced the supports and machines. After that it was decided to 

StoP Procluction in this face. All the rock bursts were located near the

rishthand end of face 324 (on the abutment stress zone of a previous 322
1

panel).

It was decided that a new face (face 325) advancing parallel on the 

*eft side of panel 324 would be opened. Therefore it was decided to carry 

°Ut stress measurements ahead of the face. Several strain gauges were 

deployed In advance of the face in order to determine the build-up of stress 

a point in the solid as it approached and passed by the face, it had 

been observed that a zone of high stress in the buttress zone of the face 

Was enc°untered as the face advanced. Therefore, it may be deduced that 

th® rock bursts occurred when this zone of high stress was aggravated by 

adding another zone of high stress from the side abutment due to the 

Presence of an adjacent old mined-out area.
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In Scotland, Mashkour (1976) carried out a seismic investigation in 

the Monktonhal1 colliery In the Midlothian coalfield in order to determine 

the sources of earth tremors and rock bursts whose occurrence in the area 

have been reported since the early 1960's. He used two seismic networks of 

large and small aperture. The mine workings were carried out at a depth of 

900 m. The seismic velocities of the strata and their thicknesses were 

determined by seismic refraction, and a borehole logging survey in the 

area. The accuracy of the location was determined from the seismic location 

°f two known blasts underground. It was found that their epicentres and 

foci lay within ± 200 m of their actual positions.

In the period from 1969 to 197*», a total of 121 seismic events were 

recorded on the Scottish Low Lands Seismic Network (LOWNET) which was 

operated by the Institute of Geological Science in Edinburgh. The network 

consisted of seven vertical seismometers, one of them recording the two 

horizontal components as well as the vertical component. For a more 

accurate study of the seismic activity in the area, a small seismic network 

consisting of five vertical seismometers was installed on the surface around 

the colliery. During the seven months of observation, between December 197^ 

and June 1975, 227 events were located. The seismic energy released from 

the seismic events ranged between 103 - 106J- Most of the events were 

shown to be located near the active parts of the mine. Some of the events 

were located in old mined-out areas. Another group of tremors was located 

near faults or fault intersections.

Monthly distribution of the tremors showed that no tremor occurred 

during the months coinciding with the miners' holidays, and also during the 

months of the miners' strike In 1972 and 1971». The maximum number of 

tremors occurred in 1973 coinciding with a maximum number of reported rock 

bursts in the colliery. The weekly distribution of earth tremors and rock 

bursts showed that the least number of tremors and rock bursts occurred on
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S u n d a y s ,w h ile  th e  m ost o c c u r re d  on T h u rsd a y s . The d a l l y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  

showed t h a t  th e  lo w e s t  number o f  trem ors  and ro c k  b u r s t s  o c c u r re d  d u r in g  

the s h i f t  ch ang e s , w h i l s t  th e  maximum in c id e n c e  o c c u r re d  in  th e  m id d le  o f  

each s h i f t .

Mining induced seismicity has been studied in the Trent Vale area 

°f the North Staffordshire coalfield. This will be described in Chapter 7.

Mining induced seismicity in Canada

in Canada, mining induced seismicity associated mainly with the gold 

roines at Kirkland Lake. Lake Shore and Hargreaves mines are the deepest 

*n the area and were developed at an average depth of about 2465 m 

below the surface.

Detailed studies of the seismic activity which took place at Kirkland 

Lake in the period 1938-1945 were carried out by Hodgson (1958). Correla

tion of the earth tremors recorded on the surface seismographs with the mine 

data suggested that there were two groups of rock failures. One group was 

observed at the Lake Shore mine but not recorded on the surface seismographs 

fbese include some'important rock falls. These bursts have released a small 

amount of energy which was not enough to be recorded on the surface seismo- 

9raPh, although some were recorded on down-mine seismographs. The second 

9foup of tremors were usually larger and were recorded on the surface 

seismographs but not reported in the mines. These might have occurred in 

Lbe old workings of the Lake Shore mine or in adjacent mines. Hodgson 

also found that bursting occurred in many instances at the same time as 

lasting or shortly afterwards. Leaving pillars has also been shown to be 

a cause of rock bursts. Therefore complete extraction of the ore was 

rec°mmended so that gradual and uniform subsidence of the roof may occur.

The rock bursts at Lake Shore mine were caused by the pressure effects 

°f the superincumbent strata which was unequally distributed due to the 

minin9 operations and the presence of faults (Robson, 1946). Robson
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discussed In detail this problem, particularly the mechanism of the rock 

hursts. He pointed out that the most Important factors affecting the 

occurrence of rock bursts in the area are:

I* The nature of the ground: it has been shown that the ore and 

surrounding rock are hard, brittle, and can sustain great pressure up to 

hhe point of sudden failure, I.e. the rocks are susceptible to bursting.

2* Mining technique: during the mining some pillars were left to 

act as supports. If the stope extended great distances without enough 

support, the hanging wall would have subsided and collapsed.

3. G e o lo g ic a l s t r u c t u r e :  th e  o re  b o d ie s  were found  in  s t e e p ly  d ip -  

P ,ng v e in s  w h ich  o c c u r re d  in  zones o f  f r a c t u r e d  r o c k s .  As a r e s u l t  o f  th e se  

ra c tu r e s  a g r e a t  number o f  la rg e  b lo c k s  o f  h a rd , b r i t t l e  ro c k s  was d e v e lo p e d ,

nc* ^urln9 mining the stress builds up along these lines of weakness and 

becomes a source of danger.

In the Wright-Hargreaves mine the first series of rock bursts started 

1932, and became a major problem in the later 1930's (Buckle, 1965). 

etween 1932 and 1964 about 227 rock bursts were located. These caused 52 

Injuries anc* seven' deaths. Some other rock bursts were not located. Those 

m°stly involved remnant pillars in old mined out areas. Again, most of the 

r°ck bursts have been noticed as occurring during or shortly after blasting.

** has a ls o  been n o t ic e d  th a t  th e  f re q u e n cy  o f  th e  ro c k  b u r s t s  in c re a s e s  

P r o p o r t io n a l ly  w it h  d eep en in g  o f  th e  m ines.

In August 1964 two strong rock bursts occurred. The magnitude of the 

Sec°nd one was estimated to be between 4.5 and 5 on the Richter scale. It 

Was reported at Blue Mountain station in Oregan and at Tonto Forest station 

n Arizona at distances of 2832 km and 2912 km respectively from 

Kirkland Lake. The source of the events was the shaft pillar section where 

Severe damaged occurred and two miners were killed. Buckle believed that 

tbese rock bursts were initiated by the movement of strike fault at the 

ottom of the shaft. Many small rock bursts followed these two events for 

ab°ut two days.
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In the Crowsnest Pass coalfield, Alberta, Milne and White (1958) 

carried out two experiments using three seismographs to study the rock 

bursts which were occurring in the coal mines, and to determine their 

relationship with the local earthquakes in the area. Again they found that 

one group of events was reported in the mines but not recorded on the sur

face, while the other group was recorded on the surface but not reported in 

the mines. The authors established that there was no relationship between 

the rock bursts and the natural earthquakes, and there was no indication of 

an Increase in the number of rock bursts after an earthquake.

—  ̂  Mining induced seismicity in the Kolar gold field, India

By the beginning of this century rock bursts in the Kolar gold field 

m'nes had become serious and have been one of the major mining problems of 

the field ever since. The bursts may be small, affecting one Isolated 

development, or large, causing damage over hundreds of feet in many levels 

(Taylor, 1962-63). The reef Is of quartz and dips kQ° W near the surface 

to 85° w at greater depths. It is bounded by highly metamorphosed houn- 

blende schists. The'; reef and its surrounding rocks are faulted by a number 

°f large and small faults and are intruded by dolerite dykes and pegmatites

(Crowle, 1931).

Seismic investigations of the rock bursts in the field began in 1912 

using a Wiechert Seismograph (Isaacson, 1961). Crowle (1931) studied 

thoroughly the rock burst phenomenon in the field. He mentioned that about 

13,000 shocks were recorded every year between 1912 and 1930. Some of them 

had been felt on the surface at a distance of up to 2k km. He classified 

the rock bursts in the region as follows.

(a) The small local bursts: These caused little damage and occurred 

throughout the area, but more frequently in recent mines.

(b) The pillar bursts: These were due to sudden failure of pillars, 

Partlcu1arly In extensively mined areas deeper than 150 m. They were less
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frequent but stronger than group (a), and sometimes caused serious damage 

the worktngs.

(c) Bursts in fault zones: These occurred in the vicinity of 

faulted zones. Their frequency and intensity depended on various factors, 

such as depth, and the nature and extent of the excavation near the fault 

zone.

(d) The heavy shocks or quakes: These were mainly due to failure 

°f the rock walls. Usually they were severe and caused extensive damage.

Isaacson (1957) described in detail the instruments and the methods 

which have been adopted to investigate the problem of rock bursts in the 

re9ion in order to find ways of combating them. These methods generally 

consisted of measuring underground stress and strain, and determining their 

relationship with the rock bursts. Several instruments and methods were 

used to measure the underground stress. It was found that the pressure 

encountered was greater than expected from the weight of the overburden 

r°cks only. This indicated the existence of high inherent stress in the

apea, possibly produced by tectonic processes or metamorphism. Measure-
i

^nts of the abutment stresses induced ahead of a stope face showed that 

the maximum stress occurs at about 1.8 m from the face. Therefore an 

exPer!ment was carried out to de-stress the face by blasting in holes 3 m 

c*eep inside the face.

O b s e rv a t io n s  o f  th e  re co rd e d  ro c k  b u r s t s  on lo c a l  se ism o g ra p h s  

re v e a le d  t h a t  th e  fre q u e n c y  o f  ro c k  b u r s t s  in c r e a s e d ,d u r in g  b la s t in g  t im es 

( Is a a c s o n , 1957). W h ile  o b s e r v a t io n s  o f  th e  ro c k  b u r s t s  in  th e  m ines 

in d ic a t e d  t h a t  m ost o f  th e  re co rd e d  b u r s t s  w e re  n o t o b se rv e d  unde rg round  

( Is a a c s o n , 1961). The o c c u r re n c e  o f  r o c k  b u r s t s  in  g rou p s  was a ls o  n o t ic e d  

bV Isa a c so n . T h is  may have been due to  one b u r s t  t r ig g e r in g  o f f  th e  o th e r .

Taylor (1962-63) studied about 125 rock bursts which occurred in the 

^Ines during the period from 1956 to 1960. He confirmed that faults and
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dykes were important factors affecting rock burst occurrence. Again he 

found many rock bursts occurred at or shortly after blasting. The number 

°f rock bursts showed an increase towards the weekend with a peak on 

Friday. This is probably due to the building up of stress as extraction 

continues during the week.

1*9 Mining induced seismicity in Czechoslovakia

In Czechoslovakia, rock bursts occur mainly in the deepest zinc ore 

mine of the Brezove Hory district {Pribram region) at a depth of about 

1520 m below the surface. The zinc ore was extracted from five mines in 

the district, from veins dipping 82° E. These veins were mostly embedded 

diabase and greywacke (Sibek, 1963; Sibek et al., 196*0.

The rock bursts were first noticed In the district in 1880 when they 

Were small In number and intensity. Since 1910 when the frequency and 

intensity of the rock bursts increased, accurate records of the rock bursts 

have been collected (Sibek, 1963; Sibek et al., 196*»). in the period 

between 1910 and 1960 about 1,522 rock bursts were recorded. Of these, 291 

Were large bursts and caused heavy damage within the mine workings. The 

geology and the mining technique used were found to be the main factors 

affecting the occurrence of rock bursts. It was also noticed that the 

number of rock bursts increased after blasting. Mining in the region was 

carried out using the "cut and fill" method. In this method the veins were 

divided into pillars of 50 m x 50 m In size. The pillars were extracted 

^r°m a lower level upwards, towards an upper level. After working each 

steP the worked out space was filled immediately with debris. When the 

e*traction reached two thirds of the height of the pillar, which was called 

Cri11ca1 mining height", it became very dangerous since the remaining part 

°f the pillar caused considerable potential energy to be accumulated in the 

r°cks. During the mining of the remnant pillar, the limit of elasticity 

and strength of a part of the pillar was exceeded and violent rupture 

°ccurred which usually appeared as a rock burst.
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Experiments were carried out In 1962 using the selsmo-acoustic and 

deformation methods In an attempt to predict the rock bursts (Sibek, 1963; 

SIbek et al., 1964). The selsmo-acoustic method was conducted by using 

underground geophones. It has been found that the number of Impulses 

increased within one to five days before the occurrence of a rock burst.

The deformation method was carried out by using Rheostat gauges to measure 

the convergence of the stope. Both vertical and horizontal convergences 

car> be measured to an accuracy of 0.1 mm. It was noticed that a measurable 

amount of permanent deformation started when the limit of elasticity was 

exceeded and this corresponded to the occurrence of seismo-acoustic impulses, 

it has also been found that there was an Increase in the average rate of 

convergence before the occurrence of the rock burst, reaching a maximum 

rate at the time of rock burst. After the rock burst there was a rapid 

decrease In the average deformation rate. Maximum convergence occurred 

the position of the rock burst and vice versa. Finally, the authors 

concluded that the possibi1ity exists to prevent the rock burst danger; 

firstly by adopting a suitable plan of mining; and secondly by predicting 

the occurrence of rock bursts using the seismo-acoustic method.

Holub (1966) studied the rock bursts recorded in the period from 1962 

t° 1965, for three mining regions in the neighbourhood of Pribram. These 

Were the Bytiz and 9.Kveten mines, and the mines of the Brezove Hory dls- 

trict. Among the recorded rock bursts in the mines of the Bremove Hory, 

four intensive rock bursts occurred in 1962. They were also reported in 

the mines, where three of them caused some rock falls from the roof and 

the wails. The seismic energy released by the largest rock burst was 

^  Joules.

The rock bursts in the Bytiz and the 9.Kveten mines started when the 

Workingsreached a depth of about 700 m. 36 rock bursts occurred In the 

Bytlz mine, while 7 occurred in the 9.Kveten mine. The energy released 

ffom these rock bursts ranged between 10^ and 10^ Joules.
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Rock bursts in Czechoslovakia also occur in the coalfields. During 

the period between 1918 and 1972, 251 rock bursts were reported in the 

bituminous coal district of Ostrava-Karvina (Sebor, et al., 1976). The 

coal seams lie at a depth of about 1200 m. Recently the intensity of the 

r°ck bursts has increased, while their numbers have increased also to about 

30 per year. Rock bursts also occur in the coal mining area of Kladno 

district (Sibek et al., 1961»; Sebor et al., 1976). The thickness of the 

coal seams range from 6 to 8 m, and lie horizontally at a depth of about 

500 m. The overlying strata consist of claystones, sandstones and con

glomerates. The floor consists of clayey rocks. A seismic network con

sisting of four seismic stations about 1500mapart was installed over the 

lining area. About 15 weak shocks were recorded daily. Most of the 

tremor foci were located in the overlying sandstone. The largest 

tremor had an energy of about 10^ Joules.

Prediction of the rock bursts in this district has been made. It has 

been noticed that during regular mine extraction there exists a linear 

relationship between(the energy of the large rock burst and the time 

e1apsIng until the occurrence of the next event.

Mining induced seismicity in the Ruhr Coalfield, West Germany

In some mines of the Ruhr Coalfield in West Germany, the occurrence of 

r°ck bursts due to excessive stress concentrations in the vicinity of work- 

n̂9 areas was quite common. Between 19^6 and 1976, 68 rock bursts occurred 

at different depths in the Ruhr coalfield (Lelteritz, 1978).

Cete (1977) indicated that magnetic tape recordings of the seismic 

®ctivity have been obtained since 1956. The Ruhr district seismic network 

c°nsists of three seismic stations. However, expansion and modernisation 

bhe network Is now being carried out due to extensions of the mining area 

^be new seismic network will consist of a large scale network as well as a 

sma,l network.
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In order to determine the zones of stress concentration in the coal

field mines, Baule and Rao (1979) monitored the seismo-acoustic activity 

in the coalfield using underground geophones installed in the roadways 

around the panels, in a number of mines. The co-ordinates of the sources 

were computed initially using a constant velocity model. Later the data 

for a group of events (approximately 10 events on a given day) whose 

sources were found to be clustered in the same area, were processed together 

with the velocity as an additional unknown. The value of the obtained 

velocity was also assumed to represent the velocity applicable to the 

other events occurring that day. The accuracy of the seismic locations 

was determined by locating blasts whose co-ordinates were known. It was 

found that most of the event sources lie within AO m ahead of the working 

face, and that their distribution pattern indicates zones of stress con

centration. Very few sources were located in the goaf.

Baule and Rao also carried out an experiment in one of the coal mines 

to determine the influence of de-stressing on seismo-acoustic activity in 

the seam. De-stressing operations were conducted from 17th November to 

20th November, 1976 by drilling 25 m long holes from the base road into the 

seam. It was found that the events occurring during the de-stressing were 

encountered at the ends of the corresponding de-stressing holes in the seam. 

The maximum number of seismic events occurred on the 18th November, while 

no seismic event occurred on the 20th November, the last day of de-stressing. 

This indicated that the seam was apparently relieved of the excessive stress.

1.11 The characteristic features of mining earth tremors 

1.11.1: From the above summary of mining induced seismicity in different

parts of the world, some general points concerning the characteristic 

features of mining earth tremors, and the application of micro-seismic 

techniques to this problem can be inferred.
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The characteristic features of mining earth tremors are summarized 

in the following points, and an attempt is made to compare them with 

natural seismic events.

1. The most important feature of mining tremors is the abrupt fall- 

off of their intensity from the epicentre to the boundary of the disturbed 

area. This indicates that their foci are shallow. This feature was 

observed and noted by Davison (1924) in British mines, by Weiss (1938) in 

Witwatersrand gold mines, and by Wierzchowska (1962) in the Upper Silesian 

coalfield.

Davison (1924) noted that the disturbed areas due to mining tremors 

were mostly circular or slightly elongated. The long axis of elongated 

disturbances was mostly parallel or nearly parallel to dykes or faults in 

their immediate neighbourhood.

In the literature there is little information about the intensity of 

mining earth tremors at the epicentre. However, as will be seen in Chapter 

7, one mining earth tremor has occurred in the North Staffordshire coalfield 

with maximum intensity 6 on the Modified Mercalli Scale, and local magnitude 

Mj_> of about 3.

2. As described in this chapter, most mining earth tremors have local 

magnitudes, M^, ranging between -0.5 and + 3*5. However, the largest 

mining induced earth tremor reported by Buckle (1965) in a Canadian gold 

mine reached a magnitude estimated to be between 4.5 and 5. Thus mining 

earth tremors can be very large and reach a size comparable with natural 

earthquakes.

3. In the case of most mining tremors, the intensity is greater in 

the mine than on the surface. The greatest intensities are usually observed 

in the immediate vicinity of rock bursts. In contrast, Davison (1924) 

suggested that the intensity of a natural earthquake is usually much weaker 

in the mine than on the surface. However, Bath (1973) has suggested that
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whether or not the intensity is weaker in the mine than on the surface 

has not been established reliably.

A. Davison (1924) indicated that the shock of mining tremors consists 

of one or two pulses of vibrations followed, sometimes, by a brief thud 

such as that produced from the fall of a heavy body onto the floor. He 

suggested that the average duration of the shock was about two seconds, 

while for a natural earthquake It ranged from three to six seconds.

5. The existence of a prominent S-phase for mining tremors in the 

Witwatersrand gold mines, led Gane et al. (1946) and Logie (1951) to con

clude that the original release of energy at the focus bears a closer 

resemblance to that of a natural earthquake than to that of an explosion.

The latter gives rise mainly to compressional waves and a very small 

proportion of shear waves.

6. It has been found that the frequency-magnitude distribution of 

mining earth tremors follows the frequency-magnitude formula given by 

Richter (1958) which also applies for natural earthquakes (see sections 

1*5, 3.4.1 and Chapter 7).

1•11»2: Both macro-seismic and micro-seismic techniques have been used to 

investigate mining induced seismicity. Many different investigative methods 

and strategies have been used in the many different case histories described 

in this chapter. From the collective experience of the investigations 

described, the following general points concerning the use of microseismic 

methods in the study of mining induced seismicity can be listed.

1. Tremors generated by rock bursts, bumps, etc. can be recorded at 

considerable epicentral distances using conventional natural earthquake 

observation instruments.

2. Since the occurrence of a tremor is unpredictable, it is 

necessary to record the output signal of the seismometer networks 

continuously.
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3. For the accurate location of seismic events, a seismic network 

of small aperature must be deployed within the mining area.

b. The local seismic network should be deployed so that the seismic 

events are well located in both epicentral position and depth, i.e. there 

must be a wide variation in range and azimuth of the seismic stations from 

the epicentres.

5. For more accurate depth determinations of hypocentres, a three 

dimensional seismic network is preferable.

6. For hypocentral location of the seismic events, the travel time 

from the source to at least four seismometers should be used in the 

calculation.

7. For accurate location, the output from all seismometers should 

be recorded with a common time code, on common graphic paper or magnetic 

tape.

8. The accuracy of the seismic location is limited by the accuracy 

with which the velocity structure of the area is known.

9* For more accurate locations an anisotropic velocity model is 

required.

10. The accuracy of the seismic location is limited by the precision 

with which the arrival times of the seismic waves at the seismometers can 

be determined.

11. Because of the short distances between the tremor foci and the 

local network seismometers, accurate timing to at least 0.01 second is 

requi red.
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CHAPTER 2

MINING INDUCED STRESS, STRAIN AND ENERGY RELEASE BY 
MAKING AN UNDERGROUND EXCAVATION_________

2.1 Introduction

Without understanding the distribution of mining induced stress and 

strain and their role in mining induced seismicity, it is difficult to find 

the causes of mining earth tremors and to interpret their actual mechanisms. 

The intention of this chapter is to give some general knowledge about mining 

engineers.

If the ground is not subjected to any kind of tectonic movements 

(folding, faulting, etc.) before an underground opening is made, the rock 

mass is In equilibrium in its virgin state. The ground at any point at 

depth is subjected to a pressure equal to the weight of the superincumbent 

strata.

When an underground opening is made, the ground on the sides, and 

above and below the opening Is deprived of its natural supports. Consequently 

the rock mass around the opening is no longer constrained. Therefore the 

equilibrium is destroyed and the rock masses around the opening tend to 

deform towards the opening. This situation leads to the redistribution of 

strata pressure around the opening. The mode of mining plays an important 

role in this new distribution of strata pressure, and consequently on strata 

control.

2.2 Theories of rock pressure and strata movement

The theories of rock pressure and strata movement are closely related. 

The former deals with the phenomena of underground stresses, while the 

latter attempts to explain the consequent movement and the ultimate settle

ment of the strata. The movement is the physical manifestation of the
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stresses developed within the strata as a result of mining operations. Rock 

movements include deformation of the rocks in the vicinity of an excavation, 

rock bursts, rock falls and surface subsidence.

Various theories based mainly on underground observations of strata 

behaviour surrounding the excavation have been put forward in order to 

explain the distribution of mining induced stresses, and consequently to 

try to interpret the phenomenon of rock bursts.

In general these theories can be grouped into two main categories:

1. The Pressure dome theory

Observations of the cavities and tunnels in the rocks, which often 

remain stable without artificial supports, have led to the dome concept 

(Denkhaus, 1964). The principle of this theory is that the pressure is 

arched over the excavation and bridges between two abutments.

Crowle (1931) and Dinsdale (1937) advocated the pressure dome theory 

to explain the rock burst phenomenon in mines. They suggested that when an 

underground excavation is made, the natural support for the layers above, 

below, and at the sides of the opening is removed. The layers are therefore 

fractured and deform towards the excavation, thus removing the support from 

the next layer and so on. As these fractures proceed outwards from an 

excavation, a dome-like area of fractured rocks is developed. The fractured 

rock inside the dome is decompressed (intradosal ground), but a high stressed 

zone is created around the dome in the solid rocks (extradosal ground). 

Ultimately this high pressure exceeds the elastic limit of the rocks in the 

extradosal ground causing them to fail. As the excavation goes on, pressures 

are concentrated on the ribsides and on isolated pillars or remnants causing 

the formation of many small pressure domes. Failures of these pillars result 

in two or more small pressure domes meeting to form a very large dome, thus 

causing further stress concentration on the abutments. For the footwall, 

the dome is smaller than for hanging wall, and this might be due to the
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gravity effect which assists the breaking of the rocks in the hanging wall. 

The extent and pressure effect of the dome increases as the depth and the 

excavation increase.

Dinsdale (1937) considered the length of the roadway and modified the 

idea of a dome by using an arch.

2. The cantilever theory

Stratification of the rocks has led to the concept of treating the 

strata as a series of beams or plates overlying each other. The principle 

of this theory is that the immediate roof stratum detaches itself from the 

overlying strata and acts as a beam or cantilever over the goaf (Denkhaus, 

1961*).
Sinclair (1936) and Joseph (1938) advocated this theory to explain 

the pheonomenon of rock bursts in Witwatersrand gold mines. As the excava

tion is made in almost horizontally layered deposits, the strata of the 

unsupported roof will sag under the effects of their own weight and the 

superincumbent pressure. The sagging layers act as beams or cantilevers.

The deflection of each beam depends upon its thickness and its elastic 

deformation modulus. The process of sagging proceeds upward decreasing 

in each succeeding layer, until finally a short beam is reached. This beam 

represents the apex of what appears as an arch or dome if the points in a 

vertical plane at which the sagging ceases at both ends of the beam (abut

ments) are joined. As a result of sagging of a layer, the next layer above 

it transmits its own weight and the weight of the above layers which it 

supports to the nearest point of contact between it and the lower stratum. 

Therefore, each sagging layer creates a compressive stress on the layer 

below it at the points of support (abutments). Consequently, if a large 

number of layers act as a beam, high compressive stress will be concentrated 

on the abutments. If the concentrated stress exceeds the strength of the 

supports, failure will occur.
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The sagging increases as the depth and the excavated area are 

increased. As the excavation increases the hanging layers (beams) begin to 

fracture producing small rock bursts. The fractured layers may then act 

as cantilevers supported at one end on the face, while the other end is 

free.

In the case of an inclined excavation, another force exists. This 

force is the tangential pressure of the roof which is augmented in strati

fied deposits by the natural tendency for the rock mass to drag down or sag 

on the 1ine of dip. This will lead to the development of a greater pressure 

on the support on the down dip side, causing more shearing and greater 

tendency to burst (Sinclair, 1936).

From above, it can be inferred that the two theories do not contradict 

each other. Rather, they represent two versions of one universal theory.

Both theories suggest that roof sagging is the main cause of the rock bursts. 

Both recommend the setting up of adequate supports in the excavated area as 

soon as the excavation is made in order to prevent or reduce roof sagging 

and consequently reducing rock burst incidence.

2.3_____ Mining induced stress in the case of longwall , and rooms and 
_ pi 1 lars extraction_______________ _______________________

From the point of view of strata control, mining methods can be 

carried out in two general ways (Whittaker, 197*0:

1. Partial extraction without caving of the roof (rooms and 

pillars). In this method the strata pressure is redistributed in such a 

way that it is taken by the remaining pillars.

2. Longwall extraction. In this case the roof strata behind the 

face are allowed to cave in, causing the strata pressure to be shifted to 

the waste region and abutments.
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2 .3 .1  S t re s s  d i s t r i b u t io n  In the  ca se  o f  p i l l a r s

During mining, pillars are usually left for various reasons such as 

preventing or reducing surface subsidence or preventing water infiltration. 

In general the pillar needs to be of sufficient size to remain stable.

The pillar supports the strata immediately above it as well as 

some of the strata which cantileversover into the surrounding openings.

Thus in a typical room and pillar layout, assuming that the overburden 

pressure is uniformly distributed over the pillars, Hoek and Brown (1980) 

show that the average stress imposed on a pillar is given by the 

following formulae:

ap = pgH 0  + (1 + ... Rectangular pi 1 lar 2.3.1a

where

ap - pgH (1 + ̂ 2.) ... Long pillar 2.3.1bwp

ap is the averagejpi1lar stress,

Wo is the width of the opening,

Lo is the length of the opening,

Wp is the width of the pillar,

Lp is the length of the pillar,

p is the average density of the rocks = 2537 Kg/m^,

g is the gravitational acceleration - 9.81 m/sec ,

H is the depth below the surface.

Hoek and Brown also calculated the average pillar stresses for 

other kinds of pi 1lars.

The stress distribution within the pillar is not uniform. Hoek 

and Brown also calculated the values and distribution of the major and 

minor principal stresses around a pillar. They presented a number of 

diagrams showing the distribution and magnitudes of the principal stresses,
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normalized to the average vertical pillar stress, in a rib pillar having 

different ratios of pillar height to pillar width (Fig. 2.3.1).

Fig. 2.3.2 shows the distribution of the overburden pressure within 

the pillar. The figure shows that at the sides of the excavation a de- 

stressed zone occurs since the coal is fractured in this area and suffers 

little lateral constraint. Inside of the pillar edge, into the solid rock, 

the stress increases gradually and the pressure peak (abutment pressure) 

occurs at about 1-10 m from the side of the pillar. This abutment pressure 

represents the failure strength of the coal under the prevailing conditions. 

The broken coal in the area between this pressure peak and the side of the 

roadway is called the "Yield Zone" (Wilson and Ashwin, 1972). The coal in 

the region inside the pillar is relatively undisturbed, and still follows 

the laws of elasticity since it has not passed the yield point. It is 

surrounded on all sides by the "yield zone" which tends to constrain it.

This central region is called the "pillar core" and it has an average 

stress lower than the peak abutment pressure. In the case of a large 

pillar, the average stress in the pillar core drops to the value of the 

overburden pressure. In the case of a small pillar, the core stress may 

rise to the value of the abutment peak stress. If the pillar core stress 

exceeds the abutment pressure a breakdown in the cohesion of the pillar 

core occurs since it is beyond the elastic limit. However, the broken 

pillar can still withstand high stress as a result of the lateral con

straint offered by the fractured rocks in the ribs of the pillar to the

broken rocks inside the pillar. Wilson and Ashwin suggested that the
is the

strength of the pillar core/lincrease because of/(confining constraint 

afforded by the yield zone. The increase in pillar core strength is 

proportional to the confining stresses according to the equation:

a aQ + tan3 2 . 3.2



Fig. 2.3.1. Principal stress distributions in a rib pillar defined by a ratio of pillar 
height to pillar width of (a) 0.25 and (b) ^.0 respectively. The contour 
values are given by the ratio of major and minor principal stresses to the 
average vertical pillar stress. (After Hoek and Brown, 1980).
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Fig. 2.3.2. Stress distribution across pillars and adjacent 
goafs.

(a) Section across pillar.

(b) Probable stress distribution.

(c) Hypothetical stress distribution.

(After Wilson and Ashwin, 1972).



where a = the stress needed to cause failure, or flowage if the rock 

is already fractured (i.e. the strength of rocks in 

confining conditions).

Og = the unconfined compressive strength, or the inherent 

strength. If the rock is broken cQ = 0.

= the confining stress.

3 = the average slope angle of the curves of a versus o^. For

British Coal Measures tanB = 4.

This suggests that at depth the stress required to cause failure 

or flowage in the coal measure is about four times the confining pressure, 

regardless of their unconfined strength or state of fracture. Wilson and 

Ashwin further suggest that in the case of a lithostatic virgin state of 

stress,i.e., both vertical and horizontal stresses are equal, the maximum 

yield strength (i.e. the maximum vertical abutment pressure) is given by:

a = cn + 4 pgH max 0 ^

or

ct = 4  pgH in case of fractured rocks.

where p = the average density of the rock,

H = the depth below the surface,

g = the gravitational acceleration.

Observations have shown that the value of the peak abutment pressure 

ranges between 3 and 5 times the superincumbent pressure.

The authors showed that the distance of the peak abutment pressure 

(Y), Figure 2.3.2, from the rib side can be expressed by the formula:

Y = 0.0049 hH(m) 2.3.4

where h is the excavation height in metres, and 

H is the depth below the surface in metres.
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This indicates that if the pillar width is less than 2Y, the pillar has no 

centre core. In this case the pillar is unstable. Wilson and Ashwin 

were able to infer the required width of the pillar by equating the 

strength and the average pressure subjected to different types of pillars. 

Whittaker (197*0 indicated that underground observations showed that pillar 

strength depends on the pillar materials and the size and shape of the 

pillar. The pillar fails if the overlying pressure (P) exceeds the pillar 

strength. The ratio of the pillar strength to the pillar loading pressure 

gives the safety factor (S):

ç - strength of the pillar 
pillar loading pressure

Observations of a number of stable and collapsed pillars showed that most 

of the stable pillars have a safety factor of more than 1.3 (Whittaker,

197*0 . During the determination of the safety factor, local mining con

ditions should be taken into consideration. Creep and natural weathering 

can weaken the pillar strength. Undermining a seam containing pillars can 

also promote or accelerate pillar collapse.

2.3.2 Stress distribution in the case of longwall face

The longwall mining method is used extensively in the working of 

stratified deposits, particularly in the European coalfields. This method 

can be applied in a variety of geological conditions and at great depth.

It has been found that this method is very reliable in places where the 

roof and floor of the coal seam are not strong.

The longwall face usually ranges between 50-300 m in width, while 

the length of the panel ranges from 300 m to more than 1,000 m. Generally, 

In this method, the extracted region behind the face is allowed to cave in.

Mining using the longwall method results in a redistribution of the 

strata pressure in such a way that low-stressed and high-stressed zones are 

created, as shown in Figure 2.3.3 (Whittaker, 197*0. High pressure zones 

are developed in the solid rocks surrounding the excavation, while a
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Stress distribution around a longwall face. 
(After Whittaker, 197^).

Fig. 2.3.3



de-stressed zone is created behind the face as a result of the extracted 

coal and breaking of roof strata.

Wilson and Ashwin (1972) showed that the vertical stress applied to 

the waste is directly proportional to the distance from the face. The 

load, after reaching a minimum immediately behind the face, increases 

slowly and continues to increase, as the overiying strata collapse and com

pact, until it reaches the value of the overburden pressure, after which it 

remains constant, i.e. there is no rear abutment pressure. The point in 

the goaf at which the vertical stress reaches the overburden stress is 

equal to 0.3 times the depth. Before this distance is reached, the load 

which is not taken by the waste is thrown onto the face. Some authors 

(Spruth, 1951; Alder et al., 1951) have indicated that another abutment 

pressure exists behind the face in the goaf. This is called the rear abut

ment pressure. However, Shepherd (1973) pointed out that "It has now been 

shown conclusively that the concept of a rear or back abutment is untrue 

and this also is the view of workers abroad".

The front abutment pressure (ahead of the face advance) exerts its 

peak pressure 1-10 m ahead of the longwall face. However, Peng (1978) 

indicated that this abutment pressure is first felt at distances as far as 

150 m ahead of the face. This pressure abutment plays an important role 

in inducing coal bursting. The strength of the coal and the surrounding 

rocks plays an important role in determining the magnitude and position of 

the peak pressure. Spruth (1951) arid Shepherd (1973) pointed out that in 

the case of sandstone roofs the abutment pressure occurs at a greater dis

tance ahead of the face, compared to that in the case of mudstone roofs. 

This is because sandstone is a relatively rigid rock and yields little 

before breaking, causing a more uniform distribution of pressure, whereas 

mudstone is flexible and yields greatly before it fractures. Figure 2.3.^ 

shows a diagramatic comparison between the relative position of the peak
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of the front abutment pressure for two different geological conditions, 

representing British and West German (Ruhr coalfield) coal measures 

(Whittaker and Pye, 1975). Ruhr coal measures are generally composed of a 

strong si 1ty-sandstone roof, a relatively weak and friable coal seam which 

is underlain by a strong sandstone. This combination results in a reduction 

in the pressure intensity near the face line. It was found that the peak 

of the strata pressure abutment generally lies at a distance of between 

5 m and 10 m ahead of the face. British coal measures, on the other hand, 

generally consist of a mudstone roof of moderate strength, a relatively 

stronger coal, and a much weaker seat earth forming the floor. This situa

tion causes a concentration of pressure intensity near the face line. It 

has been found that the position of the pressure peak usually lies about 

1-3 m ahead of the face. The value of this peak pressure is usually equal 

to about k to 5 times the overburden pressure.

Along the two sides of the panel, abutment pressure is also developed 

this is called the flank abutment pressure (section X^, Figure 2.3.3).

As the face advances further, and with the elapse of time, the entry ribs 

in the goaf area yield. This may cause a reduction in the flank pressure 

abutment, and the transfer of the peak pressure further into the solid 

(section X£ X2, Figure 2.3.3).

For British coal mining conditions, the value of the peak pressure 

in the longwal1 rib sides has been estimated to be about four times the 

overburden pressure, while the distance of this peak from the rib side is 

equal to about 0.015 times the depth.

The front and flank abutment pressures are superimposed at the corner 

of the advancing face due to their interaction, and together form the corner 

peak pressure (Figure 2.3.3).
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2.4 Strata deformation around a longwall face

Farmer and Altounyan (1980) have measured the deformation ahead, 

above and to the sides of a longwall face in a number of mine workings. A 

typical example is shown in Figure 2.4.1. The deformation is presented in 

terms of vertical strain contours. It is shown that compressive strains 

occur ahead of the face within the front abutment, and that they decrease 

as the distance from the face increases. The large tensile strains above 

the worked area Indicate fracturing of the caved rock. Laboratory tests 

suggest that in the relatively unconfined conditions existing above the 

worked area a tensile strain greater than 0.25% is indicative of rock 

fracture.

A»5____ The effects of interaction from multiple workings

In British coalfields, mining in virgin areas is becoming increasingly 

uncommon (King, et al., 1972). Many coal faces encounter interaction at 

least once during their working life.

Interaction is a term used to describe the pressure effects produced 

by one underground working upon another. An equally important aspect is 

the effect of mass displacement of strata on an underground opening (King 

et ali, 1972). Holland (1958) indicated that "stress concentration In an 

overlying or an underlying seam may be reflected in a bed being mined ..... 

Whether or not the stress concentrations will have a serious effect depends 

on the distance between beds as well as the cover on the beds, and to a 

lesser extent, perhaps, on composition of the rocks between the beds con

cerned". King et al.,(1972) suggested that the sources of interaction are:

1. Stress field changes due to old or current workings.

2. Triggered Interaction due to the changes produced by 

current workings upon old workings.

3. Active strata displacement in other workings due to 

current workings.
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Interaction from other workings often have a marked effect on the 

stability of existing roadways and coal faces. It can affect underground 

workings in such a way that:

(a) Closure in the working areas, particularly in the roadways 

would increase as a result of abnormally high strata pressures. Strata 

control in these areas consequently becomes very difficult.

(b) The natural strength of the strata declines as a result of 

this high pressure. Remnant pillars in a previously worked seam result 

In the strata immediately above and below the pillar being subjected to a 

high compressive stress, while the regions to the side are under lateral 

tension due to rock fracture. This situation results in vertical fractures 

in the strata immediately above and below the pillar (Whittaker, 197*0.

These f r a c t u r e s  have a ten den cy  to  run  in  a d i r e c t io n  p a r a l l e l  to  th e  

lo n g e r  a x is  o f  th e  p i l l a r .  T h e re fo r e ,  d u r in g  th e  e x t r a c t io n  o f  th e  n ex t 

seam, lo c a t in g  roadways in  th e se  h ig h  p r e s s u re  zones m ust be a v o id e d  s in c e  

t h i s  tends  to  cau se  h ig h  con ve rg en ce .

(c) Interaction arises when an active subsidence trough of a lower 

working face affects a higher working face. This mostly occurs when several 

seams are simultaneously mined.

D u rin g  th e  e x t r a c t io n  o f  th e  n o n - in i t i a l  seam, i t  has been found  

th a t  th e  b e s t  method is  to  lo c a t e  i t s  fa c e  o v e r  o r  under th e  o ld  g o a f.  

L o c a t io n  o f  th e  a c t iv e  fa c e  in  t h i s  d e - s t r e s s e d  re g io n  w i l l  r e s u l t  in  good 

s t r a t a  c o n t r o l  on b o th  th e  fa c e  and th e  g a te s .  F ig u r e  2 .5 .1  shows some 

exam ples o f  c o m p o s ite  lo n g w a ll w o rk in g  la y o u ts  as su g g e s te d  by W h it ta k e r  

and Pye  (1975 ).

-2.6 The» effect of stress on rock fracture

Many authors discuss the problem of mining induced stresses assuming 

that the rocks behave elastically.
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If the strata are horizontal before mining at depth, the strata 

overlying a coal seam are subjected to a vertical pressure equal to the 

weight of a column of overlying material (Hudspeth and Phillips, 1932-33; 

Shepherd, 1973). In Figure 2.6.1, zone A shows a cube of material in a 

virgin area subjected to a vertical force which compresses and 

expands the cube, parallel and at right angles to the force action 

respectively. The cube remains in an equilibrium constraint condition 

under the effects of the two lateral forces ?2 ar,d Pj* These two forces 

act parallel and perpendicular to the coal face respectively. Under these 

conditions (virgin state):

p2 = p3 ri
m-1

where m = Poisson's number.

The difference between vertical and horizontal stresses is given by

1 r 1
m-1

During mining the lateral constraining pressure ahead of the face changes 

as the face advances. The lateral forces ?2 and Pj are gradually reduced, 

P3 ultimately becomes zero as shown in zone B, and it may even become 

tensional (zone 0  due to roof bending. Consequently, the coal deforms 

towards the excavation. In this case

2̂ ■ IIm
and the stress difference increases to

-  ! im

The reduction in the lateral stresses results in an increase in the vertical 

strain with a consequent increase in coal deformation towards the excavation
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Fig. 2.6.1. Vertical section through coal face and goaf, illustrating the action 
of stfata pressure in three different places (A, B and C) in front 
of the coal face. (After Hudspeth and Phillips, 1932-33).



The deformation produced as a result of the reduction of P^ with 

the consequent increase in stress difference (shear stress), may influence 

the development of induced shear failures in the rocks ahead of the face. 

Assuming that the value of = 0, as in Zone B, the maximum stress
■' 2

difference will be equal to P^. The value of P̂  is about 22 kN/m per 

metre of depth. This value is Insufficient to cause fractures in coal 

measure rocks, and so indicates that other forces must account for most of 

the fractures in the coal measure rocks. As we have seen from the previous 

sections, during mining a very high abutment pressure is developed in the 

rocks ahead of the face. This abutment pressure is represented by (R) in 

Zone C. In this zone the total vertical stresses are represented by P, + R. 

Therefore, the increases of the vertical pressure from P̂  to + R* with 

or without reduction in P^, may result in a stress difference (shear stress) 

sufficient to cause shear fractures in the rocks ahead of the face. The 

shear fractures take place along two intersecting planes, hading in 

opposite directions. Shepherd (1973) indicated that once the coal is 

extracted, the backward hading fracture must be controlled, because the 

rock blocks formed by these fractures may cause convergence, roof falls 

and cavities.

Hudspeth and Phillips (1932-33) showed that the magnitude of induced 

stress (R) (in Figure 2.6.1) depends on the amount of roof sagging and on 

the span (L) to the nearest adjacent effective support (M), such as a pillar, 

packing or powered support. The shorter the distance to the adjacent 

supports the less the roof sags, and consequently the smaller the value of 

(R). This is because if the roof strata are strong, such as bed (2) in the 

figure, they can act as beams or cantilevers (see Section 2.2). Therefore, 

the presence of supports such as (M) will result in a reduction of (R). 

Hudspeth and Phillips Suggested that due to the inevitable existence of a 

certain span of unsupported strata, it is impossible to reduce the induced 

stress (R) to zero.
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2.7 The application of elastic theory to analyse the movements In 
the rock mass around an ideal longwall stope______________

The elastic theory assumes that a large mass of perfectly elastic

and homogenous material contains a void In the form of a slit of negligible

thickness and indefinite extent. A lithostatic virgin stress state is also

assumed (Ryder and Officer, 1964).

A model based on the theory of elasticity has been developed by 

Cook (1962) to illustrate the behaviour of the rock mass in the vicinity 

of a deep level tabular excavation (stope). This model was applicable to 

the Witwatersrand gold mines where quartzite surrounds the stope (see 

Section 1.2).

A stope of 610 m span and 0.9 m high at a depth of 2,440 m below 

the surface was investigated seismically. The failure of the quartzite was 

found to be consistent with the Coulomb failure criterion. This is defined 

by:

qc = s + fp

where q = the maximum shear stress on the failure plane, 

s = the shear cohesion,

f = coefficient of internal friction,

p = normal stress on the failure plane.

He used elastic theory to calculate the magnitudes and directions of the 

principal stresses around the stope in which the seismic investigation was 

made. He assumed in the calculation that the quartzite around the stope 

was strong and behaved elastically. The stress field solution is 

presented in Figure 2.7*1.

Cook applied the failure criterion for quartzite to those theore

tical stresses, and found that the quartzite fails in a small region around

the stope. If q is the shear stress on any plane and q is the maximumc
shear stress defined by the failure criterion for the same plane, wherever



Fig. 2.7.1. The magnitudes and directions of the principal 
stresses along one half of a horizontal slit in 
an elastic body subject to gravity. (After 
Cook, 1962).



(q/q ) exceeds unity, failure must occur. The seismic investigation c max.

showed that most of the failures occur in the region predicted by the model.

Ryder and Officer (1964) used a model based on the theory of 

elasticity, calculated theoretically the movements induced in the solids as 

a result of mining in a dipping stope. The theoretical calculations are 

presented on graphs. By using these graphs it is possible to obtain the 

absolute movement at any given point in the solid. They showed that due to 

the action of primitive stresses (vertical and horizontal) on the dipping 

stope, two components of stress will exist; the normal stress P and the 

shear stress Q. As a result of applying these two stress components on the 

stope, three components of movement induced by mining in the solid are 

predicted by the elastic theory as shown in Figure 2.7.2.

1. A horizontal movement (U) in the X-axis directed towards or 

away from the stope centre line.

2. A perpendicular component (W) in the Z-axis directed 

normally towards the plane of the stope.

3. A ride component (V) in the Y-axis moves down dip and 

up dip in the hanging wall and footwall respectively.

Ryder and Officer (1964) and Cook et al. (1966) measured the verti

cal displacement in the rock mass surrounding an excavation by precise 

levelling of a number of accurate benchmarks spread along tunnels running 

through the rocks in the vicinity of the excavation. The benchmarks were 

fixed at the ends of 2.44 m long holes drilled into the tunnel roof. It 

was noticed that rock movements started well ahead of the working faces and 

that the movement increased as the span of the excavation increased (Ryder 

and Officer, 1964). Figure 2.7.3 shows a comparison between the observed 

and calculated elastic theory displacements along a tunnel in the hanging- 

wall of two longwall stopes. It was found that there was a good agreement 

between the observed and calculated movements. The good correlation led
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Fig. 2.7.3* Comparison between observed and calculated elastic theory displacements, 
along tunnel 58 in the vicinity of the K and L longwall stopes 
(W?twatersrand), relative to benchmark 15 from February 1962 to 
February 1963. (After Ryder and Officer, 1964).



Ryder and Officer to conclude that deformations in the rock mass induced 

by mining may be described or predicted in terms of elastic theory. The 

theory may also be used to calculate the stresses and the energy distribu

tion around the excavation. Such calculations may be used to make a corre

lation between rock failures and mining induced stresses, strains, and 

energy distribution in the mines and consequently may provide greater 

understanding of rock failure mechanisms.

2.8 The energy released by making an underground excavation

Since rock bursts are the result of a violent release of energy, a 

study of energy change during mining may be useful in understanding the 

mechanism of rock bursts.

In an underground stope, the rocks immediately surrounding the 

excavation are fractured but the rock mass behind these fractured rocks 

is solid and tends to behave elastically.

The work done in the deformation of an elastic material is equal to 

the area beneath the stress-strain curve (shaded area in Figure 2.8.1a). 

During unloading the strain follows the same curve and this work is 

recovered from the elastic strain energy. When a load is applied to a 

plastic material, however, it may deform continuously and it will not 

recover its original shape after unloading (Figure 2.8.1c). Therefore the 

work done in this deformation is dissipated within the material.

When an underground excavation is made, a change in the potential 

energy of the rock mass occurs. This change is called the gravitational 

potential energy (WQ) and occurs as a result of rock displacements under the 

influence of the gravitational field (Cook et a!., 1966). These displace

ments represent the amount by which the rock mass above the excavation 

moves toward the excavation (towards the centre of the earth). The loss 

in potential energy (Wfi) can be expressed in terms of the superincumbent 

vertical pressure and the volumetric closure of the excavation.
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VP 2. 8.1

where V is the volumetric closure.

P is the overburden vertical pressure.

Part of this energy will be stored as strain energy (W$) in the surrounding 

rocks, which significantly increases the stress in these rocks. The other 

part (W_) will be released. However, the released and stored energies must 

satisfy the following relationship:

w = w + W 2.8.2

The non-elastic behaviour of the rock mass results in greater displacement 

and, consequently, greater energy release, ie. < V/R < (Cook et al., 

1966). The energy (W )̂ is usually released non-violently and is either 

dissipated through crushing the rocks and supports, or by plastic flow of 

the fractured materials, and is mostly transformed eventually into fric

tional heat. The rate at which the energy can be dissipated non-violently 

depends on many factors, such as excavation size, rock properties, and depth 

below the surface. However, the energy may be released violently, that is, 

it is transformed into kinetic energy and manifests itself as rock bursts, 

sometimes causing severe damage. Cook (1962) from his seismic study of the 

Witwatersrand earth tremors, showed that a small amount of strain energy 

is released, without damage to the stope during blasting. However, the 

blasting does not release all the excess strain energy. At other times 

failures occurred intermittently releasing seismic energy between 1.36 x

103 J to 1.36 x 105 J which is small compared to the energy released by a
9

large failure. The largest failures released up to 1.36 x 1(r Joules of 

seismic energy and usually caused damage in the mine and occurred in the 

form of a rock burst. Those failures releasing less than 1.36 x 105 J of 

seismic energy rarely caused damage. During rock failures part of the 

stored strain energy (W<.) is also released.
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Cook (1963) calculated the energy released for a long and narrow 

horizontal slit-like excavation in an elastic material as being given by:

c _ P̂2$2 2.8.3
b ' 3G

where E = total excess energy per unit length, 

p = vertical overburden pressure.

5 = half span of the excavation.

G = modulus of rigidity.

The rate at which this energy is released as the span of the excavation is 

increased is given by:

dE 8p2s 2 .Z .k
ds ‘ 3G

Therefore, the total energy release and the rate of energy release are both 

functions of the stope geometry and overburden stress. Figure 2.8.2 shows 

the relationship between the rate of energy release and the span of a long- 

wall stope at depths of 152^ m and 30^8 m (5,000 ft. and 10,000 ft.), with 

three possible values of maximum closure. Line A represents the rate at 

which energy is dissipated non-violently, and 1c represents the critical exca

vation size, where the two rates become equal. The graph shows that the 

rate of energy release increases sharply as the span increases, while the 

rate of non-violent energy dissipation is nearly constant. The rate of 

energy release augments as the span increases until the span reaches a point 

where complete closure occurs at the centre of the excavation, after which 

the rate of energy release approaches a constant value (Cook et al., 1966). 

The graph also shows that the rate of energy release is a function of 

depth (i.e. increasing pressure).

Statistical observations in mines have shown similar relationships 

between mine geometry, depth, and the rock burst incidence. It has been
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4 ft. high stope. (After Cook et al., 1966).



found în the mines that the frequency of rock bursts Increases both as the 

excavated area becomes large and deeper (see Chapter 3).

From the above It can be Inferred that for a given depth, there 

exists a critical excavation size below which no rock burst should occur, 

while beyond this size, rock burst Incidence Increases rapidly as the 

excavation Is enlarged (Cook et al., 1966). This critical size decreases 

with Increasing depth. Below this critical size, all energy Is dissipated 

non-vlolently. Therefore, Cook suggested that "the existence or otherwise 

of the rock burst hazard depends on whether the geometrical rate at which 

energy must be released, is greater or smaller than the rate at which energy 

can be dissipated non-violently as the excavation is enlarged".

It has been found that the Incidence of rock bursts greatly Increases 

wherever the excavation surrounds a small abutment. Figure 2.8.3 shows the 

effect of the size of pillar at different depths on the rate of energy 

release. The broken line represents the rate of non-violent energy dissi

pation. It can be seen that when the pillar size is small, the rate of 

energy release is much greater than the rate of non-violent energy dissipa

tion. This provides a good explanation of why rock burst incidence increases 

during the extraction of remnant pillars (see Chapter 3).

Cook et al. (1966) finally concluded that by reducing the rate of 

energy release, it Is possible to minimize the rock burst hazard. Reduction 

of the energy release can be achieved by reducing the stope closure, and by 

adopting methods of mining which ensure the most uniform rate of energy 

release. Such methods of mining include extraction along a regular line 

and the avoidance of leaving small pillars. Although total stope closure 

can be reduced by keeping the stope height as small as possible, there is a 

practical limit below which the stoping height cannot be reduced. The 

reduction in closure can be achieved by:

(I) Leaving solid supporting pillars between the panels
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This method is carried out by the extraction of long parallel 

panels of equal span, separated by solid pillars of equal width spaced at 

regular intervals. The extraction can be carried out along faces either 

parallel or perpendicular to the long axes of the panels.

It has been found that the released energy increases linearly and 

uniformly when the faces advance in the direction of long axis of the panel. 

However, with advances in a direction perpendicular to the long axis of the 

panel, the energy release is small initially, and then increases greatly 

(non-1¡nearly) in the final stages of the panel extraction. Therefore the 

first method is considered to be safer from the rock burst hazard point of 

view.

(ii) Waste filling (stowing)

For the waste filling to be effective, it should reduce the closure 

of the excavation to a maximum extent. The filling should offer the maximum 

possible resistence and should be carried out as rapidly as possible. 

Theoretical studies have shown that while waste filling is very effective 

in reducing the rock burst hazard at great depth, it will only combat the 

hazards at shallow depth if the excavation is exceptionally large. This is 

illustrated clearly in Figure 2.8.2.

(? i j) Roof cavi ng

Caving has been considered as a method for reducing the rock burst 

hazard in Witwatersrand gold mines. However, no definite conclusion has 

been obtained regarding its adoption. Caving may help to prevent rock 

bursts in two possible ways:

1. The fractured rock masses in the caved area may be 

regarded as waste filling.

2. More freedom of strata movement may enable more 

energy to be dissipated non-violently.
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CHAPTER 3

ORIGIN AND MECHANISMS OF ROCK FAILURES

3♦ 1_____Introduction

Rock failures induced by mining are generally referred to as rock 

bursts, rock falls, bumps and bounces. The term rock burst is most used, 

however rock bursts in coal mines are often called bumps (Osterwald, 1970) 

Blake (1972) defined the rock burst as "a sudden rock failure characterized 

by the breaking up and expulsion of rock from its surroundings, accompanied 

by the violent release of energy". This definition suggests that rock 

bursts occur only on free mine faces. However, Hodgson (1958) suggested 

that "the term rock burst should be extended to include any sudden release 

of rock strain energy, whether or not it is accompanied by evidence in the 

mine". Morrison (19^7) also defined the rock burst as "that phenomenon 

which occurs when a volume of rock is strained beyond the elastic limit 

and the accompanying failure is of such a nature that accumulated energy 

is released instantaneously".

The lack of clear definitions of many terms used in rock burst 

studies had led to considerable confusion among mining engineers. A survey 

of the literature showed that many investigators used the term rock burst 

to refer to failures occurring on and deep inside the face (Weiss, 1938; 

Hodgson, 1953; Dunrud and Osterwald, 1965; Cook, 1962; Hodgson, 1958; 

Mashkour, 1976). This suggests that most writers do not distinguish the 

failure (strain energy release) from its effects (shockwave, noise, mine 

damage, etc.).

In this study the term "rock failure" is used to refer to all 

kinds of rock failure (and associated strain energy release) except when 

failure occurs on a free face (or surface) when the term "rock burst" 

will be used.
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3.2 The Origin of Rock Failures

The origin of rock failures can be classified mainly into three 

categories.

3.2.1___ Rock failures (rock bursts) originating in the vicinity of an 
_ excavation________________________ ________________________

In general the effect of these rock failures can be observed in 

the mine. The rock failures in this zone can be divided into three 

groups:

(i) Rock failures (rock bursts) originating in the fractured 

rocks immediately surrounding the excavation: As explained in Chapter 2, 

an excavation at depth is surrounded by a zone of fractured rocks (intra- 

dosal ground). These fractured rocks are de-stressed in the sense that they 

are relieved of stress due to the weight of the overburden. However, these 

fractured rocks are not entirely unstressed. Cook (1962) indicated that 

these fractured rocks can sustain certain stress levels without slipping, 

and that they provide some support to the unfractured rocks behind them.

Roux and Denkhaus (195*0 and Hill and Denkhaus (1961) called the system 

of stress in these fractured rocks the "Voussoir Arch”. They indicated 

that some rock bursts may originate in these fractured rocks and they 

called them "intradosal bursts". They are a local collapse of the 

voussoir arch and they usually occur where the hanging wall tends to 

become unstable as a result of the presence of feults, dykes or other 

disturbances in the mined-out area. During enlargement of the stope or 

In reclamation operations, intradosal bursts may also occur as a result 

of the sudden adjustment of the voussoir system (Denkhaus, 1964). Roux 

and Denkhaus (1954) gave an example of this kind of burst. They showed 

that in one instance a rock burst occurred in two roadways in an area
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being reclaimed. They reported that the side walls and hanging wall of 

the two roadways collapsed violently. In each roadway a thickness of 

about 1.2 m of the hanging wall and a thickness of about 0.9 m of rock 

from each side were forced into the excavation. However, they pointed 

out that the intensity of the rock burst was low compared with the extent 

of damage it caused. Weiss (1938) also indicated that some rock bursts 

occur in the immediate fractured walls. He called these rock bursts 

"strain bursts". They were small bursts which affect the immediate walls 

only and include splinters of rock which fly from the faces, flake off 

and slab off suddenly. Weiss suggested that these rock bursts cease 

when mining operation stops. Rice (1935) explained that a rupture of a 

cantilever bed extending over the goaf may produce a shock burst. The 

mass of rock falling upon a lower layer which previously had subsided 

may deliver a blow transmitted as a shock wave, although the distance 

through which the mass falls may be less than a foot.

(ii) Rock failures (rock bursts) originating in the abutment: 

These are the most common and severe rock bursts in the mine. They 

affect the solid rock as well as the immediate fractured walls. As

discussed in Chapter 2, beyond
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the boundary of the fractured de-stressed zone, the ground is solid and 

subjected to high stress (abutment pressure zone). These abutments can 

be inside the wails of an excavation or inside the walls of pillars. As 

the excavation is enlarged, the stress distribution in the abutment con

tinuously changes and the condition can arise where the stress at any parti

cular instant exceeds that which the rock can withstand. Consequently, the 

rock falls either gently or violently depending on the state of stress.

The literature is full of examples about the occurrence of rock bursts 

during the driving of headings or roadways through these abutments (The 

South Staffordshire and Warwickshire Institute of Mining Engineers, 19*5-46) 

Phillips (I9i+i4-ij5) recognised two kinds of rock burst v/hich commonly occur

in this zone; pressure bursts and shock bursts.

(a) Pressure bursts: These are those which occur due to sudden 

failure of the rock under the influence of the excessive energy gradually 

accumulated within it due to the application of an increasing external 

pressure induced by mining, or to energy inherent in the rock under the 

influence of pre-mining forces. This type of burst corresponds to that 

occurring when a pillar of coal is overloaded and then fails in an

explosive manner.

The strain energy (W) stored in an unconfined body of rock subject 

to compressive stress can be described as.

W = i . £ . V  3.2..

where P = the compressive force per unit area.

E = Young's Modulus.

V = the volume of the body subjected to compression.

This equation suggests that depth, thickness of the worked seam and the 

low elastic modulus of the coal in compression compared with the other coal 

measure rocks have an important effect on the liability of a coal seam to
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produce bursts, and also upon the severity of these bursts. In the case 

of a constrained body subjected to confined forces, the stored strain 

energy (W) can be defined as:

W 3 . 2.2

where m is the Poisson's number.

Phillips pointed out that m for all rocks decreases with increasing pressure, 

and that for most of the coal when perfectly constrained by stresses up to 

211 kg/cm2, the value of m reaches 2. The coal inside a large pillar 

(pillar core) is constrained. Thus according to equation 3.2.2 no additional 

energy can be stored if m becomes 2. Near the free surfaces of the pillar 

sides where the lateral forces are not effective, the stored strain energy 

is given by equation 3.2.1. Therefore, pressure bursts usually occur in 

pillars or remnants of certain limited dimensions where lateral constraint 

Is not effective, and in the highly stressed boundary pillars of coal faces. 

It is possible that the boundary pressure burst can be followed by another 

burst which would destroy the remaining portion of the pillar.

(b) Shock bursts: These are those caused by the sudden application 

of strain energy accumulated not in the coal bed but in a superjacent strong 

bed of rock, i.e. the sudden application of an external load. Phillips used 

the cantilever theory to explain the occurrence of this type of burst. This 

type of burst is produced in mines having strong strata which are able to 

sustain a considerable span above the excavation and which produce an up

ward bending force (counter force) over the coal ahead of the face. Abrupt 

failure of these beds result in the sudden reversal of these forces pro

ducing’ an impact or blow to the immediate roof and seam which is the 

immediate cause of the burst. The impact is often of sufficient intensity 

to cause the coal seam to burst into the roadway, to crush pillars, to
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induce the floor to lift, and sometimes to bring down the roof. The 

occurrence of this phenomenon has been explained diagrammatically (Figure 

3.2.1) by Holland (1958), though he indicated that its existence has never 

been proved, if the pillar remnant in Figure 3.2.1a fails suddenly, part 

or all of the load it supported is instantly transferred to the pillar at A 

and may produce a high impact stress that might cause a shock bump at A.

In Figure 3.2.1b the stress at C increases as the span of the cantilever 

increases due to mining. If the span becomes long, a pressure bump may 

occur at C. If the cantilever fails suddenly, the stress at C is decreased, 

but a high impact stress may occur in area B and could result in a shock

bump in this area.

Phillips pointed out that the amount of stored strain energy (W) 

produced by the bending forces in a bed spanning the excavation loaded by 

its own weight and that of the overburden strata is given by:

2 5
w - ^ ' - for a cantilever 3.2.3
w '  TfOET 2

2 5
w = M ) —  for a fixed beam 3.2.**
w 1^0EI

where 1 = the beam or cantilever length 

E = the elastic modulus in bending 

M = the load per unit length

l = the moment of inertia = where B and D are the width

and thickness of the bed respectively.

From these equations it can be seen that the stored strain energy in the 

bed varies as the fifth power of the span, i.e. if the span is doubled, the 

elastic strain energy will increase 32 times. The most interesting feature 

is that the cantilever beam stores 36 times as much energy as a similar 

beam suspended at both ends, provided the span length of both beams is the 

same. This indicates the importance of avoiding long roof spans and, if
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PILLAR STREES DIAGRAMS 
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PILLAR STRESS DIAGRAMS
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3.2,1. Impact stress In coal beds,

(a) In the case of a beam suspended at both 
ends.

(b) In the case of a cantilever suspended 
at one end.

(After Holland, 1958).



these are inevitable, there should be adequate roof support provided in 

order to prevent or reduce rock bursts.

(ii!) Rock f a ilu r e s  (rock bursts) originating in the floor: If

a strong floor of limited thickness Is underlain by a weak soft layer, this 

soft layer tends to squeeze out from beneath the sides of the excavation 

when subjected to high pressure, and an upward thrust will develop against 

the Immediate overlying strong bed. Consequently, this strong bed will 

fall, which sometimes occurs suddenly and violently so appearing as a rock 

burst (Peng, 1978). This kind of rock burst has been observed in the South 

Staffordshire, North Staffordshire and Lancashire coalfields (The South 

Staffordshire and Warwickshire Institute of Mining Engineers, 1945-46).

In the Kolar gold field, Crowle 0931) noticed that the footwall, when It 

bulged upwards Into the excavation, was often sheared at short Intervals 

along the rigid edges of the stope faces, producing moderate rock bursts 

and forming planes of weakness at right angles to the plane of the reef.

3.2.2___ Rock failures (rock bursts) originating far away from the 
_ excavation _____ __— ---- — -----------------------

In general the effect of these rock failures cannot be observed in 

the mine since they are located deep inside the solid rock. However, the 

sources of these rock failures can be located by seismic monitoring tech

niques. In some mines the seismic events are located in places far away 

from the excavation (see Section 1.2). In Witwatersrand gold mines, McGarr 

et al. (1975) used ten underground seismometers to locate the source of the 

seismic events. They found the tremor foci located in the quartzite hanging 

wall at about 200 m above the reef (with a location error of about ± 30 m). 

Tests on samples from the hanging wall and footwall quartzites, revealed 

that Young's Modulus is higher and Poisson's ratio lower in the hanging wall 

than in the footwall, while the strength of the hanging wall quartzite is 

about 1.A kb higher than the average strength of the footwall quartzite.

This suggested that the seismic events tended to occur in the stronger
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hanging wall quartzite where the rock is capable of storing a great amount 

of elastic strain energy before failure.

Correlation between the incidence of rock bursts in the mine and 

earth tremors recorded by a seismic network in many mines have shown that 

the number of recorded earth tremors were far greater than the reported 

ones (see Sections 1.2 and 1.5). In the Kolar goldfield, 13,000 tremors 

were recorded annually while only 0.6S of this figure was reported as rock 

bursts (Weiss, 1938). Even assuming that some small rock bursts may have 

occurred in the abutments and produced no visible effect in the mine, or 

that they occurred in old and inaccessible parts of the mine where they 

could not be observed, the number of tremors still remains far higher 

than the possible number of rock bursts. This indicates that most of the 

earth tremor sources were located in the solid rock and probably far away 

from the excavation.

Weiss (1938) explained the occurrence of rock failures in the solid 

rock remote from the excavation or in pillars as a result of the accumula

tion of large amounts of elastic strain energy due to the elastic hysteresis 

of the rocks and the increase of pressure. He explained that during mining 

the stresses are continuously changing, increasing and decreasing, but owing 

to elastic hysteresis no complete release of the stresses is possible within 

the time scale involved in mining. If the stress increases and decreases 

repeatedly at intervals which are much shorter than that required for the 

dissipation of the residual stresses, then due to hysteresis after a 

certain time the stresses reach values higher than the critical strength 

of the rock. Eventually the rocks fail, causing partial release of the 

stresses. The stresses however do not disappear immediately after the rock 

failure, but are reduced to just less than the critical value. Therefore a 

further slight increase of stress by some other contributing factors will 

upset the temporary equilibrium and a rock failure occurs again. Weiss
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called the rock failures occurring in the solid rocks crush bursts. However, 

this explanation seems to be more logical for the occurrence of rock bursts 

in the abutment zone (Section 3.2.0 which may be he considered as being far 

away from the excavation.

3.2.3 Rock failures occurring as a result of faul t-s_l ijjs

Opinions differ as to whether movements along pre-existing fault 

planes cause rock failures, or rock failures cause movements along fault 

planes. Consequently, different opinions exist as to whether the presence 

of faults in the mine increases or decreases rock burst incidence (Lama,

1967; Leiteritz, 1978).

In general it is believed that mining in the vicinity of a fault or 

faults is more liable to greater failures. This is because movements occur 

more frequently near a fault or faults than elsewhere due to the additional 

stress result from tectonic origin and/or the concentration of the mining 

stresses along the fault. Many observations in mines confirm this (Robson, 

19^6; Isaacson, 1961; Taylor, 1962-63; Osterwald and Dunrud, 1965).

Davison (1921*) indicated that sliding of a rock mass along a fault 

generates vibrations similar to that produced by rock bursts. The seismic

focus is then a portion of the fault plane. From his observations of mining

earth tremors in Britain, he showed that most of these tremors occurred in

areas where the mining took place near a known fault or faults, and that

the foci of these tremors were on the down throw side at depths near the

mine level. He also noticed the migration of the tremor epicentres along

or parallel to some known faults. These observations led him to conclude

that the tremors were caused by small fault slips triggered by the mine

workings. He suggested that as a result of coal extraction the overlying

rock subsides due to the removal of support. Near a fault or faults, the

subsidence may take place by a series of fault-slips each of which might

give rise to a rather strong shock. The disturbed area would be small with

a circular or slightly elongated shape.
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Janczewski (1956) in his study of the Upper Silesian earth tremors, 

noticed that some large tremors were characterized by their location along 

one inclined plane. He suggested that this plane may represent a major 

fault cutting across the crystalline basement. He also found that the 

tremors in the coal field released more energy in the S-phase than in the 

longitudinal phase. This also indicates that these tremors were due to 

sliding movements along the fault plane. Crowle (1931) observed evidence 

of movements along a fault plane known to hold isolated pockets of water 

in two separate instances in the Kolar goldfield. In one instance "the 

fault had been intersected by a drive, 1830 m below surface, ten days before 

a burst occurred in the vicinity of the fault in an adjoining property, a 

considerable distance away from the level. The fault was dry when passed 

through and remained dry until a few hours after the burst, when a con

siderable amount of water entered the level from the fault plane". Crowle 

also noticed in the goldfield that the major axis of the damaged area as a 

result of extensive ground movements is always nearly parallel to the lines 

of the intersection of the reef with the larger faults in the area.

Peperakis (1958) and Osterwald and Dunrund (1965) gave many 

examples of the correlation between faults and the occurrence of rock bursts 

in the Sunnyside mines, Utah. Peperakis reported that in one Instance the 

rock bursts first started as a tunnel face approached to within about 9 n> 

of a dip fault. No further disturbance was noticed as soon as the face

penetrated the fault.

In contrast, however, many observations have shown the reverse 

effect with the occurrence of rock bursts decreasing in faulted areas 

(Holland and Thomas, 195*1 Holland, 1958; McGarr, 1971; Leiteritz, 1978). 

Some authors believe that faults usually release the excessive stresses and 

so the area intercepted by faults should be less prone to bursts. This 

opinion might seem logical since the fault not only releases the energy
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but also causes crushing of the rock in the surrounding area. Consequently 

these rocks should not be able, subsequently, to accummulate high amounts 

of elastic strain energy. Therefore, overall, the presence of faults 

should not favour the occurrence of rock bursts (Lamal, 19671 McGarr, 1971).
Holland and Thomas (195M and Holland (1958) from their study of 

coal mine rock bursts In some American coalfields, showed that some rock 

bursts occurred in areas disturbed by faults. However, the absence of 

these faults In other areas where rock bursts have occurred Indicated that 

the presence of faults do not necessarily contribute to the occurrence of 

rock bursts. Leiterttz (1978) stated that In the Ruhr coalfield (West 
Germany) most of the rock bursts occurred In mining areas where there is 

little faulting, and the events were largely reduced In more faulted and 

highly fissured ground. He Indicated that In the case of a reverse fault, 

rock bursts occur more often In the lower block than In the upper block.

The same phenomenon was observed In the Upper Silesia coalfield (Lama, 1967). 
This may be because during faulting the upper throw block Is crushed more

than the lower block.

3.3_____ The mechanisms of earth tremors based on the analysis of first 
_ motions ---- ----------------------- -- -------

Any sudden disturbance or displacement in rock results in the energy 

being radiated throughout the surrounding rocks in the form of seismic waves. 

Consequently a great deal of Information about rock failures has been obtained 

from studies of their associated seismic waves. This is based mainly on 

analysing seismic wave first motions, which corresponds to the elastic 

radiation from the onset of seismic events,at large distances (Knopoff and

Gilbert, I960).

Volumetric expansion or volumetric collapse causes the surrounding 

rocks to move outwards or inwards respectively. I t  follows that the first 

arrival of a P-wave will be detected at the surface as either compression
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(anaselsmlc) or dilatation (kataselsmic). P-waves generated from an explosion 

Inside the earth push the surrounding rocks outwards on a spherical surface, 

and the seismographs at the surface will detect these waves as an upward 

push and record It as an upward (anaselsmlc) first motion. If the source 

of the detected P-waves is a fault, the first P-motion will be recorded In 

a simple pattern at the surface depending on the direction in which the 

P-waves left the fault. The radiated first motion pattern will form a 

four-fold symmetry about the centroid of the failure, of alternating 

compressions and dilatations.

The orientation of the fault plane (strike, dip and dip direction) 

can be determined graphically from the data of the signs of the first motion 

of the P-wave and by using the stereographic projection technique. In an 

Ideal fault-plane solution where the seismic network surrounds the seismic 

focus, two quadrants each of compression and dilatation are obtained. The 

solution consists of two orthogonal planes, separating the polarity quad

rants. called the nodal planes. One of these Is the fault plane which must 

' be determined using supplementary geological and geophysical Information 

about the area.

Characteristic fault-plane solutions correspond to three funda

mentally different types of faults, namely, wrench faults, normal faults, 

and reverse faults are shown in Figure 3.3.1. By comparing the fault- 

plane solution of any seismic event with the characteristic solution given 

in this figure, the type of fault can be determined.

Gane et al. (1952), working in the Witwatersrand gold mines 

(Section 1.2), studied the first motions of P-waves in order to determine 

the focal mechanism of the earth tremors. They suggested that the predomi

nant recorded downward (kataseismic) movement of the P-wave first motion 

indicates that the in itia l movements must be inwards toward the focus. 
However, they considered it to be rash to interpret the kataseismic first
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fig. 3.3.1. Fault-plane solutions for three typical fault 
movements.

(a) Normal fault.
(b) Reverse fault.
(c) Wrench or strike-slip fault.



motion as a simple fall of the overyling strata into the excavation under 

the influence of gravity. They defined the first motion as that occurring 

within a few milliseconds from the absolute start of the event at the focus,

i.e. the first motion related to the elastic movement associated with the 

failure. The kataseismic first motion could arise from the absolute down

ward movement of the hanging wall as a result of the failure of the pillars 

and other supports in compression. This kind of failure is typical of 

pressure bursts. The authors also concluded that failures in simple tension 

or in tension due to bending is an uncommon form of initial failure. They 

suggested that in such a case of failure the unbroken rock will spring up

wards in vertical tension giving an upward (anaseismic) first motion at the 

surface. They indicated that in the case of shear failure both types of 

first motion were obtained. In the opinion of Gane two possible modes of 

shear failure could give kataseismic first motions over a large epicentral

area. These are:

1. The hanging wall, supported in shear by pillars, moves

down dip and shears the pillars.

2. The hanging wall shears at a face working down dip, so

tending to close the stope.

Cook (1962) noticed in Witwatersrand that most of the energy 

released was contained in the vertical shear component which may suggest

that shear was the mechanism of failure.

Hodgson 0958) showed that'most of the tremors in the Kirkland 

Lake mines, Canada, generated kataseismic longitudinal seismic waves.
Hashkour (1976) during his study of the earth tremors at Monktonhall 

colliery, Scotland (Section 1.6) found three types of tremor. The first 

group produced kataseismic first motion at all stations. He suggested that 

these which are pressure bursts, and always occur when the face enters an 

abutment pressure of another worked out area, could arise from the downward
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movement of the hanging wall. The second group of tremors at Monktonhal1 

colliery generated anaseismic first motions. He considered these to be 

shock bursts produced by the failure of rocks in tension due to bending 

where the unbroken rock springs outwards giving anaseismic first motions. 

However, it is known that the energy released when the rock fails in tension 

is less than the energy released when the rock fails in compression 

(Osterwald and Dunrud, 1966; Kusznir et al. 1980b). Gane et al. (1952) 

also mentioned that failure in tension is an uncommon form of failure in 

mines. This may suggest that the Mashkour interpretation may be incorrect 

since he did not discuss the distribution of seismometers with respect to 

the position of the tremor foci, it could be that the tremors which 

generated only anaseismic first motions occurred within a small arc of azi

muth with respect to the position of the seismometers, so that they recorded

only anaseismic first motions.

The third group of tremors, which had the lowest incidence, arose 

from the fracture of the rocks in shear and generated both kinds of first 

motion.

3. k Factors affecting rock 1ureS

Rock failures in coal mines have occurred in several places under 

diverse geological and mining conditions. The factors affecting rock failures 

are variable and their relationship is very complicated. It is difficult 

to determine the absolute effect of one separate factor on the incidence of 

rock failures. However, knowledge of the various isolated factors can be 

attained from statistical analysis of the rock burst data obtained from 

underground observations.

In general, the factors can be classified into two categories: 

Artificial or controllable factors. These are:

1. The mode of working.

2. The rate of face advance.
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Natural or uncontrollable factors. These include:

1. The physical properties of the rock.

2. The nature of surrounding rocks.

3. Depth.

k. The existence of dykes and faults.

5. The presence of folds.

6. Pore pressure and moisture.

3.*M Artificial or controllable factors

l. The mode of working

The mining method is undoubtedly one of the most important factors 

affecting the occurrence of rock fai 1 ures. Improper mining methods can induce 

a very high stress in localized areas, such as pillars and headings (see 

Chapter 1).

Statistical studies in the Upper Silesia coalfield showed that 76.3% 

of rock bursts occurred in headings or roadways, 10.5% at the slicing faces, 

9.i*% at longwal 1 faces, w ith 3-8% assoc ia ted with other cases (Lama, 1967).

A comparison of various extraction methods showed that lk.1% of 

the rock bursts were associated with the room and pillar extraction tech

nique. This may be because in this method a great number of preliminary 

headings are required. Longwall systems contributed about 22.1* and the 

rest about 3.2% (Lama, 1967). Lama indicated that with the room and pillar 

technique, the occurrence of rock bursts per 100,000 tons of coal produced 

was 5.1 times greater than that in the longwall system. Holland and Thomas 

(195*0 stated that longwall mining has been advocated as a means of pre

venting or reducing rock bursts in coal mines. They found that in room 

and pillar mining, more than 67.6% of the rock bursts occurred on pillar 

line points. Taylor (1962-63) indicated that for the period 1900 to 1938,

30% of the rock bursts which occurred in the Kolar gold field were pillar 

bursts, 27% were development excavation bursts, mostly in shafts, 10% were
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area bursts, and the remaining 33% could not be classified accurately. In 

recent years, 10% of the rock bursts were pillar bursts, 7% were development 

bursts, and the rest were in stopes or stope abutments.

In general, however, it has been found that the extraction of pillars

(a) and the excavation of large areas (b) were the major source of tremors.

(a) Pillar or abutment size: Nearly all writers on the subject 

agree that pillars are the most prominent source of rock failures (Crowle, 1931; 

Holland and Thomas, 1951*; Neyman, 1955; Hill and Denkhaus, 1961). When an 

underground excavation is made, the stress and the strain energy per unit 

volume increase in the surrounding rocks. In the case of a pillar surrounded 

by excavations on nearly all sides, the stress and the strain energy are 

more highly concentrated. As the pillar size is reduced, the stress in the 

pillar increases until the strength of the pillar is exceeded and the pillar 

fails (see Section 2.3.1). Weiss (1938), Pretorius (1961*), Cook et al.

(1966) and Blake (1972) found that during pillar extraction, the stress ahead 

of the face increased, and this caused rock bursts. When the highly stressed 

abutment becomes small It may be completely fractured (de-stressed) and there

fore becomes progressively less prone to bursting. Figure 3.^.1 shows the 

Influence of the type and size of the abutment on rock burst incidence.

The rock burst incidence increased with decreasing abutment size, until an 

abutment area of slightly less than 1672 m (500 square fathoms) was reached, 

thereafter it decreased until the pillar was completely extracted.

However, leaving proper pillars may reduce the number of tremors 

In the mines, as has been found by McGarr and Wiebols.(1977). They studied 

the effect of pillars on the seismicity and overall seismic deformation In 

the Witwatersrand mines (Section 1.2). Ten underground geophones deployed 

in a region of about 3 km in extent and ranging in depth from 1.8 to 3.3 km 

were used to monitor the tremors over a period of 100 days in 1972. The 

mine faces in two regions were bounded by strike pillars. These pillars
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were left unmined in order to prevent stope convergence and to help in the 

problem of strata control. In the third region the faces were far from 

any pillars. During the experiment 450 tremors were located. Most of the 

foci were located near the active faces, while seismic gaps occurred in the 

stabilizing pillars. It was found that the distribution of tremor hypo- 

centres in the two regions bounded by the pillars were less intensive than 

in the third area. The magnitude-frequency distribution of the tremors in 

the three areas using equation 7.4.1 (Richter, 1958) gave Rvalues nearly 

the same for the three areas, Indicating, according to the authors, that jj 

values are stable in relation to changes in position and mine geometry. 

Values of the constant ¿were lower in the areas bounded by the pillars.

The seismicity level, S, per unit volume of rock mined, was defined by 

McGarr and Wiebols as:

S = 10a/Avm 3.4.1

where Avm is the volume of rocks mined in a particular region. Using this 

equation, it was found that the number of tremors per unit volume of rock 

mined in the area affected by the pillars was about 40% of the number in 

the area not affected by the pillars. They also found that the pillars 

prevented about 60-75% of the convergence that would have occurred In their 

absence.

(b) Excavation size: As already described In Sections 2.2 and 2.8, 

as the excavation size increases the pressure on the abutments and the 

amount of energy released increases and consequently rock failures increase.

In the Witwatersrand, a relationship between the number of rock 

bursts per thousand fathoms versus the stope span (the distance between 

opposite faces on strike) is shown in Figure 3.4.2 (Pretorius, 1964). The 

number of rock bursts increased with the stope span until a maximum value 

of approximately 1.4 rock bursts per thousand fathoms was reached at a span
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of approximately 183 m (600 ft). Thereafter the number of rock bursts 

decreased to a level of 0.9 rock bursts per thousand fathoms for a span of 

more than 21h m (900 ft). For greater spans no significant changes in the 

incidence was noticed. This may suggest that the size of the remaining 

abutment is the main geometrical controlling factor at this stage rather 

than the excavation size.

In the Kolar goldfield, Crowle (1931) reported that the rock bursts 

usually started when about 60% of the reef had been extracted from a given 

area. The depth of workings in this case was about 1520 m below the surface.

2. The rate of face advance

In the Witwatersrand gold mine it has been found that an increase 

in the rate of face advance up to a certain value results in a decrease in 

rock burst incidence. Above this rate the incidence increases again (Cook 

et al., 1966). (This initial reduction in rock burst incidence may be a 

false reduction, because when a rock burst occurs on the face it causes a 

delay in production). The rate of face advance beyond which the rock burst 

Incidence starts to increase as the rate of advance increases depends on 

the size of the abutment. Cook suggested that beyond a certain rate of face 

advance, varying between about **.6 m/month for small abutments to 7.6 m/month 

for large abutments, the incidence of rock bursts increases as the rate of 

advance Increases.

In the Kolar goldfield, Crowle (1931) noticed that reducing the 

rate of pillar removal resulted in fewer rock bursts. Therefore, he 

suggested that during the extraction of pillars, the face should be 

advanced slowly giving time for the development of fractures of the rock 

inside the pillar face, and consequently of the releasing pressure. The 

same phenomenon has been observed in the South Staffordshire coalfield 

(The South Staffordshire and Warwickshire Institute of Mining Engineers, 

1945-1»6).



Hodgson and Joughin (1967) discussed the effect of the rate of face 

advance in terms of the spatial rate of energy release during excavation.

They carried out experiments In two mines at different depths in the 

Witwatersrand gold mines. They found in both mines that seismic activity 

and the incidence of violent rock bursts were a function of the spatial 

rate of energy release as the excavation is enlarged. They suggested that

the conditions in the mines are considered to be good if the energy release

7 2. 6 2rate Is less than 10' J/m , and if it is less than 10 J/m the problems

arising from rock failures are negligible.

3.it.2 ~ Natural or uncontrollable factors

1. The physical properties of the rock

It has been accepted that the physical properties of rocks have a 

bearing on the incidence of rock bursts (Mukherjee and Singh, 196A). The 

stress conditions in the rock at fracture is defined as the ultimate 

strength. Different types of material have different strengths. If the 

rock is subjected to pressure which exceeds its strength, the rock fails, 

releasing Its stored strain energy. The quantity of energy released 

depends upon the volume of the fractured rock and upon the energy released 

per unit volume of rock which has failed.

If a coal measures shale which is naturally soft, Is subjected to 

stress, It will yield comparatively easily and slowly. Consequently, very 

little or no strain energy can be accumulated. The release of stress in this 

type of rock takes place slowly during crushing of the rocks and continuously 

through the whole process of loading. Therefore this kind of rock is 

not associated with rock bursts. The harder and more brittle rocks, such 

as sandstones and quartzites can sustain very high values of stress before 

yielding, and therefore have the ability to accumulate great amounts of 

energy. When the stress exceeds their strength they fall suddenly, releas

ing their energy which is manifested as rock bursts. This Indicates that
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the susceptibility of coal to bursts depends on its ability to accumulate 

elastic strain energy. The susceptibility of coal to bursts can be 

expressed by an energy Index (W^) according to the formula given by Peng

(1978):

3.^.2

where Ee = the elastic strain energy accumulated In the coal.

Ep = the permanent strain energy.

If > 5 the coal is severely liable to bursts,

is 2-5 the coal Is slightly liable to bursts.

< 2 the coal is not liable to bursts.

Sebor et al. (1976) reported about experiments carried out on rock 

samples to determine the susceptibility of the rocks to bursting. The 

method determined the ability of the rock to accumulate strain energy dur

ing a loading cycle, and the way of releasing this energy after reaching 

the ultimate strength. As a result of these tests, the rocks were clas

sified into three categories:

1 . Rock non-susceptlble to rock bursts: These rocks do not 

release any, or only a very small amount of seismic energy at their ultimate 

failure, and the emission of seismic impulses continues during the entire 

loading cycle.

2. Rock susceptible to Induced bursting: These rocks release a 

considerable amount of energy at their ultimate failure. However, emis

sion of seismic Impulses occurs during the whole loading cycle. In this 

type of rock an "induced rock burst" can occur as a consequence of sudden 

stress increases, such as those caused by blasting, adjacent rock burst 

or tectonic earthquake.

3. Rocks susceptible to spontaneous rock bursts: These rocks

release a great amount of energy at their ultimate failure, and the emission 

of seismic impulses Is minimal during the loading cycle. This ts 

typical of burst-prone rocks.



2. The nature of surrounding rocks

The term "surrounding rocks" should be taken to mean the rocks In 

the roof and floor.. Observations In many mines have showed that burst- 

prone coal seams were mostly overlain by a strong massive rock stratum such 

as sandstone, stltstone or conglomerate (Phillips, ^Skk-kSi Holland and 

Thomas, 1951»; Shepherd and Kellet, 1973). The presence of strong overlying 

strata does not necessarily mean that rock bursts will occur. . A weak 

stratum sandwiched between the coal seam and the strong strata, and the 

presence of a soft floor bed, will gradually dissipate the applied stress 

by the yielding of the weaker strata, and consequently insufficient energy 

will be accumulated to develop a rock burst (Phillips, 191+4-^5; Peng, 1978). 

However, Rice (1935) indicated that the presence of the strong massive 

strata does not necessarily need to be immediately above the seam, and 

that It could be as far away as 10-15 times the thickness of the coal bed. 

Phillips (1944-^5) suggested that the role of the strong roof beds lie in 

their ability to span the excavation which results in the transmission of 

excessive pressure onto the coal face or pillar and leads to rock bursts.

He gave an example about the influence of strong roof strata on the 

occurrence of rock bursts in the Springhlll mine, Nova Scotia, Canada.

In Britain major rock bursts have been experienced in the Parkgate 

seam at Barnborough in Yorkshire, where a thick, predominantly massive sand

stone, overlies the coal seam (Phillips, 19^4-45; Shepherd and Kellet, 1973). 

In the Ruhr coalfield, West Germany, It has been found that seams with 

overlying and underlying sandstone were very prone to bursts, while seams 

with no roof and floor sandstones were mostly free from rock bursts 

(Leiteritz, 1978).

Where the floor is very strong, the bursts may be more frequent 

and violent (Rice, 1935; Phillips, 1944-i»5; Peng, 1978). If the floor Is 

softer than the pillars, the pillars are likely to punch into the floor
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resulting In the dissipation of the energy stored in the pillars. Hill and 

Denkhaus (1961), showed In the Far East Rand, W1twatersrand gold mines, 

that rock bursts were relatively infrequent. This is because the footwall 

consists of shale, and as the stress Increases ahead of the faces, the shale 

yields gradually by plastic deformation. Therefore the stress cannot 

accumulate In sufficient amounts to produce rock bursts. The thickness of 

the strong floor may play an important role in the occurrence of rock 

bursts, as explained in Section 3.2.1.

3. Depth

As explained in Chapter 2, the vertical pressure exerted on the 

coal faces and ribs or pillars is proportional to the height of the over

burden. The deeper the coal seam the higher the pressure, which may exceed 

the rock strength and consequently increase the incidence of rock failures. 

For each particular coal field, there is a minimum depth for the occurrence 

of some mining peculiarities, such as rock bursts, roof falls, floor heaving, 

and pillar failures. This minimum depth depends upon the lithological and 

structural geology in the field (such as the presence of massive sandstones, 

faults, and dykes). Rice (1935) reported that coal bursts occur when the 

depth is 300 m or more. In the Donets Coal Basin, Russia, the natural con

dition of the mine starts to deteriorate at a depth of 500-600 m. In the 

Kizel Coal Basin, deterioration starts at 600 m, while in the Kuznetsk and 

Karaganda Coal Basins It Is at about 400-500 m (Krasnikovsky and Baranovsky, 

1963). At Springhi11, Nova Scotia, the rock bursts begin at a depth of 

about 550 m, and in Upper Silesia at about 230 m.

In the Witwatersrand gold mines a linear relationship was found to 

exist between rock burst incidence, the size of the excavated area, and the 

depth below the surface (Cook et al., 1966). Cook carried out experiments 

to determine the relationship between rock burst incidence and the size of 

the excavated area (in an area far away from faults, dykes, etc.) at
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different depths (Figure 3.4.3). An empirical formula relating the 

incidence of rock bursts to the excavation size and depth below the 

surface was obtained.

Y = - 0.0731 - 0.0294X - 0.00393X2 + 0.549 x 10"6 X3H 3.4.3 

where X = percentage of the excavation in a 1,000 ft. radius 

H = depth below the surface (ft.) 

and, the number of rock bursts per thousand fathoms = Y if Y > 0

= 0 if Y S 0.

4. The existence of dykes and faults

It has been found that rock burst incidence for stopes in the 

vicinity of dykes and faults was always higher than for those remote from 

them (see Chapter 1). Observations In the Witwatersrand gold field have 

shown that as the stope faces approached dykes and faults, the incidence of 

rock bursts increased, Figure 3.4.4 (Hill and Denkhaus, 1961). They indi

cated that when the stope face reached a distance of 15 m from the dyke, 

the incidence of rock bursts Increased rapidly. It was also noticed that 

the Incidence of rock bursts was greater In the case of thick dykes than 

in the case of thin ones. Cook et al. (1966) indicated that the effect of 

the dykes and faults was more obvious when they were In small abutments 

(such as remnants or Island abutments) (See Section 3.2.3).

It is believed that dykes cause a concentration of stresses in the 

surrounding area, consequently the frequency of rock bursts increases (Lama, 

1967). He stated that "the rise In temperature, metamorphism and re

crystallisation of rocks occurring near the dykes have an effect of 

increasing the Inherent energy and homogeneity of the rock mass".

5. The presence of folds

Peng (1978) stated that when a regional horizontal stress causes 

strata to fold, secondary local stresses are Induced tn the neighbourhood 

of the anticline and syncline. Tensile stress Is generated at the crest
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of the anticline creating tension joints. In the synclinal area, local 

compressive stress occurs in the trough, which develops shear joints.

Lama (1967) also indicated that the syncline is associated with very 

high stresses. He gave examples of the occurrence of rock falls and 

bursts during mining in a synclinal area. He reported that cross-cuts 

driven at the base of small synclinal folds were very difficult to main

tain and as they passed through the synclinal region the trouble ceased.

In the Upper Silesia coalfield, Neyman (1955) noticed that the 

rock bursts occur less frequently and less severely in the mines situated 

in the main anticline. He explained this as being due to the anticlinal 

shape of the uplift, the presence of numerous faults, and the shallower 

depth of the seam than in the syncline, which did not favour the accumu

lation of elastic strain energy inside the seams.

6. Pore pressure and moisture

Beneath a flat homogeneous ground surface, the ground water will 

form a level water table, below which all the pores are saturated, and 

above which they are only partially so. The water table might be close 

to the surface or be at a depth of several hundred metres below it. This 

will depend on the relative values of rainfall, permeability, and local 

topography. The pore pressures beneath the water table rise hydro

statically with depth, assuming all pores are inter-connected by highly 

permeable paths, and above the water table they will be approximately zero 

Variation in rainfall results in fluctuations in the water table height, 

and this will consequently affect the value of pore pressures.

It has been found that the most important effect of the pore 

pressure upon the mechanical properties of the rocks is to reduce the 

frictional resistance of the sliding block (Hubbert and Rubey, 1959).

The reduction of friction is achieved by reducing the normal component 

of effective stress which correspondingly reduces the critical value of
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the shear stress required to produce faulting. According to Hubbert and 

Rubey, for porous fluid-filled rocks the Mohr-Colomb criterion for fail 

must be modified to the form:
ure

Tcri t. = T0 + â_p) tan* 3.**.**

where Tcrjt> Is the critical shear stress required to cause failure.

T0 *s t îe in* tia 1 shear strength of the rock when the
effective normal stress is zero.

o is the normal stress.

P is the pore pressure.

tan<J> is the coefficient of internal friction.

a-P is the normal effective stress.

In addition to the effects of internal fluid pressure in reducing the 

effective stress, the pore fluid without pressure (moisture) can have a 

significant influence upon the strength of rock (Bell, 1975; Hoek and 

Brown, 1980). It has been found that the strength of samples of shale 

and sandstone was reduced by a factor of 2 from oven dried to saturated 

specimens.

In many places seismic activity has been related to the filling of 

large reservoirs (Simpson, 1976; Gupta and Rastogi, 1976). The activity 

ranges from micro-earthquakes to destructive earthquakes. Simpson (1976) 

and Beale (1981) indicated that the occurrence of reservoir induced seis

micity Is related to the water height and, to a lesser extent, the water 

volume. On the other hand, the filling of many other large reservoirs has 

not been accompanied by Increased seismicity. Simpson (1976) suggested 

that the filling of a large reservoir creates stresses which are superimposed 

on a pre-existing tectonic stress regime. Whether or not seismicity is 

generated, depends on the way in which these stresses interact within the 

tectonic, geological and hydrological environments. The reservoir changes
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the stress regimes In such a way that it Increases the vertical stress due 

to the weight of the water mass (the load effect), and decreases the 

effective stress (and therefore strength) due to increasing pore pressure 

(the pore pressure effect).

The significance of pore pressure changes in generating induced 

seismicity has been clearly shown for the cases of seismicity related to 

high pressure fluid injection (Raleigh et al., 1976; Healy et al., 1968).

In these cases where any loading effect is minimal, the seismicity can be 

properly explained by the reduction of effective stress due to increased 

pore pressure as described by Hubbert and Rubey (1959). Simpson (I976) 

indicated that the increases in pore pressure involved In the cases of 

fluid injection (a few hundred bars) are much higher than those created by 

a deep reservoir (1 bar/10 m height of water, or a few tens of bars).

Simpson also Indicated that in the cases where fluid injection has trig

gered earthquake activity (Denver, Rangely, Matsushiro), injection has 

taken place into, or very near, a fault zone.

As Indicated above, the association between fluid injection and 

seismicity has been well established. Less well known are the relationships 

between seismicity and fluid extraction, particularly with regard to petro

leum production (Yerkes and Castle, 1976). Yerkes and Castle reported two 

certain cases of faulting and seismicity associated with oil extraction in 

the U.S.A.; the Goose Creek oil field, Texas, and the Wilmington oil field, 

California. The earthquakes of Goose Creek oilfield occurred in 1925 and 

were closely associated with surficial displacements along steeply dipping 

faults that were localised along the margins of the subsidence area. In 

the Wilmington oil field, eight separate seismic events, occurring between 

19**7 and 1961. were accompanied in each case by subsurface faulting within 

the oil field. Yerkes and Castle attributed the faulting and seismicity 

associated with oil extraction to differential compaction at depth caused
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by reduction of the reservoir oil pressure and attendant Increase In 

effective stress. Differential compaction leads not only to differential 

subsidence and centripetally directed horizontal displacement, but to 

changes in both vertical and horizontal strain regimes.

The effect of pore pressure on generating mining induced seismicity 

has not been described or investigated to date. Mining induced seismicity 

differs from reservoir induced seismicity in that reservoir induced seis

micity is generated or triggered due to changes in the stress fields 

resulting mainly from filling the reservoir, while mining induced seismicity 

is generated due to changes in the stress fields resulting principally from 

differential elasticity between the artificial excavation and the surround

ing rocks. The magnitude changes in the stress field, compared with that 

of the virgin state, associated with mining may be several orders of mag

nitude greater than that associated with reservoir loading. Underground 

mining may be associated with water extraction from the strata overlying 

the working level. This will lead to the Increase in effective stress and 

strength of the rock. Consequently the rocks will become able to with

stand greater pressures before they fail. However a pronounced correlation 

between rainfall and rock burst incidence was noticed in the Kolar goldfield 

by Isaacson (1957). He explained that the seepage of water underground 

caused the decay of old supports in the upper level workings, or alter

natively have caused the lubrication of various planes of weakness along 

which potential failure occurred. However, this correlation between rain

fall and rock bursts could be re-interpreted as due to the effect of pore 

pressure. Peng (1978) also Indicated that water in the mine will soften 

some floor rock and cause subsidence or heaving problems. He explained 

that the effect of moisture in a coal mine is more serious because of the 

abundance of shale and the cyclic nature of moisture content In the air.

Weiss (1938) suggested that much of the slabbing and flaking of rocks In
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the W!twatersrand gold mines were probably partly due to the moisture 

content acting through the fissures produced by mining operations. He 

suggested that if this flaking and slabbing continued, it could result 

in a reduction in the size of the pillars, and eventually the pillars 

might become unable to withstand the overlying pressure, and failure 

would occur.
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3.5 The prediction of rock failures

One of the most promising features of the microseismic method is 

to forecast when and where rock failures will occur. Long ago, miners used 

to predict failure from natural warning signals such as creaks, pops, and 

snaps, which were an indication of excessive pressure in the mine. Obert 

and Duval (19*5) pointed out that all rocks subjected to stresses approach

ing their ultimate strength, generate microseismic activity (rock noises).

The number of microseismic events generated per unit time (the microseismic 

rate) Increases as the time of failure approaches, i.e. increases with the 

applied stress. According to this concept, Hooker et al. (1974) and 

Leighton and Stebly (1977) suggested that the recording and analysis of 

microseismic activity is a useful stability analysis tool, because stable 

areas of a mine structure release very few rock noises at a constant rate, 

while unstable areas release large numbers of rock noises at varying rates.

The key to using the microseismic method in prediction lies In Its 

ability to detect and locate precisely In three dimensions the source of 

the rock noises. Consequently, the area expecting rock failure can be 

determined by constructing rock noise source location plots. Usually seismic 

noises occur near the area being mined and if this area is stable, the 

noises do not recur at the same location on consecutive day plots, but 

progress with the mining. However, if the noises are generated by unstable 

areas, they will recur at the same location each day. By monitoring the 

changes in the rate of microseismic activity when the rock approaches failure, 

the time of failure can be estimated. During mining operations In a stable 

area, the total number of microseismic events released during a working 

shift does not change dramatically from day to day. As an area Is sub

jected to increasing stresses or is becoming unstable, the rate at which 

rock noises are generated in that area increases. Prior to failure, the
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rate of microseismic activity changes rapidly. Experiments have shown 

that failure areas generate seismic noises several days In advance of failure. 

Cumulative plotting of seismic events on mine maps was found to be very 

effective in determining where failure is going to occur. The method was 

conducted by adding the data from one daily plot to the next one, starting 

at one particular point in time. Figure 3.5.1 shows a cumulative plot of 

the rock noises in an area preceding the occurrence of a rock burst. It 

can be seen that the number of microseismic events increased daily and con

centrated In one particular area although the mine workings moved. There

fore this area was considered to be a potential area of failure, and a rock 

burst occurred on 30th April. As we can see from Figure 3.5.1a, the failure 

area becomes evident nearly four weeks prior to final failure. Figure 3.5.2 

shows the rock noise rate plot. It can be seen that a sharp Increase in 

noise activity started one week before failure.

The authors suggested that by using this method, and with experience, 

It may be possible to predict where and when failure will occur.

The same method was used by Blake (1972) to locate the zone of 

impending failure during pillar extraction in the Galena mine, Idaho.

On the same basis as discussed above, the U.S. Bureau of Mines con

ducted experiments on controlled roofs (Leighton and Steblay, 1977). They 

found that there was usually a background of mfcroseismic events emitted 

from the roof. About an hour before the roof failed, there was a sudden 

increase in the rate of microseismic events, followed by a decrease. Failure 

then occurred about 15 minutes later.

3.6_____Preventing and combating rock bursts

The problem of rock bursts arises mainly due to the effect of the 

large stresses generated by mining. Consequently the methods of preventing 

and combating rock bursts depend basically on finding and applying ways to 

eliminate or reduce the additional pressures In the mine. However, these
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methods do not entirely prevent the occurrence of rock bursts but reduce 

their occurrence and restrict their consequences In the mine.

3.6.1 Preventing rock bursts

Prevention usually means taking some measures aimed at preventing 

or reducing the occurrence of excessive pressure during mining, and con

sequently reducing the chance of rock burst occurrence. Host of the stres 

raising factors are known and should be taken Into consideration when plan 

ning the extraction of a new seam or mine. The literature contains many 

procedures and examples used in mines to prevent or reduce the occurrence 

of rock bursts. However, some general points can be deduced.

1 . Planning of the mine layouts should take Into consideration 

the effect of factors such as old workings, faults and dykes.

2. The mine layouts should provide for pillars of 

uniform size and shape.

3. Pillars should be recovered In a straight line. An 

irregular line of pillars results In excessive pressures 

being exerted on the protruding points.

k. In the room and pillar method, all coal should be

recovered, i.e. the practice of leaving pillars in the 

goaf should be avoided.

5. Roof span over the goafs should be kept as short as 

possible by providing adequate supports or allowing 

the roof to cave in.

6. The use of longwall mining techniques is preferred 

wherever possible.

7. Reducing additional pressure by mining the panel over 

or under a previously mined out area in the adjacent 

seam.
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3.6.2 Combating rock bursts

Combating means to use methods during the mining operations In order 

to attain controlled release of the excessive pressure already In existence 

in some parts of the mine, or to safely trigger the rock burst (Peperakls,

1958; Krawiec and Stanislaw, 1977). Different methods are used.

1. Shock blasting: Basically this method involves drilling a 

series of boreholes perpendicular to the face prone to bursts and blasting 

them with the intention of stimulating rock bursts or shattering the rocks.

The shattered rocks cannot store high energy and the high stresses are pushed 

back further inside the face. Therefore the face can be advanced for some 

distance without any danger. This method is used in the Witwatersrand gold 

mines (Hill and Denkhaus, 1961), in Czechoslovakian coal mines (Sebor et al., 

1976) in Polish coal mines (Krawiec and Stanislaw, 1977)» and In U.S. coal 

mines (Peperakls, 1958; Talman and Schroder, 1958).

2. Injection of water: It has been found from experiments that the 

tendency of a coal seam to burst decreases with its Increasing moisture 

content (Krawiec and Stanislaw, 1977). For this reason the injection of 

water under great pressure is widely used In Polish coal mines. The water 

Is Injected through boreholes driven perpendicular or parallel to the 

burst-prone face.

3. Drilling de-stressing holes: This method is usually conducted 

by drilling vertical or horizontal holes through the seam in order to break 

the coal and relieve the stress. This method is used In Russian, West

German (see Chapter 1), and in Czechoslovakian coal mines (Sebor et al., 1976).



CHAPTER k

THE NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE SEISMIC NETWORK

k. 1_____ Introduction

In North Staffordshire, earth tremors which are known locally as 

"goths or bumps" have occurred occasionally since the latter part of the last 

century (Davison, 1919)* In early 1975 some small tremors were felt by the 

local residents in the Trent Vale-Hanford area, in the south of Stoke-on- 

Trent. Westbrook (1977) recorded some of these tremors using a three com

ponent set of seismometers operated on behalf of the National Coal Board 

(N.C.B.)

On the 15th July, 1975 a strong temor occurred and was felt over an 

extensive area of Stoke-on-Trent causing some damage to buildings In the 

Trent Vale-Hanford area. The intensity of this tremor was 6 on the Modified 

Mercalli Scale, and of local magnitude, ML 2.8, as estimated by the 

Institute of Geological Science (l.G.S.) Lownet seismic network (Kusznir 

et al., 1980a). Analysis of the macroseismic survey carried out by the 

Global Seismology Unit of the l.G.S. suggested that the depth of this tremor 

was less than 1 km, and consequently at the same level as the mining opera

tions which were being carried out in this area. The Ten Feet coal seam 

was being mined at a depth of about 900 m. This tremor was the largest one 

in a series of tremors which had been felt in the area throughout early 1975 

and continued to be felt until August 1977 (Westbrook, 1977; Kusznir et al., 

1980a).

On the same day another tremor occurred and was felt in the Knutton- 

Silverdale area to the west of Stoke-on-Trent. However, the occurrence of 

earth tremors in this area died away during autumn 1975 (Westbrook et al., 

1980).
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The frequent occurrence of earth tremors In the Trent Vale area 

suggested that they may be connected in some way with the extensive mining 

operations conducted in the area (see Chapter 7). However, further investi

gations were necessary before this relationship could be established.

4.2_____Stoke-on-Trent seismic network (S.O.T. network)

Following the event which occurred on 15th July, 1975, and In res

ponse to public concern, the Global Seismology Unit of the I.G.S., with the 

co-operation of the Department of Geology, Keele University, installed a 

seismic network in Stoke-on-Trent. The objective of the network was to 

monitor seismic activity in the area and to try to find the cause and 

mechanism of these tremors. The network was originally designed to provide 

accurate locations for tremors in the Trent Vale-Hanford and Knutton- 

Silverdale areas (Westbrook et al., 1980).

The monitoring network consistedof five vertical component seismometers 

deployed in the Stoke area in a square array having an interior station, 

and diameter of about 8.3 km and encompassing the mine workings In the Trent 

Vale area. The three dimensional co-ordinates of each seismic station, the 

station delay times (see Section 4.6), the Amplifier/Modulator gain, and 

the amplification are shown In Table 4.1. The seismic stations were named 

according to their location. Keele station (K) measured north-south and 

east-west horizontal components in addition to the vertical component.

Figure 4.2.1 shows the position of the seismometer stations, the 

recording station, the mine workings during the monitoring period and the 

major structural features In the area. It can be seen that most of the 

active mine workings are located outside the boundary of the network. Each 

of the seismic stations contained a short period seismometer (with a natural 

period of 2 seconds) and Amplifier/Modulator, and were housed in a pit with 

a concrete base built for this purpose, or in outbuildings with a concrete 

floor. The latter fact 11tatedrapid Installation of the network following
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1

Fig. *4.2 .1 . Map showing the positions of the active mine workings, 
major surface faults, seismometer sites, seismic 
recording station and the colliery shafts in the 
northern part of the North Staffordshire Coalfield.



Table 4.1

The co-ordinates, delay time and amplification 
of the seismic stations

Station Name Code Northi ng 

(km)

Easting

(km)

Height 
above O.D. 

(km)

Delay
Time
(sec)

Gain 
of A/M

Ampllfi- 
cation

Dimsdale D 48.41 84.34 0.155 +.015 5 120

Keel e K 45.25 82.15 0.203 -.010 5 120

Greenhl11 G 45.25 90.63 0.189 -.004 4 48

Saint Joseph J **3.*5 86.78 0.125 . -.0 10 4 48

Barlaston B 40.60 87.23 0.130 + .016 4 48

the event of 15th July, 1975. The electrical output signal from each seis

mometer, proportional to the velocity of ground movement, was amplified, 

converted to a frequency modulated tone, and then transmitted via a U.H.F. 

radio transmitter or via cable to the central recording station at Keele 

University. At Keele the seismic data from all the seismometers were 

recorded on a 14 track, half inch magnetic tape with a common time code.

The three-component set of seismometers at Keele station (K) were connected 

to the main recorder by military field telephone cables. The other four 

stations were telemetered to the recorder via a line of sight U.H.F. radio 

1 ink.

The advantages of radio-linked stations are that their seismograms 

are recorded on the same tape, with a common time coding, saving tapes and 

making the handling of the recorded data more convenient. Another advantage 

is that the distance between the seismometer and the recorder can be 

increased up to 100 km. For a land line the transmission may be effective 

up to 10 km If the Amplifier/Modulator is powered by a separate battery, or 

up to 3 km if it is powered from the central recording site through the data 

line.
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The use of magnetic tape allows considerable flexibility in pro

cessing the recorded data, e.g. choosing different pass-band filters on 

playback to obtain the most convenient record.

During the installation of a seismic network, several considerations 

must be taken into account. These are:

1. The geometry of the seismic network should be such that the 

earth tremor hypocentres can be well defined In both epicentral position and 

depth, l.e. there must be a wide variation in range and azimuth of the 

stations from the epicentre.

2. The seismometer sites should be chosen so that noise from 

various non-selsmic sources, such as traffic, wind and machinery are minimal.

3. The seismometers should be installed as close as possible to 

bed rock to ensure good coupling between the seismometers and the ground.

k. The seismometers and the tape recorder must be secure from 

theft and damage.

5. The recording site should be chosen to provide easy access 

for frequent visits. (The recording station for the S.O.T. seismic network 

was near the Department of Geology, Keele University).

k. 3_____ Instrumentation

Instruments may be divided Into those forming part of the detection/ 

tape recording system, and those of the play-back system. Figure 1».3.1 

shows a typical layout of the seismic network, detection/tape recording 

Instruments, in the field. The playback system was used entirely separately 

to replay the recorded seismic data and to produce visual seismic records.

A.3.1 The detecting Instruments (seismic stations)

The instrumentation at each station consisted of a vertical seis

mometer, an Amplifier/Modulator unit, and a U.H.F. radio transmitter.
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Fig. .3-1• Typical layouts of the seismic network, detection and recording system.

(a) Radio-linked outstation.
(b) Cable-11nked outstation.



(?) Seismometer: Wtllmore MKII short period seismometers with a 

natural period of 2 seconds were used to detect earth tremors. The device 

consists of a magnet suspended by a spring set to move only In the axial 

direction and a coll fixed to the instrument's case. When In use, the case 

Is firmly fixed to the ground. Provided that the coupling between the 

seismometer and the ground is good, relative motions between the magnet and 

the coll occur as the seismometer frame vibrates In sympathy with the ground 

motion, so inducing an E.M.F. in the coll. The electrical output from the 

seismometer is directly proportional to the ground velocity. The natural 

period of the oscillation can be adjusted within the range of 0.6 to 3.0 

seconds with the Instrument in a vertical position, and to 5 seconds when It 

Is installed horizontally. The sensitivity of the instrument Is approxi

mately 5.7 volts/cm/sec. when fitted with a 3,300 ohm coll. The Instrument 

has the ability to detect ground movements of the order of 10  ̂cm.

(li) Amplifier/Modulator Unit: This is used In conjunction with a 

seismometer at the seismometer site (In the field). The function of this 

unit is to amplify and to then convert the seismometer output signals to a 

frequency modulated signal (centre frequency 676 Hz) suitable for line or 

radio transmission and direct recording onto magnetic tape. The unit has 

ten switched gain ranges, such that ± It0$ frequency deviation is produced by an 

input voltage of 0.25 mV at gain 10 to 250 mV at gain 1. The ground motion 

is therefore represented by deviations in the frequency of the carrier wave 

signal. The optimum gain setting can be selected depending upon the site 

noise level and the expected seismic wave amplitude. The unit is usually 

supplied by a direct current carried over the data lines from the recording 

station, or in the case of a radio link station, through a separate power 

supply.

(Ill) U.H.F. Transmitter: When a radio link station was used, the 

output signals from the Amplifier/Modulator were fed to a small U.H.F.
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transmitter. The cable also carried the power required to operate the trans

mitter. The transmitter was housed in a metal can attached to an aerial 

mast with a multi-element Yagi antenna directed towards the central 

recording station.

4.3.2 The recording system

The recording equipment consisted of four U.H.F. receivers, a 

magnetic tape recorder, a radio receiver, and a field test box.

(i) U.H.F. Receiver: The radiated signals from the outstation were 

received by a U.H.F. receiver via another multi-element Yagi antenna 

installed at the site of the central recording station at Keele University.

The signals were then fed to the recorder through a multi-core armoured cable.

(II) Magnetic Tape Recorder: The tape recording unit used was a 

Racal-Thermionic Geostore field recorder. It is housed in a weatherproof 

aluminium cabinet which can be operated in a wide range of environmental 

conditions. The recorder has been designed to record frequency modulated 

data over a long period with very low power consumption. It accepts FM 

Input signals with a centre carrier frequency of 676 Hz, and maximum linear 

deviation of ± 40%.

The recorder has 14 tracks, 11 of which are available for data.

Two provide flutter compensation to improve the signal to noise ratio, while 

the other one carries the time code. It has an internally-generated and 

crystal-controlled time encoder having an accuracy of better than one second 

per week. The time encoder produces a train of pulses at intervals of one 

second recorded on channel 2 tn accordance with Vela Uniform Code, with a 

one minute time frame. An external check facility has also been Included 

whereby a radio time signal can be recorded on one data channel. The time 

signals can be recorded continuously or intermittently, controlled by an 

option switch.

The recorder Is used with 2400 ft (731 m) of half Inch (12.5 mm)



magnetic tape wound on an 8 Inch (20.3 cm) spool. It has three recording 

speeds, 15/640, 15/320 and 15/160 inch/sec., giving maximum recording times 

of 680, 340 and 170 hours respectively using bidirectional recording. Bi

directional recording can be used only if not more than five data channels 

are being used. Conductive marks are used to provide end-of-tape and auto

reverse signals. Each recording speed has a particular bandwidth frequency. 

The recorder requires a 12 volt power supply (normally a standard car battery) 

Facilities are available for changing batteries without disturbing the 

recording or the time code.

(iii) Radio Receiver: A short wave radio receiver was used to 

receive the MSF time signals transmitted from the Rugby radio transmitter.

The received signals were fed into the recorder through the radio input 

terminal to be recorded continuously on channel 14, after being amplified 

and frequency-modulated. This recorded time signal is used as an absolute 

time check.

(iv) The Field Test Box: This was used to monitor the frequency- 

modulated tone of each channel and to verify correct functioning of the 

equipment.

4.3.3 The playback system

To recover the seismic events detected by the seismometers and 

recorded on the central recording station, the tape must be played back and 

the frequency modulated signals must be demodulated and displayed in a 

visible form. The playback system consistedof two parts:

(I) The playback unit: This was a 14-channel Racal Store reprod

ucer. The signals are demodulated and flutter compensated on replaying.

The output is 1.2 v for full ± 40% frequency deviation. Seven tape speeds 

were available from 15/16 In/sec. to 60 In/sec. The instrument was fitted 

with a four digit counter and reset button. The counter indicates the 

length of the tape used in feet.
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<U) The Jet Pen or Chart Recorder: An eight channel Siemens Jet 

Pen Recorder was used to obtain the visual transcriptions of the tape data. 

The output signals from the playback unit were fed into the jet pen on 

which the signals were reproduced in a visible form on paper. The ink 

trace is made by directing a fine jet of ink at a moving paper chart. The 

jet pen has variable gains and paper speeds. Headphones were also connected 

to the store lfr output in order to listen to the seismic events.

fr.fr_____The seismic network operation

The network was operated for two years in the period between September 

1975 to September 1977. The recording equipment was operated 2fr hours a day 

during most of the monitoring period, except for brief periods when the 

tapes were being changed.

Since the seismometers were sited in urban areas, a low signal to 

noise ratio was expected. The gain of the Amplifier/Modulator was set at 

different levels at each seismometer site (see Table fr.1). During the data 

processing, the noisiest records were obtained from the seismometer sited 

at Greenhl11 (G). The tapes were recorded at 15/320 inch/sec. to give a 

maximum recording time of one week. However, sometimes the speed was reduced 

to 15/6fr0 inch/sec. to give a longer recording time, particularly during 

holidays. The frequency response for these two speeds are 32 Hz and 16 Hz 

respectively as shown In Figure fr.fr.1. A log was kept containing the tape 

number, date and time of changing the tape, the tape recording speed, the 

stations and time channel numbers, the date and time of battery change, and 

the faults or maintenance to the network during the recording life of each 

tape. This log book was used during the data processing for checking.

Data on about ten tapes recorded early Jn 1976 and having a total 

recording time of up to two months were lost due to the cross-interference 

of the output signals from three stations, K, D and G. Further data were 

lost from about twelve tapes recorded during 1975 and early 1976 having a
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total recording time of about two and a half months, due to the inter

ference between two stations; either K and D or D and G. However, about 

20 events were identified on these latter tapes at four stations only. The 

output signal from D station was the most powerful, overlapping signals from 

the K or G stations. An attempt was made to separate the D station output 

signals from the output signals of K and G stations. However, the attempt 

failed due to both signals having the same frequency.

4.5_____ Data analysis

The recorded magnetic tapes were initially played back at about 40 

times the speed of the original tape recording, using a relatively slow jet 

pen paper speed to produce visual records. The visual records were used for 

rapid identification of local seismic events. An event can be easily dis

tinguished from any other nearby non-seismic source, such as lorry noise or 

small quarry blasts. The seismic events were usually recorded at three or 

more seismic stations, while noise was usually recorded on the nearest 

seismic station only.

The date, the number of the tape, the paper page number, the approxi

mate tape length position, and the approximate location (i.e. north or south 

of Stoke) of the identified seismic events were listed in a file. The 

Identified events were then played back at slower tape speed and faster 

paper speed to give more detailed records of the events. Since the jet pen 

has only 8 tracks, each seismic event was replayed twice to give two records. 

One record showed the seismic data obtained from the five vertical seismo

meters. The other one showed the Keele (K) three-component set siesmograms. 

Great care was taken to eliminate errors caused by the alignment of the jet 

pens.

The arrival times of the seismic waves were then measured and the 

polarity of the p-wave first arrivals were Identified. The maximum ampll- 

tude and the frequency of each seismic wave were also measured.
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4.6 Determination of the local velocity strum ir»

The seismic velocity structure for the Trent Vale area, as deter

mined by Westbrook (1977) was used Initially to locate the seismic events 

In the northern part of the coalfield. The velocity structure for the 

Trent Vale area was determined initially from sonic logs in boreholes 

drilled for the N.C.B. in the area. It was found that the velocity Increased 

linearly with depth (Westbrook et al., 1980). This velocity structure was 

later revised by using the joint hypocentre determination (JHD) method. The 

method involves the relocation together of a group of seismic events located 

in the same region, with the velocity structure treated as extra unknown 

parameters (Westbrook et al., 1980). For further checking a 45.5 kg explo

sion was detonated at a known time and In a known position. Treating 

the shot as an unknown tremor, Westbrook obtained a solution, using the 

velocity parameters derived from the JHD which placed the hypocentre within 

110 m of the shot and at a depth of 300 m below It. However, using the 

known co-ordinates and origin time of the shot, the velocity parameters 

were revised and local delay times assigned to each station (see Table 4.1). 

The preferred local velocity structure in the Trent Vale area is 3.2 km/sec. 

at O.D. with a linear increase in velocity with depth of 1.2 km/sec/km.

Using the above velocity structure to locate the seismic events 

occurring In the northern parts of the coalfield, It was found that the 

seismic events were distributed mainly in five different areas (areas A, B,

C, D and E). Therefore to locate the seismic events in these areas more 

accurately, the local velocity structure in each area needed to be determined 

more precisely. Due to the inability to detonate any calibration shots in 

these urban areas, the Joint hypocentre determination (JHD) method was used 

to determine the velocity structure in each particular area. By using this 

method, the following velocity structures (Table 4.2) were obtained.
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Table 4 .2

The local velocity structure in different 
parts of the coalfIp IH

Area Name Code
Velocity at 
O.D. (VD) 
km/sec.

Gradient 
Velocity (GV) 

km/sec/km

Cobridge A 3.194 1.067
Woistanton B 3.853 0.992
SiIverdale C 3.301 O.98O
Tunstal1 D 3.956 0.660
Chesterton E 5.452 0.587

The velocity parameters for the first four areas are very similar 

to the velocity parameters for the Trent Vale area. These velocity para- 

meters may represent the actual velocity structure In these areas. For 

area E, the velocity at datum Is very high compared with the other areas, 

while the gradient velocity Is relatively lower. This is probably due to 

a lithological anomaly in this area.

An alternative model was examined assuming a two layer velocity 

structure with a simple horizontal refractor. Although the model gave 

good hypocentral location for the test shot In the Trent Vale area, it was 

not used for the location of the seismic events. The solution put the 

refractor at a relatively shallow depth of about 200 m below the O.D. The 

geological Information in the area suggests that there Is no major litho

logical discontinuity at this depth (see Chapter 5). At the same time also 

the structure of the area Is more complicated than can be represented by t* 

layers with a horizontal or even dipping refractor

The velocity of S-waves (Vs) In the northern part of the coalfield 

was. determined from an estimate of the ratio Vp/Vs. using the method
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described by Francis et al. (1977). An estimate of Vp/Vs was obtained by 

finding the difference Ap in any two first arrival p-times for each event, 

and the corresponding difference As In the first arrival S-times. Since 

the first arrival S-times for most of the seismic events in the coalfield 

were very difficult to determine from the same pair of seismic stations (in 

our case stations K and G), the differences in arrival times (Ap and As) 

were only obtained from 12 events from all the five seismic areas in the 

northern part of the coalfield. The differences were plotted in Figure 4.6.1 

as As against Ap. A regression method was used to fit a straight line 

through these points, which gave a ratio of ̂  = 2.075. This value corres

ponds to a Poisson ratio of about 0.35. This value is relatively high but 

probably represents the true value. The area has been extensively excavated 

for many centuries, consequently the rocks are greatly fractured. At the 

same time, the lithology of the coalfield mainly consists of shaly materials 

which do have a high Poisson ratio. However, when the Vp/Vs ratio was 

determined using known high accuracy hypocentre determination in the Trent 

Vale area, a value of 2.03 was found, corresponding to a Poisson ratio of 

0.34. This ratio gave generally lower hypocentre solution residuals.

4.7 Determination of seismic event parameters

The key to Interpretation of the seismic mechanisms in mining induced 

seismicity is the determination of the source location of each recorded 

seismic event. The source of a seismic event may be defined by five para

meters, namely, the latitude (or northing) and longitude (easting) of the 

epicentre, depth of the source (focal depth), the time of the seismic event 

occurrence (origin time), and the size (magnitude) of the event (Bath, 1973).

Although the various methods of locating earth tremor epicentres 

and foci differ in detail, they depend fundamentally upon one principle 

which is that the travel time of a seismic wave from the source (hypocentre) 

to a given point on the earth's surface Is a direct measure of the distance
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between the two points« The time required for the seismic waves to travel 

from a tremor hypocentre to the seismometer is defined as the difference 

between the time of the occurrence of the seismic event and the time of 

arrival of the seismic waves at the detecting station.

When a seismic event occurs, compressional waves (P-waves) and 

shear waves (S-waves) are generated In the surrounding rocks and propagate 

from the source in all directions. The P-wave travels with a speed of 

about twice that of the S-wave. Both these waves may be detected on the 

seismograms where the difference in their arrival times can be measured.

The S-P time interval increases as the distance from the tremor hypocentre 

increases. If the seismic velocities of both these seismic waves are known 

for the media, it is then possible to calculate the distance of the seismic 

station from the source. This method is called the S-minus-P method, or 

simply the S-P method (Milne and White, 1958). Since the onset of the S- 

wave is mostly obscured by the train of P-waves, the S-P method is rarely 

used for focal parameter calculations. Computations of the seismic event 

parameters are usually carried out by using the fractional difference of 

the P-wave first arrival times at various seismic stations.

A.7.1 Graphical method

To calculate the epicentre of a seismic event we need arrival time 

measurements of the P-wave from at least three stations (Bath, 1973), i.e. 

we need three given quantities to calculate three unknown parameters 

(latitude, longitude, and origin time).

If a seismic network In a given area consists of three stations,

A, B and C, tj, t£ and t̂  are the measured arrival times of the P-wave at 

these stations respectively. For a velocity structure with no lateral 

discontinuities, the bisector of the line joining any of the two stations 

is the foci of events which will give a zero time difference at the two 

stations. The lines of constant time difference between the stations are
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smooth if there is a constant velocity structure, but if there is any 

lateral change in velocity a "kink" in the curves will result. Therefore,

In areas of complicated velocity structure, it is expected to have curves 

with several kinks (Browitt, 1977; Banson, 1970).

Consider arrival times at three seismic stations so that t1 < t2 < 

ty  For the two stations A and B, the epicentre of the seismic event must 

lie on a line along which the time difference t^-tj is constant, i.e. the 

loci of constant time difference (Figure 4.7.1). Such a line is an hyper

bola. A second curve having the geometrical loci of possible epicentres 

which correspond to a time difference t^-t^ can be introduced by considering 

the pair of stations A and C. The intersection of the two time difference 

curves t2_t̂  and t^-t^ determines the epicentre location. This method is 

called the hyperbola method (Bath, 1973). In practice, the loci of con

stant time differences may be computed for a known velocity structure and 

assumed depth of focus for pairs of seismic stations in a given seismic 

network. A set of charts could be constructed in advance for a number of 

different depths of focus. The charts are usually drawn on tracing paper, 

so that when they are used two or more charts are superimposed over each 

other to give the location of the epicentre from the intersection of two 

or more lines of given time differences. Since the location of the epi

centre In this method is determined by the intersection of two lines, the 

accuracy of the epicentre determination is greater If the Intersection is 

nearly at right angles, than in the case where the Intersection occurs at 

a more acute angle. Therefore, in order to obtain a good epicentral 

determination, the seismic event and stations must not be col linear 

(Banson, 1970). Figure 4.7.1 shows that outside the perimeter of the net

work the loci of equal time difference becomes almost parallel, allowing 

for observational errors in the relative onset data (Browitt, 1977). This 

results In large errors in the hypocentre determination. However, using
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Fig. **.7.1. Two time-difference charts obtained from two 
pairs of stations (stations A and B, and A 
and C) superimposed on each other illustrating 
epicentre location technique. (After Browltt, 
1977).



the S-wave arrival time from at least one station can put some constraint 

on the solution.

If the focal depth of the seismic events Is also required then the 

arrival time of P-waves from a fourth station is also required.

In practice, however, the graphical method of locating seismic 

event parameters is laborious and time consuming, and moreover inaccurate. 

Therefore, the epicentre and hypocentre solutions are determined analyti

cally using a computer.

it.7.2 Analytical method

The hypcentres of the seismic events in the North Staffordshire 

coalfield have been located using mainly the relative differences between 

the arrival times of P-waves, and also using some S-P arrival times. The 

hypocentre location has been determined by using a computer program written 

by Dr. G. K. Westbrook. The program calculates the travel times for a 

theoretical case and compares them against the observed times, and the co

ordinates of the hypocentre varies until the differences between the observed 

and computed times become minimum (Westbrook et al., 1980). This was 

achieved using non-linear optimisation procedures (James and Roos, 1971), 

minimising an objective function which was the variance between the observed 

and computed times. The seismic velocity structure used in the program has 

a linear increase of seismic velocity with depth (Appendix 1). The depth 

of focus was not treated as a free variable, instead it was constrained to be 

less than a depth of 2 km. With no depth restraints, convergence was slow.

Initially the hypocentre for each seismic event was located 

individually using a single hypocentre location method (SHL) and using the 

seismic velocity structures obtained for the Trent Vale area (see Section 

^.6). As explained before, it was found that the seismic events were 

located In five grouped areas.

For a particular area the JHD method was used to relocate a group 

of the clearest seismic events for that area. The JHD-calculated velocity
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structure was then used to relocate the other events in the area.

The JHD method, as well as determining the seismic velocity 

structure in a particular area, Improves the location of the seismic events 

in that area. In the SHL method the hypocentre location of an event is 

less reliable since in this method the program used for calculation tries 

to vary the hypocentre position until the residual becomes minimal and 

the effect on the solution of any travel time anomalies in the region, part

icularly on the hypocentral depth, Is difficult to detect. In the JHD 

method which involves the joint, or simultaneous, determination of all 

hypocentres for a group of seismic events located In the same region, it is 

possible to minimize or remove statistically the effect of travel time 

anomalies (regional bias) between the source of tremors and the stations 

recording them (Dewey» 1971; Douglas, 1967).

A.8 Accuracy of the tremor hypocentre determination

The accuracy of hypocentre location may be expressed as the dif

ference between the calculated hypocentre location and the true hypocentre 

location. The accuracy to which a hypocentre can be located seismically 

depends mainly on four principal factors:

1. The accuracy of onset times of P and

The accuracy of determining the arrival times of P and S-waves 

depends on the background noise at the seismometer sites and the aperture 

of the seismic network.

In the urban areas, background noise arises from various human

activities. Such noises often tend to be the cause of serious difficulty

In reading or Interpreting records. In the Stoke area, the background

noise Imposed a detection limit of O.k p/sec. (Westbrook et a]., 1980).

Much of the artificial noise, however, was eliminated by partially burying

the seismometer In a hole on or near to bed rock, and a hard horizontal

cemented surface was used for installation to pnc.,-« j . .on to ensure good seismic coupling.
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The detection noise may also be reduced by reducing the sensitivity of the 

seismometer and also by reducing the amplification. However, there is a 

limit to this since the small seismic signals generated from small or dis

tant tremors cannot be detected. The arrival times of the seismic waves 

in the Stoke area were determined to an accuracy of about 0.01 second for 

P-waves and less accurately for S-waves. The dominant frequency of the 

seismic waves produced by the seismic events in the area was between 10-15 

Hz. Filtering was not of any great value in improving the clarity of the 

records since the dominant frequency of the noise and the seismic waves 

were similar. If an improper pass band filter is used for filtering the 

noise, the error in determining the onset times of the seismic waves can be 

more serious, and can change the polarity of the P-wave first motion 

(Banson, 1970).

In general, seismic records of tremors occurring close to seismic 

stations are characterized by wave groups of higher frequency and larger 

amplitude. The high frequency seismic waves are rapidly attenuated with 

distance leading to an increase in rise time (Cook et al., 1966). The 

accuracy to which the arrival time at the detecting station can be deter

mined is greatly dependent upon the rise time of the initial seismic pulse. 

The rise time can be kept small if the high frequency seismic wave attenua

tion Is reduced by shortening the distances between the hypocentre and the 

seismic stations, i.e. using a small aperture seismic network. Moreover, 

by shortening the travel paths, anomalies In the seismic velocities are 

also reduced. JanczewskI (1950) indicated that satisfactory hypocentral 

solution can only be obtained for arrival times from seismic stations sited 

at epicentral distances no greater than 1* to 5 times the depth of the 

focus concerned.

However, reducing the travel path will give a short separation 

between the arrival of P and S-waves, consequently making the determination 

of the onset of the S-wave arrival very difficult if not impossible.
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According to the above argument, it can be concluded that the Stoke- 

on-Trent seismic network is quite suitable for the study of seismic activity 

in the North Staffordshire coalfield as a whole, but it is too large for 

the precise study of seismic activity associated with mining operations in 

a specific iongwall panel. If a precise study is required for a given long- 

wall panel, a small array seismic network (high resolution seismic network) 

needs to be installed immediately above and in the vicinity of the panel. 

Such a network was installed in the Trent Vale area to study the seismic 

activity associated with panel 206 (see Chapter 7).

A study was conducted on 15 of the best recorded seismic events to 

determine the error in hypocentra! location due to the error in determining 

the first arrival times of the P-wave. The 15 events were chosen from all 

the five seismic areas. These events were located by using the arrival 

times from five seismic stations and the single hypocentre location (SHL) 

method. Since the true hypocentre location of these events are not known, 

their calculated hypocentres were assumed to be the true hypocentre 

locations.

In this study the true arrival times for station (j) were reduced 

by 0.01 seconds (the error in determining arrival time), whereas the true 

arrival times for the other four stations were increased by 0.01 second.

It was found that all the tremor epicentres were shifted in a direction 

towards the centre of the network, i.e. towards station (j) as shown in 

Figure 4.8.1a. Most of the events became shallower except for some of 

the events in areas E and D which became deeper.

The same experiment was repeated by reducing the true arrival times 

for station (K). In this case most of the tremor epicentres were moved to 

the north west as shown In Figure 4.8.1b. The tremor hypocentres in the

areas near to the (K) station (areas C and E) became shallower, while In 

the other areas they became deeper.
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Fig. 8.1. Variation of calculated hypocentre due to arrival 
time errors.

(a) Error In J arrival time.
(b) Error In K arrival time.

(I) Plan view (II) E-W vertical section 
(III) N-S vertical section.

The underline letters Indicate different seismic 
regions.



In both cases the tremor epicentres were shifted to the east or west by an 

amount ranging between 3m and 305 m, and by 1-558 m to the north or south.

The depths of the tremor foci vary by up to 192 m.

In both cases It was noticed that the tested events from areas E 

and D have the maximum eplcentral deviation. This may be because they are 

situated farthest away from the centre of the seismic network.

In general, It can be seen from the figures that the epicentre 

deviations are greater In the north-south direction than in the east-west 

direction. This may be because most of the events are located within the 

diameter of the seismic stations In the east-west direction, while they are 

located north of the boundary of the network In the north-south direction.

2. Accurate knowledge of the local velocity structure

As a result of vertical and lateral variations In lithology within 

sedimentary sequences, seismic velocity varies widely and may also show 

anisotropy.

In the North Staffordshire coalfield, errors in hypocentre location 

of the seismic events are most probably due to a lack of precise values for 

the local velocity structures. Errors also arise from the assumption of an 

Isotropic velocity structure In the area (see Section 1.3). The lateral 

and vertical variation of seismic velocity Is further Increased by the pro

cess of coal extraction which itself causes discontinuity and inhomogeneity 

of the rocks. In most sedimentary formations, however, the velocity of the 

seismic waves Increases with depth due to differential compaction effects. 

This type of velocity structure is assumed for the North Staffordshire coal

field (see Section 4.6).

A study has been carried out In the coalfield to find the effect of 

velocity errors on the accuracy of hypocentre locations. An error In the 

velocity structure equal to ± 0.450 km/sec. for the velocity at O.D. (VD), 

and ± 0.290 km/sec/km for the velocity gradient (GV) were introduced. These
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values are slightly higher than the average difference between the velocity 

structure In the four areas (areas A, B, C and D) and the velocity structure 

in the Trent Vale area (see Table A.2). Hypocentres have been determined 

using errors In VD and GV of-0.A5 km/sec. and + 0.29 km/sec/km respectively,

and also for errors of + O.A5 km/sec. and - 0.29 km/sec/km. The results 

are shown in Figures A.8.2a and A.8.2b respectively. It was found In both 

cases that all the epicentral events were shifted to the east or west by an 

amount ranging between 1 m and 781 m and by A-522 m to the north or south.

In the first case the hypocentral depths for 1A events became shallower by 

amounts ranging between A6m and 67A m, while only one event was relocated 

deeper. In the second case the hypocentral depths increased or decreased by 

A6-A60 m. The events in areas A, C, and some events in area D became deeper 

while those events In the other areas were relocated at shallower depths

(see Figure A.8.2b).

Repeating the same experiment by introducing an error of + 0.A5 km/ 

sec. for VD and + 0.29 km/sec/km for GV relocated all the tremor foci at the 

surface, while introducing an error of - 0.A5 km/sec. for VD and - 0.29 km/ 

sec/km for GV Increased the hypocentral depths by at least 1 km, relocating 

all the foci at depths greater than 2 km.

3. The geometry of the seismic network

The accuracy of the mathematical solution of the hypocentre Is 

affected by the seismometer array geometry, linear or planar seismometer 

arrays do not give reliable source locations especially for focal depth 

(Leighton et al., 1972; Sanson, 1970). LMw.ll and Francles (1978) studied 

the effect of the seismic network configuration for Ocean Bottom Seismo

graphs on the accuracy of hypocentre location. A simple network of three 

or four stations was examined. The geometry of the networks studied was 

tripartite with side of 10 km, and two quadripartite networks; a square 

network with side of 10 km and an equilateral triangle of the same area
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( a ) l b)

Fig. 4.8.2. Variation of calculated hypocentre due to seismic 
velocity errors.

(a) Errors in VD and GV of -0.45 km/sec. and + 
0.29 km/sec/km respectively.

(b) Errors In VD and GV of +0.45 km/sec. and 
-0.29 km/sec/km respectively.

(I) Plan view (II) E-W vertical section
(ill) N-S vertical section.
(For legend see Fig. 4.8,1.)



with the fourth station at the centroid. The study was carried ou, for 

simulated events at a depth of I km. Simulated arrival time data for P 

and S-waves wereobtalned by calculating the travel times from hypocentre 

to the stations and then adding normally distributed errors. The velocity 

structure used to compute the travel times was a two gradient structure. * 

For each network the mean errors In depth and epicentre were computed. 

Figure k.8.3a shows the mean epicentre errors for the three networks, while 

Figure '••8.3b shows the mean depth errors for the same networks. |t „as 

found that the tripartite array has poor depth control In Its Interior and 

optimum depth control outside the triangle near the seismometers, while the 

epicentre errors were least at the centre of the network and Increase out

wards. The same results were obtained for the square network and probably 

for all networks with no Interior stations. Browltt (1977) Indicated that 

an event giving only time difference close to zero (i.e. located In the 

middle of a network with no Interior station) does not yield Information 

required to determine Its depth from first arrival times alone, although 

Its epicentre can be determined accurately. Therefore, he suggested that 

for good depth control there must be some stations close to the epicentre 

and others further away. Lllwall found that the triangular quadripartite 

network has the best epicentre anddepth control at Its centre (Figure 

h.8.3a(lI) and b(ll).

The geometry of the Stoke-on-Trent seismic network Is more or less 

a square array with an Interior station (see Figure h.2.1). Consequently, 

according to Lllwall and Francles- experiments the errors In depth and epi

centre are least for those events located Inside the network or at Its

border, and the errors Increase for those events located outside the network.

k. The number of seismic stations

The precision of hypocentre determination Increases with the Increase

In the number of seismic stations used to atve arrival /.
y ve arrival times (James et al.,
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( i ) Square quadripartite network side 10km

(ii) Triangular quadripartite network

( Hi} Tripartite network side 10 km
CONTOUR s 0-5 km , ,

( a l  ( b )

Fiq. k.8.3. The effect of a seismic network configuration on the 
accuracy of hypocentre location.

(a) Mean epicentre errors in km.
(b) Mean depth errors in km.

(After Lilwall and Francies, 1978).



1969; Leighton and Duvall, 1972). James et al. (1969) were unable to deter

mine the minimum number of seismic stations required In a network for 

stable calculation. However, they suggested that, In general, nine or more 

stations are required for good solution and the event must be well within 

the network. Leighton and Duvall (1972) found that the addition of Infor

mation from only one seismometer can Improve the solution by about 50$.

For the Stoke-on-Trent seismic network, a study was conducted on 

the same 15 seismic events mentioned previously to find the effect of omit- 

Ing the Information from one seismometer on the hypocentre calculation. In 

general, It was found that removing any station changes the position of the 

hypocentre. Moreover, subtracting the Information from one or more stations 

can change the geometry of the seismic network significantly, which may 

Itself lead to the variation In hypocentre determination. This was very 

obvious In this study. It was found that removing station G or K produced 

the greatest change In the epicentral positions of the tremors as shown in 

Figure A.8.A. The epicentral shift Is particularly significant for the 

tremors In areas E and D. The tremor epicentres In area E were shifted 

towards the east by as much as 990 m when station K was removed, and to the 

south by up to 2,700 m when station G was removed. The tremor epicentres 

in area D shifted westwards by up to 290 m and to the south by as much as 

1,250 m when station G was removed. This is probably because removing 

station G changes the geometry of the network from a square network with 

an interior station to a nearly linear geometry with the seismic events 

in area D along Its extension. The same situation also occurred for the 

tremors In area E when station K was removed. At the same time removing 

station K or G shortened the network diameter In the east-west direction 

markedly, consequently the epicentre determination accuracy In this 

direction was reduced.
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Fig. 4.8.4. Variation of calculated hypocentre due to omission of 
one seismometer.

(a) Plan view.
(b) E-W vertical section of tremor hypocentres.
(c) N-S vertical section of tremor hypocentres
(I) K seismometer omitted. (iv) G seismometer
(II) D seismometer K (v) B seismometer
(Hi) J seismometer
(For legend see Fig. 4.8.1).
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The minimum change In epicentral position occurred when station B 

was removed. Cancelling this station also resulted in minimal change in 

the hypocentral depth (see Figures k.Q.ka (v), b (v) and c (v)). This may 

be because this station is located far away from the tremor locations.

Hence, removing this station had less effect on the hypocentral depth than 

the others. Also, removing this station did not change the network geometry 

in such a way that produced great effect on the hypocentral determination. 

The maximum difference in the hypocentral depth occurred when the data 

from station D was omitted (Figures 4.8.4a(i i), b(ii) and c(i i)). The 

depths of the tremor foci were increased or decreased by up to 710 m. As 

we can see from the figures, nearly all the events are located in the 

vicinity of this station. Consequently, removing this station had the 

greatest effect in their depth determination.

Another factor which may have an effect on the hypocentre deter

mination is the errors in station co-ordinates. This error was considered 

negligible for the Stoke-on-Trent seismic network.

From these error studies it can be concluded that the error in 

hypocentral location (in both epicentral position and depth) introduced by 

any or all of the four tested parameters may be about ± 500 m. The errors 

in hypocentral determination are generally higher for the tremors located 

in areas E and D than the other areas.

1».9_____The determination of the seismic events1 local magnitude

Magnitude is a quantitative empirical scale used to measure the size 

of earthquakes instrumentally.

In general, magnitude determination depends upon the maximum ampli

tude of a seismic wave that a given earthquake produces at a specific epi

central distance. Richter (1935) first constructed a scale for measuring 

the size of southern Californian earthquakes quantitatively. Before the 

construction of this scale the intensity scale was used to estimate the
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power of an earthquake In a particular region. Richter plotted the logar

ithm to the base 10 of the recorded trace amplitude for a group of southern 

Californian earthquakes recorded on Wood-Anderson seismographs against 

their epicentral distances. Curves were then drawn through the points 

corresponding to each earthquake. These curves were shown to be roughly 

parallel. These curves were then combined into a single composite curve 

passing through an arbitrarily selected point. This point defines the 

"standard shock" and was chosen so that the calculated amplitude of regis

tration at an epicentral distance of 100 km is 0.001 millimetres. Richter 

defined his Local Magnitude Scale as the logarithm to the base 10 of the 

maximum seismic wave amplitude (expressed in thousandths of a millimetre) 

which the standard Wood-Anderson seismometer would register at an epicentral 

distance of 100 km. The local magnitude scale (M̂ ) can be expressed by:

Ml = log1Q A - log10 AQ k . S .\

where A = the recorded trace amplitude (in mm) for a given earthquake 

at a given epicentral distance, as recorded by a Wood- 

Anderson seismometer.

Ag = the amplitude for a particular earthquake selected as a 

standard.

The value of log AQ for a particular epicentral distance can be read off 

from the composite curve. These values are also listed in a table as a 

function of epicentral distance given by Richter (1958). Richter did not 

specify the type of seismic wave to be used, the only condition was that 

the wave chosen be the one with the largest amplitude.

However, the application of the Richter Local Magnitude Scale to 

measure the size of the North Staffordshire coalfield tremors raises four 

major problems. *
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1. The amplitude response (amplification) of the S.O.T. network 

Is not the same as that of the standard Wood-Anderson seismograph used by 

Richter. Therefore a correction factor Is needed to convert the maximum 

amplitude observed by the S.O.T. seismometer to the amplitude that would 

have been recorded on a Wood-Anderson seismograph.

2. The S.O.T. seismometer measured the ground velocity, while the 

Wood-Anderson seismograph measured the ground displacement. Therefore the 

measured ground velocity needs to be converted to ground displacement.

3. The S.O.T. seismometers measured the vertical component of 

ground movement. Only at the Keele (K) station were there horizontal com

ponent seismometers. The seismic waves obtained from these horizontal 

seismometers were frequently saturated. Since the Wood-Anderson seismo

graph measures the horizontal component of ground movement, a correction 

factor relating vertical to horizontal ground motion must be used.

Richter applied his scale to the southern California region.

The Ag-epicentral distance relationship applies therefore for California 

and cannot be assumed to apply In North Staffordshire.

An empirical formula considering the previous four factors and based 

on the Richter magnitude scale has been deduced to measure the local magni

tude, Ml, for the seismic tremors in the coalfield. The formula is:

Ml = log1(J V + log1Q f - log10 VQ k .3 .2

and

log1Q f = log10 a + log1Q b + log1(J c h .9.3

where V Is the maximum trace amplitude (In volts) of the ground velocity 

measured on the record.

VQ is the attenuation of the ground velocity with distance in the 

Stoke area, i,e. the amplitude of standard earth tremors In the 

Stoke area. This is equivalent to the Richter Ag term.
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f Is a correction factor dealing with the first three problems 

discussed above, and which includes: 

a for the conversion of the response of the S.O.T. seismic 

network to that of the Wood-Anderson seismograph, 

b for the conversion of the ground velocity to ground 

displacement*

c for the conversion of the vertical seismometer to a 

horizontal seismometer.

To compute the local magnitude, M^, for the seismic events in the. 

North Staffordshire coalfield, the maximum amplitude (in volts) and its time 

period (In seconds) of the seismic waves were measured from the record 

obtained from station B. This station is the farthest station from the 

seismic region. The ground velocity in mm/sec. corresponding to the 

maximum amplitude on the record was calculated. It was found that 1 mm/sec. 

ground velocity produced 17.5 volts on the record. This, of course, 

depends on the seismometer response, the gain of the Amplifier/Modulator, 

and the Store 14 response. The ground displacement in millimetres cor

responding to the maximum amplitude on the record was computed assuming 

the seismic waves are a pure sine waves, by using the formula:

4.9.4V = A . 2tt . 1  
max. max. t

where V = maximum ground velocity (mm/sec). max •

A = maximum amplitude of ground displacement (mm), max
t =' time period for maximum amplitude (sec), 

it was found that 1 mm of ground displacement produced 110.3/t volts on 

the jet pen record, i.e. the amplification of station B is equal to 110.3/t .

Constants and b̂ may be combined to give a single correction 

factor, such that

1o9]0 f = lo3i0 fwA 
GST

4.9.5
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where GyA = 2800 mm/mm = amplification of the Wood-Anderson seismograph.

GST = volt/mm = amplification of the S.O.T. seismic network.

Constant c has been assumed to be one.

The accuracy of measuring the time period is about 0.02 sec. for 

those maximum amplitudes measured from body waves, while the accuracy is 

about 0.05 sec. for those measured from surface waves. These errors pro

duce a maximum error in magnitude of about 0.2.

The attenuation problem has been dealt with by plotting log^ 

versus distance scale for the North Staffordshire coalfield, as shown in 

Figure 4.9.1. The figure shows the attenuation of the ground velocity with 

distance. The standard shock was determined by applying the established 

formula (equation 4.9.2) on two large earth tremors. These two tremors 

occurred In the region on 13th and 19th May, 1976 and their local magnitude, 

Ml, was determined by the I.G.S. in Edinburgh (Jacob and Neilson, 1977).

It was found that log^ at a distance of 6.3 km is equal to -2.02 volts,

l.e. the amplitude for the standard shock at a distance of 6.3 km is 0.01 

volts.

Unfortunately, the determination of magnitude from other seismic 

stations which could have provided a cross check for our local magnitude 

scale was not possible due to difficulty in measuring the maximum wave 

amplitudes and their time periods for other stations nearer to the seismic 

area.

Due to the different reasons mentioned above, it is expected that 

the error In the local magnitude scale could be about ± 0.5. Nevertheless, 

this scale provides a useful measure of the relative size of the seismic 

events within the North Staffordshire coalfield. The largest seismic event 

In the area was found to have a local magnitude, M^, of about 2.5, and this 

explains why none of these tremors were felt on the surface.
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Fig. 4.9.1. Plot of logarithm amplitude (log^Vg) of the standard earth tremors against distance, showing

the attenuation of the ground velocity in the North Staffordshire Coalfield (labelled composite 
curve). The figure was obtained by plotting the logarithm of maximum trace amplitude of ground 
velocity against its epicentral distance, for a number of seismic events. The curves were then 
combined into a single composite curve passing through a point chosen as the standard shock.
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Although Richter did not specify the type of seismic waves used 

for magnitude determination, he indicated that "it would be desirable to 

identify the phases of each seismogram, and to compare amplitudes of the 

same wave or set of waves at the various distances".

The magnitude of seismic events in the area was also determined by 

using the largest seismic wave amplitude and its time period for body waves. 

However, this scale has not been used since in some records it was difficult 

to distinguish between the surface waves and the body waves, and so would 

produce an unreliable and inconsistent magnitude scale.

The seismic energy (E) released by a seismic event has been cal

culated from the local magnitude scale (M^), using the following formula 

given by Richter (1958):

log10 E = 9.9 + 1.9 Ml - 0.024 Ml2 4.9.6

4.10 The types of the recorded earth tremors

Four different types of records representing four different kinds 

of tremors were obtained by the Stoke-on-Trent seismic network.

1. The first type of records consisted of seismic waves that have 

low amplitudes and an average duration of about three seconds (Figure 4.10.1). 

This type of seismic wave may represent small tremors which originate near 

the detection sites. Most of these tremors were recorded on less than

four seismic stations since they had relatively little energy.

2. The second type consisted of seismic waves that have relatively 

higher amplitude, lower frequency and longer duration than the first type 

(Figure 4.10.2). The arrival times of the S-wave and P-wave have a longer 

separation time than the first type. These represent larger and probably 

more distant tremors than the first type.

3. The third type have very large amplitudes and very low fre

quency seismic waves compared with the second type (Figure 4.10.3). The
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Fig. A.10.1. Seismogram of first type of tremor recorded at 1977 6-6 06-23.
Low amplitude and short duration of seismic waves probably indicate 
tremors which originate near the detection site. Letters designate 
seismometer names.
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Fig. 4.10.1. Seismogram of first type of tremor recorded at 1977 6-6 06-23.
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tremors which originate near the detection site. Letters designate 
seismometer names.
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Fig. A.10.2. Seismogram of second type of tremor recorded at 1976 10-1 20-02.
High amplitude, low frequency and large duration of seismic waves 
probably represent larger and more distant tremor than the first .type.



Fig. k , 10.3. Seismogram of third type of tremor recorded at 1976 6-20 21-06. Very low frequency, 
high amplitude and long duration of seismic waves represent regional or teleseismic 
events.



duration o f the seismic waves lasts for several minutes. These types of 

seismic waves represent regional or teleseismic events.

A. A single event of this type was recorded by the network and 

an attempt to locate the source failed. The frequency and amplitude of 

the seismic waves are similar to those of the second type (Figure 4.10.4). 

Two prominent downward peaks can be seen in the record obtained from 

station K. In this station a very sharp downward first arrival followed 

by another prominent downward peak, less than two seconds later, was 

obtained. The arrival times in the other stations could not be determined. 

At these stations the highest amplitude seismic waves were preceded by low 

amplitude waves. These types of seismic waves are typical of that produced 

by sonic booms from jet aircraft (Goforth and McDonald, 1970).
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Fig. 4.10.A. Seismogram of fourth type of tremor recorded at 1977 6"16 19—01
Two prominent downward peaks can be seen In seismometer K and probably 
in seismometer G also, while in the other seismometers the highest 
amplitude seismic waves preceded by low amplitude waves. These most 
probably represent seismic waves produced by sonic booms from jet aircraft.



CHAPTER 5

THE GEOLOGY OF THE NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE COALFIELD

5.1 ____ Introduction

The North Staffordshire or the Potteries coalfield lies on the 

western flank of the Pennlnes. It Is roughly triangular In shape with the 

apex situated to the north of Blddulph, and the base to the south extending 

from Mucklestone In the west to Moddershall In the east. The coalfield 

covers an area of more than 259 km2. In addition to coal, the region con

tains deposits of economic value such as iron ore and clay. The region Is 

drained mainly by the river Trent and its tributaries.

5.2 ____ Stratigraphy

The exposed rocks In the coalfield are mainly Upper Carboniferous 

sediments (Figure 5.2.1). These are surrounded by Triassic sediments to 

the south and west.

The Upper Carboniferous strata have been divided into two main 

divisions: the Millstone Grit Series at the bottom and the Coal Measures at 

the top. The maximum thickness of the Millstone Grit Series Is over 1910 m, 

and for the Coal Measures, approximately 27**3 m (Halns and Horton, 1969).

A characteristic feature of both the Millstone Grit Series and the 

Coal Measure sediments Is their rhythmic deposition which led to the develop

ment of cyclothemic strata (Halns and Horton, 1969). The depositlonal 

cyclothem consists of:

seat earth 
sandstone 
si 1tstone
non-marine mudstone 
marine mudstone 
coal
seat earth

one
cyclothem
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INDICATES DOWNTHROW SIDE

INCLINED STRATA

HORIZONTAL STRATA

Fig. 5.2.1. Geological map of the North Staffordshire Coalfield. 
(After Gibson et al., 1925).



It is unusual for all the components of the cyclothem to be present; there 

is considerable variation in the sequence and also rapid lateral variation, 

particularly in the sandstones. Individual cyclothems vary in thickness, 

usually ranging from a few metres to tens of metres. The thickest members 

of a cyclothem!c unit are generally the mudstones and shales (argillaceous), 

but massive bedded sandstone may be present. The occurrence of argillaceous 

rocks is often widespread and uniform and may be traceable over large areas 

of the c o a lf ie ld .  The sandstone beds are the most inconsistent members of 

cyclothems. They are generally lenticular in shape and vary rapidly In 

thickness. Most sandstones are fine to medium grained, but coarse varieties 

do occur occasionally and these may merge into conglomerates and breccias.

In the Coal Measures, the coal seams are thicker and more frequent than 

in the Millstone Grit Series, while the sandstones are thinner, finer 

grained and less persistent.

The Coal Measures represent the chief lithology of the North 

Staffordshire coalfield. In the eastern part of the coalfield, the lower 

portions of the Coal Measures crop out and form a band bordering the central 

trough to the east of Longton, Hanley, Burslem, and to the north of 

Goldenhi11 (Gibson, et al., 1925). In the west, the lower parts of the 

Coal Measures crop out also on the eastern flank of the Staffordshire anti

cline. Since the syncline plunges to the south, the eastern and western 

outcrops coalesce northwards near Kidsgrove to form the apex of a roughly 

triangular area, as shown in Figure 5.2.1 .

The Coal Measures have been classified Into three major divisions: 

Lower, Middle and Upper Coal Measures (Halns and Horton, 1565). Figure

5.2.2 shows a generalized sequence and classification of the Coal Measures 

In the coalfield. Sharp, well-defined differences In lithological and 

palaeontological characteristics distinguish the Upper Coal Measures from 

both the Middle and Lower Coal Measures, while the differentiation between 

the Middle and Lower Coal Measures Is very difficult (Gibson et al., 1925).
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The Upper Coal Measures are the barren or unproductive Measures.

They attain a thickness of about 1524 m, and their lithology consists 

mainly of red sandstones and marls containing bands of grey shale and grey 

sandstones. Seams of coal are few, thin and impersistent. They also con

tain many thin bands of limestone and laminated Ironstone.

The Middle and Lower Coal Measures are the main productive series, 

and consist mainly of grey shales with coal seams and beds of grey sand

stones. The coal seams constitute about 2% of their total thickness. The 

thickness of the Individual coal seam ranges from very thin films to 

several metres (Hains and Horton, 1969).

The Middle Coal Measures have a thickness of about 610 m. They are 

characterized by the presence of many thick coal seams, particularly in 

their lower part, but above the Moss seam; workable seams are less common. 

Eight out of eleven of the seams mined during the seismic monitoring period 

were of the Middle Coal Measures, while the other three were of Lower 

Coal Measures.

The Lower Coal Measures also have a thickness of about 610 m. They 

consist chiefly of mudstones and siitstones. Sandstones are less common.

In their upper quarter the coal seams are thicker and contain many of the 

best workable and valuable seams, such as the Bullhurst, Cockshead and 

Banbury seams, while in the lower three quarters of the successions the coal 

seams are frequent but generally thin.

5.3_____Tectonic and geological structure of the coalfield

The coal measure deposits originally formed a thick persistent sheet 

of strata covering most of central England (Gibson et al., 1925). This 

sheet was folded and faulted by the Hercynian earth-movements, eroded and 

then buried deeply under Triasslc sediments. Subsequent erosion has removed 

most of the Triassic sediments, and parts of the folded and faulted sheet 

(coal measures) form a number of separate coalfields in the Midlands, the 

North Staffordshire coalfield being one of them (Hains and Horton, 1969).
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In the North Staffordshire coalfield, two major earth movements 

affected the carboniferous strata. These are:

1. Permo-Carboniferous movements.

2. Post-Triassic movements.

The present structured patterns of the coalfield were mainly developed 

during the earth movements of the Hercynain orogeny (Halns and Horton, 1969) 

These movements took place at the end of the Carboniferous period. The 

folding and faulting developed during the Permo-Carboniferous movements 

Influenced the pattern of the Post-Triassic movements (Gibson et al., 1925; 

Halns and Horton, 1969). The Post-Triassic movements may have occurred 

along the pre-existing faults developed during the Carboniferous movements. 

Consequently, the amount of Post-Triassic movements along these faults 

cannot be determined.

The structure of the coalfield represents a broad syncline plunging 

towards the south-southwest. This syncline is enclosed between two anti

clines (Figure 5.3.1). The Endon-Werrington anticline Is to the east, and 

trends a little west of north, and the Western or Staffordshire anticline 

Is on the west side running north-northeast (Gibson et al., 1925).

The central syncline encompasses the entire Coal Measure sequence, 

and contains the chief coal bearing strata. The syncline shows a marked 

asymmetry in Its development. It has a steeper dip on its western side, 

where the outcrops are narrow, while It has a gentler dip on its eastern 

flank, where the outcrops are wider (see Figure 5.3.1). In the northern 

part of the coalfield, where the lower parts of coal seams crop out to the 

north of Kidsgrove, the strata are Inclined at a fairly high angle, but In 

the southern part of the coalfield the strata gradually flatten out, and 

the trough structure is nearly lost. The structure of the coalfield with 

respect to the structure map of central England is shown In Figure 5.3.2.
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The coalfield Is disturbed by numerous faults which makes an under

standing of the stratigraphical succession in the coalfield very complicated. 

Two major sets of faults can be seen In the coalfield (see Figure 4.2.1).

One set trends roughly north-south, and Is the main fault set in the coal

field. The faults radiate from a focus situated at Mow Cop in the north 

of the coalfield. Each large fault consists of a single fracture In the 

centre of the coalfield, but traced northwards it divide and disappear 

into small fractures (Gibson et al., 1925). This radial system of faults 

is crossed by another system trending generally east-west. These two 

major sets of faults appear to have the same age. The major faults in the 

area were usually named according to their geographical location, their 

orientation or from their accompanying distinguishing structural features. 

¿11 the major faults in the area are normal faults. Among the major faults 

are the Apedale and Newcastle faults, each well developed In the central 

part of the coalfield, where they have maximum throws of about 640 m and 

134 m respectively. None of the faults, particularly these large ones 

¿how signs of recent movement.

In addition to these faults there are a large number of smaller 

subsurface faults in the area which have been encountered during mining 

at different levels.

The only known Igneous body in the coalfield is a large doieritic 

<jyke which penetrates the late Carboniferous and Triassic deposits and 

extends intermittently parallel to the Apedale fault from Butterton Park 

to Norton Bridge in the south of the coalfield (Gibson et al., 1925). The 

dyke has an average thickness of about 2.4 m. It Is exposed in a quarry at 

Butterton Hall, and In the Hanchurch Hills It has been observed as an 

Intrusive mass cutting across Triassic Bunter conglomerate. A borehole 

near Seabrfdge met with several intrusions at depths of 163 m and between 

332 m and 344 m (Gibson et al., 1925).
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According to the N.C.B. (Private communication) no igneous body has 

been encountered anywhere In the coalfield during mining operations.
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CHAPTER 6

MINING TECHNIQUES USED IN THE COALFIELD

6.1_____ Introduction

Mining of coal and other ores has taken place for several centuries 

in the North Staffordshire coalfield. In 1850, legislation to keep mine 

records was first enacted in the U.K., and In 1872 the production and 

retention of mine plans became mandatory (Bell, 1975). However, as Bell has 

indicated, in areas of productive Coal Measures, even if no records of 

mining activities have been found, It should not be assumed that mining 

lias not taken place.

In the North Staffordshire coalfield records of mine layouts for 

more than *»0 coal and ironstone seams are kept by the N.C.B. showing workings 

v/hich had been carried out in the area since the mid-nineteenth century. 

These records reveal that extensive mining has taken place under most of 

the North Staffordshire area at different depths. In particular it can be 

seen that most of the old workings followed the boundary of the coalfield 

(i.e. coal outcrops) on both limbs of the syncline, and eventually formed 

^ triangular mined out area.

¿ ,2_____Mining techniques

Two general techniques have been used to extract coal; room and 

pillar and longwall techniques. The majority of the old mines were worked 

by using the room and pillar method while the recent mines have been 

usually worked by the longwall technique.

In the room and pillar technique, the coal in the seam Is split 

into pillars which are subsequently extracted. During the seismic monitor

ing period, the coal from only one small area (area E) was being worked 

using this technique (by a private company having a subcontract licence 

from the N.C.B.)
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Extraction using this method comprised two distinct operations.

First a set of roadways was driven to a predetermined boundary. These 

roadways were then crossed by another set of roadways usually at right 

angles and at intervals of about 9 m to split the coal into pillars having 

an average dimension of about 13.5 m x 7.5 m. Then in order to maximize 

coai extraction from the seam, these pillars were subsequently extracted, 

from the goaf or the boundary backwards towards the main roadways. Cutting 

of the coal took place on only one shift per day (between 8 am and 3 pm).

A shot was fired on the face to break the coal which was then subsequently 

hand cut by picks. The shot firing was usually, but not always, carried out 

at around 11 am and 2.30 pm to prepare the cutting for the next day. The 

roadways were supported by wooden legs and steel bars. Near the face the 

roof was supported by wooden bars. The roof in the goaf was not allowed to 

cave in, but was supported by 1*5 gallon oil barrels filled with waste and 

set up in rows in the goaf to prevent closure.

The longwall mining method is usually now used in coal extraction by 

the N.C.B. In this method the coal in a given area is extracted along a 

more or less continuous long working face, and usually without leaving 

pillars. The panels usually have lengths ranging between 250 m and 900 m, 

and widths ranging between about 125 m and 250 m. Two variations can be 

used In this method; iongwall advancing and longwall retreating extraction. 

Both these techniques were used in the coalfield during the seismic monitor

ing period.

In the longwall advance technique the panel face is advanced from 

the main entries away towards the panel boundaries. The roadways on both 

sides of the panel (panel entries) are developed simultaneously and just 

ahead of the face. In the retreat technique the face is advanced backwards 

(retreated) from the rear boundary of the panel towards the main entries.

The panel entries are first driven in the seam from the main entries to a
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pre-determined position. These heading roadways are then connected at 

their rear ends by another road (cross-road) to form the boundary of the 

panel. The coal face is opened out at the rear end of the panel, and the 

coal Is worked back towards the main entries.

In both these techniques the goaf is filled wholly or partially 

with debris (packing) or the roof is allowed to cave in fully in the goaf 

behind the face.

It Is not known whether the roofs in the old workings were allowed 

to cave in or not, but In the 1960's the technique of roof caving was 

widely applied. In this technique the roof is supported for about ^-5 m 

behind the face by yielding hydraulic jacks having a canopy in contact with 

the roof extending to within about 1.5 m of the face. These supports not 

only hold up the roof, but also provide a safe space for all the necessary 

mining activities on the face. These supports are advanced after each cut. 

After the supports have moved over,the roof behind them is free to cave in, 

and usually does so within a matter of minutes. Since the strata when 

they break produce about one and a half times their original volume, only 

a limited height of the roof, about twice the height of coal extracted, 

falls and breaks up In the goaf area. The upper beds settle on the broken 

rock, recompressing it and a wave of subsidence Is initiated which goes 

right to the surface.

On the face, the coal is cut mechanically by using a shearer. The 

height of cutting Is approximately the thickness of the seam. However, up 

to 0.5 m of coal may be left in the roof and less than that in the floor 

depending on the condition of the roof and floor, especially If they are 

very weak or friable. Condition of the roofs were variable in different 

panels, but according to the N.C.B. (private communication) they were 

generally good. The rate of advance of the face was variable in different 

panels, according to local conditions, but usually ranged between less than
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6 m to more than 25 m 3 week. The direction of face advance with respect 

to the seam strike was variable, but mostly they advanced along the strike 

(see the panel layouts in Chapter 9). The direction of cleat with respect 

to the face was also variable.

The mining activities were carried out 2k hours a day through three main 

working shifts. These shifts worked from 6 am to 2 pm, 2 pm to 10 pm, and 

from 10 pm to 6 am. The first two shifts were usually associated with coal 

extraction, while the third shift was usually used for mine maintenance. 

Coal extraction was carried out on working days. There was no production 

on Saturday although some mine maintenance took place, while on Sunday the 

mine was Idle.
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CHAPTER 7

M IN IN G INDUCED S E I S M I C I T Y  IN TH E  TR E N T  V A LE -H A N FflR n

7.1_____ Introduction

Mining Induced seismicity In the Trent Vale-Hanford area has been 

discussed thoroughly by Kusznlr et al. (1980a,b), Westbrook (1977) and 

Westbrook et al. (1980). Westbrook mainly discussed the Stoke-on-Trent 

seismic network and the method of locating earth tremors, while Kusznlr 

established the relationship between mining and seismic activity, and 

the mechanism of earth tremors.

As already discussed In Chapter 4, the Stoke-on-Trent seismic net

work was Installed in response to the public alarm following the earth 

tremor of 15th July, 1975 which shook the Trent Vale-Hanford area. This 

area Is situated in the south of the Stoke-on-Trent conurbation (see 

Figure 4.2.1). The area Is located between two major faults; the Newcastle 

and Apedale faults. Figure 7.1.1 shows a geological section drawn by 

Kusznlr et al. (1980a) approximately north-south. The geological sequence 

consists of numerous coal seams occurring in a cyclical sequence with mud

stone roofs and floors and with occasional Intervening sandstone lenses.

The seams dip to the south at about 8°.

In the period between 1973 and 1977 the area was mined for coal in

the Ten Feet seam by five panels (panels 202-206 in Figure 7.1.2) driven 

parallel to the Newcastle fault at a depth of approximately 900 m below the 

surface. Panels 205. 206 and part of panel 204 were mined during the seismic 

monitoring period (September 1975-September 1977). The face width and height 

of the panels were approximately 150-200 m and 2.4 m respectively. The 

retreat longwall extraction method was used In the extraction of panels 205 

and 206. Pillars of coal were left between adjacent panels except between 

panels 204 and 205. The area had previously been extensively mined. The
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Fig. 7.1.2. Layouts of the mine workings In the Trent Vale area showing

(a) the location of the active mine workings (panels 205 
and 206) in the Ten Feet seam with faults at the seam 
1 eve 1,

(b) previous workings In the Great Row seam (GR),

(c) Moss seam (M),

(d) Bowling Alley seam (BA) and (e) Rowhurst seam (R). 
(Taken from Kusznir et al., 1980a).



mine workings in the Ten Feet seam are underlain by workings in the Bowling 

Alley seam at a depth of 15 m (Figure 7.1.2d), and overlain by workings in 

the Moss seam (Figure 7.1.2c) at a height of about 170 m above the Ten Feet 

seam. There are also previous workings In the Rowhurst and Great Row seams

(Figure 7.1.2b and e) but these are considered too high above the Ten Feet 

seam to cause Interaction problems (Kusznir et al., 1980b). Two main pillars 

were left in the Bowling Alley seam, one 25 m wide intersecting panels 204, 

205 and 206 and the other 40 m wide intersecting panels 202 and 203. Both 

these pillars were affected by minor faulting. In the Moss seam there is 

one large pillar about 200 m wide intersecting panels 204, 205 and 206.

The mining conditions were generally good. No rock bursts were 

observed underground but some deterioration of access roads of panels 205 

and 206 occurred when passing under or over pillars left in the adjacent 

seam (Kusznir et al., 1980b).

h i -----Ihe..£bservej_r.elatlonship between mining and seismic activity

Kusznir et al. (1980a,b) have extensively described and interpreted 

the spatial and temporal relationship between mining and seismicity.

7.2.1 The spatial distribution of the tremor hypocentres

Kusznir et al. (1980a.b) reported that during the two year monitor

ing period, a total of 724 tremors were located In the vicinity of the 

active panels (panels 205, 206 and part of panel 204). Of these, 179 

tremors occurred during the working life of panel 205 and 541 tremors for 

panel 206. In total, 55 tremors were sufficiently large to be felt by 

local residents. 39 of these occurred during the mining of panel 205, and 

16 felt tremors occurred during the mining of panel 206 (Kusznir et al., 

1980.). None of these tremors were felt underground. The tremor hypoclntres 

for events which occurred during the working life of each panel were plotted 

in Figure 7.2.1 to show their relationship to active mine workings, previous
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Fig. 7. 2 . 1 .  The distribution of tremor hypocentres for tremors 
occurring during the mining of panels 205 and 206 
with respect to the active mine workings in the Ten 
Feet seam, faults at Ten Feet seam datum, and old 
workings in the Moss (M) and Bowling Alley (BA) 
seams.
(A) Plan view.
(8) Vertical section parallel to the line of face 

advance.
(C) Vertical section parallel to the coal face. 
(Taken from Kusznlr et al., 1980b).



workings and faults In the area (Kusznlr et al., 1980a). Tremor hypocentres 

are shown In plan and vertical sections perpendicular and parallel to the 

coal faces. Each event was represented by a circle whose radius Is pro

portional to Its magnitude. The accuracy of the location was estimated to 

be ±200 m (Kusznir et al., 1980a). It was found that most of the tremors 

were located In the vicinity of the active mining area and lie at depths 

between ^00 m and 1000 m below the surface. The tremors which occurred 

during the mining of a particular panel are not always located immediately 

above or below that panel, but may be displaced slightly to the east of it, 

i.e. they are located above the previously mined adjacent panel. Kusznlr 

suggested that this may be due to errors in location, or it may be a real 

effect. The tremor foci are well away from the nearest fault (Newcastle 

fault) and no relationship with any of the large or small faults has been 

established (Kusznlr et al., 1980a,b).

For more accurate determination of tremor hypocentres, a small 

seismic network (T.V. network) consisting of five vertical seismometers and 

having an aperture of about 1.5 km was installed by Kusznir et al. (1980b) 

above panel 206. This network monitored the seismic activity associated 

with panel 206 In the period between March and June 1977. The network 

recorded about 50 events per day (Kusznir et al., 1980b). The two networks 

(S.O.T• and T.V.) combined together gave more accurate hypocentre locations 

which were estimated to be better than ±50 m (Kusznir et al., 1980b).

Figure 7.2.2 shows the spatial distribution of the tremor hypocentres occur

ring during a period of about one month and located using the two networks. 

It can be seen that most of the events occurred above and were displaced 

about 200 m to the east of panel 206 (I.e. over panel 205) but all within 

about 250 m in depth from the working level (Kusznir et al., 1980b). It 

can also be seen that the larger shear type tremors (represented by solid 

circles) occur at the level of the previously extracted Moss seam and are
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Fig. 7.2.2. Higher accuracy tremor hypocentre locations obtained 
during the mining of panel 206 using data from both 
the S.O.T. and T.V. seismic networks. Seismic events 
with a shear source mechanism are represented by a 
solid circle.

(A) Plan view, the hatached ornament represents the 
position of the face during the occurrence of 
the plotted tremors.

(B) Vertical section parallel to the direction of
, face advance.

(C) Vertical section parallel to the coal face.
(Taken from Kuszntr et al., 1980b).



situated In the Moss seam pillar. The areat^r a,.,...
h me greater accuracy of tremor location

confirms that most of the small events particulars th*|jar l cuiarIy the collapse events may

occur over the previously extracted panel (In this case panel 205).

Flaure 7.2.3 shows the relationship between the plan position of 

the tremor epicentres and the position of the working face as It advanced 

along the panel. The figure Is drawn by plotting the horizontal position of 

the tremor, projected onto the line of face advance and measured from the 

start of the panel, against the distance advanced by the face. The figure 

shows that the tremors appear to migrate with the advancing face and were 

usually slightly In front of It. The seismic activity mainly started after 

the face had progressed a distance of about 250 m (Kusznlr et al., 1980a,b). 

The figure also demonstrates that the occurrence of felt tremors were mainly 

associated with the passage of the Ten Feet panel face under or over the 

pillars of the old workings In the boss and Bowling Alley seams. The major

ity of felt tremors had a shear source mechanism and local magnitudes,«., 

of greater than 2.5.

The vertical position of the tremor hypocentres were plotted In 

Figure 7.2.* against the distance advanced by the face. The figure shows 

that those felt tremors which occurred when the Ten Feet face passed under 

the Moss pillar are located at a higher level than the working seam (at the 

level of the Moss pillar). Some of those which occurred when the Ten Feet 

face passed over the Bowling Alley pillar are located at the Bowling Alley 

pillar level. This Is particularly obvious for panel 206 (Kusznlr et al. 

1580a). The smaller unfelt events are usually located within a height of 

150 m of the level of the active panel. They had a collapse/lmploslonal 

source mechanism and local magnltudes,ML. of less than 2.5. Figure 7.2 5 

shows the relationship between the depth of the tremor foci and the local 

magnitude. The figure clearly shows that the felt tremors are located at 

shallower depth. Thls/most probably due to the mining practice as
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explained above. However it could alternatively be that the larger 

tremors usually have small rise times, so that the onset of the P-wave 

first arrivals could have been picked earlier than for weaker events.

This would have 

depths than the 

shallower depth

caused the larger tremors to be located at shallower 

weaker tremors. The location of large tremors at 

may have
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led to more tremors being felt at the surface than if those events had 

occurred at the level of the Ten Feet seam.

7.2.2 The temporal distribution of tremors

The distribution of the total number of tremors, the felt tremors 

and the seismic energy released, per week and during the week, for each 

panel are shown In Figures 7.2.6 and 7.2.7 respectively, which were taken 

from Kusnir et al. (1980a). The figures show a close relationship between 

the mining activity (which took place between Monday and Friday) and the 

seismic activity. It can be seen that most of the tremors occurred during 

the working days of the week. The distribution of the total number of 

tremors per week shows that seismic activity is noticeably greater during 

the latter half of the lives of both panels. Westbrook (1977) pointed out 

that the seismic activity ceased for 12 days in late June and early July 

1976 during the mining of panel 205* which corresponds to the miners' 

holiday. A similar relationship also existed between holidays and seis

micity for panel 206 (Kusznir et al., 1980a).

Kusznir et al. (1980a,b) summarized the established relationship 

between mining and seismicity In the following points:

1. Earth tremors were associated with the active 

mining panels of the Ten Feet seam.

2. The tremors were not associated with any of the 

faults in the area.

3. The tremors did not start until the face had 

progressed about 250 m.

i*. The tremor hypocentres lie adjacent to and move 

In unison with the face.

5. Most of the tremor hypocentres were located about 

200 m to the east of the active panel, i,e. over 

the previous panel.
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6. The larger tremors, particularly the felt tremors, 

occurred when the Ten Feet face passed under or over 

pillars left In adjacent previous workings.

7. Most of the large tremors, particularly the felt 

tremors, had a shear source mechanism, and were 

located In the pillars of the adjacent previous workings.

8. The smaller unfelt tremors had an imploslonal or 

collapse source mechanism, and lying usually within

a height of about 150 m of the level of the active panel.

7 3 _____Mechanism of earth tremors

Kusznlr et al. (1980b) suggested from the first motion analysis 

that two groups of tremors exist.

Group One: This type of tremor had magnitudes, Ml , of less than 

2.5 and produced mainly kataselsmlc first motions. They were located within 

about 150 m In depth of the Ten Feet panels and usually above them. This 

type of tremor occurred mainly in the goaf of the previous panel adjacent 

to the one being mined. Some occurred in the goaf of the previous old panels 

In the adjacent seams. They were dilational or tensile in origin and were 

attributed to roof collapse above the worked areas due to the reduction of 

the compressive principal stress in the goaf resulting in the breaking of 

strata in tension due to bending. The location of the majority of this 

type of tremor over adjacent panels (see Figure 7.2.1) can be explained as 

a result of the extension of the tensile stress and strain zone already 

existing over the previous working, due to the working of the active panel. 

The stress wl 11 be at a maximum in the centre of a hypothetical beam or plate. 

Sandstone will be particularly able to withstand high stress. The presence 

of a barrier pillar such as this existing between panels 205 and 206 will 

reduce the stresses but only to a certain extent. Failure of the sandstone 

bed along a fault or sandstone lens boundary caused the release of energy.
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The amount of energy released In tensile failure Is far smaller than the 

energy released In failure by compression or shear due to the difference 

In material strength between compression and tension. This type of tremor 

Is probably the Inevitable and normal noise and vibration associated with 

the caving of strata and does not appear to constitute any form of hazard 

Group Two: This type of tremor had larger magnitudes than group 

one. Some of these tremors were felt on the surface. They usually gave 

first motions which Indicated they have a shear fracture type mechanism.

This type of tremor occurred mostly when the Ten Feet face passed under or 

over the Moss or Bowling Alley pillars. These pillars can be expected to be 

under heavy load. When the Ten Feet face approached such a pillar, the 

front abutment pressure of the face added to the pillar abutment pressure 

producing together a very high stressed rone which led to rock falls In 

shear. Shear failures can occur when the stress conditions In rock abruptly 

change from a state with confining stress to uniaxial stress leading to the 

release of great amountsof stored strain energy. The amount of energy 

released due to fracture depends on the rock strength, the magnitude of 

stresses and the size of the fracture .

L h ----- some, comments on seismic activity In the Trent Vale-Hanfnrd

7.A.1 The mine workings In the Trent Vale-Hanford area provide a good 

opportunity to examine the effect on the behaviour and occurrence of earth 

tremors of a barrier pillar left along the panel or pillars left In adjacent 

seams, above or under the path of the advancing face.

As already discussed, panels 205 and 206 of the Ten Feet seam were 

mined using the longwall technique. Panel 205 was driven to the west of 

panel 20k without leaving a pillar between them, while panel 206 was mined

to the west of panel 205 leaving a coal barrier pillar between them, having 

a width of about A0 m (Figure 7.1.2).
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The frequency-magnitude relationship for seismic events which 

occurred during the mining of each panel has been shown to follow the 

frequency-magnitude distribution for natural earthquakes and can be 

represented by the following simple relationship given by Richter (1958):

l°g,0 n « a - b «L 7 J' ,

where N Is the cumulative number of earthquakes of magnitude a M . 

ja and £  are constants.

The value of a varies significantly for different seismic source 

regions since it depends upon the period of observation, the site of the 

region considered and the level of seismic activity. The value of b mostly 

varies between 0.7 and 1.0, and depends upon the ratio of the number of 

earthquakes with low and high magnitudes (Gupta and Rastogl, 1976).

The frequency-magnitude distribution for the seismic events of 

panels 205 and 206 follow the equation 7.4.1. The following formulae 

were obtained graphically from Figure 7,k.\\

,Og10 N = 3.1761 - 0.61 Ml (panel 205)

log, 0 N = 4.6128 - 1.19 hl (pane, 206)

Both formuiae show that there Is a linear relationship between the magnitude 

and the frequency in the magnitude ranges between 1.7 and 2.6 for panel 

205, end between 1.7 and 2.7 for panel 206. The tremors In the higher 

magnitude range do not fit this relationship, Instead they fall below the 

straight line. This may suggest that a maximum magnitude exists. Indica

ting that the rocks have an upper limit of strain energy which can be 

stored. The observed data In each panel were found to follow Qumbel's 

third statistical distribution (Gumbel, 1958; Burton, 1979) which enabled 

us to estimate the upper magnitude value of tremors that could have
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occurred during the mining of each panel. It has been estimated that the 

largest magnitude (Ml) of a tremor that could have occurred during the 

mining of panels 205 and 206 Is 3.2 and 3.25 respectively.

The total amounts of seismic energy released during the mining of
q 9

panels 205 and 206 were 5.85 x 10 J and 5.18 x 10 J respectively.

McGarr and Wiebols (1977) defined the level of seismicity (S) 

per unit volume of rocks mined as (see Section 3*4.1):

S = 10a/Avm
3.4.1

where Avm Is the volume of rocks mined In a particular region.

The total volume of rocks mined from panels 205 and 206 were 

2.97 x 10 m and 2.64 x 103 m3 respectively.

d o )3*1761S = H R l------  = 0.005
2.97 X  105 (panel 205)

S = Jl°i
4.6128

2.64 x 105
= 0.155 (panel 206)

Similarly, the level of seismic energy released per unit volume of rocks 

mined (EL) can be calculated:

EL = 5.85 x 10^ 
2.97 x 105

= 1.970 x 10 J (panel 205)

EL =- 5.18 x IQ9
2.64 x 1o5 1.962 x 10 J (panel 206)

Panel 206 has a higher seismicity level per unit volume of rocks mined 

than fo r panel 205.
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The ratio of the seismicity level per unit volume of rocks mined

from panel 206 to panel 205 - q #005 ~ ratio of the energy released

per unit volume of rocks mined from panel 206 to panel 205 = 1-9^2 x 10 e
1.970 x 104

1.0. These figures indicate that the seismic energy released per unit 

volume of rocks mined from both panels is remarkably the same, while we 

can see that the number of tremors occurring per unit volume of rocks 

mined from the panel affected by the barrier pillar (panel 206) is about 

31 times the number of tremors occurring in the panel not affected by the 

pillar (panel 205). This may suggest that leaving a coal barrier pillar 

between, along, the active panel and the previous adjacent panel increases 

the seismicity level (increase a) but decreases the size, ML, of the 

seismic events (Increase b). The opposite happens if a iongwal1 panel is 

driven along a previous old panel without leaving a pillar between them. 

This is also clear from observations of the total number of tremors and 

the number of felt tremors which occurred during the mining of each 

panel (Section 7.2.1).

From the above I suggest that leaving a proper coal barrier pillar, 

of pre-determined width, between adjacent panels is a good practice in 

underground mining for the purpose of reducing the magnitude of earth 

tremors.
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Uav.ng piliars In the adjacent seam over or „„der the pane! which 

is being mined, on the other hand, may have a different effect on the values 

of a and b. The faces of panels 205 and 206 retreated southwards (down dip) 

passing under and over pillars left In the Moss and Bowling Alley seams 

respectively (Figure 7.1.1). The computed a and b values In each ,00 m or 

200 m of advancing face are plotted In Figure 7.k.2 against the distance 

advanced by the face. The position of the mine workings in the Moss and 

Bowling Alley seams are also shown in the figure. The values were computed 

from the frequency-magnitude relationship of the seismic events which 

occurred In each 100 m or 200 m Interval of the advancing face, it can be 

seen that as the face moved under or over pillars left In an adjacent seam, 

the b and a values decreasedmarkedly. The values Increased as the face 

advanced further, reaching maximum values when the face moved under or over 

a previous mined out area. This is particularly clear for panel 206.

As has been discussed earlier, panels 205 and 206 retreated (down 

dip) passing exactly through the same pillars left In the adjacent seams. 

Retreating the panels down dip may have caused any competent bed, such as 

sandstone, present In their roofs, not to break easily, but overspan the 

goaf and acts as a beam or cantilever throwing Its weight and the weight of 

the overlying strata onto the solid rocks ahead of the face (see Sect!ons2.2 

and 2.6). This situation could be aggravated by the action of the drag

which tends to concentrate more pressure on the face down dip of the seam 

Therefore, when the face passed under or over a previous piliar in the 

adjacent seam, the front abutment pressure was Increased and consequently 

the rocks In the pillar and ahead of the face sometimes failed violently 

and generated strong tremors. However, leaving a long barrier p „ , a r along 

the eastern side of pane! 206 may have reduced the roof sagging and con

sequently reduced the concentration of the pressure ahead of face 206 As 

a result of this the rocks ahead of face 206 may have falied relatively ’
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less violently releasing a more continuous sequence of small amounts of 

stored strain energy, so generating many small tremors. At the same time, 

as the face retreated southwards, the barrier pillar Itself «quid fracture 

continuously due to the Interaction of the flank abutment pressures for 

both panels 205 and 206 applied on this pillar.

From the above It can be Inferred that If a pillar was left between 

panels 204 and 205, the earth tremors generated during the mining of panel 

205 probably would have been less severe, and the stored strain energy 

would have been released through a large number of smaller tremors. It 

may also suggest that If panels 205 and 206 had been advanced northwards 

(up dip) It might have reduced the level and severity of the seismic acti

vity occurring during their mining. In this case the strata In the roof 

could have broken and caved Into the goaf more easily and consequently 

reduced the pressure on the panel face.

The variation of b and a values when the Ten Feet face passed under

or over a pillar or goaf can be explained or interpreted in two different 

ways.

1 ’ "  su^ est ,hat I» a relationship between the state

of stress and the values of b and a. As we have explained previously, once 

the face approached a pillar left In the adjacent seam the front abutment 

pressure of the panel face and the pillar abutment pressure were super

imposed, producing together a very highly stressed zone. Consequently, the 

rocks In the pillar and ahead of the panel face break, sometimes violently, 

and appeared as tremors. As one large tremor releases sore energy than many 

small ones, therefore, usually a few large tremors occurred. This results 

In a small ¿value and also a small a value. Scholz (1968) found, In micro

fracturing experiments, lower b values associated with higher stresses. He 

Indicated that at a stress of about 60* of the fracture strength, new 

micro-fractures are developed, emitting small pulses, and as the stress Is
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m e r g e d  the evehts become »atlstlcal ly larger producing . sma„  > value 

At low unconflned stress. Scholz found high b values. He attributed this 

to frictional sliding on pre-exlstln, cracks. This may explain why the 

value of b Is higher when the face moved over or under a previously mined 

out area. When a face moves over or under a previously mined area, fre

quent falls and sliding movements usually take place In these fractured 

rocks releasing small amounts of stored strain energy which In our case 

appeared as small tremors. This also may explain why most of the small 

tremors which had Imploslonal/collapse source mechanisms were mainly ,ocated 

near the working level of the Ten feet seam (see Section 7.2).

2. It may suggest that there Is a relationship between the homo

geneity of the rocks and the values of b and a. The rocks In the pillar 

are solid, while the rocks over or under a goaf In the adjacent seam are 

extensively fractured (Intradosal ground). This means that the rocks In 

the pillars are less hetrogeneous than the rocks over or under a pre- 

vlously mined area.

In homogeneous rocks the stress Is distributed more uniformly than 

In the case of heterogeneous rocks. If the homogeneous rock Is hard It can 

sustain a high stress before It falls. Failures of this kind of rock 

usually occur suddenly and violently; this situation would also correspond 

to low b value. In heterogeneous rocks, localised stress concentrations 

occur, consequently the rocks break frequently but relatively gently, cor

responding to a high b value and probably a high a value also. Hogi'(,962) 

Indicated that the frequency-magnitude relationship of elastic shocks 

accompanying fractures Is greatly Influenced by heterogeneity of the 

materials. He found, experimentally, that more heterogeneous rocks are 

characterized by much higher b values.

The position of the tremor hypocentres, for events which occurred 

during the working life of each panel, are plotted In Figure 7 .4 .3 wlth
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9 * 7 J Plot of tremor hypocentres relative to the position of the 
working face, at the time of occurrence, for tremors 
occurring during the mining of panels 205 and 206.
(a) Plan view.

(b) Vertical section parallel to the line of face 
advance.



occurrence.
respect to the position of the wortdng face „  t„e ^  ^

Figure 7.4.3a Is e plan view, F|#ur, ^  ^  ^

Most of the tremors are shown to occur ahead of the face 

piece, to the east «... they occurred over the previous,7 ^ ^  

The - o f ,tv Of tremors are locate, at the level of the face. Figures 

7 A A  an. 7.4.5 show the positions an. the aTO„„,s of seismic ener,y 

release with respect to the position of th. coa, face. Figure 7 4 A , 

plan view (corresponding to Figure 7.4.3a) w h „ e n g ure 7 4 5 "  ' *

r  - F!sure .. .......... — — : r  ■
(corresponding to Figure 7.2.1c), while Figure 7 4 jb sh„

y snows a vertical
section perpendicular to the coal i

coal face (corresponding to Figure 7.4.3b)
The f ig u r e s  were obtained bv commiMm

hy computing the amount of seismic energy, release.

in an area having dimensions .00 . x ,00 m. either plan o r vertIca, 

section. Each area Is represented In the figures by a rectangle. |t can 

he seen that most of the energy, „ ,5 release, ahead of the coal face an.

at a distance of less than 200 m from the face n„,„ ,,• Only small amounts of
seismic energy were released behind the face th. u ,

» ese beJng released within
not more than 400 m of the face. Most of the energy was release, at a

depth of less than ,00 m he,me the level of pane, 206. wh„e ,„ the case o,

pane, 205, most of the energy, „as re,ease, above the pane, leva, an. at

height Intervals of between 200 m an. 300 m from the pane, level F,

7.4.4 shows that the case of pane, 200 the maximum value of o n e r / "

released In a unit area occurred Just to the east of the face (I

the long  b a r r ie r  p i l l a r  and over panel 20?) t k ?. i
„ L, 5,‘ ™ s a,so helps to confirm

that part of this pillar failed during the mining of pane, 200
a o r panel 206 as explained

above.

Figures 7.4.3, 7.4.4 an. 7.4.5 Ind.cate that ,. both panels the 

release, seismic energy, an. the tremors were concentrate, „ear the worhlnp 

coal face. This confirms without doubt that the , 9

-  - -  -  - t
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Fig. 7.4.if. Plan view showing the total amount of seismic energy released per 100 m x 100 m area 
(represented by a rectangle) relative to the position of the working face, at the 
time of occurrence, for tremors occurring during the mining of panels 205 and 206. 
Integers indicate the total number of tremors which occurred within the specific area.
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Fig. 7.A.5. Sections showing the vertical distribution of seismic
energy released per 100 m x lOOm area (represented by 
a rectangle), for tremors occurring during the mining 
of panels 205 and 206. The position of the panel face 
is also shown, (a) Vertical section parallel to the 
coal face, (b) Vertical section perpendicular to the 
coal face. (For legend see Fig. 7.^.^).



7.4.2 In order to determine the state of stress and extent of failures 

within the Moss and Bowling Alley pi 1iars,before the mining of the Ten 

Feet seam, diagrams presented by Hoek and Brown (1980) Qrfd figure 2.3.1 

In this thesis were used to estimate the values of the maximum and minimum 

p r in c ip a l stresses associated with these two pillars. The ratio of the 

pillar height to the pillar width is about 0.01 for the Moss pillar and

0.08 for the Bowling Alley pillar. Hoek and Brown presented a diagram 

with the least pillar height to pillar width of 0.25 (Fig. 2.3.1 a). As we 

can see in Fig. 2.3.1, the ratio of the maximum and minimum principal 

stresses to the average pillar stress increases as the ratio of the pillar 

height to the pillar width decreases. Figure 2.3.1a was used to estimate 

the values of the principal stresses in these two pillars.

The average pillar stress, op, in the Moss and Bowling Alley pillars 

prior to failure has been calculated using equations 2.3.1a and b respect

ively, and were found to be 46 MN/m2 and 273 MN/m2 respectively. Using 

Fig. 2.3.1a it was estimated that the lowest values of at the edge of

the Moss pillar, inside the pillar, and at the corners of the pillar, were
2

about 184, 92 and 253 MN/m respect!vely, while the lowest values of 

at these places were about 18, 32 and 46 MN/m2 respectively. These values 

upre applied to the failure criterion given by equation 2 .3.2 :

Of = oQ + 4o3 2.3.2

is the compressive stress needs to cause failure.

is the uniaxial compressive strength of the coal. Bell 
(1975) estimated oQ for strong coal to be ranging between
50 and 100 MN/m . Therefore, the average value (75 MN/m2) 
has been used.

Wherever o^/o^ exceeds unity, failure must occur. It was found that the 

Moss pillar must have failed at its edges and corners, but remained intact 

inside (i.e. it had an Intact core pillar). Application of the same

VV& i v -rr

where Of 

o„
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technique for the Bowling Alley D,m*r u
y «ney pniar showed that th* ...

f a n e d  completely before the Ten feet seam was ’’ “°U,d ^

Bowling Alley pillar would stl„  hava ^ ^  ^  tha

roots at the edges can sustain some stress w i t h o u t ! , ! ^  ^  b" * "

S°me Utera' C°nStra,nt * -  —  - k s  Inside the p ^ C c T  
«l.son and Ashwln. Theref0re, „hen the Ten feet pan

tfe «oss and over the Bowling A |,ey pillars. interact,on

field ,n front of the pane, and the stress field of the p l „ a

Consequently rock failure i„ previously „nfractura. „ rS °CCUrred-

occurred ln front of the active pane, and at the ed e ^  * W°U M  ^

Whether or not the core of the Moss pillar faM 965 ^  ^  M°”  P?nar*
P Mar failed completely as

sequence of mining the Tan Fea, _  (> ^

interact.on could have also caused rock s„ppage lta . ^

Bowling Alley plllar. and this may explain why most of the small

7 f ar. Tne larger trpmnre . 
located at the level of the Hess p , „ ar a„d this may he h

of solid rock releases more energy than si• '' the fractur®
rocks. "  s" P ^ e  within already fractured

B=a,e (,98,) used the finite element method to estlmat „ 

tude and distrlhutlon of mining ,„ducad strasses ‘ *

,n particular, to examine the results of the Interaction! OPe"in9S’
, . T. J , nceraction between adjacent

workings. The models used were designed to Investigate the mlnlno

stresses ,n the Trent Vale area. However, the models are limited hy the

assumption of two dimensional plane-strain conditions and the use f

homogeneous rock properties. The models do not l„e,uda the effect

rock failure and closure of the opening. Therefore the 6 ^

presented In the diagrams and the text are not the ”  n’“9'” tudes
• a h ia u eXact values in the

m.ne and should be treated with great caution, however the

qualitatively useful for the purpose of comparison a n  ^  ^  ''a5t
A "  "“ <'=1* have been
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mi

given e Young's Modulus of dynes/cm2 ( ) ( ) . 7 
ra t io  of 0.35. m ) and a Poisson's

6ea'e Ca,CUUted 'he —  and distribution
ine of different iengtns at a depth of ,„5, ^  |§

Ten Feet seam be,™ the surface. FIg. ^  ^  ^  °f th'

it can be seen that iarge stresses have deveioped at the d °"9Wa"  m°de''

particularly the vertical ........hich reaches wei, b mU* '

However h.gher values of stress usually developed around the co ' ^  ’ ’

opening, but these are not resoivabie by Oeale's anaiysis since ^

finite element grid has been used the caicuiations. The „  J

(2.5 HH/rn ) shsarstress contours extend verticaiiy to a distance Just 

greater than the length of the mine (loo „) „„ .

extend less than 50  m. WIth lono . " v  th. contours
- W i t h  longer mine openings (200 m and 300 m

length) much larger stresses have been seen to d ,

The 2.5 HH/m2 contours extended vertically to 250^  ^  ^

w hile the horitonta, iimit does not seem to h • "  00 " reSPeCU'e '^
to have increased signific a n n

Beale also used .de,s to — „gate the effect of pane, "

action on the stress fields. particular when one pane, is m,„ed £  

a previous pillar. Figures 7.4.7 to 7 A q *

— - » « *  -  -

seam. The interseam distance ,s ,00 m. This situation is Z l ^

that existing in the Trent Vale area. When th. .
the active working l|es whnll

beneath one of the upper workings (Fig. , the , 'V

the active working are noticeably lower than that for a 1 , . ' ^  ^

Fig. 7.*.«. ^ n  the active face reached the boundary 1 ^ 1 7 , 1 ^

(Fig. 7.^.8) the stress field surrounding the activ
y tne active working i n this r «

Is significantly greater than that which would be develo a
aeveloped on its own

The shear stress field associated with the pillar i ,
s a,so distorted

greatly, and the maximum stresses have increased bv tW
y °n extending
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the face to beneath the pillar (Fig. 7 h
. f. ... . 8 7 -S) "a*'™» »l».r stresses
in the pillar rise by a further 20?, and the shear si-

active working are 40« greater than for a single .¡ne^ 65 ^  ^

, , u ; ea,efin; " y “ that dassoclateduitha 

* “  by the 25 » '  <2-5 MN/m2> shear stress
extends vertica.iy to a distance approximate,, ,* times Its iength or ’

„,dth. He also indicated that although the stresses associated with the 

pillar are very great In the p „ „ r  itseif. they do not ^  ^

effect unless other workings are mined above or below It.

In the Trent Vale area the intersect distance between the Ten Feet 

and Moss seams is about 170 m (see Section 7 1) ri, .
7.1;. The length of panels 205

and 206 when they approached the Moss pillar
. , s pi,Har ed9e were about 210 m and 300 m

respectively. Therefore, according to Beale's sr, d •
e s study, interaction between

the Ten Feet panel stress field (as arkn.
‘ s arl"'rary described by the 2.5 HN/m2

shear stress contours, and the Hess piiiar stress fieid wouid have occurred

As we indicated in Section 2.3.,. the vertica, stress inside the piiiar '

less than the peak abutment pressure. Equation 2 1 ia
4 0n 2.3.1a suggests that the

vertical stress inside the Hess piiiar has a maximum vaiue of about 2 5

times the overburden pressure (i.e. it has a vaiue ague, to the average

vertica, piliar stress). When the Ten Peat panel advanced beneath the

Hess pillar, the maximum stress inside the pillar would have Increased

approximately by a maximum of about 352 according to Beal. m..
a vcaie. Virus value

was deduced for a pillar 50 m wide and 100 m above the active working

white in the Trent Vale area the Hoss pillar is about 200 . „|de and l ie s

,70 m above the Ten Feet active workings). This suggests that the POss

piilar core remained Intact, since the maximum strength of the ni„
o m e  p 1113r core

is about four times the overburden pressure (Vi,son and Ashwin, ,972).

Failures would have only occurred.at the boundary of
r cne pillar, since

the interaction would have caused the peak abutment pressure on the piliar
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edge to rise further so exceeding the strength of the rocks at the edges 

of the pillar as described in Figure 7.*».10.
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MOSS PILLAR STRESS LEVEL

OURING THE MINING OF ■ BEFORE THE MINING OF THE
THE TEN FEET PANEL TEN FEET SEAM

Changing of the vertical stress level in the Moss 
pillar due to the mining of the Ten Feet panel 
beneath it.



C H A P T E R  8

THE OBSERVED RELATIONSHIP BETWFFw Mium*
_ THE NORTHERN MR T.0^  W  M l ” Bg?«i;i',ICIIY| I,

8. 1  Introduction

The Trent Vale-Hanford area In th* e«
area, in the southern part of the North

Staffordshire coalfield suffered a series of earth tr
*es ot earth tremors generated by

mining. Over a parted of about ,wo years, 55 earth treats were fett and

hundreds of snatter non-fei, treats „ere detected by the S.O.T. and T.v 

seismic networks (see Chapter 7). Some of th« *
iome of these tremors were large and

caused damage to property on ,he surface. The northern part of the coat 

fte.d „htch has a stmttar mining ac.tvtty, however, was q„,et and onty one

tremor was felt In the Sflverdale area durinn -t,
area during the same period. However

examination of the setsmte records obtatned by the S.O.T. network revealed 

that many non-fett tremors occurred tn « .  „orthern part of ^

regions adjacent to the act.ve mtning areas during the same period.

th'S ............. iS “  fi"< «1»  relationship between
seismic and mining activities the northern part of the coalfield In order

to establish the actual causes of the seismicity.

8.2 Seismic events recorded by the S.O.T. seismic network in the 
northern part of the coalfield

For the two year monitoring period, from September 1975 to September 

1977, m°re than 300 seismic events were recorded by the S.O.T. seismic net

work, and found to have locations in the northern part of the coalfield.

Only 98 seismic events were recorded on four or five seismometers however, 

so that satisfactory location of the events could be obtained. None of the 

recorded events were felt on the surface or underground, nor did they cause 

any damage to property in the area. Furthermore, according to the N.C.B. 

(private communication) no rock bursts were reported in the mines during
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t h i s  p e r io d .  T h is  does n o t ,  how ever, r u le  o u t th e  p o s s i b i l i t y  th a t  some

unobserved rock bursts could have occurred In Inaccessible parts of the 
ml ne.

The  lo c a l  m ag n itud e , Mj_, f o r  e a ch  e v e n t was c a lc u la t e d  and each  

e v e n t  i s  re p re s e n te d  in  th e  d iag ram s by a  c i r c l e  whose r a d iu s  i s  p r o p o r t io n a l  

t o  i t s  m a g n itu d e . The  la r g e s t  trem or has a  lo c a l  m ag n itu d e , M^, o f  a bou t 

2  5 ,  w h i l e  th e  s m a l le s t  one  has a m agn itude  o f  a p p ro x im a te ly  z e ro .  The 

s e i s m i c  e n e rg y  r e le a s e d  from  e a ch  trem or was a ls o  c a lc u la t e d .

A p p e n d ix  2 g iv e s  a ta b u la te d  l i s t  o f  th e  d a te s  o f  trem o r o c c u r r e n c e s ,  
h y p o c e n t r e  c o - o r d in a t e s ,  m ag n itu d e s , and t h e i r  r e le a s e d  e n e rg y .

8 . 3 . 1  The s p a t ia l  d i s t r i b u t io n  o f  trem ors w ith
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and s t r u c t u r a l  oeo ln^ y w Ith  a s p e c t  to  m ine w o rk in g s

The  lo c a t io n  o f  trem or e p ic e n t r e s  w it h  r e s p e c t  to  m ine w o rk in g s  and 

s t r u c t u r a l  g e o lo g y  a re  shown in  F ig u r e  8 .3 .1 .  I t  can  be c l e a r l y  seen  th a t  

m o s t o f  th e  tre m o r  e p ic e n t r e s  c lu s t e r  a d ja c e n t  t o  th e  m ined a re a s ,  and

i i v  a r e  w i t h in  a few  hundred  m etres  o f  a c t iv e  m ine p a n e ls .  O n ly  a  few  usud•*y

„  lo c a t e d  o u t s id e  a re a s  o f  m in in g  a c t i v i t y .  The f i g u r e  a ls o  shows
events

, t re m o rs  a re  n o t lo c a te d  w it h in  a l l  th e  a c t i v e ly  m ined a re a s ,  b u t t h a t  t n e

t h a t  t h e y  w e re  e n co u n te re d  w i t h in  s i x  s p e c i f i c  a re a s .  Th e se  a re a s  a re  

, « q r  n £ and F .  The  t o t a l  number o f  s e is m ic  e v e n ts  and th edenoted '*» •

t o t a l  am ount o f  s e is m ic  ene rgy  r e le a s e  in  e a ch  a re a  a r e  shown in  T a b le  8 .1 .

F ig u r e  8 .3 .2  i s  a  v e r t i c a l  s e c t io n  show ing  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  

t  m o r h y p o c e n tr e s  w it h  d e p th . F ig u r e  8 .3 .2 a  i s  an E -W s e c t io n ,  w h i le  F ig u r e

! C a N-S s e c t io n .  The m a jo r i t y  o f  th e  f o c i  l i e  betw een  th e  s u r fa c e  8 . 3 . 2 b  *5 0

d i  km d e p th ,  l . e .  w i t h in  th e  d ep th  range o f  th e  a c t iv e  m ined seam s.
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Flg. 8.3.1. Plan view of tremor epicentres for tremors occurrina in 
the northern part of the North Staffordshire coalfield 
between September 1975 and September 1977. Tremors aré 
represented by a circle whose radius is proportional to 
Its magnitude. Circle with a cross represent tremors 
with a shear «urce origin. A , s0 showS a r ^ h e  a «  «  
mine workings and the major surface faults Letter* 
designate the different active mining areaé (For 
legend see Fig. k .2.1). y as* ^For
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Fig. 8.3*2 Vertical distribution of tremor hypocentres for 
tremors occurring In the northern part of the 
North Staffordshire coalfield, (a) E-W section, 
(b) N-S section.



Table 8.1

The Distribution of Seismic Events and Enerqy Release 
_________ In Different Parts of the CoalfUlH

Area Loca tion No. of 
tremors

* of the 
total

No. of 
with a 
orig

A Cobr1dge 19 19.39 11
B WoIstanton 9 9.18 5
C SIIverdale 33 33.67 19
D Tunstal1 22 22.45 7
E Chesterton 13 13.27 11
F Burslem 2 2.04 2

T o ta l 98 100 55

-- miuvUI 1 L
of seismic 

energy released 
(Joule)

268.3 x 105

26.1 x 105

301.5 x 105

199.4 x 105

485.3 x 105

2 .1 x 105

1.28 x 10

% of 
total

20.92

2.03

23.51

15.54

37.84

0.16

; the depth and the trewr , „

,b F,9ure 8-3-3- N° ° b w ° -  — ^  in Par; icuL;a own
un.Mce the situation in the Trent Vale area, no relationship has beep’

obtained between the depth and the occurrence of
/t ccurrence of any specific type of

tremor (l.e. shear or Imploslonat/collapse scarce tremors).

8.3.2 The temporal distribution of S(.lemi,
____________ release, seismic events and seismic energy

<0 ’" • ' ' » " t o n ,  The tote! ---------
seismic events nay

year and the total amount of the corresponding seismic 
. . , . 9 fc energy release are

sho«. In F.gure 8.3.4. The maximum number of trends occurr „ a ,
, , , occurred durfna 1Q7<

while the minimum number occurred In 107c T. a */0*
375. The distribution of events

having a shear source mechanism (see Chapter 9) followed

The number of seismic events which occurred Jn 107c 6 ^  Patt6rn*
575 '97S *  "°t represent
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th e  a c tu a l  number o f events since  the recorded da ta  fro  
ta p e s  were lo s t  due to c ro ss-in te rfe re n c e  between se ls sT
S e c t i o n , , .  - - a , a TOu n t o f s e l s m , c e „ e r ; : : , I l ; ; r r S ( S M

maximum, w h ile  th a t  re ,eased  W 7  was the minimum The "
th e  maximum number o f tremors end seism ic energy re lea se  , ^ 7 . " "  ^

p r o b a b l ,  because ,376 rep resen ts the longest recorded t „ .
area of coal was extracted during this year. Sest

00  Monthly distribution- . .
t ,0 n - "™ th ,y  d is tr ib u tio n  o f seism ice v e n t s ,  the  corresponding seism ic energy re lease  . and the leva, o f  

..................................... - e r a , ,  the d is tr ib u tio n  o 7
s e is m ic  even ts and energy re lease  - l . s  a cy c lic  p a tte rn  m each year
" , t h  " I n '"  , " J anuary and August, and max,ma In dune and October Th ‘
d ro p  in  se ism ic ity  and energy re lease  i„ . '

gy re.ease January corresponded to Chn , 
and New Year miners' holidays. The delay in th

6 aV »" start of the seismic
events until one month after the holidays could be due to the f
f o r  t h e  e l a s t i c  c t M |n 1 th  t,m e re <lu ' r ed

energy to  bu ild  up again . The drop in se ism ic ity  and

two weeks o f  The drop seism, C ty  and energy re lease  .„ t h e s e
h o l id a y  periods may a lso  be re la te d  to  th*to the monthly production o f coal as 
shown In Figure 8 .3 .5 . The figure clears  = h

clearly shows that the minimum coal pro
duction occurred January and Ju ly  each P

• i ' ” *s * '9ure  represent-c
the total production of the whole North Staffordshire coalfield. ,.e
in c lu d in g  the  Trent Vale a re a ) .

d l l )  Weekly d is tr ib u t io n :  The d is tr ib u t io n  o f s . i .  •
or seismic events and

The relationship between mining activity during the WrkIns ,ays of ^  '

week and seismic activity and energy release Is v .r„  ,
y clear. Figure 8 1 A*

shows th e  to ta l  number o f seism ic events which o c c u r s
occurred on each day of th.

week, w h ile  Figures 8 .3 .6b and 8 .3.6c show the d is t r f b u t i
U on of those events
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FJg. 8.3.5. Histograms showing monthly distribution of (i) the 
. *  total number of tremors, (II) the corresponding

seismic energy release, for tremors which occurred 
in the northern part of the North Staffordshire 
Coalfield, and (i'il) the amounts of extracted coal 
In the whole coalfield.

(a) Distribution per month over two year period.
(b) Cumulative monthly plot.
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Fig 8.3.6. Histograms showing weekly distribution of (a) the total 
number of tremors, (b) the number of tremors with M, £
1 .5, (c) the number of tremors with £ 2.0, and (a) 
the total amounts of seismic energy release for tremors 
occurring in the northern part of the North Staffordshire 
Coalfield. The dashed line in (d) represents the amount 
of seismic energy release if the seismic energy released 
by event 1976 10-31 15"^7 is subtracted. Shaded area 
represents shear tremors.



with local magnitudes, ^  a , . 5 and 

show that the peak seismic acttv„ y

c o n tin u o u s ly  from Tuesdays. This might he a t t e s t e d  J l T  
a tc e s s  during  the previous working days to i t s  maximum value 0 ^  "

A marked drop seismic activity occurred at the weekend ^

when no actual production was carried n„r v ’ S atu r^ y s
- ^ C h a p t e r s ,  Figure 3 , , a  ^  Z l T  '̂  '“

— — — -  - — andrd:  ;:;:r;r -
a c t i v i t y  on Mondays, perhaps si, W Se smic

Y ’ P PS SU" e s ts  a time delay between the ,  
d u c t io n  and the subsequent seism ic a c t iv i ty  a , * ° f  p r°"

Vity associated with the
s u g g e s tin g  th a t time is needed for the * 6 WorkIn9stne s tre s s  and the s t r a i
up again after the weekend. The d is t r ih  t 0  buI,d

cfstribution of seismic events hat •
s h e a r  so u rce  mechanism follows the *amo 9 ®same P a tte rn . Figure 8 U h •
weakly distribution o f the released energy end h ’ ’

9Yp end shows a Deak in
en e rg y  on Sundays. This distribution is greatly , n f l * *“

of event 1976 10-31 I5 -O7 the laroest uen<:«<l by the occurrence
* ne ,ar9est event in the nnrth

c o a l f i e l d ,  which occurred on a Sunday. This event reached61"" ^  ^
o f  app rox im ate ly  2 . 5 , a„d released  about 3 . 7  x „ 7  Jou,as J

If the seismic energy released by this tremor is subtracted r ‘
. , . , suotracted from the totalamount o f  seism ic energy released  on Sundays the ml ,.. 7 » ne minimum amount o f r e l e a s e

en e rg y  then occurs on Sundays (as shown by the dashed , . .  '

and Saturdays respectively, while the peak is on Fr'd '9Ure

Ov) Dally distribution; The total number of seism!

o c c u rre d  w ith in  each hour o f the day, and the correspond! '  eVe" tS “ h ' Ch , u esponding seism ic enerm,
r e l e a s e  , a re  shown In Figure 8 . 3 . 7 . i t  can be seen th a t the
peak In the occurrence of seismic events.also It can be L ^ t h  ̂  ^  Sl,,9'e

event  was recorded between 8 and 9 am if ^  * 6 ^  0 0  s in g ,e
3  ’ l f  the ^equency o f tremor „

was eq u a l throughout the day, as might be deduced from Figure 8 CCUrr6nCe
the  frequency of large tremors should be the ^  ’3‘ 7a* ^

^e v e r ,  Figures 8.3.7b
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8.3.7. Histogram showing daily distribution of (a) the total 
number of tremors, (b) the number of tremors with M,
£ 1.5, (c) the number of tremors with M, £ 2.0, andL
(d) the total amount of the released seismic energy, 
for tremors which occurred in the northern part of the 
North Staffordshire Coalfield. Shaded area represents 
shear tremors.



and 8.3.7c, which give the dally distribution of

Ml ? 1.5 and « a 2 . 0 respectively. c,earlv . h a , ! " 9 "^"¡tudes
7» ^iearly snow that mo

tremors have occurred mainly between 10 a» and ,0 pm ^  ^

Blake et al. (1972,) fndicated ^
d that as rock failure u

not only does the number of seismic evenr, • ^ c a c h e d ,
vents 1"crease but thev k

------ due to the re,ease of p a s s i v e , y  more energy ,f t ‘

then the histogram shying the total number of seism, ’ '* *°’

,n  each hour of the day is probably m is r e p r e s e n t e d  o f T  ^

activity during the day, since both Urge and smai, treTOr 

weight. Thus, for a more specific guantltative asses "  9'Ve" eq“al

—  activity, a p,ot Sh.,„g the energy

day I s a  better guide to the level of w  , * W  °f tf,e
or seismic activity F!

histogram showing the dally distribution of se, , ’ 9 M -7d ,s a" ur seismic enerov m

energy was released between ,0 am and I pm and between 3 pm a ^

This can be Interpreted terms of mining activity fls I 

in Chapter 6, mining activity was carried out 2b hour ’  " ^

« r k i n g  shifts. The first two shifts (from 6 am „ T  ' ^  ^

are mostly Involved with coa, production, while the ^  ^

to 6 am) ,s mainly concerned w „ h  mine maintenance. f,g„re „ . / “" *"

marked drop in the energy released immediately after ,0 ^  *

w ith  th e  end o f  the second production s h i f t  n pm wMc'’ coincided
. , * Durin9 the middle of th* t

and the early morning when no coal e x t e r n  h ° 9ht
^ tra c t io n  was carried out th* ,

energy was significantly low. The energy release is also not,’ceab, "

d u r in g  th e  f i r s ,  h a lf  o f  the f i r s t  production s h i f t  u n til about 1  wT 
th e  en e rg y  began to  Increase u n til about 1 pm „he„ i t  d
about two hours. The low In energy release A • ecreased again for

9y re,ease d^»ng the first half *
first production shift may represent the time reo, • u 6

time required for the
build up again in the rocks after the shift ha t0

energy release at 1 pm coincides with the shif«- k 6 ^
ne shift change and thee tIme required
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for the miners in the second shift to restart

seismic energy re.ease continued at a high leve," ^  ^

working  shift at ,0 pm. The Cose reiationship between J e T

seismic energy and coai production is more Cear.y estabi, h " "  "

8.3.8 which is a histogram showing the daiiy distribution *  J " "

events and the corresponding seismic energy release for those 

occurred during working days only. events which

The high incidence of seismic events shn ,
events, shown In Figure 8 3 7* L

tO pm and 8 am (during the nfoht snH i * between
night and e a r ly  morning) may be e x p la in ^  k

greater detection capability of the seism! ^ ^  9
X the seismic network at night due to  

background  noise. During day time thP k u * er
„ . „ y tta the background noise increased due to

the various human activities and nn °

>t>es. and consequent^ tended to obscure the
smaller events. This situation Is c o n f i r m  d *

con‘1rmed from Figure 8 3 0  Whi u .
the cumulative number of seismic events which * ^

ch occurred throughout the dav 
It can be seen that the detection rate of sol ,

seismic events is below the
average level between 8 am and 7 0m Th~

/ pm. The average seismicity level
puted using linear regression. COm~

J b e . frequency-magnitude r o laM m ^hf[

The frequency-magnitude distribution for seismic events in th 

field follows the reiationship given by equation 7 4 , „hi s ‘ “

by Richter for nature, earthquakes (see C b a ^ r  7) " T " “
, , pter /;. F,gure 1

shows a plot of the logarithm of the number of selsmir
T Se,sm'C events having local 

magnitudes,ML , e q u a l  to or greater than a s p e c if ic  ,
specFfIc magnitude versus that

specific magnitude. The values of a and b can be obta- „ r
-  _  be obtamed from formula 8.1» j.

log1Q N = 2.54 -  0.82 Ml
8.4.1

T h is form uia was obtained from the data  shown p ,su re  M > )
o f  tre m o rs  having local magnitudes« > ,  , t  , ■ ■ • The numberL a re  le ss  than i-ha«-n th a t expected
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Fig 8.3.8. Histograms showing daily distribution of (a) the 
total number of tremors, and (b) the corresponding 
seismic energy release, for tremors which occurred 
during working days only in the northern part of 
the North Staffordshire Coalfield. Shaded area 
represents shear tremors.



Fi 9• 8.3.9* plot of the cumulative number of tremors against 
hours of the day for tremors which occurred In 
the northern part of the North Staffordshire 
Coalfield. The diagonal dashed line corresponds 
to the line on which the total number of tremors 
would plot If the tremor occurrence was uniform 
throughout the day.
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f° rmU,a 8 ''-K  " T  *  g a i n e d  In terms of th
energy which can be stored within the region whlch “ ” Strai"

the existence of a maximum tremor magnitude *

bhird statistical discretion (see L .  J ,  > ^ 7  ^  ^/*’*2) which suggests h ,.l

largest magnitude (^, of the tremor the coalfield Is about 2 S  

ever, this should not be taken to be the maximum magnitude of t t e ^ r s T

would be likely to occur in the fu tu re in th t **ruture in the northern pa rts  o f th«

field» since the tremors in  the coalfield C°a ~are mar}-made tremors and their

m ag n itu d e s  depend to a great extent , .' •>"««'- b « h  as panel

interaction, rate o f face advance etc 1 « u' tC0 as sh°"" Chapters 7 and 9

In fact, fn August 1980 an ea rth tr«^earth tremor occurred in area A
area A ar*d was felt

over the — -Trent. The magnitude of this tremor >is 

to be of about 3. <». d. Kust„,r, personal c o * „ | cat,o„,.

The fall-off of the number of tremors ,Wlth ,ow magnitude values is

due to a detection threshold, formula 8 A 1 ,t „ applles for «he seismicity of

the whole of the northern part of the coalfield th a,. ' Che frequency-magnitude

relationship for each seismic area of the coalfield has ,,e,d has also been deter

mined separately and described in Chapter 9.

. 7  " ?Ue.°f -  f°r the f°reSh0CkS 3nd ^ershocks could not be
determine since ,t has not been established which events ate ma,„shocks 

foreshocks and aftershocks or even whether this subdivision of events 

appI.cable. The possible absence of foreshocks and aftershocks may suggest

that the structural state of the rocks ,he coalf,e!d Is, Is extremely hetero

geneous, or the applied s tre s s  in  the coalfield ?c. d ,s COn^ n tra te d  locally

hog, 0 * 5  explained that a highly fractured material, „hen the applied 

etress gradually Increases a high stress concentration appears around

numerous c ra cks and faults and so local fra c tn r* * l. .actures begin to occur generating

s m a ll trem ors a t  such weak points under a low str« ttress* Thus a single p re 

dominately la rg e  f ra c tu re  cannot occur. MnnrMogi suggested tha t this type of
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tremor occurs as an earthquake swarm and results from extreme.
rom extremely concentrated

stress.

by each

Figure 

set of

8.4.1 also shows 

tremors having a
the percentage of the total energy released 

specific range of magnitude.
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C H A P T E R  Q

spec» , » , no ... the|r

-----^ - ^ ^ l a S j iECHANISMS

9.1______ Introduction

In this chapter the spatial and «.
H tiai and temporal dfstributf

hypocentres together with th e ir  r e i*., °" °f the tremor
relationship to mine working .

geology ere discussed separately for ea,h , ” ™cturel
r >vr each in d iv id u a l area

o f  Information f r o m  first motion analysis ' he,p
L , y * mining techniques and M  ,

mechanics, an attempt is made to estahir k u °Ck
sh the mechanisms of earth t

g e n e ra t io n . arth tremor

9.2 Nine layout

In the northern part of the North Sr.fa a
n Staffordshire coalfield i

different coa, seams „ere mined lta period

September 1,77. «... during the seismic monitoring ^  ~

• ongwall panels, as wel, as small areas worhed by rooms-a„d-p ,„ars

used for the extraction of coa, fr0m these seams. So™ of the ’ 

been mined since the early 19701, an . 6Se pane,s had
°| y li,/u s and continued tn h. .

monitoring period. These worMngs are dlstrlb t d thr°U9h°Ut ^
M are aistributed tnainlw

Panel length and width, the dates of the comm areas‘
tne commencement and end *

the method of working, the direction of far a ° production.
of face advance (or ret marl ^ ,

from 0 .0 . and thickness of the worked coal are h * ^
COaI are ^own in Table 9.J.

9 .3  Area A

This a re a  l i e s  n ea r  C o b r id g e . w  o f  H a n le y .

1977 two seams were mined In this are. r * per,od W 5  toth is  area from W olstanton colll.r t

9.1). This area was extensively mined previously In " *  Tal>Uy »n many othfir caa
some workings dating from the last century Th ’

,e o f  about 15°. The two seams o f In te re s t . ' „ T  ^  *° SW «  a"ang

-  1 4 3  -



TABLE 9 .  1
I

The dim ensions and s p e d f ic a t io n s  o f  the mine workings which were c a r r ie d  out du ring  the 
se ism ic monitoring period (i.e. the active mine w o rk ings).

* Indicates that the panel was continued to be mined after September 1977 and the given 
panel length Indicates the panel length at the end of September 1977.

A = Face Advance. R = Face Retreat. Minus depth indicates depth above O.D.

Area Location Col 1iery 
Name Seam Name Panel

No.
Date of Extraction 

Start Finish

Method
of

Work!ng

Di rection 
of face 
Advance 
or Retreat

Panel
Length
(m)

Panel
Width
(m)

Panel depth 
from O.D. 

(m)

Thi ckness 
of worked 

seam 
(cm)

Bowli ng 101 6-12-1975 15- 1-77 A NW 510 223 705-745 =142
A Cobridge Wolstanton Alley 102 11- 1-1975 29-11-75 A NW 385 163 640-705

Banbury 402 25- 9-1976 Sept.77* A NW 500 227 920-960
152-167403 15- 1-1977 Sept.77* A SE 295 227 884-936

B Wolstanton Wolstanton Holly Lane 208 July 1974 Sept.76 A NW 1060 136 925-948 85-102

7 20-11-1976 10- 5-77 R SW 618 118 320-381
8 4-10-1975 31- 1-76 R N-NW 500 106 335-358

C Si 1verdale Si 1verdale Winghay 12A
14

1- 2-1975 
8- 5-1976

18-10-75 
7- 8-76

R
R

SE
SW

824
306

135
118

290-320
350-375

250-300

15 24- 1-1976 15-12-76 R NW 677 224 357-400
16 14- 5-1977 22-10-77 R NW 470 170 360-400



Area Loca tion Col 1le ry  
Name

Seam Name Panel
No.

Date o f  E x tra c t io n  
Start . "  Finish

Method
o f

Working

D1 r e d  Ion 
o f  face  
Advance 

or Retreat

Panel
Length
(m)

Pane 1 
Width 
(m)

Panel depth 
from O.D. 

(m)

Thickness 
o f  worked 

seam 
(cm)

7 1973 26- 3-76 A SE 730 160 670-731
C SîIverdale Hold!tch Hams 9

10
19- 7-1975 
31- 5-1976

26- 6-76 
Sept.77*

R
R

SE
SE

718
706

165
200

710-755
716-756 135-222

11 11- 4-1977 Sept.77* R SE 294 200 739-780

D Tunstal 1 Wo 1stanton Ten Feet 56
57

Dec. 1974 
Sept. 1976

14- 2-76 
Sept.77*

A
A

SE
NW

473
455

140
235

66O-69O
635-665

152-250

New High 
Carr

Cannel Row 
Winghay

1975
Early 1970s

Sept.77* 
1976 Rooms and Pillars Method -137 to -60 

-100 to -60
-100
150

E Chesterton
Wi nghay Early 1970s 1976 -160 to 40 150

Wedgwood Rowhurst Sept. 1976 Sept.77* Rooms and Pillars Method -120 to -80 210
Hams 1975 Sept.77* -158 to -100 150

11 Sept. 1974 Sept.75 R NW 475 146 408-448
BuiIhurst 12 Aug. 1974 28- 1-76 R SE 415 166 494-533 132

F Burslem Norton U Jan. 1976 24- 9-76 R SE 463 159 427-472

Brights 2 2-10-1976 11- 6-77 A NW 358 225 408-490 96



Area Location Co 11ie ry  
Name Seam Name Panel

No.
Date of Extraction 
Start Finish

Method
of

Working

D irection 
of face 
Advance 

or Retreat

Pane 1 
Length 
(m)

Panel
Width
(m)

Panel depth 
from O.D. 

(m)

Thickness 
of worked 

seam 
(cm)

9 1971 31- 1-76 A SE 1078 125 457-549
Victoria Hams 12

13
24- 1-1976 
March 1975

23- 4-77 
10- 1-76

R
R

E-SE
SE

625
392

220
147

496-5^2
546-560 160-180

G Goldenhi11 17 22- 1-1977 May 77 A SE 200 127 460-506

Chatter ley 
Whitfield Hardmine 4

5
25- 5-1974 
Sept. 1975

20- 9-75 
March 77

A
A

W-NW
W-NW

893
646

176
222

658-716
652-701

127-150



Two panels
were mined this _  dur,„g ^  '  ^ U  .0, and , 02 .

a c o a t pillar barrier between properties ^  ^  " a" • « •  *Mch formed

operated before nationalization. This , C° " ler1«  which

800 m. The depth of the two panels ranged 7  °f about

Figure 9.3.1a shews that these two panels a ^  " ” '° ^  ” be,ow °-0.

extensive oid workings, some of which ^  ^  *

80 pi.iars were ieft between these two panels « ^

fioor of the panels. The seam Is disturb d w “ ^  f° ™ S ^  r°of a"d
u'5turbed by minor i

level, having maximum throws of as m w ts at the «am

and SW. aS 5 " and "'PPlng mostly to the gE

Tbe active working* tn ^  ^

the Ten Feet, Ragman and Moss seams (Figures * Pre'''°‘Ja “ork'ngs l„

of about 35 m, ,37 m and ,9S m respectiveTy^e  ̂  ^  ^  *'

are underlain by workings l„ the Holly " "  worklnSe. They

(Figures 9.3. If, b and g), „  depths of ^  ^  C°CkShead

r e s p e c t iv e ly  below the Bowling Alley Seam , 5 m and 208 »

Coal was extracted fr
panels - pane ls 402 and A03 - Worked durfng r°m th,S Seam by two

ranging between approximately 884 m and % 0  m b m° nft° rin9 P6riod at daPths

Old mine workings bound these two nanoi 6 ^  °’D* iSee Tab,e 9*0.
wo Panels to the east u

9.5.1b. Coa, pll.ars of variable width „ere left between t7
workings, as well as between the two panels and the old

sandstone form the roof of the panels, while and « " ‘y

faults having throws of about 0.5 mwere fo Stone forms the floor. Minor

The active panels are underlain b "  ^  'eVe'-unaeriain by workings tn th. r ,
(Figure 9-3.1 g) at a depth of about 60 m below m  Cockshaad seam

,uw the pane? i® %
overlain by workings in the Holly Lane r ,, V® S* TheV are

y Lane, Bowling Alley anii r
(Figures 9.3.1f, a and c) at heights of 125 m 60 Feet Seams

, _ , ^53 m and iqr
above th e  Banbury seam level. S m respectlyely



Fig. 9.3.1. The layouts of the mine workings In area A showing the 

active mine workings (dotted ornament), faults at the 

surface and at the level of the active seam In

(a) the Bowling Alley seam (B.A.)

(b) the Banbury seam (BANB).

Also shown are the mine workings In the Bowling Alley 

and Banbury seams superimposed on previous mine work" 

Ings In

(c) the Ten Feet seam (10 Ft)

(d) Ragman seam

(e) Moss seam

(f) Holly Lane seam (H.L.)

(g) Cockshead seam.





9  tre”° rs (» *  ° f  « »  t o ^ o Z 7 7 ~
distribution of the tremor epicentres with r T>*  sPat,a,

structural geology ,. shown F,gure g } ? *° *<- -1«. wordings and

to the active mine work,„9s ln the ^  ‘ tr~ "  «'««.r adjacent

ever, the tre.rs do not concentrate ^  ^

but appear to be dispiaced to the south and aCtKa pa"*'*

of the Bowling Alley seam, to the east of ^  «' -  » 2

pane, «03 of the Banbury seam. „ „ o u t  . ^  “  « "  —  of

structure and high resoiution seismic ne,work .. , Se' S" ' C " ' < * ' t y

whether this displacement of tremors is difffcult to decide

" "  Vert'Ca' d *strlbutlon of , 1 1 7  eff6Ct "  '* 3 ,0Cat'°" —

9 .3 .3 . The figure was drawn along the ^  " « * .

The tremors, except three, cluster well “  a"d "  °f F'3ure 5 .3 .2 .
1 wciI away from *u

suggests that this fault had no effect in gener 6 ^  ^  faUlt’ Th*«

d i s t i n c t i v e  p l a n e r  z o n e  o f  activity r  ̂neratin9 these tremors. No
Y >s d e f i n e d  b v  th* l

H o n , but the figure indicates a 2n„o « hVPocentre distrfbu-
° f  concentrated arf »

between the surface and about 80n m , a c t iv i t y  located
«00 m in depth below 0 n

Bowling Alley seam. They occur at a I * •* at the level of the

Banbury seam. nsf«erably higher than the

Tbe vertical distribution of trenor focf „  

gram (Figure 9 .3 .«) which plots the number of tremor ”  Sh0W" ^  *" h'S'°' 

each 100 m depth Interval, and the corr,spo„d|„ , "  WMCh °CCUrra<f 

against depth. The depth ranges of the active"l6'5""' e"e''9y’ re,ease *

Bowling Alley and the Banbury seams are also """e W ’r W "9S both the

thin the depth Interval between 500 m and f°Cl "«
u ouu m below n r»

average h e i g h t  of Jess than J60 m abow. *k *D,# with an
uve the active na 1

Alley seam. Host of the energy „as released , ‘h* Bow,">9

«00 m below 0.0. and the surface t m  * deP'h ran9' «'tween
s may suggest «-ha*. ,

that these tremors

9 '- -'

Wl
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F i g .  9 . 3 . 2 .  M a p  o f  e a r t h  t r e m o r  e p i c e n t r e s  f o r  t r e m o r s  w h i c h  o c c u r r e d

In area A. Tremors are represented by a circle whose 

radius Is proportional to the magnitude, M^, of the 

tremor. Circle with a cross represents tremors 

having a shear source mechanism. Tremors are located 

near the active mine workings (dotted ornament) in

(a) the Bowling Alley seam

(b) the Banbury seam.

Faults at the surface and at the active seam 

datums are also shown. Also shown are the two 

active seams (Bowling Alley and Banbury seams) 

together with previous mine workings in different 

adjacent seams; in the

(c) Ten Feet seam

(d) Ragman seam

(e) Moss seam

(f) Holly Lane seam

(g) Cockshead seam.

(For legend see Fig. 9*3.1)•
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Fig. 9,3.3 Hypocentre sections (A-B, C-D, Figure 9.3.2) of 
tremors located in area A, showing the position 
of tremor hypocentres with respect to the active 
and old mine workings and to the Far Green fault.



Fig. 9.3.*». A plot showing the number of earth tremors and the corresponding seismic 
energy release, occurring within each 100 m depth interval in area A.
The depth ranges of the active mine workings in the Bowling Alley (BA) 
and Banbury (BANB) seams are also shown. The shaded area represents 
tremors having a shear source mechanism.



were generated due to roine „ork,

particular by the m i n i n g  o f  p a n e l  - •  ■»

tremors which occurred in 1977 dur}nn 6 °n,y two
J// during the working I ,* fe of . .

,03 of the Banbury seam, and attar Pa„els and 1#| of ^

Seam Had f'n'Shed Pr°d— • ^  -  events bad an
source mechanism (see Section 9 u )  n . '«>1 lapse

9.3.3). One of these tremors occurred ,.c
the depth range of the mine workings In the Banh,

a n the Banbury seam, which max, *
that these two events occurred as a resu.t of the mine workings f ^

,02 and ,03 of the Banbury sea», Alternatively, they could “ Pa"6 'S

col lapses due to mine stab, „nation after panels ,0. and ,„2 0f the bZ „  

Alley seam had finished production. Ung

The relationship between the tremor size m a , ,
s iz e , M. , and the depth r« ct,

in Figure 9.3.5. In general, ft can ha c W°
, . , , See" th3t th* '"»«»» tremors occur

red at relatively shallow depths. This could be real and a d-
uc real ana a direct effen-

o f mining, or it could be that the seismic
ener3Y generated from deeper 

tremors suffered more absorption durino rh-i
, „  f „ during their propagation. An alternative

explanation Is that the P-wave first arrivals of these I.
. , . . nese ^rge tremors could

have been picked earlier than for weaker tremors, and this would have caused

the larger tremors to be located at shallower depths than the weaker

tremors (see Section 7.2). No obvious relai-!« u-“S r« l*« 'm » h 1p between the size o f 
any k in d  o f  tremors (co llapse/Im plosional o r shear
depth was found.

Figure the distribution of the treTOr foci

to the general lithological succession In the ,
the area, |„ particular with

respect to the presence of sandstone beds
beds. The section was drawn down dlo 

No obvious relationship between the foci locations and ..
■ . _» ^ Presence of env

sandstone bed can be seen. However, the accuracv i„ a *
V n determining the focal 

depth Is poor and the sandstone beds relatively rh-
y th in . Moreover, Inform ation

- H 9  -
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about the seam le v e ls and the UthoJooicai
is unavailable. seW*nce above the Moss seam

As already explained above, ,7 tremors occurred d f

H f e  of pane, ,0, of the Bowling flUey ^  "  "9 the ^

t , e n  of these c a r t h -'** - s Pect „  the positl;n ; f9,'es the posi-

working face, at the time of occurrence. F,gure ,  3 - , ^

W h " e FiSUre ................ « « . «  perpend icu la r J  ^  ^
figure shows that all but two face* The

two tremors occurred behind the face rn-
be a real effect or may be due to location error. maV

The relationship batmen the occurrence of earth tr 

position of face ... as It advanced along the pane, „  sh ^  ^

The seismic activity started when the face had advanced a , 7 . 1 " 7  S'3'8'

270 6ef°re tMS —  —  -  -  - s m i c  activity ^ T f  T
tremors which occurred just as t r ept for three

— - - —

weeks after pane, 102 had finished production J ^ J l a n T / ^  ^  

When the face had advanced 270 m ,f h . 3 a"d 2).

under two p illars  l e f t , „ t h e  Te „ 7 I , I : r a diSta"“ P f a - - -

about 30 . and 60 m respectively. flt this ^  hSV'”S °f
y At this Point also the *

PI n a r  about 105 m wide left the Sanbury seam below the p j ] ^  '

Hence, the occurrence of the seismic events correlates with th

the pane, face under and above pillars 0 ,d working P l J e Z T ^

the depth of tremor foci as the face advanced along the panel The ^

largest tremors generally lie at a higher level lad- '
level (adjacent to the Ra™,

seam and approximately l90 m depth below 0.0. on avera

smaller tremors (570 m average depth). The depth » » * 7 7 7  ^

between 640 m and 705 » below 0.0. Bearing !„ mtnde .. , ra"9eS

depth determinations, the smaller tremors appear , c " 0f
appear to be located near t-u 

level of panel 101 (approximately 100 m above the , 6
P®nel on average)
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Figu re 9.3*7.
Plots showing the positions of tremor hypocentres 
w th respect to the position of the working face,
” the time of occurrence, for tremors occurring 
during the mining of panel 101 In area A.
(a)  Plan view, (b) V e rt ic a l  section  perpen dicula r
to the coal face.
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Fig. 9.3.8. Plot of the horizontal position of tremor epicentres 
projected onto the line of face advance and measured 
from the start of the panel, against distance advanced 
by the face for tremors occurring during the mining of 
panel 101 in area A. The diagonaf dashed line corres
ponds to the line on which tremors would plot if they 
occurred on the face 101. The regions where the face 
101 lies below previous Moss, Ragman, Ten Feet or 
above Holly Lane, Banbury and Cockshead seam workings 
are also shown.
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Fig. 9.3.9. Plot of tremor depth against the distance advanced 
by the face for tremors occurring during the mining 
of panel 101 in area A. The position of mine 
workings in panel 101 of the Bowling Alley seam 
and previous workings in different adjacent seams 
are also shown.



The correlation between the passage of panel f

Banbury pillar and under the Ten Feet and R * "  ^
et and Ragman pillars and h ,

of earth tremors is also evident in n  ^  °ccurrence
m  Figure 9.3.10. Figures g , ffl j

9 .3 .,0b  give respectively the size. ^  of tbe tre^r and the e ’ 3

released, as the face advanced along the pane,. The figure

the largest tremor occurred when the face had a
• ace had moved a distant ,

85 m over and under the pillars This I °f about
P ' ™ S ,ar9 « t  tremor had a shear «„

mechanism and occurred about 550 m above the panel level as h

Figure 9.3.9. it Is Interesting to see In F, o ‘ °"n
ee ,n F,Sur= 9-3.10 that after the 

occurrence of this large tremor hr the
t-mor. tremors occurred more frequently but 

were smaller in size. 7

*

^■3.2..„.TemPora, dlstr.hu t j o n ^ ^  ^ ......

The maximum number of tremors (H, occurred ,9». w M ,e 0„.
three tremors occurred in 197«; ♦. y

>975 and two tremors i„ ,577. This suggests
that most of the tremors were generated by the mlnln c

.. ... y he minin9 of panel 101 of the
Bowling Alley seam. This panel started „

. „ „ , 6d produ't'<>" Oecember ,975 and
finished In January 1977. while paneMOZ fini.hed „finished production in late 
November 1375. Panels h02 and 403 o f  the Rank

, , anbUr)' seara started production
In late September 1976 and In January 1977 ,

r „  Y 7 resPect*veIy (see Table 9.1)
weekly and d a lly  distribution of the tremors and thelr cor/

responding seismic energy release are shown Figure 9.3.11. The direct

relationship between mining and seismic activities Is evident

¿lici--- First motion analysis of seismic j...

Analysis of the P-„ave first motions shows that „  tr. s
'1 tremors had a

shear source mechanism, while the other 8 could hav* h „
had an implosional/

collapse source mechanism. The reliability of th*
y of the dilatation,, source

mechanism Is uncertain since the seismic events were re

stations only <4 or 5) which were badly distributed ( u T T  ^  ^
d d n  both azimuth and

- 151 -
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10. Plots of (a) tremor magnitude, ML, and (b) seismic 
energy release, against the distance advanced by the 
face for tremors occurring during the mining of panel 
101'in area A. The regions where the panel face lies 
below or above previous workings in the Moss, Ragman, 
Ten Feet, Holly Lane and Cockshead seams are also 
shown.
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which occurred In area A. The shaded area represents tremors 
having a shear source mechanism.



epicentra. distance) around the seismic region. The .

the  *E s ide oh the se ise ,c  network „ , th no s e is e ,c " "  *°

northeast and east o f this area (, '°n t0 the north»
area vsee Figure 4 2 1 )

diiatationa, focal mechanise events could have had a s h e T Uent'y’

F ig u r e  9.3.121 shows an upper hemisphere stereographic project* °r'9in’ 

those seismic events which generated dilatations, fIrst J .  ^

stations. ^  we can see from the figure th , . '°" “”ure* the seismic siaHn» 
located within an arc of about 140° from

° from the tremor epicentres i
stations cou ld  be located in one nr - * *e* these

p . h a s c , d t , o , a s s h o „ „ , „ t h a ; : r r ; : : quadra"t s o f s f 3 u 't

f ° r  tKe Se' Sm,C eVe" tS « ' » '  « - r  seism ic aPP" ed
study the direction (azimuth and angle with r ^

vertical) of the seismic ray from the focus to e h ‘°

cu.ated using a computer program C * J T , ,  h ^  ~

„ere piotted on the upper hemisphere of . 2  ~

carrying the sign of the p-„ave first arrival e°9raph,c "et- ea<*

net to be the focus of the event. aSSU” ‘"S ^  °f

A composite fau ,t -p ,a n e  so,ution using the data from a „  the
events having a shear type N a n i s m  „as attempted unsuccessfu, ly Th

f i r s t  motions exhibited major Inconsistencies. The fa u lt  ,

for each event is given figure The fIgure sJ  ’̂ ' 2 " " '

piotted first motion data iies mostiy . 0  guadrants oniy. „htch ^  

it very d l f f l e . l t  «0 give an unambiguous solution. The nod I 

tions for the seismic events this area are therefore » t  ’ “  

factory and could be in error by as much as 30» th„ r d|

Most events show fault-plane solutions (figures 9.3. , ^  6 ” ^  Stril“ '

which can be interpreted as representing rock movements eithe^ b ^  ^

or reverse faulting. The determination of which of „„ * n° ™ a'
, , f the nodaI Planes u

the fault plane Is very difficult since there 1«
fS n° structure,
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Fig. 9.3.12. Upper hemisphere fault-plane solutions for tremors 

occurring in area A. Dashed lines represent 

alternative fault-plane solution. A, B, D, E and F 

show fault-plane solutions which can be interpreted 

as representing movements by either normal or 

reverse faulting. Date of the event or events is 

shown below each fault-plane solution.
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feature these so,u,,ons “ be * . However. for those eventst t r  faUltra"e SO'Ut'0nS rePreSen" " 9 "°Veme"tS *the d.fferent -lotions have node, planes striking Nv and d , „

to the SW or to the NE. These nodal planes may correspond (0 ^  ^

planes since they generally agree with the plantation of „any sea,,

faults at different seam ,eve,s. These sea,, faults „ itly strike

and dip to the SV and NE, as explained previously For the
V* For those events which

gave fault-plane solutions representing movements by reverse fautling 

This cou.d be an error ,„ observation, or it could be these events have 

occurred along pre-existing reverse faults, or nay have occurred In the 

roof behind the active face. When coa, Is extracted the roof sags and the 

compressive principal stress the goaf is reduced while the her,rental 

stress pushes the rocks towards the excavation and Increase the sagging 

,f strong beds, such as sandstone, exist the roof and If a strong bond 

exists between two strong layers, the two layers behave „he one bean,
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(Denkhaus’ W ) - ,f the 5 W  d by the deflectlo 
bon<) between these two competent layers, sheer

the beddIng plane between these two beds which m.y gIve . 7  T " '  ^  

solution ...liar to that of a reverse fa„,t solution.

Briefly, ,t can be concluded that earth traces which occurr d I 

this area with a shear source „echan.so. occurred on a number of 1  

planes of different orientations, and that the

to any oajor structural feature In the area. U e l l Z lT J l  ^  

red due to rock n o v e l s  a,on, pre-es,st,„g sea,, fractures or f Z T T

weakness, or on new fracture planes developed by shear fracture „ ,
and surrounding rocks. p i l l a r s

9 .3 « ^  b - v a iu e

The frequency-magnitude distribution of
o* earth tremors in  t h is  =can be represented by the formula:

?og10N s 2.26 - 1.1» m,

9.3.1

^ constants were obtained graphically from the frequency-magnitude plots 

(Figure 9.3.13)* The plot shows that there Is a linear relationship between

. nri m in the magnitude ranges between 0.9 and 1.2. The data having a 
log« ana L

nitude greater than 1.2 do not fit this linear relationship, and fit 

nother linear relationship represented by the formula:

log10N * 2.95 - 1.« Ml 9.3.2

1« both of these formulae are almost equal, but the a-value is 
The ¿-values u -

In eauatlon 9*3.2. This situation most probably is a result of
greater m

tical error. However, if this situation Is a real effect, It may
5tatis

e-c a sudden change In the state of the applied stress. After the
Indicate

a few larqe tremors the rocks break and sometimes the pillar
occurrence o r  o a “ 153 -
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Ftg. 3.3.13. A plot showing the frequency-magnitude 
distribution for tremors occurring In 
area A.



disintegrates and tan no longer store large amounts of strain energy, so 

s m a l l  tremors tend to occur. This situation consequently win lead L  an 

abrupt change in the frequency-magnitude relationship. Formula 9.3.2 

s u g g e s t s  that large tremors could occur more frequently in a given time 

than it is suggested from formula 9.3.1 .

?. *^ --- — -rtft tremor generation mechanise

In order to determine the earthearth tremor generation mechanisms we

have to determine first of all which seam (Bowling Alley or Banbury) and 

particular which pane, or panels generated these tremors. Consideration 

of the times when tremors occurred and which panels were then worUng ,„d,

cates that panel *03 of the Banbury seam no-ry seam was not responsible. The spatial

and temporal distributions of the trains Indicate that the mine worhlngs 

the Bowling Alley seam, particular the m,„,ng of pa„e, ^  

main panel responsible for generating most of the tremors

As we can see from Figures 3.3.1 and 9.3.3. panels 402 end 403 of 

the Banbury seam were driven under a previous extensively mined out area 

In ^  HO" y ^  Snd 6°“U "S — • at heights of about ,25 m and

,55 m  respectively above the active pane, levels of the Ba„h. , , tne Bafibury seam. Panel

U03 was a l s o  driven over a large mined out area in th. r ,area in the Cockshead seam at a

depth of about 60 m below the panel. No pillars werewere ,eft over or under

panels and 403 In these old mined adjacent seams, except very sma„ 

p | , ,ars of coa, left In the Bow,,„g A„ey seam. These small p„,ars mos t 

bab.y disintegrated under the overburden pressure. From the above It
pro

can
be concluded that  panels 1*02 and 403 of  the Banbury seam were driven in

r e s s e d  zones due to the fracture of the rocks above and below the panels

-  r e s u l t  of previous old mine workings in the adjacent seams. Hence it 
as a
is un

likely that the mining of these panels generated seismic activity,

x c e p t  b e h in d  the face as a result of roof caving.

-  1 5 4  -



Pane.s ,0, and ,02. however, of the

,B 3  'arSe barr'er The extracted area j  M  " "  m'"ed
ha.f ,h. extracted area of paaa, ,0 1. Figures ^  ' ° 2 '*yuies j . j . i  and 9  3 3

many seams were mined previously  under and above panels 1 0 1  ’ ^
f e r e n t  s iz e s  o f coal p i l l a r s  were le f t  In th ^  Dlf"«eft In these adjacent seams In'
cular, over and under panel 101. As we ha . P3rti~we have Indicated above 17
occurred during the ,lfa of pane, ,0| ^  —

probably occurred due to tbe mine ^ , „ g 5 of pane|

tremors had a shear souce mechanism. Thev oroh m  “‘hey probably occurred when tha r
of pene, , 2  approached a previous ..........ow. ^  *

seam (see f,gure 9.3.1a), form,„g . sB „, very stressed. p||Ur>

s e q u e n t l y  the p i l l a r  may have fa i l e d  In . 1, °nra i le d  in shear under verv hint,T. ' n ,9h compressives t r e s s .  The sm aller dimensions o f panel Ifl5Panel 1 0 2  may have reduced the occurr
o f  se ism ic  events during the mining o f th is  oanel ,

f a i l u r e s  and tremors increases as the excavation s iz e  ■ ^  ^  " Umber ^  ^
In Sections 2.8 and The other ,4 t r a l T ........ XP’ai—
in g s  o f  panel 1 0 1 . occurred due to  the work-

Two possible mechanisms could have generated earth r 

the mining of panel 1 0 1 . dur,"9

(I) Tremors occurring ahead of the nan*! r
-------- left above and below rh. panfl faCe and ,n P">ars

Tbe s e , m U  ° c t M t y  assoclated
had moved a distance of about 75 m below and ah * * fSCe

celow and above pillars left l„ , w
seams. At this distance the face was advancing !„ a hichl

9 in a highly stressed realm,
due to the presence of these pillars whlc......... ounded fcy ^

mined out areas, causing the weight o f the overburden to be

pillars, particularly on their sides (abutment pressures! ' ^  °nt° ^' 9 d | SCUS^Prl i n
Sections 2.7 and 2.3. As face ,0. advanced, a high pressure t 

have bu.lt up In front of the face (front abutment pressure)
* 3S W61 I 3S



along the two sides of the panel ( f , a n k  , . f

' nk abutment pressured i
stage of panel opening the front abutment n r  eSr,>'

ment Pressure incr#»**«
advances due to the Increase ,n the excavation area and ^

the pressure arch. After some distance k '"'argement of
stance, however, the front l.

may become constant due to roof Cavf„ tf abutment pressure
r cavin9 which reduces thp

the pressure on the face. When m  r concentration of
wnen the face moved under anri

loaded pillars left ,n the adjacent seams, the front " "  ^  ^  

the advancing face (dynamic pressure, and the p , „ ar °f

pressures, were superimposed producing toget...... ^

occurring a few metres ahead of the fac tk Pressure 20ne

-  ^  -  -  -  - — * .  i s u r V ; : z ; : r tone ab-
panel face with the pressure peak at * "earer the

istance of about ]-■? m <
as explained by Whittaker and Pye (]97s) - . °m the fac«»

metres inside the solid coal ahead of the pa/i f S'tUati°n °CCUrred 3 few

>n the adjacent .................. " "  P'"=rs
« »cry targe vertical

maximum principal stress - while the two later l Pre“ Ure e*‘Sted ' ^
°cerai stresses - the i

and minimum principal s t re ss . , . intermediatei- «->e»5es acted paraiJel

face respectively. This situation could have r e s p l t e T l ^ 1“ ” "  ^  “ *

of the panel face end the pillars above falling In sh " ^  r°Cl<S 3h33d

Section 2 . 6  b y  Hudspeth and Phillips ( ! < , , , . „ /  "  S , > e 3 r  3 5  e X P ' a i n e ' '
H )  • The same sft-nae.*

have occurred as the face advanced further . KOU,<i
iner. As already fndfr-=*. ^

the large tremors had a shear source rechan,sm. These 1

at a higher level, probably the Ragman p„,ar since th,T

enough to permit the occurrence of differe„.r , 5 P Mar 'S W 'de
ential pressure, while tho «

pillar left in the Ten Feet seam may have fail h * *
1 «fa, led," compression (pressure

bursts,. This may explain why most of the smaller tremors

the bowling Alley end Ten Feet seam levels than the larger

the pillars fractured they could no, store large amounts of ^

so subsequent tremors ere smaller. This may explain why th ^
y the tremors became
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m e r e  frequent but smaller In s i t e  as face In,  „
advanced a f t e r

o f  the large tremor. er occ<Jrrence

Another mechanism that could generate trP
ycuerate tremors ahead „f

face and In pillars over the panel might exist. ,f

present In the roof succession, such as sands,' ' S tr ° " 9 StratUm 
ff sandstone. This bed need

necessarily be present the Immediate roof but It could be hlqh 

a competent bed may not break when the roof caves • s ^

goaf and acts as a beam or cantilever This b ^  " "
• ™ s 1,ea'" or cantilever Is lo,u „ 

by Its own weight plus the weight of the overlying beds and

panel face at one of Its ends. The other suPP°rted by the
other end may rest on the

broken rocks the goaf (In the case of a beam) or It could be C o n

7  * Cant" eVerK * *  -  -  —  the rocks ahea of
the pane, face are put under heavy pressure. „  the rock ,

1' tne rocks in the fan»
h a ^  these beds may fai, in shear, while tbe ^  ^  ^  ^  J "  

in compression, as g a i n e d  by Holfand ^  $ *V

,t is also known that at a shale-sandstone contact
contact, numerous fracture* 

randomly oriented mainly within the shale ar , c

deferential compaction during the solid', cat, ol ^ 7 ^  *  * *

,n a generally clayey depositions! area (Peng, "  deP°S 'ted

fracture planes are expected. In addition to th ' °Ve”entS a ' ° " 9 ttlese
11 to occurrence of th

the stress is highly concentrated at the cHp J 6 ractures*

,arge difference thelr e.astlc c o n s t a n ^  *  “ “

tion usual,y occurs ,n the sandsto..... ,  h «  T
. , tu r 5 a ar9er elastic Young's

Modulus. Therefore, during mining, when the excavatio

highly stressed regions, the stress may be reiea " aPPr°aCheS ^  

liii— Tremors occurring behind the

7  ^  “ “  tre™ rS aPPaar ‘° *  - e  face of pa„e ,

'O’ 3 5 6 " ...... . As before, this could be due to an

-  1 5 7  -



error in location. However, see tremors c o M

panel face (,„ the goaf) or nay have even occurred Z ^ f ^  

workings -n adjacent sees. The tresmrs occurring ^  ^  °f °'d

tensile In origin and must he attributed to the collapse of roof 7
above the worked seams. The reduction of .x.

°n of the compressive vertical •
stress In the goaf area resulted in tensile f PnncipaI

J ' l e c t u r e  o f the roof layers k
ject to reduced confinement, as exDlaIm.H k „ V Ub"

expla.ned by Kusznir et al. (i980b) In 
Section 7.3. This situation ic nice it

IS also we„ explained by FIgureT.i,.,. T„e
figure shows that tensile strain occurs In *

the goaf behind tlhe face, while 
compressive strain occurs ahead of the face.

P s.ble cause of earth tremors behind the face is the fa 1-

” nfl ° ; * ' blOCk ^  COmP6tent b6d th€ r°°f « »  waste. The impact of falling could be very qreat v
, , J V 9 ' a"d could Sanerate an earth tremor

as explained by Rice (1935) in Section 3.2.1. *

S . k Area B

This area Is near to Volstanton. The coal wa

area by panel 208 In the Holly Lano ^  6Xtracted fr°n> this
y Un e Seam> worked from Volst™*

This seam was the only seam mined durl„„ Table S'1)-

The pane, was hounded to the east hy many 0lder '  ’  ^  *"*•

S.k.la. The panel extends along the eastern sld r 9S as sho“" '» Figure 

Is parallel to the fault. This fault strlk ” ” o'* f“ 't’

silty mudstone form the roof and floor of t. , ' °"a a"d

dips at to the SW. It ,s disturbed hy somelTnor Z n ^ Z Z .....

level. The maximum throw of these faults Is less rh ,

to the NE and SW. *" "• ""“ W  dlPPlng

The pane. by workings In the Bowling A,,ey Te r

and Ragman seams (Figures 9.4.1b and c) at helnhr . *“
9ncs of about 23 m ¿q

179 m respectively above the Holly Lane seam. Ther ’ " 90(1
e are other workings in
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50

Fig. 9.^.1. The layouts of the mine workings in area B showing the active mine workings (dotted ornament) with 
faults at the surface and at the seam level In (a) the Holly Lane seam. Also shown are the mine 
workings in the Holly Lane seam superimposed on previous mine workings in (b) the Bowling Alley 
seam (B.A.), and (c) the Ten^Feet (10 ft) and Ragman (R) seams. (For legend see Fig. 9.3.1).



t h e  Yard and Moss seams a t much higher le v e ls . No
beneath this panel. Workings are present

------S g a tta l d i s t r i b u t e s  , f
------Ul t r e m o r  hypnr*m«-,r .

Nine events {3 % 0f the total)
total) occurred in this area p ,

"  3  P ' an V,e“  S h ° “ ' " 8  location  of the , r e TOr
t o  th e  w o r t h s  and s tru c tu ra l ^  ^  ^  - > « t
t r i b u t i o n  o f  the tremor hypocentres 1 ,  u 6 V ertfcaI d is -P ®S ,s  shown in Figure 3 k *  Tk. 
la  drawn a lon 9  p ro f i le s  AB and CO o f  f ig u re  ,  .  ,  „  f‘sur°

show  th a t  the tremors a re  located ad jacent to c  . 9 ’ ' ' - 3J t  to the mine workinqs tk 
t r e m o rs  a re  not located Immediate,, over o r ander the ac tiv e
d i s p l a c e d  a few hundred metres to  the west and w ^

nd southwest of the nan tt r e m o r s ,  p a r t ic u la r ly  those having a shear « The
adjacent  to  the Stoke normal f a u lt  and * concentrated
th a n  3 5 0  m from the fa u lt  plane (see "  " *  " "

a c c u r a c y  o f  our location  Is about 500 m I i ' E ,e" thOU9h *h®
t h e  lo c a t io n  o f  the tremors near the S ta te  f a u l t  Is re  ’ ^
a  b e t t e r  s i tu a t io n  w ith respect to  the seism, * rM ' '  ™ $ *” * '*
g iv e  more accu ra te  locations compared w ith the' o t , ^  ^  Sh° U' d
m o s t ly  l i e  between depths o f  6 0 0  m below o.D. and th  araaS ' ^

event Is  loca ted  deeper with a depth value o f  about °n ' V ^
tk , 1200 m below 0 D

e v e rt cal d is tr ib u tio n  o f the tremor hypocentres and the
p o n d in g  to te ,  amount o f seism ic energy re lease  „ , th m  each ^ 7 ~
h u n d re d  m etres depth Is shown Flsure ^  ^  ' °  -
mine  w orkings are  a lso  shown. No prominent depth o f seism ic a c ti /  
b e  s e e n .  However, most o f the energy „as re leased  near th ’  ^
r e l a t i o n s h i p  between the tremor s i t e  M face. The

’ V  S”d th‘ depth Is shown C1
9 . 4 . 5 . No simple re la tio n sh ip  can be seen. However the f ,  ^
show s th a t  most o f  the tremors occurred the m ag„,tUd '  ^  C'M r 'y

an d  1 .5 .  U nfortunately , th ere  a re  no boreholes ra "9eS '
" th ts  a r « .  »*"ce the

-  153 -



Fig. 3 .k .2 . Map of earth tremor epicentres for tremors which occurred In area B. Tremors
are located along the Stoke fault and within a few hundred metres to the south
west of the active panel (panel 208) in (a) the Holly Lane seam. Faults at the 
level of the Holly Lane seam are also shown. Also shown are the Holly Lane 
seam mine workings together with previous mine workings in different adjacent 
seams in (b) the Bowling Alley seam and (c) the Ragman and Ten Feet seams.
(For legend see Fig. 9.3*1).
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Flq. 9.4.3. Hypocentre sections (A-B, C-D, Figure 9.4.2) of 
y* tremors located In area B, showing the position

of tremor hypocentres with respect to the active 
and old mine workings and to the Stoke fault.
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Fig. S .k .k . A plot showing the number of tremors and the corresponding seismic energy release, occurring 
within each 100 m depth interval in area B. The depth ranges of the active mine workings in 
the Holly Lane (H.L.) seam Is also shown. The shaded area represents tremors with a shear 
source origin.
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Figure 9.4.5. Plot of tremor depth against local magnitude,
for tremors occurring in area B.



r e l a t i o n s h i p  between ths tremor ^  ^
b e d s  cou ld  not be determined. Presence o f sandstone

One event occurred
In  1976. No event occurred in 1 9 7 7  Ti.- even ts  occurred

*/A  Th,s ind icates th a t rh*
w e re  a s so c ia te d  „ I th  the mine working, #f ^  ^  # f — rs
w h i c h  s t a r t e d  production in 1 9 7 4  -nrl , y U ne seam,
tr.but.on of the seismic events and the enernv r ,

a n d  th e  day a re  shown In Figure 3 .4 .6  The *"** throughout: the week
t l o n s h l p  between mining and seism ic a c t l v l l T ^  Sh0WS "° 0bWOUS r e ' a 't l v , t y* however, verv f«,,
t r e m o r s  a re  a v a ila b le  to prove o r disprove th is  ,Prove th is  re la tio n sh ip .

¿ t i t i ----- L '/ s t  motion analys is  of
Observation of the P -Wave f | rei.

t motions shows that f iwa  s h e a r  source mechanism, while th» „u tremors had
’ ® the o th er ^ u r  could have •

c o l l a p s e  source o r ig in . The five  events havin ""p ,° s io n a l/
were concentrated near the Stoke fault- * 9 9 Sh6ar S°U,"Ce mechan?sm1 A composite fault--  1
u s in g  th e  data from a l l  the five  shear event ~P ^  S° ,U t'° n
The com posite  focal mechanism Is * „  d e te n t,« 7  T lneCi 
f i r s t  m otions on the focal p lo t  suggests th a t the f l j  T " ' " * * *  * *

s i m i l a r  mechanism. However, the p lo t shows th a t the ^  *
f a u l t - p l a n e  so lu tio n s . Both so lu tions Ind .cete  a ' T  “ “  " *  ^  

m o tio n  a s so c ia te d  w ith n o ™ , fa u ltin g . The ^  p I^  “ l ' y d ' P" , ;'>
( p la n e  1) w ith a dip o f 70° SW fs considered to be th " 9 N 3 2  ^

o f  - - - - - c e , t e , r e e s w e , , „ , t h t h e ; ; : : : r; : r ; ° ' “
S t o k e  f a u l t .  The dip o f  the Stoke fa u lt  ,s  estim ated  to be b
7 0 °  SW (N.C.B. p r iv a te  communication). The nodal D, 5° '
( p la n e  2 ) w ith  a dip o f  8 0 ° to the SE „  ConsM ered T , ^ ' ' ' " 9  " ' *  *

Four events w ith an Im ploslona./collapsa source 1 2 ^ " ^  ^

l o c a t e d  fu r th e r  away from the fau lt-p la n e  (FI m
9-4.2  end 9 . 4 . 3 ) .  and
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Fig. 9.4.6. Histograms showing (a) the weekly and (b) the daily distribution of*
tremors and the corresponding seismic energy release for tremors which 
occurred in area B. The shaded area represents tremors with a shear 
source mechanism.
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Fig. 9.^*7. A composite focal mechanism for tremors which 
occurred in area B.



all of them lie on the down throw side of the Stoke fault (in the hanging- 

wall)- However, the reliability of the dilatational source mechanism is 

uncertain since there was cross-interference between the output signals 

from some seismometers. The events could also be of shear type mechanism 

but they developed kataseismic P-wave first motion at all stations due to 

the downward movement of the rocks In the hanging-wall of the fault as a 

result of the redistribution of strata pressure due to mining and the gravi

tational force, as described by Gane et al. (1952) in Section 3-3- Collapses 

in old workings disturbed by the active mining operations could also have 

generated these four tremors.

g.4.4 b-value

The frequency-magnitude relationship in this area follows the

formula:

log1()N = 1.91» - 1.09 Ml 9.4.1

The constants in this formula were obtained from Figure 9.4.8. The figure 

shows a linear relationship between iogN and In the magnitude ranges 

between 1.0 and 1.5*

q If. 5 Earth tremor generation mechanisms

The concentration of tremors adjacent to the Stoke fault suggests 

that these tremors were associated in some way with the fault. Figure 9.4.3 

shows that panel 208 of the Holly Lane seam had been driven under three old 

panels mined out previously in three different successive seams. There are 

also other workings at higher levels. These panels were driven parallel 

to the Stoke fault on Its up-throw side (foot-wall) and at distances of 

less than 600 m from the fault plane. The interbedded rocks between these 

panels (Intradosal ground) are fractured and heavily de-stressed due to the 

extraction of the coal from these panels. This situation may have led to
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Fî g - A plot showing the frequency-magnitude dis
tribution for tremors occurring In area B.



the reduction In the normal stress component across the fault plane and 

consequently the Internal friction forces along the fault plane decreased. 

As a result of this, shear movements may have been triggered along the fault 

due to the readjustment of the stress along the fault plane, since the 

fault Is exposed at the surface, water may infiltrate along the fault plane 

as well, so lubricating It and helping movement along the fault plane. ^

The occurrence of earth tremors when mine workings advance perpen

dicular or parallel to an existing fault has been observed by many authors 

( s e e  Section 3 .2 .3  and 3 .4 .2 ) .  In the Kolar gold field, India. ,saacson 

(1961) observed the occurrence of seismic events when a stope advanced per

pendicular towards a normal fault. Shadbolt (1978) Indicated that abnormal 

„ovement (vertical and/or lateral) develops at the fault plane, and that

the extent of such movement depends to a a rea t eyf0ft.r «■« a great extent on the methods and

extent of the mining in relation to the fault plane, such as:

(I) A single working of small wid.h/depth ratio approaching a 

f a u l t  at right angles I s  less likely to cause stepping tha„ a large width/ 

depth working parallel to it.

(II) The chance of e fault stepping are much greater when the 

f a u l t  h a s  been affected by previous workings In shallow seams than they are 

for a s i n g l e  working In a virgin area.

(III) Workings on the upthrow side (under the fault plane) are 

more likely to cause stepping than similar workings on the other side of

the fault.

(Jv) As successive workings Increase the effect on the fault plane, 

so the chances of abnormal movement or stepping increase."

From the above it can be concluded that if another seam is mined 

5 low or between the previous mined-out panels In the other seams, more 

frequent and severe tremors will be expected to occur along the Stoke fault, 

rtlcularly If the new seam Is extensively mined. The tremors may also
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occur If more panels are mined adjacent to ^  #|d _

su c c e s s iv e  seams mentioned above. S th* d lffe re n t

9« 5_____ Area C

This area lies around Sllverdala. tM> area ^  

during the monitoring period two seams „orbed from two d , , * ™  

co.Heries. The area „as also extensively mined ma„y saams

«cat of the „orbing pane.s H e  bet„een the Apedale and hil.banb faults 

The seams dip to the south-south„est at an angle of approximately 6°

two seams „orbed the monitoring period are In descending order:

(I) The WInqhav seam. The. .___, . d v----- «as extracted from th)s ^

panels „orbed from Sllverdale colliery In the „ „  a .
y n the period between 1969  and 1977

o v e r  an area  o f  about * bm2  as shown In Figure 9 5 Th ,
, L y e They forma tri

angular shape with its apex on the southeast ,
east, and with a large p m ar jn

Its centre. These panels are bounded by much nlH
V Ch °,der w°<-klngs to the NW. 0f 

th e s e  16 panels, 6 panels were mined durino rh-
9 the monitoring period at depths

ranging between 290 m and 400 m below O.D. (see Table 9 „  Th
. , r These panels

Wefe fr°m other old workings by M a , p m a r s

of variable widths. The roof and floor of the panels consist sostly of J

stone. The seam Is disturbed by a number of small faults at rh
f i i t .  searo level

particularly In the region of the p , „ ar left between pane, , »  and tha ‘

other old panels. These faults, having maximum throws of as much as 17 m 

dip mostly in NE and SW directions. *

The active panels In the seam are overlain by several old
y veral older workinas

The n e x t ad jacen t „orbing is In the Chalbey seam (Figure 9 . 5 . , c) „
o f  approxim ate ly  8 8  m above the Wlnghay seam. They a re  . 1  '  he' Sht

y are also underlain by
previous worblngs In several seams. The nearest worbings are In the Hoss 

seam at a depth of about 320 m below the panel level, tc-

( n )  Th u 9Ure 9a5-ld>-U.U The Hams seam. The coal in thU *
this seam was extracted from ten

panels mined from Holditch colliery since io ta ,
V 568 .......... of about k km2 as
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9 5*1* The layout of the mine workings In area C showing the
FlS* ' * ’ active mine workings (dotted ornament), faults at the

surface and at the level of the active seam in (a) 
the Winghay seam and (b) the Hams seam. Also shown 
are the mine workings in the two active seams super
imposed on previous mine workings in (c) the Chalkey 
seam and (d) the Moss seam. (For legend see Fig.
9.3.1).



shown In figure S.5.1b. The pene.s are bounded to the Hu h „ 

shal.ow workings, mined In the last century. FOur of th " “  "  °'d 

.ined during the monitoring period at depths ranging 7
780 m below 0.0. (see Table 5..). Coa, plIl. „  of ^

left between the panels. The roof of the panels oonslsts mainly of7

and sllty mudstone, while the floor consists rostly of mudstone and s a ^  

stone, or mudstone and slJtstone.

The active workings are overlain by previous workings the „

seam (figure 9.5.Id) at a height of about 90 m above the Hams
. . , cne Hams seam level

No working Is present beneath the active panels.

9 . S J _ S p j t l a l  distribution of tremor hyp......

A total of 33 tremors representing 3k* 0f the m ,  , 
t total number occurred

>„ this area. The tremors are plotted |„ Flgure 9 5 2
®  ̂^ show their rAia

tlonshlp with mining and structural geoloov In
yy n the area. Figure 9 c p

plan view, while Figures 9.5 3a flnj . , ♦ • a
w r n  ^  a"d b show vertical sections along profiles

AB and CD respectively. Most of the tremors cluster ad,

workings and wlthln a few tens of „*tres from the active Z u  *

tremors do not concentrate over or under any specific pane, but

located In the pillars left between the panels. Most of the ^

occurred In a particular year are located near the pane,

„ere being m.ned during that year. The two largest tremors l„ t„-

occurred the Wlnghay p,„ar which was left between pane, , »  J  ^

other slk old panels (panels 1-6). Only . few treats are scattered oltslde

the mined area. Three tremors are located to th. west outside the Ilmlt of

the map In figure 9.5.2. These locations could be due to error, or the

co ul d  be located In areas adjacent to old mine worklnos tk ■ ’ ^
f , wordings. The mining opera-

tlons In the Wlnghay and Hams seams may have disturbed th. w ,
rDea the balance of the

existing stress In these old mine workings causino m m
y using rock movements, such as 

roof falls which may have generated small tremor* d *
, i , R°°f collapses may also

t a k e  p la c e  In old mines a f t e r a long period of time .
e as a process of

- 16k -
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Fig. 9.5.2. Map of earth tremor epicentres for tremors which occurred 
In area C. Tremors are located near the active panels 
(dotted ornament) in (a) the Winghay seam and (b) the 
Hams seam. Faults at the surface and at the active seam 
datums are also shown. Also shown are the previous mine 
workings in two adjacent seams; In (c) the Chalkey seam 
and (d) the Moss seam. (For legend see Fig. 9.3.1).
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Fig. 9.5.3. Hypocentre sections (A-B, C-D, Figure 9.5.2) of 
tremors located in area C, showing the position 
of tremor hypocentres with respect to the active 
and old mine workings and to the Apedale and Mill- 
bank faults.



stabilization in the mine (Sell 197c) T.

v , e , n , v  ° f  the w m t a "k » " ' v « ' I T . *  Z T er in the
Apedale fauit. This suggasts shat the «„.bank |§

P ,ays no pant generating the tre^rs, whiie the Apedaie f.ult , 

have affected the occurrence of some of these tr^rs. The (r "

cost.y H e  between depths of 600 a be,™ ,.D. a„d the **'

between the WInghay and Moss seams. * '° V

Figure 9.5.4 is a histogram glvI„g the ouster of earth treTOrs and

the corresponding tota, amount of seismic energy r e ,ease each ,00 d

interval. Host of the tremors, and energy r e ,ease occ a " P‘h
yy »ciease, occurred near the I

of the active mine workings in the Wfnghay seam Th ***
V The avera9e depth of 28

tremors, the total number except for those located at- th
, . at maximum depth

limit (2 km) and those outside the bocndary of the mao If „
i  cne map (Figure 9,5.21

about 397 m below O.D. The depth of the active workings in the Winghay

ranges between 670 m and 780 m. This suggests that
ggests that most of the tremors 

were generated due to the mine workings the w ,ng„ay ^

Figure 9.5.5 shows tremor size, H nloi-, a
’ "L- P 'otted a9ainst the depth from 

No specific relationship between tremor depth and siz

nstrates that most of th. ______ _ * ^  0l,nd' The

0.0
oepth and s iz e  was r„

p i o t  demonstrates that most of the tremors have a loc , 

r a n g i n g  between 0.5 and 2.0. "«gnltude, ,

The d is t r ib u t io n  of the t r e ^ r  foe, with respect to th 

th o io g y , in  p a r t ic u ia r  to the presence of sandstone beds. ^  

Figure 9 -5 .6 .  No obvious re la tio n sh ip  between the fo c i I 0 ' . ’  ^  

p re s e n c e  o f  sandstones could be observed. ° "

9 ^ - 2  l £?P Qra , d is t r ib u t in g ^  an„
TL 1 llcrijy ^Icrnp
The maximum number of tremors ( , ; )  o c c u ^ e T

m u m  number (6) In , 9 7 5 . >976 had the longest record, ’ " "
s 1 recording time and i

o f  the panels were mined during th is  year. The m° St

t io n  o f  the se ism ic events, and the corresponding s e i L r  '
3 ,S '",C el» F S y  r e l ..........
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are shown in Figure 9-5.7. The figure gives stm
. . . . . . .  0ng e v id e " «  f o r  a ca su a l

relationship between mining activity and the occurrence of „
urrence of earth tremors.

■SiLJ--- Hrst .motion analysis of seism?,. ^

Analysis of the P-„ave first not,oca has found that „  treTOrs had 

e mechanism, 12 tremors probably had an implosionai/collapse 

source mechanism, while two tremors were found to have an explosive source

source mechanism ,n this study. However, the reliability of the compres- "

slona, source mechanisms are uncertain since these two events were recorded

on four stations only located within an arc of about ,06° from the treM r

epicentre. They have relatively large magnitude, ^  va,UeS of 2 a„d , . 2

These two tremors could have been no««...,.. . «
been generated by some explosion In the mine

It Is unlikely that they were generated by the breaking of ,
Y tne b re a k in g  o f  ro ck s  in  te n s io n

due to bending, as discussed by Gane et al. (,s52> Sectio„ 3 3 ^

energy released when the rock break tension „  very small compared 

with the energy released compression, since the rock has a compression 

strength ague, to about ten times Its tensile strength („starve,d and 

Dunrud, 1966; Kusznir et al., 1980b).

A composite fault-plane solution was obtained using data from 

tremors (figure 9. 5. W. The nodal plan......determ,„ed. ^

solution indicates movements by norma, faulting. No„e of the nodal planes

match any of the known structures in the area ti, ,
the area. The nodal plane striking

N-S may represent the fault-plane since it is runnirn
5 runn,n9 more or less parallel

to the strike of the small faults encountered at the Winnha
1 tne Winghay seam level.

These faults strike at approximately N 30° w ai^
Y W ‘ A^ternatJvely, it could be

that the solution obtained represents rock movements ai
movements along an unknown under

ground fault or faults. The other ten events havinc a
'ng a shear source mech

anism did not fit the composite solution. Two or
f these events fit more

than one fault-plane solution (Figures 9 5 8c anH n
U ' How ever, th e  f a u l t
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Fig. 9.5.7. H istogram  showing (.) the weekly and (b) the dally distribution of
u® U d the corresPondfng seismic energy release for tremors

which occurred In area C. The shaded area represents th
a shear source mechanism. w,tn



Fig. 3.5 ,8. Upper hemisphere fault-plane solutions for tremors which 

occurred In area C. Each event shows a different fault- 

plane solution, but In (A) a composite fault-plane 

solution was obtained using the data from the nine 

following tremors.

1975 9-3 19-35

1975 10-16 18-38

1976 3-10 13-33

1976 3-25 23-43

1976 4-22 13-16

1976 5-5 15-13

1976 7-19 20-00

1977 5-31 21-03

1977 7-27 17-44

d see Fig. 9.3.12).
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lane solution for all these events (Figure 9.5.8) represent rock movements 

by normal faulting, except six tremors (Figures 9-5.8B, C, D, I and J) 

w hich show movements by reverse faulting. These six tremors may have 

occurred along pre-existing reverse faults, or may have occurred In the 

cof behind the face (in the goaf), in the same mechanism as discussed for 

A. Alternatively, error in observations could have produced this type
A  r® ̂

0 f fault-plane solution.

The tremors having Implosional/collapse source mechanisms most 

obahly occurred in the goaf area, in the same situation as explained for

a However some of these tremors may also have occurred due to the
Area *

failure in compression of some pillars (I.e. pressure bursts).

Finally, ft can be concluded that some of the tremors In Area C had 

shear source mechanism resulting from rock movements along pre-existing 

of weakness due to the re-adjustment of the stresses along these
p 1 anes

„  » result of the mining operations. These tremors are represented 
planes as a resun.

the composite focal mechanism (Figure 9.5.8A). However, most of the 

emors occurred along fracture planes having different orientations. This

„*1- rhat these tremors could have occurred as a result of the failure 
¡„ay suggest tnac m e «

I liars and adjoining rocks in shear along different planes due to of P 1

¡„creasing pressure on these rocks.

The frequency-magnitude relationship in this area follows the

formula2

log1()N = 1.72 - 0.5 9.5.1

s formula was obtained graphically from the frequency-magnitude plot 

c a) There is a linear relationship between the magnitude and
(figure •

equency In the magnitude ranges between 0.5 and 1.75. The tremorsth®

the higher magnitude range do not fit this relationship. This may 

that the rocks have an upper limit for strain energy which cansuggeSt

. _r jt could Just be a statistical error. It is Interesting tobe stored,



/

p U n .  solution for e l ,  these events ( n g ^  $ g

by norma, faulting, except six tremors (figures 9.5 7 ^  ^

which show movements by reverse faulting. Th * * ' ^  ' a"d J)

occurred along pre-existing reverse fault« 656 ^  trem°rS ”** hdVe

roof behind the face (in the goaf) ,n th ’ " ^  ^  °CCUrred r" the
a -'»in the same mechanism as hi

A re a  A. Alternatively, error in nh d'scussed for
Y. error m  observations could have Drorf „ 

of fault-plane solution. Produced this type

The tremors having implosional/col,apse source „

probably occurred in the goaf area |n th sms most
y area, In the same situati

Area A. However, some of these tremors may also h °n “  e>IP'ained f°r
may also have occura

failure In compression of some p l n ars (, due t0 the
5 U.e. pressure bursts)

f-helly, It can be concluded that some of the tremor •

a shear source mechanism resulting f „ „  , ™  Area C hsd
, . , from rock movements along pre-exist'

planes of weakness due to the readjustment of the r S
cut or the stresses alnnn «.u 

planes as a result of the mining operations Th
in6s§ tremors ar̂ »

by the composite focal mechanism (FIgure o q presented
However, most of t-ho

tremors occurred along fracture planes having different orlentat, 

may suggest that these tremors could have occurred as 0"S' ™ *

of lars and adjoining rochs l„ shear along d i f f e r ^  ̂  ^  fa" U-  

Increasing pressure on these rocks.

g.5,4 b-value

The freguency-magnitude relationship ,n this area f „
formula:

iog10N = !*72 - 0.5 M
9.5 1

This formula was obtained graphically from th. <v

(Figure 9.5.9). There Is a linear relationship ^

the frequency In the magnitude ranges between 0.5 and ‘ ^

in the higher magnitude range do not fir »hi 5* ^  tremors
this relationship. This m

s u g g e s t  that the rocks have an upper limit f may
0r strain energy which

be s to re d ,  o r It could just be a statistical » " "
error, it }«. t„.

,s Interesting to
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Fig. 9 .5 .9 . A p lo t showing the frequency-magnitude d is 
tr ib u tio n  for tremors occurring In area C.



note  that the b-value in th is  area | ,  th. ,
5 cne lowest value «

c o a l f ie ld .  Th is may suggest that th is  . « « -e n te re d  In the
® 1*63 is  under hi h

the other areas (Scholz, 19 68) .  Th 9 pressure than
e rocks a lso  could be hard ^

geneous  so su sta in in g  greater stre ss k * and h o m ~
ess before they break ^  •

may e x p la in  why most o f the tremors in th- 9' ’ 1962) • This
S area were o f a shear *

0 _ .  .  u h6ar mechar
9-5-5 Earth tremor aene ra 11 <-*.* .-------------------------------------- — ■ sene rat 1 on m ech anic-

Since the m.ne workings i n the Hams seam are much d

w o rk in g s In the Winghay seam, one night exoect rh eeP"
s ><• expect the workinas •

seam to generate tremors because nf »u the Hams
or the greater pressure

S e c t io n s  2 . 3 , 3 . 2 . 1  and 3 .A .2 . However ,h  • «  «Iscussed l„
uwever, the sp a t ia l d is t r lh

trem o rs suggested that most o f the t r  ° n ° f  the
ne tremors were Generated u

in  the Winghay seam and not the Hams seam V m’ ne W° rk in ss

As we can see from Figures q c i
9 5  9 *5 *1 and 9 . 5 . 3  a l l  the a r t -

th e  Hams seam were mined under previous ® Pane,s ln
H US old workings in the Mr.

av e ra g e  height o f about 90 m above the an Seam at an

seam was extracted e xten sively  without j the N°s s
» ihq pj j a

th e  rocks above and heiow the seam ' * 3 reSU,‘  ° f  « . . .

tu re d  and t h e ir  stre ss  re lie ve d  and ^  h3Ve been fra c ~

g r e a t  a g e n t s  o f ...................... « *  —
yy mis  ind icates that the

seam were d riven  a very relaxed tone. Moreover. ,h er Pane' !  ^

tn g s beneath these panels which can caiIe.  • * 1  ere are no mine work-

s e " m,c a c " w ty> e s p e c u n ' ' ^  • Some s: : e: r r :
o c c u rre d  behind the face in the ooaf ae S C° U d have

yuor as 3  re su lt  Of*
t u r e s  o f  sagging beds in the roof s i .  .  srid f r a c -

’ S ix  tremors occurred on the a
s id e  o f  the Apedale f a u lt .  Five of m, " downthrow

,ve of these tremors had i m
typ e  mechanisms. These tremors could hav« ^  ° S io n a ,/c ° l la p s e

nave occurred due to do
o f  the rocks in  old workings on the downthrow nWard " ° Veme" ts

* of the fa U| t producing a

sm.
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dl la t a t io n a ?  source mechanism . This m u
nis may have occurr

the  readjustm ent of the s t r e «  3S a resu»t of
SS a on9 the fa u lt  due to ^

of pane' 7 of the Hams • - « «  - < =  angIe towards 7  ; dva"“ "3
throw  s id e . A lt e rn a t iv e ly . and TOst proW )|y>  ̂ ! t * «P-

placed the tremors on the downthrow side of the f . J  ,OCat,°" m '9ht haVe

he a c tiv e  mine workings In the Ulnghay seam 

u nd er an e x te n siv e ly  mlned-out area ^  ^  out

o f  about 88 m above the Wlnghay seam le v e l. ^  " *" av<iraSe heigh,

9 . 5 . 1  and 9 .5 .3  the mine workings tha £ * "  ” * fr0m FIS^es

th o se  c a r r ie d  out ,n the Moss seam. giffe re n t " ° t SS « ' « »  as

o f  p i l l a r s  were le f t  In ,he chalkey seam ts " ^  ' rre9U' ar shapeY seam. These p i l l a r s
burden load and therefore were hi u, Pry the °v e r -

® h l9 h ,y stressed . When the
W inghay seam advanced below these Pa"el faCe ln the

cnese pi I Jars, t he abutment
p a n e l (fro n t and fla n k  abutments) end th Pressures of the

' a"d the abutment o re ss ,,^  .
added together causing the pm a r and the the P ' ^ a r

to  f a l l  e ith e r  in shear or fn compression. ^  ^  f r ° nt ^  ^  face

(As explained e a r l ie r ,  the two largest tremors occurr d ■ 

l e f t  between panel 12A and the other s rv ,n the P 'H a r

pillar Is a ls o  common with a sm aller and f S ™ s
° Mer and irre g u la r  sh

th e  C halkey seam. These two tremors occurred In P‘ " ar

o c c u rre d  due to the mining o f pane, whIch was J ' ^  m° St

o f  o ccu rre n ce . As the panel face retreated SE ^  " ’ h1“"' “  * '"»

p re s s u re s  developed, acting apd on bot'h S ' d6 abutme" ‘

w est abutment pressure, which was ** ° f  ^  Pane,‘ The
probably greater than th

ment  p re ssu re , acted on the large p j , , ar . ,  * easte|rn abut-
•eft between the

the six old panels. The greater value of m, Ve paneI and
uc 07 trie western k

due to the mining o f  panel 12A to th» w * * 3 Utm6nt pressure was
u tne west of the two old

and 1 2 ) .  Carman (1965) indicated that th P*ne 8 (panels 1 1
"f<6 s i (j0 «butm

to  a maximum as each consecutive panel r ^  Pressure l ncreases
8 e x tra cted. At th*

the sarr)e time the
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pillar became narrower as the face retread
a. «^treatedsouthwards anHthe stress and strain energy Der ,m U  , * and C0nsequently

9Y Per unit volume increa^w .
When the face o f pane. , »  approached ^

Chalkey pillar, the front and west aid. a # Pr°JeCted Par' of the
St side abutment pressure *

added to the abetment pressure of the Chalkey oil, Pa"*’

very highly stressed zone. The rocks P^^ucing together a

pillars and adjacent rocks failed when the a v e r ^ !  ^  ^

exceeded their strength. The Wlnghay , 6SS of tha P M  lars

5.5. la, Is disturbed by „any small faults t„ fr01" F'9‘"'e

failed along these planes of weakness or , Probably
along „e„ fracture planes).

9 .6_____ Area D

This area lies in Tunstall. The c

through two panels - panels 56 and 57 j  S in this area
iu — c/rfyen ¡n th6 T

depths ranging from 63S m to 690 m below O B  ‘ ^

colliery (see Table S.l). This s e a  *" °perate(i Pr01” w°lstanton

d u r in g  the m onitoring period. The two ac  ̂S6am min6d Srea

sides by extensive oid mine w o r k i n g s ^ !

o f  different widths were left between the two ^  P,,,ars
1 tne two panels and rh

The active panels were driven alona t-h» ° ,d Workln9s.
n9 the seam strike Th

approximately 7° to the SW. Mudstone and silty M s t  ‘ " "  ^  **

the seam while fireclay forms the floor . ^  f0n” tl,e roof of
'•«or. A general section

c o a l seam (Figure 9.6.1a) shows that a thf c r°U9h the
nac 3 thin band of shale h

o f  abou t 12.5 cm is in terbedded within m  9V 09 3 t,1,ckness
11n tne coal. At the

seam is disturbed by minor faults tk S6am *eve*» the
ts. These faults have •

less than one metre and dip mostly to the su u *'mUm thr°WS °f
* however to t-i-.

the active panels, faults having throws of as much ' southwest of

These faults extend approximately parallel /  35 ^

and d ip  in both NE and SW directions. 6 istr'ke faults)
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Fig. 9.6.1. The layouts of the mine workings in area D showing (a) the mine workings in the 
Ten Feet seam including the two active panels (dotted ornament) together with 
faults at the surface and at the seam datum. Also shown is a general geological 
section through the Ten Feet seam. Ten Feet seam workings are also shown together 
with previous adjacent workings in (b) the Holly Lane and Hardmine seams and (c) 
the Moss seam. (For legend see Fig. 9.6.3).



The active workings are underlain bv nr. ,

Holly Lane and Harden. seams (Figure 3.6.1b, at d Z h T T !  " "

84 m respectively below the Ten Feet seam level Th “ ' °Ut 6' " a"d 

old workings the boss seam (Figure 3.6.1* M  . ¿ " J ' ”  " " " "  »

165 m above the Ten Feet level. PPr°ximately

9*6._l Spatial dlstrlhutIon of tremor hyr......

“  tre”°rS (22'M  °f '■* “ *•> occurred this area Th 
are plotted In Figure 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 to m ,„ .  ’ e treTOrs

recent and previous mine workings and with the 7 1 ^  ^ T o T r ^

section showing the position
the tremor Foe, along the proFlles * .  CO and EF of Figure 3 « , (,

parallel and perpendicular ,o the advancing Faces oF panels 5/and s j o f  

the Ten Feet seam). The tremors cluster
. A a. Jacent to the mine workings but

they do not concentrate immediately over or unH
X over or under any of the active Dan«i

The tremors are displaced to the west ^  Panels.
west and southwest of the panels. This

displacement oF .tenors could be tea,, or again It could be caused bv

systematic location errors, especially since the area ,ocated w e „  out.

side the S.O.T. seismic network. Ffaure o e. o .
F '9Ure 3.6.3 shows that the tremor hypo-

centres are located well away from am/ yp
Th| " °f ,he « P P I  faults In the

area. This suggests that these Faults have no eFFect generating ^

tremors. The tremor Foe, H e  predominately between depths of 700 m and 
ZOO m below O.D. and

f-oure 3.8.4 Is a Histogram show.ng

3nd ^  C° rreSPOrid'n9 Se'Sm,C • «curring each „
depth interval. The maximum number of tremors occurred in the

val between 500 m and 600 m below 0.0.. while m  6 Int6r’
* the m^imum amount of enar

was released In the depth Interval between 400 n and 50Q m , 97
na puu m below 0 D t h

relationship between the tremor s iz e  M .. ‘ * e
' L> the deP ^  ^  shown in
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Fig. 9*6.2. Map of earth tremor epicentres for tremors occurring In area D during the mining of 
panels 56 and 57 of the Ten Feet seam. Tremors are located W-SW of the active 
panels In (a) the Ten Feet seam. Major faults at the surface are also shown. Ten 
Feet seam workings are also shown together with previous adjacent workings In 
(b) The Holly Lane (H.L.) and Hardmlne (H.M.) seams, and (c) the Moss seam.
(For legend see Fig. 9.3.1).

t



Fig. 9*6.3. Hypocentre sections (A-B, C-D, E-F, Figure 9.6.2) 
of tremors located in area D, showing the position 
of tremor hypocentres with respect to the active 
and old mine workings and to the major faults in 
the area.



DEPTH (KM)

Fig. 9.6.4. A plot showing the number of tremors and the corresponding seismic 
energy release occurring within each 100 m depth Interval in area D. 
The depth ranges of the active mine workings in the Ten Feet (TEN FT.) 
seam is also shown. The shaded area represents tremors with a shear 
source origin.
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p lgure 9.6.5. No specific relationship can be obtained. but the p1ot shows 

that most of the tremors have a local magnitude, ^  ra„g,„g ^  # ? 

and ..5. However, the figure shows that the two largest trends are 

lo c a te d  at relatively shallow depths.

The tremor foci are plotted In Figure 9.6.6 to show their relation 

ship with the presence o, sandstone beds. Unfortunate,y, the borehole data 

for the lithological succession above the htoss seam „ot available ^  

definite conclusions about the relationship between the occurrence of earth 

tremors and the presence of sandstone strata could not be reached.

Dates of occurrence of earth tremors (Appendix 2) Indicate that 

three tremors occurred In .975 during the mining of panel 56 and before 

panel 57 was opened. The other ,9 tremors occurred more than five months 

after panel 56 had finished production, and during the working life of 

panel 57. This suggests that al, or most of these ,9 tremors occurred 

as a result of the mine workings In panel 57.

Figure 9.6.7 Is a plot showing the position of earth tremors with 

respect to the position of the working face of panel 57 a. the time of 

occurrence. Figure 9.6.7a Is a plan view, „„I,. Figuce 9.6.7b gives a 

vertical section. The figure shows that nearly all the tremors are located 

behind the face, forming more or less a line running at about Ao° SW of the 

face and lying predominately at the face level. Some of the tremors are 

! oca ted more than 1800 m behind the face. However, the location resolution 

Is insufficient to confirm this. The figure also shows that the largest 

tremor occurred a few metres behind the face at a height of less than k50 m 

the face level. This may explain why there were no reports of rockabove

bursts In the mine.

The position of the tremor epicentres and the position of the work-

e of Danel 57 as It advanced along the panel Is shown In Figure 
Ing *ace v

g 6 8 The positions of the old mine workings In the other adjacent seams

-  1 7 2  -
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Figure 9.6.5. Plot of tremor depth against local magnitude,
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Figure 9.6.7. Plots showing the positions of tremor hypocentres 
with respect to the position of the working face 
at the time of occurrence, for tremors occurring* 
during the mining of panel 57 In area D.

(a) Plan view.
(b) Vertical section perpendicular to the

coal face.
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■ 3  ̂ p]0t of the horizontal position of tremor epicentres 
projected onto the line of face advance and measured 
from the start of the panel, against distance advanced 
by the face for tremors occurring during the mining of 
panel 57 In area 0. The diagonal dashed line corres
ponds to the line on which tremors would plot if they 
occurred on the face 57. The regions where the face 57 
lies below previous Moss or above Holly Lane and Hard- 
mine seam workings are also shown.



are also shown. The plot shows that the tremor

face. The seismic activity did not start until ^

tance of about 290 m. Before this distance only two t r l ^  ^  ^
' trsniors occun*ori

These two tremors most probably occurred d„e „  ^  '

the, could have occurred the southern p , „ ar ,eft » *  "  .

an old pane, (see Figure 9.6.1a). After #f ^  ^

the seismic activity sudd«,, ,„crease,. Thls sltuatIo„ „

“ hen tremor site, hL, and the energy release are ! * e W d e '’t

advancing face (Figure 9.6 9) The fl ” °Ued aSa'"St *"*
9-6.9). The figure shows that „hen the face had

moved a distance of 290 .. a small tremor occurred. When the f

2 , m further (at a distance of 31, m from the start) the I ^  ‘ Va"Ced
scart; the largest tremor

during the mining of this panel occurred and had a local magnitude, M of

approximately 2.1. After the occurrence of this trenor the face ad

a distance of about 39 m (350 m from the start) with t w
start; without the occurrence or 

a single tremor. Then the tremors became nor r
„  . , became more frequent but generally

smaller In size. 7

The depth of the tremor foci as the face ^

is shown in Figure 9.6.10. The depthsof the active i ^
t've and old workinqs are

also shown. The figure shows that most of the tremors lie at an
, 1 *“ st an averaae

height of about 50 m above the pane, lave, (approximately at an av

depth of about 615 m below 0.0.). a few erS9e
, , , ,  A few tremors occurred at a higher level
(approximately at an average depth of about 330 » below o D ) n ,

,uwv).u.;. Only three
tremors occurred below the pane 1 level.

¿ ¿ 6 . 2  Tempore I d,.tr, but Ion ¡ 1 ^ ^ , ..............

The maximum number of tremors occurred during ,9 7, Th,
. . s -'//• inis coinciHec

"'th the «'Taction of pane, 57 which started production , ,
tk , * 0n n SePtemher 1976
The distribution of the seismic events and the e=
- , 0 the corresponding total

amount of energy release throughout the weeb and throughout the d

shown In Figure 9.6.11. The figure demonstrates a verv c  ^  ^
very close relationship
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9 6.9. Plots of (a) tremor magnitude, M, , and (b) seismic 
Fig» • * Cnergy release, against the distance advanced by the 

face for tremors occurring during the mining of panel 
57 In area D. The regions where the panel face lies 
below or above previous workings In the Moss, Holly 
Lane and Hard Mine seams are also shown.
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FI ure 9.6.10. Plot of tremor depth against the distance 
F ^ ’ advanced by the face for tremors occurring

during the mining of panel 57 In area D.
The position of mine workings In panel 57 of 
the Ten Feet seam and previous workings In 
the Moss, Holly Lane (H.L.) and Hard mine 
seams are also shown.
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betWCe" * *  0f tha »'"'"9 activities and the „
tremors. ccurrence of the earth

--- -■r*t ro,tlon a"a'vs'a of r h ,

First motions analysis „as show„ t(wt
/ seven 6V6ntc l .j

source mechanism, while the other ic * d 3 shear

col.apse source mechanisms. So<K of £ J ;i*r:sT ^
azimuth and epicentre! distances with respect to this ^

determination of the mechanism of some tremors , *’ the PreC'Se
tremors impossible. |t u

prising to find that most of the tremors in SUr"
tremors fn this area had a co,,ary

mechanism since the roof condition of pane, 57 was very had r " *
of the mining reports (the deputy's reports) d l . Xan,"’atl°''

ShOWed tha‘ ........ - - y  F00f breaks and r Z  T u Z Z ” ' ' ' 1 ^  ^  ”

A composite fault-plane solution using f  data f l Z Z ^

tremors was obtained (Figure 9 .6. J2A) tk
A ) ' The other shear events Hiw

this solution. The fault-plane solutions for these other ........^

shown ,n Figures 3.6.,3 S > c > 0 a n d E -

SU93eSt ,hat tha Pernors occurred on a number of d,p-s„  , S°"“ '°"5

,n different orientations. „  dlffIctlIt to ^

planes represent the fault plane, but It Is assumed
«5 assumed that the now-.! i

striking to the .represent the fault plan..... .. they ^

g e n er a , trend of the surface faults and the „unerous small faults

tered at the seam level. Two tremors (Figurea 3.6.,2e and C) sh

fault-plane solutions. This could be due to errors e b s e r v a j  T 7

could represent shear movements, which occurred in *u ’ ^  ^
u,rea *n the roof of th

th e  bedding planes due to the effect of roof bed * 3,0,19

Area A). Alternatively, they could represent mover,!«"3 Z  ^

reverse faults. a'°n9 Pre-ezlstlng

-  1 7 4  "



Fla 9.6.12. Upper hemisphere fault-plane solutions for tremors which 
9 ’ * occurred In area D. Dashed lines represent alternative

solutions. In (A) a composite fault-plane solution was 
obtained from three tremors. In (D) the fault-plane 
solution can be interpreted as representing movements 
by either normal o r reverse faulting. (For legend see 
Fig. 9.3.12).



9 .6 . A b-value

The frequency-magnftude relationship „

formula: 'S araa f”" «  the

'<=9,0 N = 2.32 - 1.64 „
1 9.6.1

This formula was obtained graphically from the frequency.ma ,

Figure 9.6.13. There Is a linear re] ^  ^  P,0t
linear relationship between logN and M r .

magnitude range between 1.1 and 1 6 Th L " the
The tremors having a magnitude

greater than 1.6 do not fit this linear relationship. This f, pro

b a M y  dUe ‘° '"SUff,C,e"t * * “ * '« -  -  to a sudden chan e ;n
the state of the applied attest the area (as discussed for .tea *

The b-value in this ar.a i. l . '*
area Is the highest value encountered in the 

coalfield. This may suggest that he
98 that the exte™ '  0PP"ed stress thl,

Is low er than the other areas (see Section 7 /vsee sections 7.4 and 9.5 h) lt
. .. . it may also

suggest that the rocks In this area are less he ™
ess homogeneous than the other

areas. T h is  could cause the  s t r e s s  +n ^
ess «  concentrate locally, !„ co„tras,

uniform distribution of the stress, resulting l„ ,uitmg in frequent rock breaks 
producing small tremors (since the trenor site depends not only on the

stress but also on the volume of rocks that fall). Tha d

mining reports for pane, 57 Indicated the, the roof condition was very bad

and that a lot of coal and dirt fell fr„m «... X
1 r e n  f r °m the panel roof t l ,, , H roof. This may Indicate

that the rocks were heterogeneous and could not withstand high stress

se q u e n tly breaking and falling more often, so rel.asl ’ C°n’
... n9 small amounts of

energy which appeared as small tremors.

___ Earth tremor generation mechanism.

The spatial and temporal distributions of the tremors Indl

79 trem ors occu rred  due to the mining of panel 57 h M  ^  ^
* w e three tremors

occurred as a result of mining panel 56 if t
S not surprfs!ng to see that

panel 57 generated a large number of tremors

F W 3 -6- ' - d  3.6.3a show

-  1 7 5  -



F| 9.6.13. A plot showing the frequency-magnitude dls- 
9 * * * tributton for tremors occurring In area 0.



that panel 57 advanced below a long coal p,Mar hav,

* 80 -  e - - — « a he,ght o f : : :  r r approx"

This pillar ,s a rectangular for™ Pounded on three sld Pa”e ' ^

areas (a peninsula abutment). At the saM  the '*

a much wider coa, p , „ ar of about ,20 . width ,ef, ™

at a depth of aPp r o „ t e , y 6, m below the pane,. ThIs

,ts northern par,. This ls because to the east side of the pIllar th 

Ho, I, lane sea* was sorbed by the room and p , „ 3r ^ d  ’

irregular shaped mined out area. The „ o „ y La„e pI1I„  ^  ^

eastern side by deeper workings In the Ha,d„,
a» in tne Hardmlne seam at a denth or l

8k m below the Ten Feet level (| e «  , K , 8b°ut
l I-e . 22 n, below the Holly Lane level) ts

two pillars over and under the path that the Face of pane, 57 pass

In the panel Face advancing In a very stres a ’ resulted
very stressed region due to the con

centration oF the overburden strata pressure on «,
p «sure on these two pillars Thu 

situation ,s Illustrated dlagra^atlca,ly In F,gures ' 5

th e  Face ad d Some distance ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ ^

9.6.15, a high pressure tone was developed In the solid r
of the Face (Front abutment pressure). The front b "  ^  ^

superimposed on the pillar abutments and a very h, h Ut”ent PreSS“re W"  

front of the face, particularly at th
, P  at tie corners for^d by the Inter

section the vertical plane the Face and the sides of the plllars. A

a result f tl',S' the rocks ahead of the face, particularly at the corners 
of the plllars, stored a large amount of strain

u, , e"er9y> "h" o  small amounts
of energy dissipated non-vlolently. At this stage th. r ,

stage the coal strength was
s t i l l  h ig h e r than the pressure s tre n g th , hence the coal did

tne coal did not fan. ,
the face advanced further, the stress distribution l„ ,he solId k

, . s solid abutment
changed by virtue of mining and anisotropy of the

ocks. At a point, say
B, where the three maximum pressures Interact con«*

. structlvely, a condition
arose where the stress exceeded that which th* (

the rocks could withstand.
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Fig. 9.6.11*. Diagrammatic section parallel to face 57 of the Ten Feet seam In area D showing 
the distribution of stresses around the panel face due to the presence of pillars 
In previous mine workings above and below the panel, In the Moss, Holly Lane and 
Hard mine seams. The stress Is concentrated on pillars while the broken ground 
above and below the extracted region Is de-stressed.
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Fig- 9-6

8 *-------- A
PANEL 57 ,  TEN FEET SEAM
(b)

(/> iA Ui (T *- (/>
C . L . P

H O L L Y  L A N E  P I L L A R

(a)

15. Diagrams illustrating the distribution of strata pressure 
along (a) the Holly Lane seam pillar, (b) panel 57 of the 
Ten Feet seam, (c) the Moss seam pillar, (d) the resultant 
stress due to adding constructively the maximum stresses in 
diagrams a, b and c, and (e) across the Moss and Holly Lane 
(H.L.) pillars. The position of the peak resultant pressure 

was shifted 39 m deeper Inside the solid rocks as a result of 
the occurrence of event 1977 2-18 10-1»?, the largest tremor 
which occurred during the mining of panel 57.



Consequent ly, the rocks feiied sudden,y ceusing . viole„t . f
a violent release of a

stored strain energy so appearing as a strong tremor 

Ven Proctor ,W 8 , quoted Se,eTOn < „ * ,  who ,ndicated ^  ^  ^

be a stress chenge trigg......... . and there must ^  ,

amounts .f strain energy stored the rock the vicinity „here the

event is triggered. C,early. seismic events ere isost iikeiy to he

initiated in the vicinity of moving faces".

As indicated earl ier tho _
largest tremor occurred „hen the face had

advanced a distance of 311 m. As a result of this lame r 
, . 0 arge trem°r the rocks
fractured some distance ahead of the face and could not store I

of strain energy. Hence, the position of the m • 3r9e amounts
the maximum pressure shifted

deeper Inside the solid rocks as illustrated in Figure 9.6.15. This

explains why after the occurrence of this iar *
this largest tremor the panel face

moved a further distance of 39 m wtthAllf
without a single tremor occurring. As

the face advanced further (beyond 390 ml if
yona 350 m) ,t approached the end of the

pillar left in the Moss seam, and at the.
tHe S3me t?me c a c h e d  the narrowing 

part of the Holly Lane pillar. This sitnats« »
8 Sltuat'°" ">ay have led the coal in 

these parts, particularly in the Moss pillar to h.
f , t P ^  t0 burst compression (as

explained by Phillips, 1944-45 in Section 3 2 il c
*1J* so causing the release

of small amounts Of energy appearing as small tremors. If the face ^

advanced further than *55 m (Its position at the end of a
end of Au9ust 1977) one

would have expected to see the tremor frequency and th„i
quency and their magnitude reduced

significantly due to the complete destruction of the
°r the coaI> Particularly in

the Moss pi Ilar. 1

Pane, 56. on the other hand, was driven Mediately under a pre. 

vlously mined out pane, the h,ss seam at a height of approximately ,65 . 

above panel 56 level (see Figures 9.6.,c and 9.6.3b). ho piilar „as left 

,n the Moss seam workings over pane, 5 6. and no mine workings present 

beneath the panel, I .e. the panel was driven in a relatf j
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region. Hence it is not surprising to see that •9 see that the mine workings in this

panel generated only a fee tremora, though one of these tremorcnese tremors was very

large and reached a magnitude, «L, of approximately 2.3 (the ,ar9est tramor 

,n this area). These tremors most probably occurred some distance after 

the panel face had emerged from beneath the southern boundary of the mined 

o u t  panel in the Moss seam. after the face had advanced a distance of

about 316 m (see Figures 9.6.1c and 9.6.3c). At tht* *oc/. At this point the panel face

is about 200 m from another old mined out area in tho *area m  the same seam (Ten Feet

seam) to the south of the panel. Therefore, a very large abutment pressure 

developed in front of panel 56 face. The front abutment pressure of the 

panel (dynamic abutment) and the pre-existing abutment pressure (static 

abutment) In the southern border of the Hoss panel were superimposed, forming 

together a very highly stressed zone. This change In the pressure state ' 

could have occurred rapidly once the face had approached the southern end 

of the doss panel. This relatively sudden change In the pressure may have 

,ed the rocks ahead of the panel face to fai, suddenly causing a violent 

release of a large amount of strain energy „h,ch appeared as a strong

tremor.

The above interpretation both panels 56 and 57 has assumed that 

the earth tremors occurred the solid rocks ahead of the panel and pillar 

faces. But as already discussed in Section 9.6.1. most of the tremors were 

located behind the face. This is assumed to be an error in location. How- 

ever, some tremors may have occurred behind the face (in the goaf) as a 

result of roof sagging and caving. the same way as discussed for Area A.

Area E

This area lies around Chesterton. Four coal seams were mined In

h »s area during the seismic monitoring period from two collieries (see

q 1)# The seams were mined using the room and pillar technique (see 
Tabl6 ?• > ’

The area was also mined previously in many other seams. MostChapter o/.
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of the mining fn this area was carried out at shallout at shallow depth. The tope-

9raPby tMS ......... •'»“* '»• - -  » 5  - above o.D The
area I. blsturbeb by many surface f.ulti as sh0(m ^

The seams dip at ang.es ranging between .5° to more than «0° SE at the 

eastern flank of the Staffordshire anticline Th- *, . nt c ne. The four active seams are-

0 ). The Cannel Row seam: A sea., area of about 0.025 km2 Kas 

mined in this seam from the hew High Carr coiiiery at depths ranging between 

60 m and T37 m above O.D. as shown in Tabie 9.i. The active workings are 

bounded to the south by workings from the first half of this century a 

shown in Figure 9.7.ia. The roofs in these oid workings have caved The 

workings In this seam during the monitoring period consisted of the drivi 

of roadways oniy. ,saving iarge p,liars between them. These piiiars were 

not extracted for technical reasons. No supports (barrels) were left In 

these workings since there was no extensive extraction. The workings stop 

pad in downdip due to the reaching of the water table. The thickness of 

the seam is about 1 m. A genera, geoiogica. section through the coa, seam 

(Figure 9.7.,a) shoss that canne. (iight bituminous coal) and ironstone 

form the roof whiie the fioor is composed of fireclay. The active workings 

are overlain by previous workings many seams at different heights above 

the Cannei Row seam. No working Is present under the active workings. The 

active workings are bounded on the NE side by a fault a, the seam level 

dipping to the SW*

—  The W 'nghay Se^  The «■>'. seam was mined in 1975

and , 976 from two collieries in the area; the New High Carr coiliery and 

the Wedgwood coiiiery. The workings from the New High Carr coiiiery were 

carried out at depths ranglngbetween about 60 m and 100 m above O.D.. and 

consisted of the driving of a few roadways only without pillar extract^

as shown In Figure 9-7.lb. However, the workings In thl.a* >n this seam from the

Wedgwood colliery which were carried out at depths *H ranging from ko m below
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the Cannel Row seam, (b) the Winghay seam and (c) 
the Rowhurst and Hams seams.



O.D. to 160 m above 0.0. consisted of dr,'vino roan

.. . , =*tracted from areas having
d intensions as large as 150 . , 9 D , ^ 2. 9vu.ui Km xhe roof .
not allowed to cave In, Instead It was 3°af "as
, rh „  supported by 1,5 gallon oil barrels
Csee Chapter 6). the active workings are sorrowed by evens,ve workings

which have been mined since the early The seam „  „

to the SW. The thickness of the mined coa, Is about , s . .
ut 1 o  m. a general

geological section in the seam (Figure 9 7 1M  c,
gure 9.7.1b) shows that the roof fs

composed of shale while the floor Is composed of flreclav re
ir e c ia y . The section

also reveals that three very thin bands of dirt with a
Maximum thickness of

5 cm are fnterbedded in the coal seam tko
* aCtive workIn9s are overlain 

and underlain by previous workings in other seams at
seams at different distances

from the Winghay seam level.

ilill The Rowhurst seam, A very small area of less than 0.03 km9

was m.ned In this seam from the W e d g e d  colliery during m n ,

period a. depths ranging between 80 m and ,20 m ,bove The m|n|n

started In September , 9 7 6  and consisted of the drlvinn „« „ ^
ne ariving of roadways only

without pl.lar extraction as shown F,gUre 9.7.1c. The thickness of the

worked seam Is about 2.1 m. A very hard shale (Rock binds) forms the roof

while the floor Is soft and composed of fireclav a

/e l , y* A 9eneral section through
the seam (figure 9.7.1c) shows that a band 0, dirt having . thlckne55 of

about *3 cm Is Interbedded wlthln the seam. N|„or ftuIt, d,pp,n3 ^  ^

NE and SW were found at the seam level. The active workings are overlain 

and underlain by previous workings In .............. dlffere„t „

from the Rowhurst seam level.

. S!y), The Hams seam: A small area of about 1 . , , !
j , ut 0-°3 km was mined In

this seam during the monitoring period from the Wedgwood colliery at a

depth of about 100 m to 158 m above O.D. as shown In Tabl o ,
°D* ® 3*1 and
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F ig u r e  9.7.1c. The thickness of the worked coal Is about 1.5 m. The roof 

of the active workings consists mainly of mudstone and silty-mudstone, 

while the floor consists mostly of mudstone and sandstone, or mudstone and 

slltstone. The seam Is disturbed by numerous small faults at the seam 

level, dipping mostly to the east and south-east.

q.7.1 Spatial distribution of tremor hypocentres

Thirteen tremors (13% of the total) occurred in this area. These 

tremors are plotted in Figure 9.7.2 to show their relationship with the 

mine workings and structural geology. The tremors are located near the 

active mine workings but they do not concentrate over or under any specific 

active mining area. Instead the tremors are scattered over a large area 

and one tremor is located outside the boundary of the map In figure 9.7.2. 

Most of the tremors can be seen to be located between the major faults In 

the area, in particular between the High Carr and Stoke faults. This could 

be coincidental or due to poor location, or it could be the faults played 

a role In generating these tremors. As we can see from Figure A.2.1, the 

area Is located outside the boundary of the seismic network and without a 

we11 known seismic velocity structure in the area it Is difficult to obtain 

accurate location. Figure 9-7.3 gives the vertical distribution of tremor 

hypocentres. The figure was drawn along the profiles AB and CD of Figure 

9.7.2. The depths of the active mine workings are also marked In these 

sections. Figure 9-7.3a shows that most of the events are concentrated

a d j a c e n t to the Chatterley and Stoke faults. The tremor foci lie predomi-

nately between the depth of 700 m below O.D. and th* c cand the surface, only two

e v e n ts  were located at a deeper le v e l.
The vertical distribution of the tremor fool a„a ...* and the correspondíng

amount of energy release, within each 100 m depth interval are

Figure 9-7-4. No prominent depth of seismic actlvn-v, . °Vlty can be seen, however,

most of the energy was released near the surfers»surface. Figure 9.7 .5 Is a plot
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Fig. 9.7.2. Map of earth tremor epicentres for tremors which 
occurred in area E. Tremors are located near the 
active mine workings but mostly along the major 
surface faults. (For legend see Fig. 9.7.1).
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Fig. 9.7-3. Hypocentre sections (A-B, C-D, Figure 9.7.2) of 
tremors located in area E, showing the position 
of tremor hypocentres with respect to the active 
and old mine workings and to the major faults in 
the area.



Fig. 9.7.^. A plot showing the number of tremors and the corresponding seismic 
energy release occurring within each 100 m depth interval in area E. 
The depth ranges of the active mine workings in the Cannel Row (CR), 
Winghay (WING), Rowhurst (RH) and Hams seams are also shown. The 
shaded area represents tremors with a shear source origin.
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The relationship between the tremor foci location and the presence 

of sandstone beds In the coal measures could not be determined since there 

are no boreholes In this area.

s h o w i n g  the tremor size, ML. against the depth from O.D. No relationship

between depth and tremor size has been found.

q -7»2 Temporal distribution of tremors and seismic energy release

The maximum number of tremors (8) occurred in 1977, four in 1976 

and only one tremor was recorded during the four months' monitoring period 

jn 1975. Table 9.1 shows that In I977 there was no mining activity in the 

Winghay seam. This may suggest that the seismic activity which occurred 

In 1977 was probably not associated with mining in the Winghay seam, or 

more probably the effect of the mining in this seam on the occurrence of 

earth tremors continued into 1977, one year after the mining in this seam 

had stopped.

The weekly distribution of the seismic events (Figure 9.7.63(1)) 

does not show a clear relationship between mining and seismic activity. 

However, F igure 9.7.6a(ii), which gives the weekly distribution of the 

seismic energy release shows that the maximum amounts of energy were 

released on Sundays and Fridays. The occurrence of a peak on Sunday is 

due to the occurrence of the largest event found In this study which occur

red on Sunday (see Section 8.3.2). Without this event the peak would be 

on a Friday. The daily distribution of the seismic events and the cor

r e s p o n d s  amounts of energy release are shown in Figure 9.7.6b. The 

figure shows that the peak of the energy release occurred during the 

second working shift, which may suggest that a relationship exists between 

the mine workings and the occurrence of earth tremors.

First motion analysis of seismic data

Analysis of the P-wave first motions has shown that 11 tremors had
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The relationship between the tremor foci location and the presence 

of sandstone beds In the coal measures could not be determined since there 

are no boreholes in this area.

Q-7.2 Temporal distribution of tremors and seismic energy release

The maximum number of tremors (8) occurred in 1977* four in 1976, 

and only one tremor was recorded during the four months' monitoring period 

in 1975* Table 9.1 shows that In 1977 there was no mining activity in the 

Winghay seam. This may suggest that the seismic activity which occurred 

in 1977 was probably not associated with mining in the Winghay seam, or 

more probably the effect of the mining in this seam on the occurrence of 

earth tremors continued into 1977, one year after the mining in this seam 

had stopped.

The weekly distribution of the seismic events (Figure 9.7.6a(l)) 

does not show a clear relationship between mining and seismic activity. 

However, Figure 9.7-6a(ii)» which gives the weekly distribution of the 

seismic energy release shows that the maximum amounts of energy were 

released on Sundays and Fridays. The occurrence of a peak on Sunday is 

due to the occurrence of the largest event found in this study which occur

red on Sunday (see Section 8.3.2). Without this event the peak would be 

on a Friday. The dally distribution of the seismic events and the cor

responding amounts of energy release are shown in Figure 9.7.6b. The 

figure shows that the peak of the energy release occurred during the 

second working shift, which may suggest that a relationship exists between 

the mine workings and the occurrence of earth tremors.

0.7.3 First motion analysis of seismic data

Analysis of the P-wave first motions has shown that 11 tremors had

showing the tremor size, ML, against the depth from O.D. No relationship

between depth and tremor size has been found.
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Fig. 9.7.6. Histograms showing (a) the weekly and (b) the dally distribution of tremors and 
the corresponding seismic energy release for tremors which occurred in area E.
The shaded area represents tremors with a shear source mechanism. The dashed line 
in Fig.a (ii) represents the amount of energy release on Sundays if the seismic 
energy released by event 1976 10-31 15-^7 Is subtracted.



^  shear source mechanism while the other two could have had an Implosional/ 

collapse source mechanism. A composite fault-plane solution using the 

*data from six shear events was obtained (Figure 9.7.7A). The composite 

■focal mechanism is well determined, and the consistency of the first 

»notions on the focal plot substantiates that the tremors share a similar 

»nechanism. The solution Indicates movements by normal faulting. The nodal 

folane striking N 80° W with a dip of 50° to the SW is considered to be the 

Tault-plane since it agrees reasonably well with the N 55° W strike of the 

Chatterley and other parallel faults in the area (see Figure 9.7.1). The 

^dips of these faults were estimated to be between 50° and 70° SW (N.C.B. 

forivate communication). Event 1976 9-11 07-28, however, did not fit the 

composite solution, but Its fault-plane solution (Figure 9.7.7D) shows 

that it has the same nodal plane chosen as the fault-plane in the composite 

solution. Another composite fault-plane solution was obtained (Figure 

^.7.7B) using the data from three events located on the upthrow side of a 

Tault striking N 42° W and dipping to the SW as shown in Figure 9.7.2.

'"The solution represents movements by normal faulting. The nodal plane 

striking N 3^° W with a dip of 82° to the SW was consequently considered 

be the fault plane. One tremor (Figure 9-7.7C) shows a reverse fault- 

fclane solution. This could be due to error in observation, or It could 

represent movements along a pre-existing underground reverse fault.

■J53.7«** b-value

The frequency-magnitude distribution of the tremors in this area 

follows the formula:

lo g 1q N = 1.66 -  0 .7

"the constants in this formula were determined from Figure 9.7.8. The 

■figure shows a linear relationship between logN and in the magnitude 

ranges between 1.0 and 1.5*
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Fig. 9.7.7* Upper hemisphere fault-plane solutions for tremors
which occurred In area E. Two composite fault-plane 
solutions are shown.

(A) A composite fault-plane solution obtained from 
events :

1976 6-4 10-29, 1976 10-31 15-^7
1977 2-15 01-03, 1977 2-25 00-49 
1977 3-8 04-06, 1977 4-28 19-27

(B) A composite fault-plane solution obtained from 
events:

1977 1-19 03-49, 1977 5-8 00-34 
1977 6-14 01-53

(For legend see Fig. 9.3.12).
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Fig. 9.7.8. A plot showing the frequency-magnitude dis
tribution for tremors occurring In area E.



The value of b In this area Is the second smallest b value In the 

coalfield, after Area C. This may suggest that the area was under high 

stress or the rocks more homogeneous, as discussed In Section 7.H. However, 

the above b value Is not well determined since only a few events were 

aval 1 able.

9.7.5 Earth tremor generation mechanisms

In order to determine the earth tremor generation mechanisms It Is 

useful to determine first which of the four seams generated the tremors.

The mine workings In the Hams seam, Cannel Row seam and the WJnghay seam, 

which was mined from the New High Carr colliery, consisted of the driving 

of roadways only leaving large pillars between them. These pillars were 

not extracted. There were no reports of any pillar crushing, roof falls 

or floor heaves in these workings. Therefore, the mine workings in these 

three seams are unlikely to have caused earth tremor generation. The mine 

workings in the Rowhurst seam started in September 1976 and also consisted 

of the driving of roadways only without pillar extraction, but the mine 

reports show that floor heavlngs, pillar crushing and roof breaking occurred 

during the working of this seam. The mine reports also Indicated that pillar 

crushing and roof breaking occurred in the Winghay seam, which was mined 

from the Wedgwood colliery. Therefore, the mine workings In the Winghay 

and Rowhurst seams were probably responsible for generating earth tremors 

in this area.

The mice workings In the Winghay seam, which were carried out from 

the Wedgwood colliery, consisted of the driving of roadways and pillar 

extraction. The roof and floor « r e  strong and there was no floor heaving. 

During the driving of the roadways there was no roof sagging or any pres

sure problems. However, weight problems started when a large area had been 

extracted. The roof In the extracted area was not allowed to cave In.

Instead It was supported by barrels filled with waste. The extraction
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o f  a la r g e  a re a  r e s u lt e d  In th e  r o o f  c o n v e rg in g ,  th ro w in g  most o f  I t s  

w e ig h t  o n to  th e  s u p p o r ts  and o n to  th e  re m a in in g  p i l l a r s .  The In c re a se  In 

p r e s s u re  on s u p p o r ts  and p i l l a r s  o c c u r re d  su d d e n ly  and som etim es o v e rn ig h t  

c a u s in g  th e  s u p p o r ts  and th e  p i l l a r s  to  b re ak  a lo n g  t h e i r  e d g e s . The 

ro c k s  c o n t in u e d  to  f a l l  from  th e  p i l l a r  s id e s  u n t i l  th e y  w ere  f i n a l l y  com

p l e t e l y  c ru sh e d . When th e  p i l l a r s  and s u p p o r ts  c ru s h e d ,  r o o f  f a l l s  

o c c u r r e d .

The m ine w o rk in g s  In th e  Row hurst seam c o n s is t e d  o f  th e  d r iv in g  o f  

roadways o n ly .  The f l o o r  o f  t h i s  seam was v e ry  s o f t  ( f i r e c l a y )  w h i le  th e  

r o o f  was s t ro n g .  The re  w ere  r e p o r t s  o f  p i l l a r s  p u n ch in g  th rou g h  th e  s o f t  

la y e r  fo rm in g  th e  f l o o r  c a u s in g  f l o o r  heaves w h ich  som etim es tended  to  

c lo s e  th e  roadw ays. A ls o ,  th e  t h i c k  d i r t  band p re s e n t  In  t h i s  seam squeezed  

o u t  a lo n g  th e  p i l l a r  s id e s  c a u s in g  th e  p i l l a r s  to  s w e l l  and to  have th e  

shape  o f  a b a r r e l .  As a r e s u l t  o f  t h i s  th e  co a l p e e le d  o f f  from  th e  p i l l a r  

s id e s  and c o n se q u e n t ly  th e  p i l l a r s  became sm a ll and e v e n tu a l ly  c ru sh e d .

The c ru s h in g  o f  th e  p i l l a r s  may have le d  to  r o o f  b r e a k in g .  The p o s i t i o n  

o f  th e  lo n g  a x is  o f  th e  p i l l a r s  p a r a l l e l  to  th e  seam s t r i k e ,  I . e .  p e rp e n 

d i c u l a r  t o  th e  d ip ,  cau sed  more d i r t  t o  squeeze  o u t  o f  th e  p i l l a r  and con 

s e q u e n t ly  th e  p i l l a r s  c ru sh ed  much f a s t e r  than  th ey  w ou ld  have been I f  th e  

lo n g  a x is  o f  th e  p i l l a r s  was s i t u a t e d  dow nd ip .

P i l l a r  and r o o f  in  the  above two w o rk in g  seams c o u ld  have f a i l e d  in  

s h e a r  and c o n s e q u e n t ly  g e n e ra ted  e a r th  trem o rs  h a v in g  s h e a r  s o u rc e  mechan

ism s , o r  more p ro b a b ly  th e  c r u s h in g  o f  p i l l a r s  and s u p p o r ts  and th e  b re a k 

in g  o f  r o o fs  caused  th e  r e d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  th e  s t r a t a  p r e s s u re  In th e  a re a  

in  su ch  a way th a t  s l i d i n g  movements to o k  p la c e  a lo n g  th e  m ajo r f a u l t s .

The c ro p  o u t  o f  th e se  f a u l t s  a t  th e  s u r fa c e  may have a llo w e d  th e  p e n e t r a t io n  

o f  w a te r  th rou g h  them , lu b r i c a t in g  th e  s u r fa c e  o f  th e s e  f a u l t s  r e s u l t in g  

in  s l i d i n g  movements a lo n g  them.
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During the writing of this thesis, a few large tremors occurred and 

were felt over a large area of Stoke-on-Trent. Initial macroselsmlc and 

mlcroselsmlc observations have suggested that the epicentres of these 

tremors were In the Talke area, less than 3 km north of the Chesterton 

area (Dr. N. J. Kusnir, personal communication). The small size of the 

area being mined In Chesterton and the severity of the felt tremors may 

suggest that these felt tremors occurred as a result of sliding movements 

along a fault or faults In this area. The location of most of the seismic 

events, recorded during the monitoring period, In this area along faults 

may confirm the above assumption. Alternative interpretation is that these 

felt tremors could be of natural origin.

9.8 Area F

This area lies near Burslem. The coal was extracted In this area 

from two seams mined from Norton colliery during the monitoring period 

(see Table 9.1). The coal was extracted along panels driven along the 

strike of the seams. The seams dip 19° SW. The area was also extensively 

mined previously in many different seams. The two active seams in 

descending order are:

(£)— The Sullhurst seam; Three panels (panels 11, 12 and 14) were 

mined In this seam during the monitoring period at depths ranging between 

408 m and 533 m below 0.0. as shown In Table 9.1. Figure 9.8.1a shows that 

these three panels were surrounded by extensive old workings. Pillars of 

coal ranging In width from 10 m to about 210 m were left between these 

three panels, and between these panels and the old workings. Small faults 

having throws of less than 2 m were encountered at the seam level during 

the mining operations. A geological section through the seam (Figure 

9.8.1a) shows that a layer 23 cm thick of coaly-shale forms the Immediate 

roof of the seam and Is overlain by a layer of cannel (light bituminous 

coal) 53 cm thick and then mudstone. The floor ls composed of fireclay.
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Ftg. 9.8.1. The layout of the mine workings in area F showing the 
active mine workings (dotted ornament), faults at the 
seam level, and a general geological section through 
the seam In (a) the Bullhurst seam and (b) the 
Brights seam. (For legend see Fig. 9.3.1).



The active panels are overlain by workings in the Cockshead and Banbury 

seams, at heights of about 60 m and 198 m respectively above the active 

panels. They are also overlain by other workings in many other seams at 

much higher levels. No working is present underneath the active panels.

(H) The Brights seam; One panel (panel 2) was mined In this seam 

during the monitoring period at depths ranging between *̂08 m and ^90 m 

below O.D., as shown In Table 9.1. This panel was driven in an area not 

previously mined in this seam as shown in Figure 9.8.1b. The nearest old 

workings from this panel are more than 700 m away. The seam is disturbed 

by a number of small faults at the seam level. A general section in the 

seam, Figure 9.8.1b, shows that a layer of shale having a thickness of 

about 0.51 m immediately overlies the seam followed by about a 15 cm 

thickness of coal and then shale again. The seam is underlain by a layer 

of fireclay. The panel is overlain by extensive old workings in the Bull- 

hurst seam at a height of approximately 130 m above the panel level. The 

panel is also overlain by many other workings at much higher levels. No 

working underlies the panel.

Only two tremors were located In this area. Either the mine workings 

in this area have not generated earth tremors, or most probably they genera

ted small earth tremors, but they were not detected by the seismic network 

due to the remote location of this area with respect to the S.O.T. seismic 

network. Although events from this area may have been detected at stations 

D and G, tremors recorded on three or less seismic stations have not been 

considered in this study.

The possibility that mine workings in the Brights seam (panel 2) 

generated earth tremors was unlikely since the panel was mined under 

extensive old mine workings in the Bullhurst seam, i,e. it was driven In a 

de-stressed area. Some small tremors could perhaps have occurred behind the 

face due to roof caving. Mine workings in the Bullhurst seam, however, had a
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greater possibility of generating tremors. The mine workings in this seam 

(panels 11, 12 and 1*0 were mined under old workings in the Cockshead and 

Banbury seams which have coal pillars left in their workings. Interaction 

between the abutment pressures of these pillars and the front and side 

abutment pressures of the active panels could have occurred.. As a con

sequence of this, the rocks in the pillars and ahead of the panel faces may 

have broken or failed causing the release of some amounts of stored strain 

energy which may have appeared as small tremors.

9.9 Area G

This area iles near Goldenhlll to the north of Tunstall. Two seams 

were mined in this area during the monitoring period from two different 

collieries. Four panels (panels 9, 12, 13 and 17) were mined In the Hams 

seam from the Victoria colliery at depths ranging between 457 m and 560 m 

below O.D., as shown in Table 9.1 and Figure 9*9.la. The four active panels 

were overlain by workings in the Moss seam at a height of about 91 m above 

the panels, and underlain by workings in the Holly Lane and Hardmine seams 

at depths of about 145 m and 182 m below the Hams seam respectively.

Two panels (panels 4 and 5) were driven in the Hardmine seam from 

the ChatterleyWhitfield colliery at depths ranging between 652 m and 716 m 

below O.D. as shown in Table 9.1 and Figure 9.9.1b. The two active panels 

are overlain by previous workings in the Holly Lane seam at a height of 

about 32 m above the panel levels. No workings exist beneath these two 

pane Is.

The panels in the above two seams were driven along the seam strikes. 

The seams dip to the south and south-west at about 7°. The area was 

extensively mined previously In many d i f f e r e n t seams.

No seismic events were located in this area. This Is either because 

the mine workings in this area have not generated seismic activity, or more 

probably because the area Is located far away from the se ism ic network, so 

that the seismic events have not been recorded on four or more seismometers.



Fig. 9.9.1. The layout of the mine workings in area G showing 
the active mine workings (dotted ornament), faults 
at the surface and at the active seam datum in (a) 
the Hams seam and (b) the Hardmine seam. (For 
legend see Fig. 9-3.1).



CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

10.1 Summary

Mining Induced seismicity in the North Staffordshire coalfield was 

monitored for a two year period (between September 1975 and September 19 77). 

During this period more than 300 seismic events were recorded and 98 of 

these were located. Only events recorded on four or five seismometers were 

located. The accuracy of the tremor locations was estimated to be of about 

500 m in plan and depth. None of the recorded seismic events were felt on 

the surface or underground. The earth tremors were found to originate from 

regions where mining activities were being carried out, and the tremors were 

found to be located within a few hundred metres of the active mine workings. 

Only a few tremors were scattered outside the mining areas. These mostly 

occurred as a result of rock falls in old workings triggered by the active 

mine workings or collapses in the old workings occurring as a consequence of 

the process of stabilization within the mine. The tremor foci lie pre

dominantly at depths of between 1,000 m below O.D. and the surface, i.e. 

within the depth ranges of the active mine workings.

The tremor hypocentres were found to concentrate in five active 

mining areas:

(I) In three areas (areas A, C and D) the seismic events occurred 

mainly due to interaction between the stress field produced by active mining 

and the stress field associated with old workings in adjacent seams. In 

particular, this occurred when the active face passed under or over a pillar 

left in an adjacent seam.

(II) In area B the seismic events mainly occurred as a result of 

sliding movements along the Stoke fault due to the effect of mining many 

seams on the upthrow side of the fault.
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(Ill) In area E the tremors may have possibly occurred as a result 

of failures In shear of pillars and roofs of the mine workings, or more 

probably they could have occurred as a result of sliding movements along 

the Chatterleyand other parallel faults In the area due to the redistribution 

of the strata pressure In the area as a result of mining operations. The 

possibility that these tremors were of natural origin, however, is not 

ruled out.

During the mining of a particular panel, the following points were 

observed:

1. The tremors did not start until the face had advanced a distance 

of about 270 m.

2. Most of the tremors were located behind the active face (in the 

goaf). However, this is most probably due to errors in location.

3. Most of the large tremors occurred when the active face entered 

a high pressure zone (abutment pressure) due to a pillar-left in an adjacent 

seam over or under the active panel.

1». When a panel was driven under or over an extensive previously 

mined out area in an adjacent seam, i,e. driven in a de-stressed zone, no 

tremors or only a few tremors occurred.

The temporal distribution of seismic events and the corresponding 

seismic energy released showed a close relationship between the times of 

mining activities and the Incidence of earth tremors. The monthly dis

tribution of tremors and energy release showed that seismic activity was 

reduced drastically during and within a few weeks after the miners' holidays 

in December and July of each year. The weekly distribution demonstrated 

that the incidence of earth tremors was far higher during weekdays, when 

coal was being extracted, than at weekends. The daily distribution showed 

that the peak of the seismic energy released was during the two productive 

shifts.
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A study of earth tremor mechanisms based on the analysis of the P- 

wave first motions showed that two groups of tremors were common in the coal

field. The first group of tremors produced both kataseismic and anaseismic 

first motions. This type of tremor occurred either as a result of sliding 

movements of the rocks along pre-existing fault planes, or due to failure in 

shear of the rocks in pillars and ahead of the active faces. The second 

group of tremors produced only kataseismic first motion on all the seis

mometers. This type of tremor either has an implosional source mechanism 

and occurred as a result of rock failures in compression (pressure bursts), 

or has a collapse source origin and occurred mainly behind the active face 

or in the goaf of old workings, as a result of strata collapse and roof caving.

The magnitude, M^, of seismic events ranged between 0.1 and 2.5, 

releasing seismic energy of between 10^ J and 10^ J. This is within the 

range of tremor size experienced in other coalfields such as Sunnyside, Utah 

(Smith et al., 197*0, Midlothian, Scotland (Mashkour, 1976) and the Czechos

lovakian coalfield (Holub, 1966). However, the magnitudes in the northern 

part of the North Staffordshire coalfield are small compared with those 

tremors which have occurred in the Trent Vale-Hanford area in the southern 

part of the North Staffordshire coalfield. The largest tremor in the Trent 

Vale area had a local magnitude, ML, of about 2.8 (Kusznir et al., 1980a).

This may be because the Interaction effect between the stress fields of the 

active and old mine workings in the Trent Vale-Hanford area was more severe 

than in the other areas In the northern part of the coalfield. As a whole, 

the tremors in the North Staffordshire coalfield are small compared with 

those tremors which have occurred In the South African and Canadian gold

fields. The largest tremor in the Witwatersrand goldfield (South Africa) 

released seismic energy of about 1011 Joules (Gane et al., 19^6). The 

difference In size between earth tremors which occurred in the North 

Staffordshire coalfield and those which occurred in goldfields is most
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probably due to the greater depth of the goldfield mining and also due to 

the greater hardness of the rocks.

The frequency-magnitude relationship of seismic events in the North 

Staffordshire coalfield resembles that for natural earthquakes. In the 

Trent Vale-Hanford area it has been shown that the b^-value appeared to 

decrease when the active face passed over or under a pillar left in previous 

workings in an adjacent seam (i.e. increasing pressure), while the value of 

b increased when the face passed under or over a previously mined out area 

(de-stressed zone). It was also found that leaving a coal pillar barrier 

between the active panel and the laterally adjacent previous panel in the 

same seam increased the value of Jj, and increased the seismicity level by 

31 times.

Finally, it was found that the Stoke-on-Trent seismic network was 

suitable for studying seismic activity In the coalfield as a whole, but it 

was too large for the precise study of seismic activity associated with mining 

operations for a specific panel. In particular, the tremors located in area 

E are felt to have very poor location since they are situated far away from 

the centre of the network.

in.2 Suggestions for further study

For the accurate location of seismic events in the coalfield, the 

seismic velocity structure in the coalfield needs to be determined in more 

detail, preferably in each area. Furthermore, the geometry of the seismo

meter network used to investigate a particular panel should ideally be 

designed for that particular panel.

In order to establish the causes and mechanisms of the earth tremors 

in the Chesterton area (area E), which has also experienced felt tremors 

recently (1980), a small aperture seismic network needs to be installed in 

the area.
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The P-wave first motions distribution produced from the collapses or 

downward movements of the roof in the mine needs to be determined experi- 

mentally and mathematically in order to distinguish between the collapse and. 

implosional source mechanism. Also the P-wave first motions pattern 

generated by shock bursts, described by Phillips {\Skk-k5) in Section 3.2.1, 

needs determining in order to understand the actual mechanism of this kind 

of burst more clearly.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1

The program listed In this appendix consists o f a main program and 

two subroutines which need to be run separately with the main program.

Main Program (HYPCTR)

This Is a package of the MINUITL subroutines developed by James 

and Roos (1971) which use non-ltnear optimization procedures to minimize 

an objective function which In our case is the variance between the observed 

and calculated travel times from the hypocentre to the seismic station (see 

Section 4.7.2). The following subroutines were written by Dr. G. K. 

Westbrook.

Subroutine SHL

This subroutine is used to compute tremor hypocentre parameters 

(easting, northing, depth and origin time) for a single seismic event.

The program uses the relative delays between P-arrival times at the dif

ferent seismometers (S-P times can also be used if available) to calculate 

tremor hypocentre and origin time, using a velocity structure model which 

assumes a linear increase of seismic veloctty with depth (Fig. A-1).

The following quantities are given or assumed.

1. The arrival times of the P-waves at each seismic station.
S-P time can also be used if available.

2. The co-ordinates and delay time for each seismic station.

3. An initial estimate of the position of the hypocentre.

4. The seismic velocity structure of the area.

The program calculates the travel times and compares them against 

the observed times. The co-ordinates of the hypocentre are varied until 

the difference between the observed and computed times are minimized. A 

flow diagram for the subroutine is given in Figure A-2.
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Fig. A-1: Seismic structure model with linear Increase of seismic 
velocity with depth.

4 - 0

Fig. A-3: Seismic structure model with linear Increase of seismic 
velocity with depth which is underlain by a constant 
higher velocity layer (refractor). The tremor focus 
lies above the refractor.

Fig. A-4: Seismic structure model with linear Increase of seismic 
' velocity with depth which is underlain by a constant 

higher velocity layer (refractor). The tremor focus 
lies below the refractor.



Fig. A-2: Flow Diagram for Subroutine SHL

MINUITL

I
Read number of stations and 
number of hypocentre parameters

For each seismic station read 
seismometer co-ordinates, 
observed and delay times

Write out the input data

Incorporate delay times

MINUITL
Re-estimate hypo- 
centre parameters, 
and test for con

vergence

Incorporate S-P time by cal
culating the origin time

For each seismic station calculate 
epicentral distance, azimuth, 
initial angle, and theoretical 
travel time ,

Calculate objective function value

Write hypcentre co-ordinates, 
seismic velocity parameters and 
origin time i

For each seismic station calculate 
residual time

For each seismic station write seis
mometer co-ordinates, residual time, 
focal sphere parameters (initial angle 
and azimuth)

Plot objective function map

MINU ITL

End



Subroutine JHL

This Is a modified version of subroutine SHL. The program cal

culates simultaneously the tremor hypocentre parameters and origin times 

for a group of tremors In a given region. The program also optimizes the 

seismic velocity structure parameters for the given area. As in subroutine 

SHL, the program uses the relative delays in P-arrival times, as well as 

S-P arrival times (If available) at different seismometers to calculate 

tremor hypocentres and origin times. It assumes the same velocity model 

as for the SHL program. However, an alternative model can be applied, 

assuming a linear increase of seismic velocity with depth which is under

lain by a high-speed layer (refractor), as shown in Figures A-3 and A-4.

The same parameters are given or assumed as In subroutine SHL, with the 

exception of the seismic velocity parameters which are not known in this 

program. A flow diagram for the subroutine is given in Figure A-5.

All the programs were designed to run on the CDC 7600, using the 

CDC FORTRAN EXTENDED COMPILER.
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SUBROUTINE SINGLE HYPOCENTRE LOCATION (SHL) 
**•*****•*★★*★★•*■**★**■*★*★*•*★★**★*•*★***★★*■****■

C G= A VECTOR INTO WHICH THE DERIVATIVE ARE TO BE PUT

C F= THE FUNCTION VALUE CALCULATED IN FCN

C P = A VECTOR CONTAINING THE EXTERNAL PARAMETER VALUES

C IND =A MARKER INSTRUCTS FCN ON WHAT IT SHOULD DO AT THE PARTICULAR
CALL IN QUESTION . FOR EXAMPLE IF IND=3 IT MEANS TERMINATING 
ENTRY AND WRITE OUT ANY SPECIAL SUMMARIES , OUTPUT TABLES ... 
....ETC. FOR THE MINIMUM POINT.

C XC =EASTING

C YC «NORTHING

C T «OBSERVED ARRIVAL TIME

C SD «DELAY TIME AT EACH SEISMIC STATION

C CT «CALCULATED TRAVEL TIME

C ZC «STATION HEIGHT

C AZ «AZIMUTH

C PST =S-P ARRIVAL TIME

' .

C NPS «NUMBER OF STATIONS HAVING S-P TIME

C IPS «STATION NUMBER WHICH CONTAINS S-P ARRIVAL

C ANG «INITIAL ANGLE

C NPAR «THE NUMBER OF VARIABLE PARAMETRES

C NSTA «NUMBER OF STATIONS

c NPA «NUMBER OF HYPOCENTRE PARAMETERS

c***********************************************************************

/



PROGRAM HYPCTR(INFILE,OUTPUT,PUNCH,TAPE7,TAPE 1=INFILE,TAPE2=OUTPUT 
1,TAPE3=PUNCH)
CALL MINUITL'
STOP
END

C*
C*
C*******»s u b r o u t i n e  SINGLE HYPOCENTRE LOCATION (SHL)
C*

SUBROUTINE FCN(NPAR,G,F,P,IND)
DIMENSION P(15),XC(20),YC(20),T(20),SD{20),CT(20),2C{20),IB(5),IE( 
15),PP(5),AXV(10),FV(10),PST{20),I P S (20),ANG(20),AZ(20)
GO TO(10,20,30,40,50),IND

C* READ NUMBER OF STATIONS AND NUMBER OF HYPOCENTRE PARAMETRES
C* ISD =1 MEANS IGNORE DELAY TIME
C* ISPS=1 MEANS INCORPORATE S-P TIME

10 R E A D (1,11) NSTA,NPA,ISD,ISPS
11 FORMAT(415) .

C* READ SEISMOMETRE COORDINATES , OBSERVED ARRIVAL AND DELAY TIMES
R E A D (1,12) (XC(I),Y C (I ),ZC( I ),T(I),SD(I),1=1,NSTA)

12 FORMAT(5F10.0)
W R I T E (2,14) (XC(I),YC(I),ZC(I),T(I),SD(I),1=1,NSTA)

14 F O R M A T d H O , ’DATA INPUT’/* X Y Z T
1 S D ’/(5F10.3))

C* INCORPORATE DELAY TIME
IF(ISD.EQ.1) GO TO 16 
DO 15 1=1,NSTA

15 T(I)=T(I)-SD(I)
16 I F {ISD.EQ.1) W R I T E (2,17)
17 FORMAT(1HO,’STATION DELAYS IGNORED'/'**********************’)

C* INCORPORATE S-P TIME BY CALCULATING ORIGIN TIME
R E A D (1,91) N P S , (IPS(I),PST(I),1=1,NPS)

91 FORMAT(15,(I2,F8.0))
W R I T E (2,777) NPS,(IPS(I),PST(I),1=1,NPS)

• 777 F O R M A T d H O , ' S P  TIME INPUT'/' NO. OF ST. ST. NO. SP TIME'/(2I1
10,F10.3))
OT S = 0 .

' DO 95 1=1,NPS 
IK=IPS(I)
OTS=OTS+T(IK)-PST(I)/1.03101 

95 CONTINUE 
OTS=OTS/NPS 
IF(ISPS.EQ.1) GO TO 90 

20 CONTINUE 
C*

40 T M = 0 .
X S = P (1)
Y S = P (2)
Z S = P (3)
V D = P (4)
G V = P (5)
DO 44 1=1,NSTA 
VO=VD+ZS*GV

C* EPICENTRAL DISTANCE
D=SQRT((XC(I)- X S )**2+(YC(I)-YS)**2)

C* AZIMUTH
AZ(I)=ATAN2((XC(I)-XS),(YC(I)-YS))*57.295779 
PH=ATAN(D/(2*VO/GV+ZC(I)-ZS))
TH=ATAN((ZC(I)-ZS)/D)
A O = 1 •5707963-TH-PH



c* INITIAL ANGLE 
ANG(I)=AO*57.295779 
A I = 1 .5707963-TH+PH 

C* THEORETICAL TRAVEL TIME
C T (I )= A L O G (T A N (A I / 2 )/ T A N (A O / 2 ))/GV 
TM=TM+T(I)-CT(I)

44 CONTINUE
c* ORIGIN TIME CALCULATED FROM P - ARRIVAL TIMES

TM=TM/NSTA
I F (ISPS.E Q . 1) TM=OTPS 
SE=0.

C* FUNCTION VALUE
DO 46 I=1,NSTA 

46 SE=SE+(T(I)-TM-CT(I))**2 
F=SE*1000/(NSTA-1)
RETURN

C*
30 W R I T E (2,32 ) P (1 ) ,P(2 ) ,P(3 ) ,P(4) ,P (5 ) ,TM
32 FORMAT(1H1,'HYPOCENTRE LOCATION'/' X = ' ,F10.3,3 X , 'Y = ' ,F10.3,3X,'Z

1 *' ,F10.3/' VELOCITY AT DATUM =',F10.3/' VELOCITY GRADIENT =',F10. 
13/' ORIGIN TIME =',F10.3)
W R I T E (2,33)

33 FORMAT(1HO,’STATION X Y RESIDUAL INIT. ANG. AZIM
1UTH CAL.ARRIVAL'/)

C* RESIDUAL VALUE
. DO 34 I=*1 ,NSTA 
RES = T (I )“TM- C T {I )
W R I T E (2,35) I,XC(I),YC(I),RES,A N G (I ),A Z (I ),C T (I )

35 FORMAT(1H ,2X,13,2X,6F10.3)
34 CONTINUE 

W R I T E (2,37)
37 FORMAT(1H0,'RESIDUAL = OBSERVED - CALCULATED'//)

C*
c* PLOT OBJECTIVE FUNCTION MAP

. GO TO 40
50 DO 51 1=1,NPA 

IE(I)=P(I)*10+5 
IB(I)=IE(I)-9

51 CONTINUE 
NPB=NPA-1
DO 59 1=1,NPB 
IP=I+1 
MB= I B (I )
ME=IE(I)
DO 59 J=IP,NPA 
LB=IB(J)
LE=IE(J)
IET=LE+1
PP(1)=P(1)
PP(2)=P(2)
PP(3)=P(3)
PP(4)=P(4)
PP(5)=P(5)
WRI T E (2,551) I,J

551 FORMAT(1H1,'OBJECTIVE FUNCTION MAP. VARIABLES',15,' (X)',I5,' (Y 
1)')
IK=0
DO 52 K =MB,ME 
IK»IK+1

52 AXV(IK)=K*0.1



W R I T E (2,552) (AXV(IL),IL=1,IK)
552 FORMATf1H0,10X,10F5.1)

DO 57 L = 1 ,10 
LL=IET-L
P P (J)=LL*0.1 
MM=0
DO 56 M = M B ,ME 
MM=MM+1 
P P {I)=M*0.1 
TM=0
IF(PP(5).LT.0.000000001.AND.PP(5).GT.-0.000000001) GO TO 57 
DO 94 N=1,NSTA 
V O = P P (4)+PP(3)*PP(5)
D=SQRT((XC(N)-PP(1))**2+(YC(N)-PP(2))**2) 
U=2*VO/PP(5)+ZC(N)-PP<3)
IF(U.LT.0.0000001.AND.U.GT.-0.0000001) GO TO 54 
PH=ATAN(D/U)
GO TO 55

54 PH-1.5707963
55 TH=ATAN((ZC(N)-PP{3))/D)

A O = 1 .5707963-TH-PH
A I * 1 .5707963-TH+PH
C T (N )=A t O G (T A N (AI/ 2 )/ T A N (A O / 2 ))/ P P (5)
TM=TM+T(N)-CT(N)

94 CONTINUE 
TM=TM/NSTA
I F (ISPS.E Q . 1) TM=OTPS 
S E = 0 .
DO 96 N=1,NSTA 

96 SE=SE+(T(N)-TM-CT(N))**2 
FV(MM)=SE*1000/(NSTA-1)

56 CONTINUE
WRITE(2,553) PP(J),(FV(IM)/IM=1,MM)

553 FORMAT(//,F8.1,2X,10F5.1)
57 CONTINUE 
59 CONTINUE

RETURN
END



Ml NUI TL

Read number cf events and 
number of hypccentre parameters

For each event read the date of 
event and the number of seismic 
stations which recorded the event

For each seismic station read seis
mometer co-ordinates, observed and 
delay times

Write but the input data

Incorporate delay times

incorporate S-P time by calculating 
the origin time

Select velocity structure model

->

MINUITL
Re-estimate hypo- 
centre and seismic 
velocity parameters 
and test for con

vergence

For each event at each seismic 
station calculate epicentral dis
tance, focal sphere parameters 
(azimuth and initial angle) and 
theoretical travel time

Calculate objective function value

Write seismic velocity structure 
parameters for the region

For each event write hypocentre 
co-ordinates and origin time

For each event at each seismic 
station calculate residual time

For each event at each seismic 
station write seismometer co
ordinates, residual time, 
initial angle and azimuth

Plot objective function map

MINUITL

End



SUBKROUTINE JOINT HYPOCENTRE LOCATION (JHL) 
★ *•***★*********★*★****★★*★**★★★★**★***★•****

C G= A  VECTOR INTO WHICH THE DERIVATIVE ARE TO BE PUT

C F— THE FUNCTION VALUE CALCULATED IN FCN

C P = A  VECTOR CONTAINING THE EXTERNAL PARAMETER VALUES

C IND =A MARKER INSTRUCTS FCN ON WHAT IT SHOULD DO AT THE PARTICULAR
CALL IN QUESTION . FOR EXAMPLE IF IND=3 IT MEANS TERMINATING 
ENTRY AND WRITE OUT ANY SPECIAL SUMMARIES , OUTPUT TABLES.... 

C ..... ETC. FOR THE MINIMUM POINT

C XC “EASTING

C YC “NORTHING

C t  “OBSERVED ARRIVAL TIME

C SD “DELAY TIME AT EACH SEISMIC STATION

v
C CT “CALCULATED TRAVEL TIME

c ZC “STATION HEIGHT

c AZ “AZIMUTH

c PST “S-P ARRIVAL TIME

c NPS “NUMBER OF STATIONS HAVING S-P TIME

C IPS “STATION NUMBER WHICH CONTAINS S-P ARRIVAL

c ANG “INITIAL ANGLE

C NPAR “THE NUMBER OF VARIABLE PARAMETRES

C NSTA “NUMBER OF STATIONS

c NPA “NUMBER OF HYPOCENTRE PARAMETERS

C NDG “NUMBER OF SEISMIC EVENTS

C SBTTL “DATE OF SEISMIC EVENT

C WT “WEIGHT

C*************************************************** ************** ********



PROGRAM HYPCTR(INFILE,OUTPUT,PUNCH,TAPE7,TAPE 1=INFILE,TAPE2=OUTPUT 
1,TAPE3=PUNCH)
CALL MINUITL 
STOP 
END 

C*
C*
c********gUBROUt i n e  j o i n t  h y p o c e n t r e  LOCATION (JHL)
c*

SUBROUTINE FCN(NPAR,G,F,P,IND)
DIMENSION P(32),XC(10,32),YC(10,32),T(10,32),SD(10,32),CT(10,32),Z 
1C (10,32),IB(7),I E (7),PP(7 ),AXV(32),FV(32),A N G ( 10,32),NSTA(3 2 ) ,TM(3 
22),SS(32),AZ(10,32),SBTTL(32),WT(10,32),IPS(10),PST(10),O T P S (32),1 
3 S P 3 (32)
GO T O ( 10,20,30,40,50),IND

C* READ NUMBER OF EVENTS AND NUMBER OF HYPOCENTRE PARAMETRES
C* IR =MEANS USE REFRACTION MODEL
C* ISD=MEANS IGNORE DELAY TIME

10 R E A D (1,11) NDG,NPA,IR,ISD
11 FORMAT(415)

NT=0
DO 16 K=1,NDG

C* READ DATE OF EVENT AND NUMBER OF SEISMIC STATIONS
C* ISPS =1 MEANS INCORPORATE S-P TIME

R E A D (1,13) SBTTL(K),NSTA(K),ISPS(K)
13 FORMAT(A10,2I5)

NT=NT+NSTA(K)
NSTK=NSTA(K)

C* READ SEISMOMETER COORDINATES , OBSERVED ARRIVAL AND DELAY TIMES AND WEIGHT
R E A D (1,12) (XC(I,K),tC(I,K),ZC(I,K),T(I,K),SD(I,K),WT(I,K),1=1,NST 
1K)

12 FORMAT(6 F 10.0)
WRITE(2,14) SBTTL(K),(XC(I,K),Y C (I,K),ZC(I,K),T(I,K),SD(I,K ) ,W T (I ,
1K),1=1,NSTK)

14 FORMAT(1H0,'DATA INPUT ',A10/' X Y Z
1 T SD W T '/(6F10.3))
IF(ISD.EQ.1) GO TO 18 

C* INCORPORATE DELAY TIME
DO 15 1=1,NSTK

15 T(I,K)=T(I,K)-SD(I,K)
18 IF(ISPS(K).EQ.O) GO TO 16 

C* INCORPORATE S-P TIME BY CALCULATING ORIGIN TIME
R E A D (1,91) NPS,(IPS(I),PST(I),1=1,NPS)

91 FO R M A T (15,(12,F8.0))
W R I T E (2,777) N P S ,(IPS(I),PST(I),1=1,NPS)

777 FORMAT(1H0,'SP TIME INPUT'/' NO. OF ST. ST. NO. SP TIME'/(2I1 
10,F10.3))
OTS=0.
DO 95 1=1,NPS 
IK=IPS(I)
OTS=OTS+T(IK,K)-PST(I)/ 1 .03101 

95 CONTINUE
OTPS(K)=OTS/NPS

16 CONTINUE
I F ( ISD.EQ.D W R I T E (2,17)

17 FORMAT(1HO,'STATION DELAYS IGNORD'/'**********************')
NTD=NT-1
NVP=NDG*3+2 

20 CONTINUE 
40 SE=0.



41

V D = P (1)
G V = P (2)
IF(IR.EQ.O) GO TO 41 
VR=P(3)
DR=P(4)
DO 45 K=1,NDG 
TM(K)=0.
SS(K)=0.
XS=P(K*3+2)
YS=P(K*3+3)
ZS=P(K*3+4)
NSTK=NSTA(K)
DO 44 I=1,NSTK 
VO=VD+ZS*GV 
XD=XC(I,K)-XS 
YD=YC(I,K)-YS 

C* EPICENTRAL DISTANCE
D=SQRT(XD**2+YD**2)

C* AZIMUTH
AZ(I,K)=ATAN2(XD,YD)*57.29578 
PH=ATAN(D / (2*VO/GV+ZC(I ,K )- Z S ))
TH=ATAN((ZC(I,K)-ZS)/D)
AO*1.5707963-TH-PH 
ZM=VO*(1/SI N (A O )-1)/GV+ZS 

C* INITIAL ANGLE
ANG(I,K)=AO*57.29578 
AI*1.5707963-TH+PH 

C* THEORETICAL TRAVEL TIME
C T (I ,K )= A L O G (T A N (A I / 2 )/ T A N (A O / 2 ))/GV 
IF(IR.EQ.1) GO TO 400

43 TM(K)=TM(K)+T(I,K)-CT(I,K)
44 CONTINUE 

TM(K)=TM(K)/NSTK 
IF(ISPS(K).EQ.1) TM(K)=OTPS(K)
DO 46 1=1,NSTK

46 SS(K)=SS(K)+(T(I,K)-TM(K)-CT(I,K))**2*EXP(WT(I,K))
SE=SE+SS(K)

45 CONTINUE
C* FUNCTION VALUE

F=SE*1000./NTD 
RETURN 

C*
C**** SEISMIC VELOCITY STRUCTURAL MODEL OF LINEAR INCREASE OF

SEISMIC VELOCITY WITH DEPTH WHICH IS UNDERLAIN BY A REFRACTOR 
400 VL=DR*GV+VD

IF(VL.GE.VR) GO TO 43
SR=VL/VR
SO=VO/VR
VI=VD+ZC(I,K)*GV
SI=VI/VR
G W = A B S ( G V )
IF(ZS.LE.DR) GO TO 402 
CO=SQRT(1.-SO**2)
CI=SQRT(1.-SI**2)
CR*SQRT(1.-SR**2)
XO=VO * ( (C O - C R )/ S O )/ G W  
XI=VI*( (CI-CR)/SI)/GW 
XCD=XO+XI
IF(XCD.GE.D) GO TO 43 
AO=ATAN(SO/CO)



AI=ATAN(SI/CI)
A R = A T A N (S R / C R )
TO=ALOG (TAN (A R * 0 .5) /TAN (A O * 0 .5))/ G W  
TI=ALOG (TAN (AR* 0.5) /TAN {AI *0.5 )) / G W  
T R = (D-X C D )/VR 
TT=TO+TI+TR

411 IF(ZM.LT.DR) GO TO 401
IF(CT(I,K).LT.TT) GO TO 43

401 CT(I,K)=TT 
GO TO 43

402 Cl—SQRT(1.-SI**2)
CR=SQRT(1.-SR**2)
XI=VI*( (CI-CR)/SI)/GW 
IF(XI.GE.D) GO TO 43 
AI=ATAN(SI/CI)
AR=ATAN(SR/CR)
TI=ALOG (TAN (A R * 0 .5 )/TAN (AI *0.5) )/ G W  
T T=SQRT((DR-ZS)**2+(D-XI)**2)/VR+TI 
GO TO 411

30 W R I T E (2,301) P (1) ,P (2 ) ,P (3 ) ,P (4 )
301 FORMAT(1H1,'LOCATION OF HYPOCENTRES'//' VELOCITY AT DATUM =',F8.3/ 

1' VELOCITY GRADIENT =',F8.3/' VELOCITY OF REFRACTOR =',F8.3/' DEPT 
2H OF'REFRACTOR = ',F8.3/)
DO 34 K=1,NDG
W R I T E (2,31) K,SBTTL(K)

31 FO R M A T (1H0/,1 DATA G R O U P 13,5X,A10)
W R I T E (2,32) P(K*3+2),P(K*3+3),P(K*3+4),TM(K)

32 FORMAT(1HO,'HYPOCENTRE LOCATION'/' X = ' ,F10.3,3X,'Y = ' ,F10.3,3X,'Z 
1 =',F10.3//' ORIGIN TIME *',F8.3)
IF(ISPS(K).EQ.1) W R I T E (2,1250)

1250 FORMAT(1H0/', ** SP TIME USED **')
W R I T E (2,33)

33 FORMAT(1H0,'STATION X Y RESIDUAL INIT. ANG AZIMUT
1 H ' /)
NSTK=NSTA(K)

C* RESIDUAL TIME
DO 34 I=1,NSTK 
RES=T(I,K)-TM(K)-CT(I,K)
W R I T E (2,35) I,XC(I,K),YC(I,K),RES,A N G (I ,K ),A Z (I ,K )

35 FORMAT(1H ,2X,13,2X,2F10.3,F 8 .3,2F10.3)
34 CONTINUE 

W R I T E (2,37)
37 FORMAT(1H0,' RESIDUAL = OBSERVED - CALCULATED'//)

G O  TO 40 
C*
c* PLOT OBJECTIVE FUNCTION MAP

50 DO 501 1=4,7 
PP(I)=P(I-3)
IE(I)=PP(I)*10+5 
IB(I)=IE(I)-9

501 CONTINUE
DO 60 K=1,NDG 
DO 51 1=1,3
IE(I)=P(3*(K-1)+4+I)*10+5 
IB(I)«IE(I)-9

51 CONTINUE 
NPB=NPA-1
DO 59 1=1,NPB 
IP-I+1 
MB= I B (I )



M E = I E (I )
DO 59 J=IP,NPA 
LB=IB(J)
LE=IE(J)
IET=LE+1 
PP{1)=P(K*3+2)
PP(2)=P(K*3+3)
P P (3)=P(K*3+4)
DO 557 11=4,7 

557 PP(II)=P(II-3)
W R I T E {2,551) I,J

551 FORMAT(1H1,'OBJECTIVE FUNCTION MAP. VARIABLES',15,' (X)',I5,' (Y 
1)')
IK=0
DO 52 LK = M B ,ME 
IK=IK+1

52 AXV(IK)=LK*0.1
W R I T E (2,552) (AXV(IL),IL=1,IK)

552 FORMAT(1H0,10X,10F5.1)
DO 57 L = 1 ,10 
LL=IET-L
P P (J)=LL*0.1 
MM=0 \
DO 56 M = M B ,ME 
MM=MM+1 
P P (I)=M*0.1
IF(PP(5).LT.0.000000001.AND.PP(5).GT.-0.000000001) G O T O  57 
SE= 0 .
DO 58 KK=1,NDG 
IF(KK.EQ.K) GO TO 58 
SE=SE+SS(KK)

58 CONTINUE 
KK=K
TM(KK)=0.
NSTKK=NSTA(KK)
DO 94 N=1,NSTKK 
V O = P P (4)+PP(3)* PP(5)
D=SQRT(<XC(N,KK)-PP(1))**2+(YC(N,KK)-PP(2))**2)
U=2*VO/PP(5)+ZC(N,KK)-PP(3)
IFtU.LT.0.0000001.AND.U.GT.-0.0000001) GO TO 54 
PH=ATAN(D/U)
GO TO 55

54 PH=1.5707963
55 TH=ATAN((ZC(N,KK)-PP(3))/D)

A O = 1 .5707963-TH-PH
ZM=VO*(1/SIN(AO)-1)/ P P (5)+ P P (3)
A I = 1 .5707963-TH+PH
C T ( N ,KK)=ALOG(TAN(A I / 2 )/ T A N (A O / 2 ))/ P P (5)
I F d R . E Q .  1) GO TO 500 

555 TM(KK)=TM(KK)+T(N,KK)-CT(N,KK)
GO TO 94

500 V L = P P (7)* P P (5)+ P P (4)
IF(VL.GE.P P (6)) GO TO 555 
SR=VL/PP(6)
SO=VO/PP(6)
VI»PP(4)+ZC(N,KK)*PP(5)
SI*VI/PP(6)
G W = A B S  ( PP ( 5 ) )
I F (P P (3).L E .P P (7)) GO TO 420 
CO=SQRT(1 .-SO**2)



CI=SQRT(1.-SI**2)
CR=SQRT(1.-SR**2)
XO=VO * ( ( CO-CR )/SO )/ G W  
XI=VI*((CI-CR)/SI)/GW 
XCD=XO+XI
IF(XCD.GE.D) GO TO 555 
A O =ATAN(SO/CO)
A I = A T A N (SI/ C I )
AR=ATAN(SR/CR)
TO=ALOG (TAN ( A R * 0 .5 )/TAN ( A O * 0 .5 ) ) / G W  
T I =ALOG(T A N {AR*0.5)/ T A N {A I *0.5))/GW  
TR=(D-XCD)/PP(6)
TT=TO+TI+TR

508 IFCZM.LT.PP{7)) GO TO 509 
IF(CT(N,KK).LT.TT) GO TO 555

509 CT(N,KK)=TT 
GO TO 555

420 CI=SQRT(1.-SI**2)
CR = S Q R T (1.-SR**2)
XI=VI*( (CI-CR)/SI ) / G W  
IF(XI.GE.D) GO TO 555 
AI=ATAN(SI/CI)
AR=ATAN(SR/CR)
TI=ALOG (TAN ( A R * 0 .5 ) /TAN ( AI *0.5 ) ) / G W  
TT=SQRT((DR-ZS)**2+(D-XI)**2)/PP(6)+TI 
GO TO 508 

94 CONTINUE
T M (K K )= T M (K K )/NSTKK
IF(ISPS(K).EQ.1) TM(KK)=OTPS(KK)
DO 96 N = 1 ,NSTKK

96 SE=SE+(T(N,KK)-TM(KK)-CT(N,KK))**2*EXP(WT(N,KK)) 
■FV(MM)=SE*1000/NTD

56 CONTINUE
W R I T E (2,553) PP( J ) ,(FV(IM),IM=1,MM)

553 FORMAT(//,F8.1,2X,10F5.1)
57 CONTINUE
59 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END



APPENDIX 2

Dates of tremor occurrence, hypocentre co-ordinates, 
local magnitude and seismic energy released

Depth Local Energy

Y M
Date
D H Mn

Easting
km

North!ng 
km

from No. of 
O.D. Stations 
(km)

Magni tude

(ml)

Released 
(Joules 
x 105)

75 9 3 19 35 82.658 46.849 0.436 4* 2.1 71.4
75 9 10 11 54 82.410 48.368 0.290 it* 1.2 1.6
75 9 12 11 58 82.205 48.344 0.431 4 1.8 1.3
75 9 16 11 56 82.450 48,064 0.231 4 2.0 44.7
75 1 0 , 9 03 45 85.813 50.811 -0.100 4* 0.8 0.2
75 10 i 16 18 38 82.686 46.745 0.582 4* 2.1 51.6
75 10 24 17 03 85.016 50.149 2.000 4* 0.8 0.3
75 10 31 12 40 83.327 46.489 -0.047 it* 1.9 23.8
75 11 10 06 55 82.503 55.147 -0.100 it* 1.2 1.2
75 11 21 12 13 85.909 50.512 0.497 4 2.3 121.0
75 11 21 15 34 86.453 49.163 0.025 it* 0.8 0.3
75 12 10 05 36 87.734 48.299 0.077 5* 0.7 0.2
75 12 12 01 21 87.663 48.228 0.517 it* 1.1 0.9
75 12 18 07 56 87.671 48.309 0.229 5* 1.0 0.5
76 2 10 18 55 83.405 46.353 -0.078 4 0.6 0.09
76 3 10 13 33 83.125 45.259 -0.100 it* 0.3 0.03
76 3 15 06 42 85.196 47.909 -0.100 4 1.7 13.4
76 3 16 00 31 85.522 48.154 0.538 4 1.0 0.5
76 3 17 21 28 84.039 46.304 0.814 4 0.5 0.07
76 3 19 19 21 85.584 47.070 0.613 4 1.0 0.5
76 3 22 15 10 85.385 48.752 1.209 4 1.4 3.0
76 3 25 05 16 88.897 50.215 -0.100 it* 1.1 0.9
76 3 25 23 43 82.314 47.585 2.000 it* 1.0 0.7
76 3 26 03 27 78.403 50.388 2.000 it* 1.3 1.8
76 3 31 02 48 81.950 47.589 2.000 4 1.1 1.1
76 4 13 17 37 75.835 52.239 -0.100 it* 1.8 19.4
76 4 22 13 16 82.610 46.028 0.263 it* 1.1 0.8
76 5 k 23 34 84.019 46.366 1.001 4 0.8 0.3
76 5 5 15 13 82.255 45.977 0.451 4* 1.9 22.8
76 5 6 16 06 83.395 46.922 0.488 it* 1 .2 1.2
76 5 6 16 23 82.792 45.726 0.339 4* 1.7 9.3
76 6 k 10 29 84.585 50.678 1.636 5* 2.2 87.1
76 6 9 18 57 82.468 47.127 0.198 4 0.9 0.3
76 6 11 04 28 87.878 49.275 0.511 4* 0.3 0.03
76 6 12 19 00 82.971 46.723 -0.070 4 1.5 6.0
76 6 15 21 08 87.600 48.723 0.121 5* 2.4 225.4
76 6 24 12 57 87.890 48.670 0.694 5* 1.1 0.9
76 7 15 00 00 88.718 49.644 -0.100 4* 1.2 1.2
76 7 16 12 44 85.528 50.907 1.012 4* 1.1 1.0
76 7 19 20 00 82.268 46.964 0.321 5* 2.0 37.5
76 9 11 07 28 83.183 50.207 -0.094 5* 1.7 9.5
76 9 29 01 45 87.454 48.038 0.395 5 1.0 0.6



Depth Local Energy
Date Easting Northing from No. of Magnitude Released

Y M D H Mn km km O.D. Stations /u v (Joules
(km) x 1Q5)

76 10 1 20 02 87.514 48.624 0.024 5* 1.8 17.3
76 10 5 03 38 86.099 50.766 0.427 5 1.4 3.6
76 10 17 05 13 87.397 48.110 0.502 5 0.8 0.3
76 10 18 07 17 87.680 48.655 0.231 5 1.6 9.1
76 10 22 05 24 87.494 48.462 0.709 4 0.9 0.5
76 10 26 09 23 87.638 48.295 0.413 4* 0.8 0.3
76 10 26 14 13 87.455 48.266 0.764 4 0.9 0.3
76 10 31 15 47 83.017 53.210 -0.031 4* 2.5 368.3
76 11 25 22 53 83.616 45.851 1.493 4 0.4 0.04
76 11 26 22 47 85.932 47.930 0.165 5* 1.2 1.3
76 11 26 23 00 85.905 48.014 0.465 4* 0.9 0.4
76 11 27 02 27 87.348 48.100 0.596 5 0.9 0.4
76 11 27 07 59 86.051 48.158 0.537 4* 1.5 4.9
76 11 27 12 10 86.035 47.963 0.262 4* 1.0 0.5
76 12 2 00 10 82.621 47.127 -0.079 4 0.7 0.2
76 12 2 05 08 87.490 48.383 0.375 5* 1.7 11.5
76 12 4 03 09 87.359 49.190 1.450 4* 0.3 0.03
76 12 5 22 36 83.051 51.481 0.287 4 1.5 4.0
76 12 9 17 10 87.591 48.475 0.576 5 0.7 0.2
77 1 19 03 49 83.981 49.106 0.658 4* 1.2 1.4
77 1 21 19 20 85.677 50.644 0.919 4* 1.3 2.2
77 2 13 03 43 82.862 46.426 0.780 4* 0.5 0.06
77 2 15 01 03 83.300 51.102 0.384 5* 1.7 10.0
77 2 18 10 47 86.084 52.079 0.208 4 2.1 55.3
77 2 25 00 49 83.551 50.904 0.470 4* 1.0 0.6
77 2 25 00 51 83.316 50.594 0.908 4 0.9 0.5
77 3 8 04 06 84.612 51.696 0.116 4* 0.9 0.5
77 3 10 12 39 82.903 47.723 0.355 4* 0.8 0.3
77 3 29 03 28 86.142 50.987 0.306 5 0.7 0.2
77 4 7 02 30 85.999 50.957 0.591 5 1 .2 1.3
77 4 20 23 21 82.288 47.246 0.296 4 1.4 2.9
77 4 26 17 59 85.916 50.410 0.605 4 1.2 1.3
77 4 28 19 27 83.634 52.717 0.287 4* 1.3 2.2
77 5 8 00 34 83.557 49.378 0.614 4* 0.5 0.08
77 5 11 09 35 85.9^3 50.639 0.594 5 1.3 2.4
77 5 11 13 38 85.737 49.965 0.911 5 0.9 0.5
77 5 28 04 03 85.984 51.116 0.660 4 1.3 2.3
77 5 30 20 13 85.9^6 51.370 0.577 4 0.8 0.3
77 5 31 21 03 82.736 46.353 0.328 4* 1.3 1.9
77 6 10 19 16 85.9^7 51.342 0.402 5* 0.7 0.2
77 6 14 01 53 84.405 48.591 -0.100 4* 0.4 0.05
77 6 15 03 39 83.390 46.778 -0.094 4 0.5 0.06
77 6 15 16 35 82.931 47.124 0.575 4 0.5 0.06
77 6 16 15 50 86.138 51.719 0.381 5 0.9 0.4
77 6 17 15 01 86.130 51.190 0.543 4 1.0 0.6
77 6 19 16 27 80.826 48.610 0.217 4* 0.1 0.01
77 6 25 23 24 87.346 47.702 0.910 5 0.5 0.06
77 7 10 14 07 87.571 48.467 0.596 5 0.6 0.1
77 7 13 16 23 82.917 46.336 0.078 4* 0.8 0.2
77 7 19 18 11 85.846 52.219 0.330 4* 1.0 0.5
77 7 20 09 57 86.007 51.348 0.572 5 1 .1 1.1

*



Depth Local Energy

Y M
Date
D H Mn

Easti ng 
km

Northing
km

from
O.D.
(km)

No. of 
Stations

Magnitude

(ml)

Released 
(Joules 
x 105)

77 7 27 17 44 82.^96 46.517 0.607 4* * 0.6 0.1
77 7 30 07 28 85.845 50.800 0.588 4 1.1 0.8
77 8 6 19 55 85.999 51.509 0.363 5 1.1 0.9
77 8 10 20 22 85.962 51.248 0.630 5* 1.4 3.0
77 8 18 00 29 83.367 46.765 -0.100 4 0.1 0.01

Y Year 
M Month
D Day »
H Hour
Mn Minute

Indicates depth above O.D.
* Indicates tremor with a shear source mechanism
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